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Abstract
To date no single critic has yet published a monograph charting the development
influential
is
distinctive
fiction.
Ghosh
Yet
Amitav
Ghosh's
the
and
one of
most
of
writers to come out of India since Rushdie and, with five novels already published at
the age of forty-seven, his fiction is continuing to develop in ambition and scope. This
thesis is an attempt to fill the critical gap by providing a sustained account of Ghosh's
is
knowledge
is
heart
his
that
I
the
the
that
argument
corpus
of
at
writing.
contend
produced by structures of dominance, particularly the military, economic, and
epistemic strategies of colonialism.

In the Introduction I set out my methodologicalparameters,tracing the debate
about knowledge and power through Foucault's conceptualizationof power as a
has
Said's
thought
that
contemporary
recognition
pervasive set of social relations;
been crucially shapedby colonialism; and arriving at Bhabha's insight that,colonial
models of power and knowledge are ambivalent, split, and self-contradictory.
Threadedthrough this discussionI provide tangible examples,from colonial texts and
art, which cast new light on the theories. The Introduction then turns to Ghosh's
interrogation
borderlines
in
his
focusing
the
of
which
on
way
writing, particularly
between nations, discursive fields, and genres - sends out a challenge to the
compartmentalizationof much Westernthought.
I discussGhosh'snovels in chronologicalorder, suggestingthat in eachof them
he examinesthe imbrication of at least one specific form of knowledge in colonial
in
Circle
One,
discuss
The
Chapter
I
In
of
science
of
representations
power structures.
Reason. I arguethat sciencehas often beenregardedas a legitimate and legitimizing
form of knowledgethat is disinterested,culturally neutral,benevolentin intention, and
allowing accessto objective 'truth'. Recent theorists, however, have indicated that
scienceis culturally located,with its own biasesand interests. Westernscienceand
technology helped both to establish and consolidate power in an active way in
colonized countries, and also provided a moral justification for imperial nations to
continuetheir exploitation of Asia and Africa. Yet, through the characterof Balaram,
Ghosh demonstratesthat sciencewas reshapedin the Indian context. ChapterTwo
focuseson Ghosh's treatmentof spacein The ShadowLines. Dramatizedhere is the
imagined.
is
but
The
is
that
socially
constructed
and
notion
space not simply a given,
novel suggeststhat the Westernobsessionwith defining nations and firm boundaries
on mapshasreified a view of spaceas a territory to be owned,measured,and divided.
Chapter Three argues that in In an Antique Land, Ghosh turns his attention to
prevailing perceptions of time. As well as exploring Ghosh's rewriting of
conventionalhistory, this chapteralso considersthe whole problem of representingthe
historical or ethnic Other. Ghosh rejects any single historical or anthropological
account's claim to provide an authentic and complete version of the Other. He
suggeststhat to provide a non-coercivedescriptionof alterity, the text shouldbe multifaceted,imaginative,and open-ended.In ChapterFour, I return to Ghosh'sdiscussion
of scientific and technological discourse. The Calcutta Chromosome,I suggest,is
anotherattemptat problematizingthe boundariesbetweenscienceand pseudoscience,
and challengingthe 'claim to know' (CC, 103)of WesternscientistssuchasRoss. My
argument concludes with a summary of the thesis's main concerns and a brief
adumbrationof the ways in which Ghosh's most recent novel, The GlassPalace, fits
into Ghosh'sargumentaboutknowledgeandpower.
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Introduction
In 1784, Warren Hastings, then Governor-General of the Bengal Presidency and
patron of the Asiatic Society, argued that an acquisition of knowledge about India was
essential in ruling the country:
Every accumulation of knowledge and especially such as is obtained by social
communication with people over whom we exercise dominion founded on the
right of conquest is useful to the state... [I]t attracts and conciliates distant
affections; it lessens the weight of the chain by which the natives are held in
subjection; and it imprints on the hearts of our countrymen the sense of
obligation and benevolence (quoted in Cohn, 1985: 315).

Hastings was not alone in identifying knowledge as a source of power, and during
their 'dominion' over India, numerousscholarsset out to interpret the country and
build up a storehouseof data about its languages,peoples,geography,history, and so
forth, in order to legitimize British rule. The colonizers saw themselvesas the
custodiansof the subject races' history, culture, and knowledge. They believed that
only they had sufficient moral and intellectualvirtues to explain Indiansto themselves,
and heritagepreservationbecamea centralcomponentin the rhetoric of the 'civilizing
mission'.
Simultaneouswith their systematiccollection of information about the country,
British administratorsattemptedto stageEuropeanknowledge in India as a superior
and universally applicable episteme. The West's economicand political ascendancy
in the eighteenthand nineteenthcentury meant that ideastravelled with goods along
the traderoutes,in a similar processof imperial appropriationand imposition. This is
by no meansto discountthe achievementsof Westernthought. On the contrary,nonWesternpeopleswould have had no truck with their colonizers' ideas,had they not
been highly insightful, useful, and ambitious in scope. Furthermore,and as I shall
for
makeplain throughoutthis thesis,Westernknowledgeis extremelyheterogeneous:
every current, there is a counter-current,for every sciencea pseudoscience,for every
empire-buildersuchas Hastingsthere is a dissentersuchasAnnie Besant. The British
attempt to 'civilize' India of coursealso met with Indian resistance,and eachculture
was constantly fertilized with new ideas from the other. This was never an equal
exchange, however, and the colonizers' insistence on the paramountcy of their
worldview has wreaked lasting damage on India's infrastructure, institutions, and
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individual psyches. As Hastings makes clear in his reference to the 'weight of the
chain by which the natives are held in subjection', the issue of 'knowledge' in the
colonial context was entangled in a complex web of power relations.

In this thesis I focus upon Amitav Ghosh's preoccupationwith the cultural
creationof 'knowledge' in India. My line of enquiry is primarily influencedby Michel
Foucault's theorization of the relationship between knowledge and power. Power,
accordingto Foucault, manifestsitself not just in obvious displaysof authority, such
as military occupations and public executions,but more importantly in perpetual
underlying processes,such as surveillance,discipline, and education. He describes
power asbeing complex, elusive,andchaotic:
Power must by [sic] analysed as something which circulates, or rather as
somethingwhich only functions in the form of a chain. It is never localisedhere
or there, never in anybody's hands,never appropriatedas a commodity or piece
of wealth. Power is employed and exercisedthrough a net-like organisation.
And not only do individuals circulate betweenits threads;they are always in the
position of simultaneouslyundergoingand exercisingthis power (1980: 98).

Here Foucault recognizesthat power doesnot simply residewith one individual or a
small cartel, but rather penetratesall areasof life. It is not a possession,but a set of
social relations.

Power is fluid and dynamic, able swiftly to move between

individuals, groups, and institutions. Foucault suggeststhree possible models to
expressthis interchange:circulation (which suggeststhat power engagesin an endless
orbital movement),the chain (in which power is perceivedashaving a more linear, yet
interlinked, trajectory), and the network. The model of the network is perhapsthe
most important, in that it imagines gaps existing betweennodes of power, and this
model is somethingto which I will return at severalmomentsin this thesis.
Power also involves complicity on the part of the relatively powerlessaswell as
the powerful, as everyoneis 'simultaneouslyundergoingand exercising [ ] power'.
...
Drawing on Grarnsci's idea of hegemony,Foucault argues elsewherethat people
believe a social systemto be natural or in their interests,so they consentto it. He
emphasizesthe productive aswell as repressiveeffectsof power, writing that power is
not only a negativeforce, but that it also 'traversesand producesthings, [ ]induces
...
pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourse' (1980: 119). It is most effective
when it is invisible, and people do not even realize that power is being exerted on
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them. Thus modem-day American neo-imperialism may prove more difficult to resist
than British colonialism, as American policy-makers avoid straightforward occupation
of foreign countries, ruling the world instead via an elaborate matrix of large
businesses, international law-enforcement agencies, and cultural and artistic suasion.
In turn, the British Empire was more durable than the other European modes of
colonialism it replaced, as it courted the respect and approval of its middle-class
indigenous subjects. Finally, Foucault argues that although power is omnipresent, it
cannot control everything, nor can it fully 'achieve[ ... ] what it sets out, or claims, to
do' (Danaher et al, 2000: 77).

According to Foucault, knowledge is not, as is commonly assumed, a
disembodiedentity contiguousto the world. He challengesthe idea that our bodiesof
knowledgeare inexorably increasingand gaining in strengthaspart of 'progress'. On
the contrary, he arguesthat knowledge is socially producedand historically located.
What people think they know is defined by their contexts. Foucault identifies an
'order of things' (1970), an intricate network of statements,discourses,academic
disciplines, and institutions, which invests some things with the aura of truth, and
allows other ideasto be dismissedas impossible. This is not to saythat Foucaultdoes
not believe in truth; rather he arguesthat forms of knowledge cannot claim to be
universal,only specific. The Indian folk-tale of the sevenblind men and the elephant
illustrates this idea very neatly. The men give correct descriptionsof the elephant
accordingto the segmentthey are touching (tail, ear,trunk, body, etc.), but eachview
is dependenton its context,indicating the multifariousnessof truth.
Foucault suggests that knowledge 'doesn't follow [ ] smooth, continuist
...
schemasof development' (1980: 112), but that our ideas about truth change,often
abruptly, over time. Acceptedacademicdiscoursesdefine themselvesby contrastwith
an Other, a discursive field that is representedas being badly argued,erroneous,and
everythingthat the orthodox discipline is not. Onceagain,this Other may changeover
time, and discoursesthat were once seen as being beyond the pale may later be
admitted into mainstreamknowledge (one example is the increasing legitimacy of
suchpracticesas acupunctureand aromatherapywithin medicine). As this discussion
aboutexclusionand alterity suggests,knowledgeis born out of power struggles,and is
inextricable from power relations. Foucault writes that '[t]he exercise of power
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perpetually creates knowledge and, conversely, knowledge constantly induces effects
of power' (quoted in Gordon, 1994: xvi).
sanctioned by knowledge.

Power structures are validated and

Rather than empowering us, knowledge makes us its

subjects, because we understand ourselves in relation to different discourses, which
are themselves linked with power. In his work, Foucault focuses on discourses from
the human sciences: psychiatry, psychology, criminology, sociology, and some parts of
medicine (Gordon, 1994: xvi).

In the thesis I examine branches of knowledge to

which Foucault devoted less attention: history, geography, anthropology, and certain
aspectsof science and technology.

As Robert Young has shown,Foucault was well awarethat dominantmodesof
knowledge and power had been forcibly shaped by colonialism. Young cites
Foucault's argumentthat the West's claim to universalvalidity for its culture, science,
political philosophy, and rationality was 'a mirage associated with economic
domination and political hegemony' (1990: 9). Yet Foucault focused most of his
internal,
rather than external, colonialism, examining the policing of
attention on
criminals, the insane, the sexually deviant, and the sick in the West. In order to
understandmore clearly the crucial role of colonialism in moulding the connections
betweenknowledgeand power, my researchis directedby the postcolonialtheoriesof
Edward Said and Homi Bhabha.
Said was the first person to harnessFrench theory, particularly the work of
Foucault,for discussionaboutcolonialism and the legaciesof Empire. In Orientalism
(1978), he developedFoucault's theorization of the intertwining of knowledge and
power to argue that Western knowledge and culture were complicit in, and
inextricable from, imperialism. Simultaneously,Said identified a significant lacuna
within French theory: until his intervention, very little attention had been devotedto
the effectsof colonialism upon knowledgeandpower. In Orientalism Saidremindsus
that scholarshipand art are not isolated from the world of practical affairs, but are
deeplydependenton the political and economicprocessesof colonialism. He suggests
that even creative works, such as novels, are enmeshedin a much larger body of
writing - Foucault's 'discourse' - that actively produces the object of its
knowledge. According to Said, '[t]he Orient was almost a Europeaninvention' (1995:
1). This 'Orient' bearslittle or no resemblanceto the realities of the East,but is rather
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a product of the West's statements,ideas,and discoursesabout its Other. Said poses
two questions in Orientalism that are particularly relevant to the concernsof this
study. Firstly, he askswhetherit is ever possibleto gain knowledgeof other cultures
andpeoplesthat is impartial andnon-coercive(1995: 24). His secondquestionrelates
to the compartmentalizationof knowledge:
Can one divide human reality, as indeed human reality seemsto be genuinely
divided, into clearly different cultures,histories,traditions, societies,evenraces,
humanly?(Said, 1995:45).
and survive the consequences

I shall shortly demonstratehow these two concernsare central to Ghosh's literary
project.
Said departs from Foucault's model of power as an impersonal flow that
permeatesinstitutions, leaders, and the oppressedalike. He sees colonial power
insteadas deliberateacts of collective will. He also believesthat individual subjects
because
his
Foucault
to
that
of
rejects
can
some extent resist power, a possibility
insistenceon subjectivity as a product of discourse. Said celebratesthe humanistidea
of the individual artist or critic asan agentof resistance(Moore-Gilbert, 1997:37; 42).
He has been criticized for this by such commentatorsas Young (1990: 137), who
rightly points out that if, as Said insists, Orientalism is a totalizing system,then the
idea of the critic finding a place outside this systemto enunciateher opposition is
logically unsound. Yet I find Said's position an important, if contradictory,stance,in
that it provides an alternative to Foucault's unremitting pessimism,projecting the
possibility of change. We can perhapsview his portrayal of the artist as a site of
opposition to (neo-)colonialismto be an exampleof Spivak's idea of 'a strategic use
of positivist essentialism' (1987: 205).

A similar optimism about the artist's

dissentingvoice is found in Ghosh'swriting. This thesisdemonstratesthat throughout
his work, art as a humanistcounterpointto knowledge is lauded.
In contrast to Said and Foucault, who have both been criticized for their
totalizing approach to the workings of power, Bhabha is interested in the gaps,
slippages,and disturbancesthat exist within power and knowledge. He arguesthat the
discourseof colonialism is agonistic, split, and contradictory, so that it never fully
managesto asserta fixed and stereotypicalknowledgeof the colonial Other as it sets
out to do. Even in the most confident colonial text, Bhabha suggeststhat there are
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momentsof ambivalence,momentswhen it is possibleto divine that the argumentis
antilogous. One example that Bhabha gives of an inconsistencywithin colonial
discourseis that the very basis of colonialism is to deny most of the world's people
liberty, and yet one of its main justifications is the professedclaim of bringing liberty,
equality, and social advanceto colonizedcountries. Bhabhathus identifies a worrying
paradox of colonialism: in order to justify and maintain Empire, the colonizer brings
Westerneducationto the Indian middle classes,but in doing so, he gives Indians the
languageto challenge the colonizers' forcible 'liberation' of non-Westernpeoples.
Bhabha writes, 'in "normalizing" the colonial state or subject, the dream of postEnlightenment civility alienatesits own languageof liberty and produces another
knowledgeof its norms' (1994: 86).
Bhabhaarguesfurther that not only the colonial subject'sresistance,but also his
compliance with colonial strictures, endangersthe fragile stability of imperialist
knowledge and power. Through his theory of mimicry (which I discussin Chapter
One), Bhabhacontendsthat even the most slavish attemptsof the colonial subjectto
imitate his masterresult in an inadvertentthreat to the colonial order. The more the
colonial subjectbeginsto resemblethe colonizer,the more the differencesbetweenthe
two are reduced. The lesseningof the distance between the two groups reveals
another aspect of colonial doublethink. Colonial discourse is predicated on the
assumptionsthat the colonized subject is alien, dangerous,and essentiallydifferent
from the colonizer, while at the sametime s/he is seenas educable,capableof being
remadein the colonizer's image (McLeod, 2000: 52 - 55). Colonial texts anxiously
seekto hide or disavow thesemutually exclusive suppositions,but mimicry exposes
their internal conflict.
Bhabhaalso demonstratesthat knowledgeis changedwhen it is transplantedto
anothercountry or context. Geographicaldislocationundercutsthe voice of authority,
and its original messageis destabilizedand transformed. When missionariesbrought
the Bible to India, for instance,they found that it was 'repeated,translated,misread,
displaced' (Bhabha,1994: 102). Indiansbrought their own knowledgesystemsto bear
on the new ideas introducedby the missionaries,and as a consequenceChristianity
was hybridized. Bhabhagives the exampleof Evangelistsdistributing the Bible to a
receptivegroup of 'natives' in Meerut. Thesenatives acceptthe Bible as the word of
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God, but they are unwilling to countenancethe Evangelicals' role as mediators in this
process. Furthermore, they refuse to take the sacrament, as it is at odds with their
vegetarianism.

As Bhabha puts it 'the unitary and universalist assumption of

authority' is challenged by 'the cultural difference of its historical moment of
enunciation' (1994: 116). The Indians unwittingly effect a mutation in Christian
doctrine by interpreting it according to Hindu tradition.

As a result, both ways of

thinking are altered, and 'new forms of knowledge, [ ... ] new sites of power' emerge
(1994: 120). The colonizers' forms of knowledge are not supinely received, but are
intended.
for
they
to
uses
were
never
put
which

This is highlighted by another

for
desire
for
Bibles,
Bhabha
Indians
the
out
of
clamouring
not
example
gives of
Word, but becausethey can be used for waste paper or sold (1994: 122). The image of
Indians tearing up Bibles and putting them to practical use evokes the ruptures and
dismemberment that Western knowledge undergoes in the 'wild and wordless wastes
of colonial India, Africa, the Caribbean' (1994: 102).

Finally, the borders that Said describes as existing between colonizer and
colonized, self and Other, between 'binary oppositions' and different academic
disciplines, are refigured in Bhabha'stheory. Bhabhaarguesthat borderspresuppose
a no-man's land, an in-betweenspacethat simultaneouslydivides and connectstwo
areas. This space,he suggests,is productive and enabling. It challengesconventional
modesof thoughtby intermingling opposingviews:
The borderline engagements
of cultural difference may as often be consensualas
conflictual; they may confound our definitions of tradition and modernity;
realign the customaryboundariesbetweenthe private and the public, high and
low; and challengenormative expectationsof developmentand progress(1994:
2).

Bliablia's decisionto interrogatecolonial discourseby an examinationof its bordersis
relevantto my discussionof Ghosh'swriting. Like Bhabha,I suggest,Ghoshseeksto
complicate our 'definitions of tradition and modernity' and 'challenge normative
expectationsof developmentandprogress. Particularly in the chapteron TheShadow
Lines, I use Bhabha'sand others' theorizationsof the border in order to highlight the
ways in which Ghoshunsettlesthe frontiers betweendisciplines,genres,andnations.
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I will discuss Ghosh's questioning of borderlines presently. Before doing so, I
issues
knowledge
dramatizes
like
the
that
to
many
of
about
would
examine a painting
have
discussed.
Thomas
identified
I
This
by
theorists
the
three
painting,
and power
Hickey's John Mowbray (Plate 1), was produced in about 1790 and depicts a smartlydressed colonial administrator sitting at a desk overflowing with papers and books. In
the foreground stands his money agent or banian, dressed in a white dhoti with a
business
list
keys
'long
his
head,
holding
transactions'
of
and
a
a
set
of
shawl over
(Archer, 1979: 216). Behind him stands an Indian servant in a turban, who proffers a
letter or messageto Mowbray. A map hangs on the wall behind Mowbray, and below
it is an iron box or safe.

This is a scanty description of the picture, but on closer examinationit sheds
interesting light on the preceding discussion about knowledge and power. In
accordancewith Foucault's theorizations,power in this painting is hidden rather than
in
it,
figures
On
together
the
the
an orderly and amicable
work
surfaceof
manifest.
fashion, but despite the lack of overt images of power, there is no doubt that the
British man has authority over the two Indians. Mowbray is portrayedin a relaxed,
confidentposture:he sits back in his chair with one leg crossedover the other, and his
face is in three-quartersperspectiveas he looks directly at the banian. In contrast,
both Indians have their eyes downcast and their heads slightly bent, indicating
submission and deference. The men's clothes also denote the inequality of their
relations. Mowbray is immaculatelyyet simply attired in a black velvet suit, white
cravat, and embroideredwaistcoat,and his stockingsand sturdy buckled shoesmake
no concessionsto the hot climate. The plentiftil folds and gatheringsof the banian's
clothes, and the messenger'sgarish pink- and orange-patterneduniform suggest
mysteryandunknowableOtherness.
The intertwining of colonial knowledgewith power is symbolizedby the map on
the wall and the papersand books that fill every availablespace. The map ostensibly
representsthe colonizers' occupationof much of the earth's surface,and their ability
to chart that spaceaccuratelyand scientifically. The iron box below this map may be
for money storage,and this indicates the material benefits that the colonizers have
accruedfrom their military and cpistemic conquestof non-Westerncountries. From a
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Plate 1

Plate 1. Thomas Hickey, John Mowbray
Cambridge

History

of India,

Il. I. - Indian

(c1790), in C. A. Bayly.

1988.

The New

Society and the Allaking of the British

Einpire, Cambridge: Cambnidge University Press, unnumbered frontispiece.
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Saidean perspective, the unruly piles of books and papers provide a way for the painter
to emphasize the superiority of colonial discourse.

In this interpretation, the

overflowing documents indicate that there is simply not enough space in the room to
contain the wealth of Western knowledge. Yet if we analyse the picture in the light of
Bhabha's theories, the open drawers spilling out reams of paper suggest chaos and
disarray within the discourses of colonialism.

The frenzied turbulence of the books

contrasts with the calm assurance of Mowbray's countenance, hinting that colonial
discourse is not as authoritative as it seems.
Mildred Archer's historical account of the portrait further suggests that its
circumstances are haunted by disorder and uncertainty. The picture's subject, John
Mowbray, was not an administrator for the East India Company, but a partner in the
private company of Graham, Mowbray, Graham, and Skirrow. About a year after the
portrait was painted, the firm went bankrupt. Robert Graham and Mowbray moved to
Chinsurah and drank themselves to death, while Skirrow went mad (1979: 216; 454,
footnote 21).

The map on the wall is not a depiction of the far-flung comers of

Empire, but merely shows Bihar and Tibet, the company's meagre areas of commerce.
Archer's description of the precariousness of Mowbray's financial affairs and mental
health, and the paucity of his sphere of influence, encourages us to reinterpret the
painting. Behind the face that Mowbray wishes to present to the artist and the world
lurks fear, confusion, and failure. The existence of numerous private British firms in
India, many of them disreputable, and all entirely motivated by profit, disrupts and
calls into question the East India Company's claims to be operating in India's
interests. Mowbray's and his partners' reckless financial dealings, hard drinking, and
questionable sanity must also have been anathema to the Company's policies and an
embarrassment to the British government. No wonder, then, that in 1813 and 1833 the
British government took more active control in reducing corruption and financial
'
both
Company.
the
mismanagement
within and outside

According to Philip Lawson, although small companies,and individuals increasingly
benefited from enterprisesin India in the late eighteenthand early nineteenthcenturies,the
East India Company'sdebtsby this time were so high that the Companymadeno profits on
its operationsin India (1993: 139; 147). In 1813,therefore,the Companywas strippedof its
monopoly on all but the China tea trade (1993: 127), and in 1833 its entire monopoly over
trade in India was terminated when its charter was not renewed. From this date on the
Companyplayed little more than a nominal role in India's affairs, until rule over India was
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The artist's biography also contains a few surprises.

Thomas Hickey, a

fortune.
his
in
in
hoping
1784
India
Irish
to
make
struggling
painter, arrived
Unusually amongst the portrait painters of the Raj, he was enchanted by India and
his
Although
(Archer,
205).
1979:
live
his
days
there
to
paintings are not
chose
out
British
for
Indian
innovative,
them
and
representing
are
notable
many of
stylistically
characters interacting with mutual respect (Archer, 1979: 211 - 22).

Hickey's

bibis
(unofficial
British
Indian
administrators),
of
wives
of
sympathetic portrayals
has
been
his
illustrate
Persian
that
teachers
altered
worldview
or munshis,
ayahs, and
by his lengthy residence in India. It can be seen, therefore, that a painting that initially
forms
Western
be
the
to
of
of
superiority
appears
an unambiguous statement about
knowledge and governance, is in fact fraught with contradictions.
Picking up from the reading of complex power relations in the above pictorial
text, it is my contention that throughout Amitav Ghosh's writing there is a debate
Several
it
how
knowledge
to
of
power.
relates power, particularly colonial
and
about
the ideas given in the theoretical framework outlined above are reiterated and reshaped
in Ghosh's fiction.

For example, Foucault's notion that knowledge is context-

dependent and develops through abrupt epistemic shifts is confirmed by Ghosh's
deviant
in
history
the
practices are
reputedly
science,
which
of
representations of
sometimes admitted into the fold of mainstream science, while generally accepted
procedures are later jettisoned.

Furthermore, Foucault's argument that everyone is

complicit in the workings of power, and that even the most downtrodden groups
frequently consent in their own oppression, is borne out by the fact that Ghosh does
he
East.
Rather,
flowing
from
West
to
the
the
as
not portray power simplistically
shows how even the richest and most powerful countries have their share of
dispossessedindividuals. In all his novels, Ghosh looks at a migrant underclass within
a dominant culture, portraying undocumented workers in al-Ghazira (The Circle of
Reason), Brick Lane Bengalis (The Shadow Lines), Egyptian workers in Iraq (In an
Antique Land), economic migrants in New York (Yhe Calcutta Chromosome), and
Indian coolies in Burma (Yhe Glass Palace). The fact that these people are prepared
to put up with social injustice and economic uncertainty in exchange for the vague
in
living
the 'developed world' confirms the notion that 'people [ ]
advantages of
...
officially transferred to the British government after the Great Rebellion of 1857 - 58
(Lawson, 1993: 144- 63).
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invest in their own unhappiness'(Eagleton,1991:xiii). Ghoshtakesthis idea further
in his portrayals of the Indian sepoy, a figure that helped the British Empire to
he
Circle
Reason,
dominance.
In
The
its
international
of
structuresof
consolidate
in
but
The
(CR,
260),
hirelings'
'uniformed
describes
these
sepoysas
contemptuously
Glass Palace their reasonsfor fighting for the British are explored in more depth,
is
figured
Adun,
as a product
the
through
of
who
complexcharacterization
particularly
of Westerneducation.
Said's question as to whether it is possible to acquire a non-manipulative
knowledge of other cultures is a constant preoccupation of Ghosh's. This is
inhabitants
he
in
the
in
Land,
Antique
In
of a
portrays
which
an
particularly apparent
from
twelfth
Arab
the
Jewish
traders
Egyptian
century,
alongside
village
modem-day
interbraiding the techniques of the anthropologist, historian, and novelist. The
tendencyof Westerndiscursive formations to 'divide human reality [ ... ] into clearly
different cultures, histories, traditions, societies, even races' (Said, 1995: 45) is
Ghosh's
form
writing.
of
the
through
and
generic
settings,
subjectmatter,
challenged
Ghoshis an Indian Bengali by origin, whose family moved from East Bengalto
Calcutta on Partition, and who has lived a peripatetic life in Europe, South Asia, and
the US. He has published five novels; works as a journalist, academic,and travel
At
Cambodia,
Dancing
in
in
has
his
three
collections,
appeared
non-fiction
writer; and
Large in Burma (1998), Countdown(1999), and YheImam and the Indian (2002). Yet
his writing overspills generic categoriesand confoundsany attempt at classification.
In each text he experimentswith a different genre. His first novel, The Circle of
Reason (1986), is an ambitious, fantastical narrative that owes a debt to Rushdie's
Midnight's Children. In YheShadowLines (1988), Ghoshmovesaway from this kind
he
Yet
literary
'chutnification'
towards
still
narrative.
and
personal
a
more
realistic
of
layers
through
draws
to
the
of
artifice,
particularly
novel's
attention
occasionally
In
his
dreams
to
the
that
an
constraints
elude
of
realism.
narrative
allow
stories and
interview I conductedwith Ghosh (Chambers,2003), he arguesthat In an Antique
Land (1992) should not be considered as a novel at all, as it is based on
in
fieldwork
he
undertook Egypt, and on his historical essay,'The
anthropological
Nonetheless, by utilizing such novelistic techniques as
imaginative plot construction,evocative imagery, and empatheticcharacterizationin
Slave of MS. H.6'.
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an ostensiblyhistorical and anthropologicaltext Ghosh implies that the novel has as
valid a claim to knowledge as more academicgenres. The Calcutta Chromosome
(1996) seesGhoshexperimentingwith the genresof sciencefiction and cyberpunkto
spin a fantasticalstory aroundthe actualhistory of the British scientist,Ronald Ross,
who discoveredthat malaria is transmittedby the bite of a mosquito. Finally, in Yhe
GlassPalace (2000), Ghoshcreatesa family sagathat spansseveralgenerationsand
continentsto describelittle-known historiesof Burma and India, and to draw attention
to the horrific 'ForgottenLong March' that took place at the end of the SecondWorld
War. This novel was publishedduring the writing of this thesis,and I have not been
able to devote a chapterto it. However, in the Conclusion,I suggestways in which
the novel reiteratesGhosh's argumentsabout the interpenetrationof knowledge and
power.
Not only do Ghosh's works transgress generic boundaries, but they effortlessly
cross national frontiers. His novels' settings include India, the Middle East, Britain,
America, Burma, and Malaysia, and he frequently emphasizes that travel is not a
recent byproduct of globalization, but something that societies have always undertaken
for economic, religious, political, or personal reasons. As Massey and Jess point out,
'there has since the beginning of human existence always been movement, migration
and settlement in new areas; for as long as is known and in most parts of the world,
individual places have been open to, and partly constituted by, their contacts with
"outside". Interconnection is not new, and diasporas are certainly not only a feature of
the recent past' (1995: 2). Ghosh is instrumental in broadening our knowledge of
cultural interconnection at various moments in history, and in reminding us that
national borders are a relatively recent construct.

Furthermore, Ghosh's novels often challenge the conceptual boundaries that
have been erectedto separateacademicdisciplines or schools of thought from each
other. For example,in Yhe Circle of Reasonand The Calcutta Chromosome,Ghosh
interpolatesthe mainstreamscienceof such figures as Louis Pasteurand Ronald Ross
with pseudoscientific and religious practices. In doing so, he suggeststhat the
boundariesbetween science and pseudoscienceare porous, that the notion of the
scientist as a lone genius is misleading,and that third-world countries such as India
have hybridized and reworked sciencecoming from the West. In In an Antique Land
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he focuses on social crossings, celebrating travellers and migrants who cross
international borders as a matter of course, and interstitial religions that borrow
cultural practicesfrom acrossthe frontier, such as Sufism and bhakti. The Shadow
Lines problematizesphysicalbordersbetweennations,arguingthat theseobfuscatethe
emotional and cultural ties between officially separatenations such as India and
Bangladesh.
Ania Loomba asserts that '[p]ostcolonial studies have been preoccupied with
ideas of hybridity, creolisation, mestizaje, in-betweenness, diasporas and liminality,
with the morality and cross-overs of ideas and identities generated by colonialism'
(1998: 173).

In the light of this statement and Bhabha's celebration of the 'in-

between' spacesof borderlands, Ghosh's interrogation of the 'shadow lines' that have
been set up to demarcate separate nations, concepts, or genres may be seen as an
important contribution to the postcolonial debate. Although Ghosh dislikes being
ý2
in his writing he consistentlyfocuseson the ways in
'postcolonial
categorizedas
,
which the partitioned South Asian subjecthas been affectedby, and yet can to some

extent resist, colonialism's legacy. Highly respectedboth in India and the West,
Ghosh's work increasingly stimulates debate and discussion. In 2001, he caused
controversy by withdrawing The Glass Palace from the competition for the
3

Commonwealth Writers Prize. In an open letter to the Prize's organizers, he
expresseshis uneasewith the term 'Commonwealth', a designationthat he suggests
orientatescontemporarywriters around the old power structuresof colonialism. He
also criticizes the Prize for excluding Commonwealthwriters who chooseto write in
languagesother than English. Although his withdrawal from the Commonwealth
Writers Prize is not the concernof this thesis,and althoughit may be viewed cynically
as a publicity exercise,the action is worthy of mention becauseit is anotherexample
of Ghoshgrapplingpublicly with issuessurroundingpower andknowledge.
2 In an interview, Ghosh states: 'I have no truck with this term
at all. [ ... ] It completely
misrepresentsthe focus of the work that I do. In somereally important ways, colonialism is
not what interestsme. What is postcolonial? When I look at the work of critics, such as
Homi Bhabha, I think they have somehow invented this world which is just a set of
representationsof representations. They've retreatedinto a world of magic mirrors and I
don't think anyonecan write from that sort of position' (Silva and Tickell, 1997: 171).
3 This letter (Ghosh,200lb) canbe read on www.
html#letter
amitavahosh.com/cmMrize.
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In brief, then, the greaterpart of my thesis focuseson Ghosh's challengeto
normative modesof knowledge. Given Foucault's idea that knowledgeis specific to
the time and place in which it was produced,my approachin this thesis is highly
contextual. I analysethe impact that certain paradigmsof knowledge- scientific,
geographical,historical, and anthropological- have had, and continue to have, on
colonized countries. India is of coursethe main focus, but I also consider Ghosh's
interrogationof knowledgeand power in other countries,most notably Egypt. I also
arguethat Ghoshprovidesalternativesto Westernideasabouttime, space,and science
by frequentlyintroducing other worldviews into his narratives. Philosophiesthat tend
to be perceived as 'deviant', which emergefrom the West as well as the East, are
highlighted in the texts. Gnosticism,VachanakaraHinduism, pseudoscience,
Sufism,
Gandhism,Theosophy,and notions of spirituality and rationalism that arosefrom the
Bengali Renaissance:all are introduced in order to show that mainstreamWestern
knowledgehas alwaysbeenchallengedby counter-knowledges.
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Chapter One:
Historicizing

Scientific Reason in The Circle ofReason.

INTRODUCTION

Amitav Ghosh's first novel, The Circle ofReason, is an intriguing debut,which
introduces and explores themesthat are developedin his later work. The novel is
ostensiblya bildungsromanrecountingthe journey of Alu, a Bengali orphan,from the
obscurevillage of Lalpukur to Calcutta,Kerala, the Middle East, and Algeria. It also
incorporateselementsof the picaresquenovel, the fantasticmode, the novel of ideas,
the thriller or detective novel (with Assistant Superintendentof Police, Jyoti Das,
trailing the alleged extremist, Alu, through severalcontinents),and the Hindu epic.
The text thereby offsets linear narrative techniquesagainst a multi-voiced, cyclical
structure. Set in the twentieth century,its frequentuse of flashbacks,memories,and
oral stories enablestime as constructedto loop between Calcutta in the 1950s and
North Africa in the late 1970s,to namebut two of the novel's many locations.
The novel has evident flaws, the most seriousof which is that it doesnot hang
togetheras a whole. It is structuredinto three sections,eachof which has a different
setting,characters,and concerns.Alu andhis pursuerJyoti Das arethe only characters
who are constantsthroughoutthe novel. Despite the use of such recurring motifs as
sewing machines,birds, and YheLife of Pasteur, the novel's sectionsremain discrete
entities that for the most part fail to dovetail. Becauseof this, I have structuredthis
chapter into two halves, examining what for me are the novel's most interesting
features:its portrayal of scienceand multifarious use of genre. The chapter opens
with a critique of The Circle of Reason'sfirst section, 'Satwa: Reason', in which, I
suggest,Ghosh createswhat is almost a self-containednovel of ideas. In this part of
the chapterI focus upon Ghosh'sinterrogationof the cultural creationof 'knowledge'
in India, specifically upon his representationsof the discourseof science. Throughthe
charactersof Balaram,his friend Gopal, and enemyBhudeb Roy, Ghosh generatesa
debateabout how various scientific discoursesemanatingfrom the West have been
accepted,challenged,or remouldedby Indian recipients. Balaram's view of scientists
as altruistic seekersafter truth is humorouslydeflated, and Ghosh suggeststhat even
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the most 'objective' scienceis caughtup in the belief systemsand power structuresof
its era and geographicallocation.
In the second part, I discuss Ghosh's grappling with form, looking at the novel's
amorphous attempt to represent the globalized societies of the Persian Gulf. Ghosh
tries out several different genres in writing about immigrant society in the fictional
he
find
his
however,
has
Arguably,
to
state of al-Ghazira.
not yet managed
voice and
remains reliant on the narrative techniques popularized by Salman Rushdie. Ther6 are
many ways in which Ghosh echoesRushdie's works, particularly Midnight's Children.
In the second half of the chapter I examine Ghosh's use in this novel of magical
elements, although I suggest that his novel draws more on the fantastic mode than on
Ruslidean magic realism. Furthermore, The Circle of Reason contains a wealth of
symbolism, which seems to be a gesture towards Rushdie's witty use of metaphor, but
which is frustratingly empty and unsustained at times. For example, Alu's physical
defects such as his potato head, oozing boils, and atrophied thumbs have obvious
resonances with the injuries that befall Saleem, the narrator of Midnight's Children.
Whereas Rushdie employs mutilation as a metaphor for catastrophes suffered by
India's body politic, Ghosh's usage of this device is bafflingly lacking in resonance.
His subsequent abandonment of this Ruslidean symbolism suggests awarenesson his
part that it has proved unsuccessful.
Similarly, Yhe Circle of Reason's depiction of minor characters suffers by
comparison with those who populate the pages of Midnight's

Children.

Rushdie

renders many of his subordinate characters in startling and unforgettable ways.
Examples include Saleem's Uncle Hanif, the proponent of social realism, whose futile
attempts to sell his film 'The Ordinary Life of a Pickle Factory' to Bollywood enrages
his starlet wife; William

Methwold, the bewigged English administrator with a

penchant for the cocktail hour; and Picture Singh, the political magician, who trains
snakes to enact communist allegories. By turns idiosyncratic, poignant, and hilarious,
Rushdie's characters are one of the main reasons for the novel's enduring popularity.
In contrast, Ghosh fails to sustain the colour and vigour with which he portrays
characters in the early part of the novel. Particularly in the section of the novel set in
al-Ghazira, the reader may easily become confused or frustrated by the proliferation of
sketchily-drawn characters such as Abu Fahl, Hajj Fahmy, and Forid Mian.
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Ghosh'sdecisionto abandonthis literary 'chutnification' in subsequentnovels,I
argue,signalsthe moment at which he beginsto articulatehis ideasmore effectively.
Yhe Circle of Reason'scanvasis too clutteredwith charactersand issues,yet most of
the themesthat continueto fascinateGhoshare evidentin this first novel. His attempt
to disrupt linear time and transgressspatial boundaries, and his intermingling of
scienceand fantasy,are two aims that are arguablymore successfullyachievedin Yhe
ShadowLines and Yhe Calcutta Chromosomerespectively. Similarly, Yhe Circle of
Reason'sportrayalof a Middle EasterncommunityprefiguresIn an Antique Land, but
in the later work the narrative scopeis not quite so ambitious, and it is consequently
handledbetter.
In this chapter I suggest two major ways in which The Circle of Reason
foreshadowsthe later novels. First, in this novel Ghosh interrogatesthe practice of
scienceby drawing attentionto the disruptivepotential of pseudoscience.In doing so,
he anticipates The Calcutta Chromosome'sportrayal of Ronald Ross's mainstream
scienceas being inextricable from the magical pseudoscienceof a counter-science
group. He also unsettlesthe dichotomousidea that India represents'tradition' as
comparedto the West's 'modemity'. Despitethe fact that scienceis often taken to be
the West's most 'modem' discourse,it has a pseudoscientificunderbelly, containing
elements derived from superstition, unverifiable imaginings, and 'tradition'.

I

examine two Indian thinkers, Rammohun Roy and M. K. Gandhi, who inform the
novel's debate about science and who are often made to represent'tradition' and
'modemity' respectively. My researchindicatesthat this simplistic depiction of Roy
and Gandhi as modernizer and traditionalist does not take into account the
contradictionsand syncreticworldviews to be found in the life andworks of both men.
Ghosh continuesto critique the distinction betweenmodernity and tradition in later
writing, and always endeavoursto reveal interchangebetween ostensibly opposed
discourses.
Second,The Circle ofReason evincesan important distinguishingcharacteristic
of Ghosh's fiction to date: his heterogeneoususe of genre, language,and allusion.
Despite the limitations alreadyoutlined, this lively first novel demonstratesGhosh's
eclectic interaction with ideas from both East and West, and his ability to create a
composite generic framework in which to discuss these ideas. Wide-ranging
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intertextual referencesare usedin a more focusedway in The Calcutta Chromosome,
while the novel's hybrid use of genre foreshadowsthe multiple narrativesof In an
Antique Land.
Ghoshalso usesan imageof the weaver's loom to suggestthat writers will have
to adapt their use of language,interbraiding different linguistic threads,in order to
representthe polyglot societiesof India and the Gulf states. In the novel's portrayalof
the specialized idiom of the loom, language is depicted as being altered by its
encounterwith new technologies. When ShombhuDebnathteachesAlu weaving, he
will not let the boy touch the loom until he hastaughthim the terms for all its different
parts in severaldialects: '[s]o many names,so many words, words beatentogetherin
the churning which createdthe world: Tangail words, stewedwith Noakhali words,
salted with Naboganj words, boiled up with English' (CR, 73). This image of a
kedgereeof different dialectsis appropriateto a novel such as The Circle of Reason,
which is peppered with words from so many languages. Multilingualism. is
particularly striking in the examinationof the cotton trade,which appearson pages56
in
57,
Ghosh
history
traces
the
and
which
of the word
etymology
and
semantic
'cotton', from its ancient Sanskrit roots to its Latin, Arabic, and modem European
mutations.
Despite such forays across linguistic boundaries,The Circle of Reason is of
course a novel written primarily in English. In tackling the problematic issuesthat
pervadethe use of the English languagein India, Ghosh does not merely seasonhis
novel with spicy terms borrowed from Indian or Arabic dialects. This, after all, is a
device commonto many Indian writers, but what marks Ghoshout is the extentof his
reflection on languageuse. The best exampleof this, perhaps,comesin a description
of how the history of the loom hascreateda new language:
So many words, so many things. On a loom a beam's name changesafter
every inch. Why? Every nail has a name,every twist of rope, every little eyelet,
every twig of bambooon the heddle. A loom is a dictionaryglossarythesaurus.
Why? Words serve no purpose; nothing mechanical. No, it is becausethe
weaver, in making cloth, makeswords, too, and trespassingon the territory of
the poets gives namesto things the eye can't see. That is why the loom has
given languagemore words, more metaphor, more idiom than all the world's
armiesof pen-wielders(CR, 74).
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In this passagethe weaver's occupationis explicitly comparedto that of a poet and,
is
described
his
loom
'pen-wielder,
as a
while
more generally, a
'dictionaryglossarythesaurus'.This compositeterm demonstratesGhosh'spoint that,
like the weaver, a writer must devise fresh ways of describing things, reassembling
languageso that it is capableof portrayingeventhe finest detail, 'every twist of rope,
in
it
is
heddle'.
bamboo
However,
little
the
twig
asserted this
every
on
eyelet,every
of
loom
has
idioms
the
that
the
poured
which
passage
streamof words, metaphors,and
into languageis greaterthan anythingwhich 'the world's anny of pen-wielders' has
is
it
fun
his
Ghosh
that
to
at
own profession,suggesting
yet managed produce.
pokes
the writer who frequently has a more automatedand utilitarian attitude towards
language than the weaver sitting at his mechanizedloom. Rather than treating
language as merely a mechanismto create a story, Ghosh implies that the writer
should spin togethermultifarious strandsof languageand subjectmatter, pouring out
new words, asthe loom hasdone.
Weaving is thereforeused as a metaphorfor fiction. Just as there are different
types of looms in different countries: 'dummy-shuttle looms and rapier looms and
water-jet looms and circular looms' (CR, 74), so fiction too manifests itself in
different forms across the world.

Yet, Ghosh suggests,the different weaving

techniquesall have in common the same technique of 'locking yams together by
its
'yams',
here
(CR,
74).
The
the
them'
extra meaning
with
crossing
word
of
usage
of 'stories', indicates that the statementcan also be read as a literary manifesto.
Ghosh seeksto 'lock together' disparatestories in a complex weave that alludes to
oral and literary texts from both East and West. While I spendsometime untangling
Ghosh's multifarious use of genrein the secondhalf of this chapter,I will now focus
upon the debateaboutreasonand sciencein the early part of The Circle ofReason.

SCIENnFIC

REASON iN THE CIRCLE OF REASoN

ThroughoutThe Circle qfReason,WesternandHindu philosophiesandtexts are
intermingled.

This is perhaps best exemplified in the novel's very title, the
paradoxical 'circle' of reason. Following Richard H. Popkin and Avrurn Stroll, I
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broadly dcfinc reason as a set of inductive processes that supposedly allow accessto
'knowledge in the strongest sense, knowledge that can under no circumstances
possibly be false' (1993: 239). 'Reason' is of course a contested term, which has been
interpreted in vastly different ways by philosophers as diverse as Plato and Chomsky.
It is also important to be aware that there is a plurality of concepts of 'reason'. In
India, for example, discourses of reason and logic long predated British expansion into
'
Hindu
However, the
tradition.
the subcontinent and were not exclusive to the
Enlightenment's bold assertion that its own brand of reason had unique and universal
applicability, and the impact this had on colonized countries such as India, has led to
the emphasis in this chapter on interrogating Western interpretations of reason. That
said, I want to avoid becoming embroiled in the debate about the complex and often
contradictory nature of Western perceptions of reason from the Enlightenment
onwards. My focus, therefore, will be on Western discourses surrounding science and
technology, which,

in the context of colonialism,

were increasingly seen as

touchstones of rationality and progress. Colonial discourse tended to hinge upon one
particular version of reason, scientific reason, which manifested itself in material
advances.

Reasonhas tendedto be viewed by Westernphilosophersas a linear association
of thoughts,progressingthrough logic and deduction,but rarely as somethingthat has
a cyclical motion. The title for Ghosh's first novel, then, is extremely suggestive,
indicating that reasonedargumentdoes not necessarilyhave to take the form of a
continuum. The notion of circularity, of course,also foregroundsthe Hindu view of
time as cyclical, with constantpatternsof renewalandrebirth. In Hinduism, the image
of a circle suggestsboth an endlessprocessof regenerationand degenerationthrough
time. And yet, at the same time, its similarity to the notion of the 'zero' has
resonancesof annihilation and death,seenasthe ultimate goal in the Hindu conceptof
moksha,or releasefrom the cycle of existence(samsara).
In addition to the well-known Hindu tradition of reason advocatedby such figures as
Gandhi and Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan,there was also long-standingIslamic discussionon
the subject. The philosophiesof the Mutazalis of the eighth century and the Muwahhidin of
the twelfth, for example, long predated the thinking of Rammohim Roy. Several
commentatorsnow claim that Roy - who as we will seewas conventionallyregardedas the
'Father of Modem India' and as a reformer primarily influenced by Enlightenmentnotions
of reasonand humanism- may also havebeeninfluencedby thesePerso-Arabicrationalist
theologians(seeRay, 1975: 10; Sarkar,1975:52).
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The 'circle' of reason is represented in the novel when Balaram, applying his
notion of reason to obsessive proportions, surrounds himself with a protective circle of
drums of carbolic acid, which he sees as being the epitome of reason. His circle is
contrasted with the obsession of his arch-enemy, Bhudeb Roy, with linearity in the
form of straight lines.

Roy's passion for linearity culminates in his creation of a

straight road through the village and the formulation of his slogan 'Straight to
Progress' (CR, 120). This may be read as a parody of the usual stereotype of Western
thought as linear and Indian as cyclical, and it is significant that both Bhudeb Roy's
and Balaram's arguments degenerate into violence. Just as the notion of a circle has
simultaneous connotations of protection and entrapment, perfection and emptiness, so
reason in the novel is also seen to have both beneficial and destructive qualities. This
is illustrated when carbolic acid (once again being used as a symbol for scientific
reason) rids the village of disease during the influx of migrants from war-torn East
Bengal, and yet the same carbolic acid is used as a weapon in Balaram's battle against
his former employer.

The novel thus embraces neither the linear nor the cyclical

models of reason in their entirety, but rather suggests the strengths and limitations of
both ways of thinking.

The notion of reasonas an essentialaspectof Hinduism is evensuggestedin 7he
Circle of Reason's tripartite structure. The novel's three sectionsare named after
Hindu concepts(Satwa,Rajas, and Tamas),translatedby Ghoshas 'reason', 'passion',
and 'death' respectively. Hindus believe that human personality is made up of
different combinationsof three gunas or strands,which are interdependentand nonconscious (Lipner, 1994: 242). According to Lipner, the gunas, if they could be
translatedprecisely,are 'goodness','passion', and 'ignorance':
sattva [this spelling in original] [ ...I produce[s] experiencesand dispositions
which we characteriseas serenity, peace, compassion,benevolence,kindness,
forgiveness, awareness,intelligence, insight, clarity of mind, etc. Likewise,
rajas producespassionatemental and moral activity (a mercurial temperament,
volubility, wrath, lust, etc.) [ ...], while the modifications of tamas give rise to
such things as sloth, stupidity, mental confusion, cowardice, and so on (1994:
243).

It is unclear why Ghosh has chosento simplify the meaningsof two of the gunas,
designatingthe highestguna, satwa, as 'reason' and the basest,tamas,as 'death'. Yet
the important point to emergefrom Ghosh'suseof the gunas is that thesethree strands
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are inseparable and could not exist without each other. This seems to imply that
however rational a culture considers itself, there will always be a dark side to that
reason, its tamas, which manifests itself through violence, intolerance, and even
imperialism.

In discussingthe novel's depiction of the dark and light aspectsof scientific
reason,I situate Ghosh within a debateabout the 'modernization' of India, which
began in the early nineteenth century and continues to this day. The debatehas
focused upon the following issues: should educated Indians reject as inhumane
traditions such as child marriageand castenotions about pollution, and embracethe
Western enthusiasmfor science,secularism,and industrialization? Or are Western
rationalism, secularism, and scientific and technological innovations simply not
applicablein the Indian context, in that they signify India's bondageto its colonizers,
and the creationan emasculatedpopulationof Macaulay's 'mimic men? The termsof
this dialogue in late twentieth-centuryIndia may have altered dramatically, but the
perceiveddichotomy between 'tradition' and 'modernity' is an ongoing concernfor
many Indian scholars.
In order to illustrate the ways in which Ghosh continues and updates the
discussion,I examinetwo Indian thinkers,whoseideasare alluded to in The Circle of
Reason,but who are usually interpretedas belonging to opposingsidesof the debate.
Rammohun Roy (1774 - 1833) is rememberedas India's earliest and most vocal
advocateof Westernrationalism and science,whereasM. K. Gandhi (1869 - 1948)is
famous for his allegedly implacable opposition to science. Despite the ideological
chasm that is assumedto divide them, both men were important reformers of
Hinduism; they highlighted the individual's responsibility for changing his society;
and both soughtin their lives and works to synthesizethe best of Westernand Eastern
thought. In addition to these sharedfeatures,each man's attitude towards Western
sciencewas more complex than is usually supposed.Roy is sometimesregardedas an
obsequiouscheerleaderfor the colonizers' culture, while Gandhi is often depictedas a
reactionary who wanted to arrest India's scientific and technological development,
turning the clock back to an idealizedpre-industrial age. I want to suggestthat while
there is a grain of truth in thesecaricatures,the tradition/modemity dichotomy does
not hold.
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Rammohun Roy is known as the 'Father of Modem India', a phrase that
indicates the importance of his educational, religious, and social reforms. He was a
vocal proponent- of reason, and campaigned against Hindu practices he considered to
be irrational and immoral.

He despised Hinduism's popular, idolatrous forms of

worship, and sought to replace these with a rational monotheism, derived from, but not
exclusive to, the Unitarianism movement. The religious group that he founded, the
Brahmo Samaj, waged a relentless but finally
'excesses' of Hinduism.

ineffective struggle against the

At the same time, the group sought to prove the Hindu

tradition's intellectual respectability by attempting to recover Vedantic thought shom
of its 'superstitious' accretions. As such, the Brahmos are the most likely butt of
Ghosh's satire in his portrayal of the Rationalists' Society, a group of college students
who revere science and reason almost as gods. In archaic language, which reinforces
the intended parody of the Brahmo Samaj, the Rationalists' manifesto sets out their
aim to 'make known to the masses of Hindoostan how they were daily deceived and
cheated by the self-styled purveyors of religion' (CR, 47). Like the Brahmos, Ghosh's
Rationalists scour the sacred texts of Hinduism for evidence of proto-scientific
thought, but the novel indicates that the futility of such an endeavour lies in its
isolation from the concerns of ordinary people. Indeed, as Sumit Sarkar has observed
with regards to the Brahmo Samaj, its most serious weakness was that its aims were
seen as being elitist and abstracted (1975: 53).

Roy's social reformsmet with a greaterand longer lasting degreeof successthan
his purely religious interventions. He worked towards the eradicationof practiceshe
consideredto be abusesof the Hindu tradition, such as sati, child marriage, caste,
illiteracy.
female
As these examples suggest,Roy was particularly
and
purdah,
interestedin the low status of women that he argued was perpetuatedby orthodox
Hinduism. As a humanist,he believed in the possibility of progresstowards a final,
perfect society, but he argued that this could only be achieved in India after the
ameliorationof women's degradedposition. He believedthat this improvementwould
be achievedthrough education. If the working classeswere educated,they would
realize that misogynist practices represented a gross distortion of 'authentic'
Hinduism, and if women were educated,they would be able to articulate outrageat
their oppression.
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It is for his views on education that Roy is best remembered. He famously
petitioned the British colonizers to 'promote a more liberal and enlightened system of
instruction, embracing Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Anatomy and
other useful sciences... which the nations of Europe have carried to a degree of
perfection that has raised them above the inhabitants of other parts of the world'
(quoted in Adas, 1989: 278). It is easy to see why this has been read as an extreme
example of Indian 'cultural cringe'; the petition is couched in language that has not
won Roy many supporters within postcolonial studies. Yet, more significant than
Roy's blatant attempt to curry favour with the colonizers is his insistence that the
foundations of an Indian education should rest on 'Mathematics, Natural Philosophy,
Chemistry, Anatomy and other useful sciences'. At the time at which he wrote this
(1823), the suggestion that a colonial education should have such a scientific bias was
a radical one. Indeed, it ran counter to the colonizers' wishes, and the curriculum that
they instead introduced into India had the literary bent recommended by Macaulay
(Sarkar, 1975: 48 - 49). Although Roy's language shows that he has been heavily
influenced by the colonizers' 'civilizing mission' rhetoric, Partha Chattedee has
demonstrated that demands such as his for education in English sciences should not be
regarded as wholesale endorsement of Western values. Rather, Chattedee argues that
middle-class Indians believed culture was divided into two spheres: the material and
the spiritual or, following Tagore, the home and the world. It was only in the material,
worldly sphere that members of the bhadralok, such as Roy, wanted to learn from the
West. In the spiritual sphere, most Indians viewed their own mythologized traditions
and history as superior to, and unaffected by, those of the British colonizers
(Chattedee, 1989: 237 40). As such, Roy's petition maybe decoded as representing
an attempt to graft pragmatic Western scientific and technical knowledge onto
indigenous metaphysical ideas about literature, art, and religion, while reassessing
both in the process.

As Chatteýee'sdistinction betweenthe material and spiritual spheressuggests,
Rammohun Roy throughout his life spoke at least two cultural languages,and
constantly had to translate and negotiate between them.

Although he was an

outspokencritic of Hindu 'irrationalities', he consistentlyconformedto Hindu dietary
strictures,obeyedcasterules, and wore his Brahmin's sacredthread. In his campaign
againstsati, he devoted much energy to finding ancient texts that glorified ascetic
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widowhood, thus inhibiting possible debateabout widow remarriage. Furthermore,
whereas most historians have tended to view Roy as a product of the encounter
between Hindu and Western thought, research has shown that his theism and
opposition to idolatry came as much, if not more, from his interest in the Islamic
tradition (Sarkar,1975:52 - 53). The inconsistenciesin Roy's life andworks suggest
that it is wrong to view him as an unequivocalapologistfor Westernscience. A more
productive conclusion to draw from a study of this complex figure is that Western
sciencewas hybridized in its encounterwith the Indian educatedclasses. 'In the
colonial context', Prakashremarks,'the universal claims of sciencealwayshad to be
represented,imposed,and translatedinto other terms' (1999: 5- 6). In India, Western
sciencehad to negotiatewith the claims of Hindu scientific knowledge,Persianand
Arabic branchesof mathematicsand other sciences,and Vedic philosophy,in order to
achievehegemony.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, in contrast, is often interpreted as being a
radical opponent of Western scienceand technology, and his promotion of cottage
industriesis seenas an indigenousalternativeto industrialization. It is my contention,
however,that neither Gandhihimself, nor the allusionsto his thinking in The Circle of
Reason,representssuch unambiguousopposition to Westernscienceand technology.
There are many referencesin the novel to suggestthat Gandhi's attitudes towards
science are being foregroundedand questioned. Both Balaram's withdrawal from
Calcutta to work as a schoolteacherin Lalpukur village and his fascination with
2
influence
Gandhian
thought. Furthermore,Gandhi's theoriesof
weaving show the
of
educationinform Balaram's creationof a practical school of reasonthat is productive
and self-supporting(see Gandhi, 1959: 151). Other Gandhianallusions include the
anti-commercialist crusade that Alu organizes in al-Ghazira, which involves the
picketing of uncooperativebusinesses,recalling the Mahatma's endorsementof the
non-violent boycottingof British products.
2 Gandhi's argument that India should be organized through a system of self-sufficient
villages, and his rejection of expensiveimported cloth from Manchesterin favour of the
spinningof khadi, are well known.
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Finally, Toru-debi's love affair with her Singer sewingmachinemay be read as
anotherobscurereferenceto Gandhi,in that the Mahatmaidentified this as one of the
few worthwhile machinesinvented:
The supremeconsiderationis man. The machine should not tend to make
atrophied the limbs of man. For instance,I would make intelligent exceptions.
Take the caseof the Singer Sewing Machine. It is one of the few useful things
ever invented, and there is a romance about the device itself. Singer saw his
wife labouring over the tedious processof sewing and seamingwith her own
hands,and simply out of his love for her he devisedthe sewingmachinein order
to saveher from unnecessarylabour (1959: 126).

Gandhi's emphasishere on 'romance', conjugal love, and the traditionally feminine
occupationsof 'sewing and seaming' suggeststhat he is advocatingan alternativeuse
of technology,one that is family-orientatedand detachedfrom the capitalistethos. As
with his endorsementof cottageindustry through the symbol of the charkha, Gandhi
usesthe Singer sewing machineto celebratethe local and the domestic. The sewing
machineis also seenas a benevolentpiece of technologyin YheCircle ofReason,as it
saves Alu's life on two occasions. Firstly, Alu is saved from immolation in the
explosion that kills his family in Lalpukur becausehis aunt Toru-debi has senthim to
throw her broken sewing machine in the pond. Secondly,two Singersprotect Alu
when the gaudynew shoppingmall, the Star, falls on him. The contrastbetweenthe
menaceof the falling Star, and the shelteringqualities of technologyin the shapeof
sewing machines, suggests that not all machines are criticized in Gandhian
philosophy,just thosethat promoteunrestrainedconsumerism.
One of Gandhi's most famousworks, Hind Swaraj (1909), identifies three evils
imported from the West that prevent India from achieving independence(swaraft
railways, doctors, and lawyers. For the purposesof this chapter,his indictment of
Westernmedicinehas the most relevanceand it is worth quoting from his argumentat
somelength:
Hospitals are institutions for propagating sin. Men take less care of their
bodies and immorality increases. [ ] doctors induce us to indulge, and the result
...
is that we have become deprived of self-control and have become effeminate. In
these circumstances, we are unfit to serve the country. To study European
medicine is to deepen our slavery (1938: 59).
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It would be a mistake to take this passionateopinion too much at face value. It is
important to contextualizeHind Swaraj3 and realize that it is a piece of political
polemic. The book's central point is that India must not recreatethe British system
wholesale when it achievesindependence:'if India copies England it is my firm
conviction that shewill be ruined' (1938: 34). Gandhiunderstoodthat medicineis not
asbeneficial and value-neutralas it is usually depicted,but ratherprovidesa meansof
justifying colonialism and perpetuatingit by keeping British administratorshealthy.
By championing an alternative model of medicine that incorporated indigenous
medical systems,sexual abstinence,teetotalism, and strict dietary practices,Gandhi
sent out a challenge to the colonial attempt to appropriateand control the Indian
medicalizedbody.
Despite his strident objections to the practice of medicine in Hind Swaraj,
elsewhere,and in a less politically chargedcontext, Gandhi writes more approvingly
of doctors: 'a surgeon does not commit himsa [violence] but practisesthe purest
force']
[non-violence,
'truth
or
when he wields his knife' (1959: 42).
ahimsa
Furthermore,as Bhikhu Parekhhas emphasized,Gandhi often usedmedical imagesin
order to representIndia as a 'weak' or 'diseased' body politic, in need of strong
remediesto bring it back to health(1989: 9). Thus, I would arguethat in Hind Swaraj,
as in other utopian or politically-motivatedtexts, Gandhidoesnot truly believethat his
vision of a return to a mythical, primitivist India unsullied by trains, litigation, or
surgery, will ever be realized. Indeed he probably does not even wish for this to
happen; rather he imagines that by sketching an idealistic picture of a postcolonial
India, he will direct attention and action towards the exploitation brought about by
British rule.
I would suggestthat Gandhi was more amenableto the implementation of
scienceand industry than is generally assumed. He does not abjure the entirety of
Westernscienceand technology,asmight be assumedfrom a readingof Hind Swaraj
in isolation. Indeed,the subtitle of his autobiography,The Story of my Experiments
with Truth (1927), implies both that truth is non-absolute(I will return to this point
Hind Swaraj was written during a few short weeks in 1909 while Gandhi was travelling
betweenEngland and Johannesburg(Wolpert, 2001: 76). At this time Gandhi had become
the leaderof the Indian community in SouthAfrica and was beginningto formulate his ideas
for leadingthe anti-colonial strugglewithin India itself.
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experiments with the utmost accuracy, forethought and minuteness, never claims
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(Gandhi, 1957: xxvii).
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The complexities and contradictionsof Gandhi's thought provide a salient warning
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linear,
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rational analysis:
My belief in the Hindu scripturesdoesnot require me to acceptevery word and
every verse as divinely inspired... I decline to be bound by any interpretation,
howeverlearnedit may be, if it is repugnantto reasonor moral sense(1959: 61).

Depictions of Gandhi as an otherworldly spiritualist are undercut by his notorious
insistenceon punctuality (Collins and Lapierre, 1975: 37). In addition, he sent his
friend and disciple C.F. Andrews to Fiji to conduct empirical research into the
in
firm
belief
indentured
labourers
there,
scientific
which suggestsa
condition of
belief
Gandhi's
have
background
legal
that an
His
encouraged
may
principles.
impartial collection of facts in conjunctionwith applied reasonwould allow a truthful
Gandhi
11).
However,
be
1953:
(Datta,
to
also warns againstthe
conclusion
reached
limits of reason when it is untempered with faith or spirituality, arguing that
'[r]ationalists are admirablebeings, rationalism is a hideous monster when it claims
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for itself omnipotence. [ ]I plead not for the suppression of reason, but for a due
...
recognition of that in us which sanctifies reason' (1959: 172). This thought was not
unique to Gandhi; indeed many Western schools of thought - including, most
obviously, the Romantics: but even some philosophers of the Enlightenment, such as
Rousseau and Joseph Priestley - had also called for the unification of reason with
spirituality. However, the Hindu ideas that Gandhi brought to bear in his critique of
Western reason -

the doctrines of ahimsa (non-violence), brahmacharya (celibacy),

and vegetarianism, for example -

challenged Enlightenment reason by illustrating

that the supposed 'truth' of Western reason is perceived differently from an Indian
standpoint.

Furthermore,his conceptof truth itself was notably different from the absolutist
in
Western culture. In general, Western thought, shapedby the
notion common
binariesof orthodox Christianity, has tendedto have a fairly rigid conceptionof truth.
This can be seenwhen Sir Henry Maine, writing on the needfor scientific educationin
India in the early twentieth century,arguesthat the 'Indian intellect stood in need[ ]
...
of stricter criteria of truth. It requireda treatmentto hardenandbraceit, and scientific
teachingwas exactly the tonic which its infirmities called for' (quotedin Baber, 1998:
184). In contrastwith this Europeanview of scientific truth as non-negotiable,one of
Gandhi's greatestphilosophical legaciesis the notion that a dissenter(religious or
otherwise)holds his worldview not out of malice or bad faith, but out of a conviction
as genuine and heartfelt as that of the man of religion (Lipner, 1994: 187 - 88).
Gandhi is often quotedas contendingthat 'Truth is God', an argumentthat allows all
religions -

and even non-religiousphilosophies-

to be regardedas striving for the

samegoal. He writes:
[e]ven the atheists who have pretendedto disbelieve in God have believed in
Truth. The trick they have performed is that of giving God another,not a new,
name. His namesare legion. Truth is the crown of them all (Gandhi, 1959:65 66).

Gandhiwas not original in conceivingof truth as a flexible concept;indeedhe simply
articulates anew an important principle of Hinduism. Hindus believe that absolute
truth is somethingthat the human mind cannot grasp. Telling the truth, therefore,is
regardedas a necessarilypartial activity that is specific to its context (Lipner, 1994:
185). In The Circle of Reason Ghosh follows Gandhi in suggestingthat it is not
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imperialism,
intolerance
for
themselves
that
reasonand science
and
are responsible
but the notion that reasonand scienceallow accessto a culturally-transcendent
truth.
I would now like to examine The Circle of Reason in the light of this debate.
The first part of the novel, 'Satwa', intersperses scenesof life in a Bengali village with
episodes that take place in Calcutta prior to the Second World War. Certain historical
events, such as the Indian nationalist struggle of the 1930s, the Bangladesh war of
1971, and the international tide of migration to the Middle East of the 1970s onwards,
are foregrounded. The early part of the novel is, however, more concerned with the
period of British colonization of India.

Through the character of Balaram, Ghosh

explores the continuing impact of the Raj's educational policies on postcolonial India.
Ghosh's concern is not with the Raj qua the Raj, but with the complex cultural
imbrication, as a result of the Raj, of various elements postcolonial. -

precolonial, colonial, and

in the creation of a certain kind of knowledge/discourse.

The novel pivots upon a debateconcerningthe relationship between science,
technology and nationalism in India. As my discussion of Gandhi and Roy has
suggested,Ghosh engagesin an intertextual dialogue concerning 'tradition' versus
'modernity' that has preoccupied Indian nationalists from Tagore to Nehru, and
colonial thinkers such as William Jonesand Macaulay. Within this broad framework
Ghosh, like many other Indian writers, does not fully accept the conventional
science/tradition division, or set it on an East/West axis.

Just as my reading

complicates the orthodox interpretation of Roy as a modernizing, Westernized
rationalist and Gandhi as indigenizing spiritualist, so too Ghosh problematizesthe
Science-is-Westand Tradition-is-East dichotomy. He breaks down such myths by
I
interrogating the status and worth of different branches of science in India. In
particular, Ghoshis concernedwith the stagingin India of what might be conveniently
termedscienceandpseudoscience.
I analyse this debate by tracing the history of such 'pseudosciences'as
phrenology and nineteenth-centurycriminology, as well as more generally accepted
scientific practices,such as Pasteurianmicrobiology and tropical medicine. Ghosh's
allusionsto a vast rangeof scientific projectsencouragethe readerto think abouthow
Western sciencedrastically alters, and yet is itself hybridized by its encounterwith,
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Indian society. In this novel, Ghosh makes the important point that science,
technology and medicine were not conveyedto India by the British in a one-way
processof transfer, but were in fact involved in a complex seriesof cross-cultural
exchanges,translations,andmutations.
Balaram's fascinationwith sciencegeneratesmuch of the novel's debateas to
whetherthe materialistic scientific reasonof the West is tetheredto its cultural origin,
or whetherit possesses
a universalvalidity. Balararntakesthe latter position, arguing
that '[s]cience doesn't belong to countries. Reasondoesn't belong to any nation.
They belong to history - to the world' (CR, 54). Given this somewhatnsfve
viewpoint, he is frequentlypresentedin an ironic way. However, ambivalencein the
novel's treatment of this charactersuggeststhat his belief that '[s]cience doesn't
belongto countries', is not wholly being condemned.Balararnis a productof Western
educationand, despitehis fervent Indian nationalism,he has internalizedthe notion
that Western sciencetranscendsnational boundariesin its searchfor truth. Yet he
doeshave somejustification for his contentionthat '[r]eason doesn't belong to any
nation', becausethe notion that reasonis a unique attribute of man is somethingthat
most cultural outlooks have in common,although definitions of reasonvary greatly.
Furthermore,his universalizingapproachalso problematizesWesternscience,in that
he unwittingly exposesits racist subtexts. This is another way in which Ghosh
complicatesthe science/traditiondichotomy and goesbeyond a simplistic East-West
axis.
Throughoutthe novel, the scientific reasonthat Balararncelebratesis contested
by other voices. His friend Gopal, for example,historicizesthe practiceof reasonand
views it as a sourceof power, contendingthat '[e]ven Reasondiscoversitself through
events and people' (CR, 38).

The culturally relativist stance that Gopal takes,

suggestingthat scientific reasonis a product of history and society,finds endorsement
in the arguments of modem sociologists and historians of science. Since the
influential work of Michel Foucault,many scholarshave soughtto situatereasonin a
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4
time
particular
and place. The following quotation diametrically opposes Balaram's
claim that scientific reason is value-free and disinterested. Foucault writes:
What reason perceives as its necessity, or rather, what different forms of
rationality offer as their necessary being, can perfectly well be shown to have a
history [ ] Which is not to say, however, that these forms of rationality were
...
irrational. It means that they reside on a base of human practice and human
history; and that since these things have been made, they can be unmade (1988:
37).

In addition, a central concernof Foucault'sis that discourses,including the discourse
of a putatively 'universal' form of reason,are not accessibleto all. He arguesthat
only certain membersof privileged groups,suchas the Westernmale bourgeoisie,are
given the right to usethesediscourses:'the propertyof discourse- in the senseof the
right to speak, ability to understand,licit and immediate accessto the corpus of
already forinulated statements,and the capacityto invest this discoursein decisions,
institutions, or practices
(1972: 68).

is in fact confined

to a particular group of individuals'

In the colonial context,British administratorsconsistentlystroveto demonstrate
that the discourse of reason was -

in the Foucauldian sense- their exclusive
property. In his pioneeringstudy,Machinesas the Measureof Men (1989), Michael
Adas arguesthat Westernman from the industrial ageonward consideredscienceand
technologyto be the most reliable indicators of their purportedly superior reasoning
abilities. Enlightenment optimism as to the possibility of progress through man
harnessingreason,coupledwith the tangiblematerial achievementsthat arosefrom the
Industrial Revolution, led to Western-styletechnologyand sciencebeing perceivedas
dominant signifiers of 'civilization'. This beliefjustified the colonialist argumentthat
non-Westerncountries were illogical, infantile, and in need of guidance from that
allegedarchetypeof advancedreason,the West. The power of scienceas a discourse
was tremendously important for European expansion, providing justification for
imperial nationsto continuetheir exploitation of Asia and Africa. Of course,Western
science and technology also actively helped to establish and consolidatepower in
colonized countries.
4

As Daniel Headrick (1981) has shown, scientific and

In the following texts, academics have mobilized Foucault's ideas to explore the
relationship between science and empire: Arnold, 1993 and 2000; Baber, 1998; Kumar,
1997;MacLeod and Lewis, 1988;Nandy, 1995and 1988;and Prakash,1996.
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technologicaladvancesmay be interpretedas 'tools of empire'. They were deployed
in a practicalway, in the shapeof advancesin weaponry,medicine,transportation,and
communications,to achieveglobal hegemony.
Forms of scientific knowledge,which were deemedto be irreconcilablewith the
rhetoric of Western superiority,were labeled deviant or 'pseudoscientific'. Ghosh's
well-researchedallusions in Yhe Circle of Reason,suggestthat the labelsof 'science'
and 'pseudoscience'disguisethe fact that thesedisciplines are not as incompatibleas
they are made out to be. Westernscienceis often interpretedas a discipline founded
upon logic, empiricism, and rationalism, even if these goals are not always met (in
fact, such objectivity is rarely, if ever, achieved,owing to the limitations of scientific
methodology). It is worth noting, however, that the borders between mainstream
scienceand pseudoscienceare more porous than is usually supposed. For example,
one of the leading figures who helped inspire Enlightenment faith in reason,
empiricism, and 'pure science', Isaac Newton, famously regarded such esoteric
practicesas alchemyand astrologyas sciences. Before making generalizationsabout
Western science, it is necessaryto be aware that it was only after the Industrial
Revolution that the distinction between science and pseudoscienceassumedthe
rigidity that we know today. This point is perhapsmost graphically illustrated in
colonial India, where the British administrators'desireto promote scienceas a visual
spectacle to the illiterate massesof India caused mesmerism to gain temporary
acceptancewithin mainstreamscience,evenaslate asthe mid-nineteenthcentury.'
Conversely, many scientific principles, which have come to be regarded as
orthodox, were consideredfor sometime to be aberrantbeliefs before they acquired
the semblanceof legitimacy. The theory of scientific evolution only becamegenerally
acceptedwith the forceful argumentsand evidenceof CharlesDarwin. Prior to the
publication of The Origin ofSpecies,the spuriousargumentsof inexpertproponentsof
evolution meant that the theory was dismissed by mainstream scientists as being
distinctly deviant." Thus the concept of what constitutes science is, to borrow a
5 The British Indian governmentfunded researchinto the
visually impressive 'science' of
mesmerism,despiteits precariousposition 'perched [ ...] betweencold scientific inquiry and
"superstition in its widest senseand most absurdforms... (Prakash,1999:33). Amazingly,
...
subsidieswere evengrantedfor the creationof a Mesmeric Hospital in Calcuttain 1846.
6 For further discussionof this issue,seeDolby, 1979:22 23.
-
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in
from
Darwin,
metaphor
an evolving process,and practiceswhich are considered
one period to be pseudoscience,may later be accordedfull scientific statusor vice
versa. This argument is not to be taken as an endorsementof the position that
knowledge entirely constructsthat which exists. On the contrary, like a text that
circumscribes the interpretations of a translator, the natural world constrains the
production of scientific theories. However, social pressures,such as the impetus of
colonialism,also shapescientific knowledge.
The notion that scienceis a product of history and society is affirmed in the
novel's examinationof two contrastinggroupsof scientific practitionersthat Balaram.
admires. Firstly, the novel's portrayalof the mainstreamscienceof Louis Pasteurand
otherssuggeststhat a perceptionof scienceas consistingof a seriesof groundbreaking
discoveries made by great men, is misleading. Secondly, Ghosh interrogatesthe
equally false assumptions that surround the so-called 'pseudoscientists',whose
theoriesarejudged by history to have failed. The novel invites us to considermany
pseudoscientificpractices,suchasphrenology,Lombroso'scriminology, andthe plant
physiology of Jagadish Chandra Bose. It focuses in particular on phrenology, a
pseudoscience
pioneeredby FranzJosephGall, J.G. Spurzheim,and GeorgeCombein
early nineteenth-centuryEurope,which claimed to judge the individual's personality
by feeling bumpson the head. This speculativetype of sciencemay seemfar removed
from the supposedlyobjective empiricism of Pasteur's microbiology. Yet Ghosh
characteristicallyencouragesus to challengesuchartificial boundaries,or - ashe will
phraseit in his next novel -

'shadow lines', that representthe world as essentially

binary. Just as Pasteur'sreputationhas been exaggeratedlysanctified,equally those
scientists who are deemed to have failed are treated with a condescensionthat
occludes the similarities between science and pseudoscience. Bruno Latour has
written:
the history of the sciencesis seldomjust to the defeated,or even,for that matter,
to the victors. It accordstoo much attention to the latter and not enoughto the
former. A juster approach would be to treat both victors and defeated
symmetrically (1988: 3 1).

Interestingly,this 'justcr approach'is exactly what Balaram inadvertently adopts;he
makesno distinction betweenthe arch-reprcscntativcof mainstreamscience,Pasteur,
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and those 'scientists' who are now widely consideredto be discredited,such as the
phrenologistGeorgeCombe.
Balaram's attitude towards scienceevincesa hybridizing tendencyand, in this
respect,he unwittingly challengesWestern scientific discourse. He receivesmany
very different scientific notions originating from the West with the same almost
indiscriminaterapture,and his admirationfor discreditedsciencessuch as phrenology
and criminology indicates the heterogeneousand socially-determinedtendenciesof
Western scientific discourses. In the light of Homi Bhabha's theory of mimicry,
Balaram's enthusiasmfor both mainstreamWesternscienceand racist pseudosciences
exposes elisions and instabilities in the discoursesof science. This illustrates
Bhabha'spoint that 'mimicry is at onceresemblanceand menace'(1994: 86), in that
Balaram's choice of scientific gurus reflects both the achievementsand the shameful
hiddenhistory of Westernscience.
Contrary to the boundariesthat are often perceived as separatingscienceand
pseudoscience,the two had an influence on eachother, and social and political issues
helped to determinethe extent of their successor failure. Just as I shall demonstrate
that the successof Pasteurwas in part precipitatedby political factors, so too the
initial success,but consequentfailure, of such scientists as Bose and Combe, was
largely due to contemporarysocial factors. We shall seethat both thesemen's ideas
were temporarily accepted,but ultimately failed to gain the support of the Western
academy. As will be demonstrated,mainstreamscienceand popular scienceare in
many ways mirror imagesof eachother, and arenecessarilyconcomitant. Similarly, it
is wrong to assumethat Westernmedicinewas hegemonicand all-powerful in India,
and that it was unaffectedby its meetingwith the 'pseudoscientific'medical traditions
of India. David Arnold argues,for instance,that both indigenousand Westernsystems
of medicine were altered by the colonial encounter,and that both were 'constantly
engagedin a dialogue' (1993: 14). He shows that for Western medicine to gain
acceptancein India, many concessionshad to be made to local medical practices.
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Hospitals segregatedon the basis of castewere created(1993: 250), and links were
7
indigenous
reluctantlyestablishedwith
medicalpractitioners.
In the discussions about science that occur in the novel, Louis Pasteur is taken to
be the type of the objective, disinterested scientist. Vallery-Radot's book, The Life of
Pasteur (1906), 'is an important motif in The Circle ofReason, 8 and both Balararn and
his nephew Alu interpret it as presenting Pasteur as the epitome of reason. For
example, here is a passagefrom early in the novel, in which Balararn first introduces
Alu to the biography of the great scientist:
he [Balaram] reached for the copy of Vallery-Radot's Life of Pasteur which
always lay besidehis chair, andbeganto readhim the chapteraboutthat turningpoint in the history of the world -6 July 1885- when Louis Pasteurtook his
couragein his handsand at the risk of his reputationand his whole professional
life (for he had never lacked for enemies)filled a Pravozsyringeand inoculated
poor, hopelessten-year-oldJosephMeister, only that day savagedby a rabid dog,
with his still untestedvaccine.
When he stoppedand put the book down he sawtearsin Alu's eyes(CR, 28).

Balaramand Alu are not alonein this inspirationalview of Pasteuras an embattledyet
courageousscientist. Pasteur is widely regardedas an irreproachablepioneer of
modem medicine. He discoveredthe microbe, formulated germ theory, was the
secondperson (after Edward Jenner)to carry out successfulvaccination against a
human disease,as well as lending his nameto the processof pasteurizing,or briefly
heating such substancesas wine and milk, in order to kill the pathogenstherein. It is
difficult to argue against the benefits of his discoveries, as Bruno Latour
acknowledgesin a book which seeksto demystifyPasteur'sreputation. He writes:
no one - exceptextremecynics - can doubt the value of Pasteur'sdiscoveries
to medicine. All of the other technological conquestshave their embittered
critics and malcontents- not to mention those suffering from radiation - but
to prevent children from dying from terrible diseaseshas never been seen as
anythingother than an advantage(1988: 8).
7 Westernmedicine either attemptedto coopt, or
was forced to collaboratewith, indigenous
medical workers, such as the dai (midwife), likadar (indigenouspractitioner of variolation
against smallpox), the vaidya, and hakim (Hindu and Muslim medical specialists,
respectively), in order to gain local people's trust, even though these practitioners were
suspiciouslyregardedby British doctors(Arnold, 1993: 146- 47,257 - 60,294).
For more discussionon the recurrentmention of this book, seePrasad,1990: 104- 105.
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Yet for this reason, a study of Pasteur's science encouragesan understanding of how
scientists are mythologized.
Balaram idealizes scientific 'genius', seeing his favourite scientists (Pasteur,
Bose, Combe, Lombroso, Raman, et ao as men who work alone in the hope of making
discoveries that will benefit mankind. He holds Pasteur in the highest esteem, making
the following impassioned comments to the Rationalists' Society:
Do you rememberwhy he left his promising studiesin crystallography? It was
becausethe brewers of Francecameto him and said: What makesour beer rot?
It was that question,askedby simple people,which led to the discoveryof what
he called the 'infinitesimally small' - the Germ, in other words. [ ] Who did
...
the silk farmersof Europego to when diseasestruck their silkworms [ ]? Who
...
but Pasteur? They went to him and they said: Saveus. And when he saw their
wretchednessnot all the powers on the earth could have kept him from
answering.
That is why the world still hassilk (CR, 49).

Balaram's attempt here to present Pasteur as an altruistic man of the people is
underminedby his unfortunatedecisionto describePasteurassistingthe producersof
two luxurious commodities, silk and beer. In the context in which Balaram is
India whoseeconomyhasbeendisabledin part
speaking- that of a pre-independence
by the destructionof the indigenouscotton industry9- allusionsto the silk and beer
industriesof nineteenth-centuryFranceonly serveto exposethe fact that Pasteurwas
working both in his own interestsand thoseof his social milieu; certainly not for the
good of what is vaguelyknown as 'mankind'.
Balaram's talismanic book, Vallery-Radot's Life of Pasteur, typifies the 'lone
genius' approachto scientists. It portraysPasteuras the philanthropic championof a
universally applicable scienceand describeshim as possessing'scientific ardour and
[a] [ ] generouseagernessto lighten the burden of others' (1906: 120). However,
...
more recent studies,while recognizingPasteur'sachievements,also draw attentionto
his showmanshipand more worldly motives: '[h]e was enormously talented, with
9 The British ravaged India's weaving and handicrafts industries through an exploitative
systemof tariffs which preventedthe exportationof Indian textiles. Simultaneously,Britain
exercised its colonial sovereignty by expropriating India's cotton plants for use in the
production of Lancashiretextiles, which were then exportedback to India at inflated prices
(Chattedi, 1992; Baber, 1998: 112 - 20). Ghosh's narrator angrily describesthe British
tactics as 'a garotte to make every continent safe for the cloth of Lancashire,stranglingthe
very weaversand techniquesthey had crossedoceansto discover' (CR, 57).
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great powers of scientific intuition; he was also ambitious, arrogant,combativeand
nationalistic' (Millar et al, 1996: 254). Interestingly,one of his most far-reaching
discoveriescame about by accidentwhen in 1880 his assistantmade the mistake of
leaving a sampleof chicken cholerabacilli exposedto the hot sun. Pasteurinjected
this weakenedbacilli into somehealthychickens,which experiencedonly fleeting and
negligible symptomsof cholera. He then injected a fresh dose of bacillus into the
chickensalreadytreatedandinto a control group fresh from the market. He found that
while the fon-nerwere unaffectedby the disease,the chickenswhich had not had the
first injection contractedcholera and died (Daintith et al, 1999: 416). The fact that
this important scientific discoverycameabout largely by chanceand with the help of
an unnamed 'assistant' unsettlesthe notion Pasteuras a lone genius. Indeed, had
Balaramknown of the randomcircumstancesthat led to this discoveryof Pasteur's,he
would probably havebeenperturbed,ashe dislikes the idea of great scientistsmaking
discoveriesby chance. He commentsdisapprovinglyon Robert Koch's creation of
mercury-baseddisinfectants: 'weren't they invalid in a way, since Koch had come
upon them almost by accident [ ...]? ' (CR, 61). It is also significant that Pasteur's
notebookswere made public for the first time in 1971, further servingto debunkhis
reputation. The notebooks revealed that some of his clinical trials were 'very
inadequate'and that someof his claims, suchas that he testedrabiesvaccineson fifty
dogs before attempting the injection of a human subject, were grossly overstated
(Millar et al, 1996:255).
Latour's reappraisal of Pasteur's impact on Western science suggeststhat
science,far from being a seriesof discoveriesmadeby outstandingmen, is in fact a
dialogic interaction betweenscientists,laboratoryworkers, technical instruments,and
objects of study, such as microbes. Latour controversially argues that Pasteur's
obsessionwith the 'infinitely small' germ.invites us to recognizenew agentsin the
discourseof science:
'Ignoring the dangerof the microbe awaiting us, we have hitherto arranged
our way of life without taking any account of this unknown enemy' (Leduc:
1892, p. 234). Everything is in that sentence. There are not only 'social'
relations, relations betweenman and man. Society is not made up just of men,
for everywheremicrobesinterveneand act (1988: 35).
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The confines of this chapter do not allow for a full exploration of Latour's complex
argument, but it is worth observing that his identification of microbes as invisible
players suggests that Pasteur's brand of mainstream science may have more in
common with the so-called 'pseudoscience' of Indians such as J.C. Bose than is
generally recognized. Bose, as will be discussed, sought to collapse the boundaries
that divided the organic from the inorganic.

His desire to insert into scientific

discourse agents such as plants, which have conventionally been overlooked as having
no feelings, therefore has certain resonanceswith Pasteur's exposure of the workings
of the 'infinitely small'.

In order to problematizenotions of the scientist as an individual expert,Latour
demonstratesthat Pasteur'sideas did not come out of an intellectual void. On the
contrary, rather than making entirely new discoveries,Latour argues that Pasteur
'translated' already existing ideas surroundingthe microbe. Researchalso indicates
that his reputation owes far more to the unsung work of his wife and obscure
laboratory assistantsthan has previously been recognized(see Geison, 1995). The
mythical figure of 'Pasteur' was almost invented by the hygienists and those who
becameknown as 'Pasteurians',as both groupsneededsuch a figure to justify their
researchand to fund laboratories. What emergesfrom Latour's analysisof Pasteur's
work is a depiction of emergingpower:
The lessonin sociologythat Pasteuriansand hygienistsgive to their time [ )
...
is that if we wish to obtain economicand social relations in the strict sense,we
must first extirpate the microbe. But in order to extirpate the microbe, we must
place the representativesof the hygienistsor Pasteurianseverywhere(1988: 39).

Latour doesnot look at the colonial situationin any detail, but, from the point of view
of India, it is evident that just as the hygienists needed the microbe in order to
reinforce their statusas its 'extirpators' within France,so Pasteur'sresearchwas also
necessaryto allow Westernforcesto justify occupationof their empires.
Although Pasteurhad no first-handconnectionwith India or any other European
colony, his identification of the germ was central to the foundation of tropical
medicine, a branch of healthcarethat, in the nineteenth century, was orientated
towards maintaining the health of soldiers and administratorsin the colonies. The
research of Pasteur and his collaborators marked a watershed; from the 1890s
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onwards, his germ theory allowed the new 'tropical medicine' to become more assured
and interventionist in India (Arnold, 1993: 13). A leading scholar of the history of
science and empire argues that from the late 1870s onwards 'tropical medicine - its
ideology European, its instrument the microscope, its epistemology the germ theory of
disease -

served the interests of dominant economic groups and obscured the

relationship of disease to social structure' (MacLeod, 1988: 7).

Pasteur himself

implicitly acknowledged the relationship between medicine and power, writing that
'[a]way from their laboratories, physicists and chemists are but disarmed soldiers on a
battlefield' (quoted in Vallery-Radot, 1906: 152). The military image of the battlefield
implies both that the laboratory is the arena of power for the modem scientist (a
central premise of Latour's argument) and also that there are violent undertones to the
seemingly neutral practice of science.

Many of Pasteur'scontemporariesquickly realized that advancesin medicine
(particularly Pasteurianbacteriology)would provide a valuablepretext for the West's
argument that their occupation of non-Western countries was founded upon a
4civilizing mission'. RudyardKipling indicatesthis viewpoint in the following lines:
Take up the White Man's burden The savagewars of peaceFill full the mouth of Famine
And bid the sicknesscease(1941: 136).

What imperialists failed to recognize, however, was that far from 'bid(ding] the
sickness [to] cease', their expansionistactivities had a devastatingimpact both in
introducing new diseases such as syphilis to hitherto unaffected areas, and in
increasingexisting diseasessuch as malaria by causing environmentaldisturbances.
Roy Porter summarizesthe imperial self-deceptionwhen he writes:
Bringing war, the flight of peoples,clearings,settlements,encampments,roads
and railways and other ecological disruptions, and the reduction of native
populations to wage-labouror to marginal lands, colonization spread disease.
[ ] Colonial powers, however,would seediseasein one light only: an evil, an
...
enemy,a challenge,it had to be conqueredin the nameof progress(1997: 465).

This portrayal of the imperialists' simplistic interpretation of diseaseas 'an evil, an
enemy,a challenge'that must be overcomehasresonancefor the readerof The Circle
ofReason. In the novel, Balaramattemptsto eradicatediseasefrom his village by the
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application of scientific reason. However, his laudable Pasteurian aim of disinfecting
the village with carbolic acidlo becomes subsumed in his irrational hatred for his
employer.

Carbolic acid becomes a weapon of self-interest in the violent power

struggle between the two men, just as tropical medicine - despite its importance as a
propaganda tool in the rhetoric of the 'civilizing mission' - was in practice designed
with the health of colonial administrators and soldiers in mind.

Medicine may be interpreted-

in David Arnold's phrase(1993) -

as part of

the 'colonization of the body'. The body becomesa site for control and controversyin
the colonial context. How to deal with the native body in sickness,sexual activity,
it
imperial
death
important
for
became
the
as
ran up
administration,
work, or
questions
setting of The
againstunfamiliar cultural practices. Even in the post-Independence
Circle of Reason,Western and 'traditional' Indian bodily rites come into conflict.
This is most obviously exemplifiedby the dilemma that arisesover how to disposeof
Kulfi's deadbody at the end of the novel. Dr Mishra representsthe Western'rational'
approachto death,arguingthat the authoritiesshoulddealwith the body, ashe regards
it simply as 'a bit of deadtissue' (CR,404). Mrs Verma,on the other hand,recognizes
the emotional and cultural signiflcanceof rituals surroundingdeath, and she resists
Mishra's quasi-colonialattemptto reducethe deadwoman's body to merebiology. It
is also important to recognize,with Arnold (1993: 8), that medicine is only one
example of the colonization of the body: '[i]ts equivalentsare to be found acrossa
whole rangeof interlocking colonial discourses,sites,and practices:from penologyto
anthropology,from the army to the plantation and the factory'. Confinesof spacedo
not allow for detailed discussion,but it is salutary to bear in mind that these other
manifestationsof colonial appropriationof the native body are also present in the
novel. Jyoti Das's mission to arrestAlu on the groundsof his alleged 'extremism'
representsthe draconianpenal systeminstituted by colonial rule. The power of the
" in which
factory over the body of its workers is illustrated in a Dickensianpassage,
'0 Carbolic acid is anothermedical developmentassociatedwith Pasteur,as its effectiveness
as an antisepticwas the discoveryof his follower, JosephLister.
In this passage,Ghosh employs an intriguing metaphor of the circus in describing the
factory, so that the factory floor becomesa 'stage' and a 'great tent', while machinery is
symbolizedby demonsperforming a dancealdn to the performersin a circus (althoughthis
dancing demon also seems to allude to the Nataraj, or dancing Siva figure). Alu is
transfixed by the performance,and is finally described'on his feet, cheeringand throwing
peanuts,until he has to be led outside, still noisily celebratingthe tiny victories of the men
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'the men minuscule, compressed,struggling under the weight of the giants' are starkly
contrasted with 'the machines new, awesome in their potency and their size' (CR,
156). However, the novel's interrogation of Western medicine provides the most
sustained critique of the colonization of the body.

One of the most significant momentsin The Circle of Reason occurs when
Balaram.becomesalienated from the mainstreamscienceof figures such as Ir6ne
Joliot-Curie and turns instead to such practices as phrenology, physiognomy, and
nineteenth-centurycriminology, which arenowadaysconsideredto be unscientific and
fallacious. Balaram.is repelledby Curie's canonicalsciencewhen she inadvertently
humiliates him in public (CR, 16). He also becomesawareof the violence unleashed
by the practical application of some (Western) scientific discoveries when he is
reminded of the atomic bomb during Joliot-Curie's lecture on the 'importance of
(CR,
it
had
in
the
the
opened'
nuclearphysics,and
prosperityof mankind
new chapter
18). Despiteher emphasison the humanitarianaspectsof nuclearenergy,all Balaram.
12
irks
him
is
Ironically,
bomb
dropped
Hiroshima.
think
the
what
can
about
atomic
on
most about this memory is the rejection of the headlinehe wrote to cover the atomic
bomb story by the newspaperhe was working for at the time. This is significant
is precipitatedby an irrational fit
becauseit indicatesthat his interestin pseudoscience
of personalpetulance. In anger,Balaram embracesphrenology,finding the science
attractive due to its practical 'self-help' qualities. The idea underlying phrenology,
that personality can be detectedthrough the relative size of the mental organsin the
brain, is easy for an untrained mind to grasp, and phrenologistsoften boastedthat
anyonecould be taught their systemin a day (Shapin, 1979: 146). The fact that no
special knowledge is neededin becoming a phrenologist appealsto Balaram, who
feels estrangedfrom the detached,impersonaldiscourseof 'high' science. Indeed,he
who live with demons'(CR, 156). This circus imageryprobably alludesto Dickens's use,in
his novel Hard Times (1854) of Sleary's circus as a symbol that challengesthe values of
industrialism and utilitarianism, representedin the novel by Gradgrind's insistence on
'Facts'.
12A further irony in her choice of subjectmatter is availableto any readerwho is acquainted
with Ir6ne Joliot-Curie's life-story. As she claims in the speechrecountedin The Circle of
Reason, she worked on radioactivity largely for 'the prosperity of man', her discoveries
proving of great benefit for medicine and industry. However, like her mother Marie before
her, Ir6ne Joliot-Curie died becauseshe had been inadequatelyprotected from radiation.
This graphically illustrates the dangersof nuclear physics that she keep under wraps in the
enthusiasticspeechportrayedin the novel.
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Phrenology and having a set of head-measuring calipers made. The discourse of
phrenology, unlike most psychiatric and medical discourses, may become anybody's
property, in the Foucauldian sensementioned earlier. These democratic features gave
its
it
is
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today,
science
as
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obsolete
and,
although
regarded
phrenology
popularity
influence may be gauged by the surprising fact that Combe's The Constitution ofMan
generated more 'intellectual and emotional heat' in its day than did Darwin's The
Origin ofSpecies (Cooter, 1984: 10).

It is important to identify the conservativepolitical ramifications of phrenology
in
is
it
do
But
I
that
to
to
many
also necessary recognize
and shall attempt
so shortly.
ways this 'pseudoscience'had radical implications. Phrenology'shierarchizationof
different functions of the brain promotedthe notion that power shouldbe sharedby a
belief
the
that the existing class-basedpower
prevalent
meritocracy and challenged
structurewas divinely ordained. Cooter(1984: 43 - 47) demonstratesthat many of the
Gall,
Spurzheim,
Combe,
and their supporters,were
of
phrenology,
such
as
pioneers
from less privileged social backgroundsthan members of the establishedmedical
of Balaram's adoption
profession. In The Circle of Reason,one of the consequences
After
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Balarain acceptsthe notion that certain organs of the brain are more valuable than
others,he subvertsthe orthodoxview that the 'highest' qualities are the most cerebral,
highest
instead
'[t]he
Mechanical
the
that
of all organs- the organthat
was
arguing
invests
(CR,
He
Man,
Reason'
55).
thus
the
two-legged
seatof
made a mere
creature
in
dignity
labour
with
a
and value that are
general
weaving and mechanical
conventionally overlooked, while acceptingwhat seemstoday to be a conservative
hierarchizationof the brain.
Phrenologypossessedmedical and scientific respectability in the first third of
the nineteenthcentury and is sometimesregardedas an early precursorof psychology,
but its reputationthen suffereda decline and it beganto be seenas a 'pseudoscience'
in the secondhalf of the century. It is thereforea revealing exampleof what Michel
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Foucault has termed 'subjugatedknowledge'. Foucault describesthese 'subjugated
knowledges' as:
inadequate
have
been
disqualified
knowledges
to their task
that
as
a whole set of
or insufficiently elaborated: naYveknowledges, located low down on the
hierarchy,beneaththe requiredlevel of cognition or scientificity (1980: 82).

In line with Foucault's argument,phrenologyhas beenexcludedfrom the mainstream
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Cooter arguesthat phrenology'sliminal position between'the intellectual boundaries
that have come to be erectedbetweenscienceand pseudoscience,
nature and culture,
(1984:
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The discredited sciencesof phrenology and craniometry in fact underwent
for
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in
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table
that
constructed
a
modem physical anthropology,who wrote
that West Africans have a cranial capacityabout 100 c.c. less than the Europeanraces. To
this figure we may add the following: Caffirs, Nubians, Tasmanians, Hottentots,
Australians.These examplesare sufficient to prove that if the volume of the cranium does
importance"'
has
it
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in
the
a
very
real
ranking of races nevertheless
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(Williams, 1996: 11).
However, Boas used the framework of physical anthropologyto challengethis fixed
to
hierarchy.
He
show
cranial
measurements,
particularly
anthropology,
physical
racial
used
that racial characteristicswere not static but affectedby diet and environment. His research,
in books such as The Mind of Primitive Man (1911) and Changes in Bodily Form of
Descendantsof Immigrants (1912), paved the way for a more direct challenge to static
in
he
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Herskovits's
in
Melville
usesanthropometric
of
which
study
conceptsof race
measurementsof African Americansto stagean argumentabout racial mixing that counters
the accuracyof the chargedterm 'race' (1985: 81).
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boundaries between pseudoscientific practices and apparently legitimate academic
disciplines are not as rigid as might be expected. Breakthroughs in pseudosciencemay

feedinto mainstreamscience,andvice versa.
It is perhaps disappointing that Ghosh does not expand his discussion of
phrenology in Yhe Circle ofReason explicitly to question the authority of science as a
whole. In his later novel, Yhe Calcutta Chromosome, he looks more generally at what
constitutes science, which is discussed in Chapter Four of this thesis. If phrenology's
biologically deterministic and racist implications are not specifically explored in the
text, they are soon unearthed when one reads phrenological documents. An example
of phrenology's racist propensities is evident in the following statement by Balaram's
hero, George Combe, who was a major architect of the pseudoscience:
the aboriginal races,with few exceptions,have perishedor constantlyreceded,
before the Anglo-Saxonrace, and have in no instanceeither mingled with them
as equals,or adoptedtheir mannersand civilization (quotedin Gould, 1984:5 1).

Curiously, Balaram, who is portrayedas a well-read scienceenthusiastand patriotic
Indian, is unawareof the racist argumentsthat Victorians induced from criminology
and phrenology. In the nineteenthcentury,to give anotherexample,therewas a craze
for phrenologyin India, and no less a personagethan RammohunRoy senta selection
of twelve 'Hindoo crania' for examinationby the PhrenologicalSocietyof Edinburgh.
The Society's findings, however, merely confirmed prevalent colonial assumptions,
revealing the Hindus' 'love of money [ ... ] (and] secretiveness'(Bates, 1995: 232;
footnote).14 In the novel, Bhudeb Roy is similarly judged by Balaram to have
pronouncedacquisitive and secretivecranial protuberances,but, like the historical
example,his findings are in line with the animosityhe bearsRoy.
The founder of criminal anthropology, CesareLombroso (1835 - 1909), is
another of Balaram's scientific guruS15and yet he too is implicated in the imperial
project. In his conceptionof criminology, the white body is seenas the norm and
14 RammohunRoy himself had his skull analysedafter death,and it was demonstratedto be
larger than averagesize. This seemsfortuitous, given his important work in promoting
phrenologyin India (Bates, 1995:232; footnote).
15 See CR, 11,22 for examples of Balaram's enthusiasmfor Lombroso's concept of a
criminal physiognomy.
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anything else a deviation.

He contends that certain criminal individuals are

evolutionary throwbacks, whose apish anatomical features indicate their primitivism.
This argument has racist implications, because criminals are portrayed as sharing
features with so-called 'savages', children, and women, which mark them out as being
lower on the evolutionary scale than the upper-class white male. In The Mite Man
and the Coloured Man (187 1), Lombroso writes:
Only we White people [ ] have reachedthe most perfect symmetry of bodily
...
form... Only we [have bestowed]... the humanright to life, respectfor old age,
women, and the weak... Only we have createdtrue nationalism... [and] freedom
of thought (quotedin Pick, 1989: 126).

In another study that translatesas Yhe Female Delinquent. Yhe Prostitute and the
Normal Woman(1893), he setsout to equatethe physiognomyand physiologyof the
prostitute with those of the Hottentot. Lombroso assumedthat Hottentots lowest
displaying
'black'
the
characteristics
stood
on
archetypally
perceived as
he
believed
ladder,
that prostitutes shared genital
and
rung of an evolutionary
has
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Sander
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them
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as
atavistic.
abnormalitieswith
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demonstratedthat Lombroso's views made manifest a polygenetic outlook on the
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(1986:
245
&
8).
Polygeneticism
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that
unbridled
posited
notion
world
in
inferior
held
lifeform,
became
the
viewpoint
and
a widely
sexualitywas
mark of an
the nineteenthcentury. The nineteenth-centuryfascinationwith the femaleHottentot's
genitals and buttocks, seen as stigmata that allegedly marked her out as deficient,
culminated in the abhorrenttreatmentof SarahBartmann, known as the 'Hottentot
Venus', who was put on display during her life and dissectedafter death in order to
satisfyracist voyeurism.
Finally, one of the most sinister aspectsof Lombroso's criminology was that it
advocatedpre-emptive punishmentfor those marked by criminal 'stigmata' (Gould,
1984: 136 - 38). The novel hints at the oppressivenature of this argument in
Balaram's seemingly innocuous musing, '[w]asn't that why Lombroso was so
celebrated- for demonstratingthe hereditarynature of character? Wasn't that why
the American laws of 1915 prescribing sterilization for confirmed criminals were
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16
'
(CR,
11).
This kind of prejudicial treatment of people based on biological
enacted?
make-up is ironically handled in The Circle of Reason when Balararn is consulted in
his capacity as amateur phrenologist and criminologist to give a verdict on the future
of Bhudeb Roy's baby son. Balaram. refers to the child as '[t]he exhibit' (CR, 24),
exposing the inhumanity encouraged by too great a reliance on 'scientific evidence'.
He gives a dire prognosis that the baby is a bom criminal, declaring: 'he reproduces
almost exactly the structure of the Typical Homicidal. With careful nurture you may
perhaps be able to hold him down to mere felony, but no further, I fear, no further.
Pray, Bhudeb-babu, [ ] pray that you may not be his first victim' (CR, 24). The
...
baby's premature death a month later indicates what the specious logic of biological
determinism fails to take into account.

Social circumstances, even such an

unpredictable event as an attack of pneumonia, have greater impact on a child than
genetics.

Phrenology and criminology cast mainstream science into doubt with their
handling of 'race'. Scientists,often overly swayedby figures and experiments,fail to
notice that their choice of data and methodology may skew results. Thus they
sometimesinadvertentlylend a mantleof scientific respectabilityto justification of the
existing social order. This is dramatizedin the novel when Balaram.is questionedby
Gopal for making his 'scientific' findings fit with his observation of people's
behaviour, rather than first collecting data on subjects' mental organs and then
formulating a theory out of the evidence.For example,BalarainnoticesBhudebRoy's
'organ of secretiveness'only after it has been discoveredthat he is spying on local
people and reporting to the police (CR, 20 - 21). In an indictment of scientific
methodology as a whole, Gopal thinks to himself, 'the trouble with people like
Balaram was that theoriescame first and truth afterwards' (CR, 13). In this context,
the following statementby StephenJay Gould is illuminating:
Science is rooted in creative interpretation. Numbers suggest,constrain,
and refute; they do not, by themselves,specify the contentof scientific theories.
Theories are built upon the interpretationof numbers,and interpretersare often
trappedby their own rhetoric. They believe in their own objectivity, and fail to
16 Anthropometry and Lornbroso'stheoriesof criminality continuedto be usedby the Indian
police until finger-printing was introduced in 1897. Even after that, finger-printing
complementedbut did not replace anthropometry,and it is soberingto consider that headmeasuringwas still being usedby departmentsof law in parts of India until the late 1930s
(Bates, 1995:248).
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discern the prejudice that leads them to one interpretation among many
consistentwith their numbers(1984:74).
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the Bikrampur district in East Bengal (CR, 41), and Balaram.follows his hero to
Presidency College, the first university in India to institute Western models of
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learning.
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because
birthday
of
real
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inauspicious,he aligns himself with his scientific mentor. He limits his choiceto
any one of severaldozendays in May and June [1914] when JagadishChandra
Bose, in a laboratory in south London, demonstratedto stunned audiencesof
scientistsand poets and politicians, all half-deafenedby the ringing of sabresin
Europe,that even a vegetableso unfeeling as a carrot can suffer agoniesof fear
and pain (CR, 39).

The referenceto 'the ringing of sabresin Europe' clearly alludes to the First World
War, suggestingone reasonwhy Bose's scienceinitially proved so popular with the
'scientistsand poets andpoliticians' in London. Many Europeanintellectualsfelt that
17 PresidencyCollege was initially named Hindu College. It was set up in responseto
demandsmade by members of the Calcutta elite, most notably Rammohun Roy, for a
university to teachIndian studentsWesterndisciplines suchas science.
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the passageconsiderable irony is directed at Bose's demonstration of the sensitivity of
a carrot at a time when millions of people were being slaughtered.

Bose presentedhis findings at a volatile moment in history, not just becauseof
the global conflict, but becausethis was a time when many Indianswere beginningto
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In this context, his decision to choose for his birthdate the day when Bose had
impressedWestern audienceswith a new, Indian model of science, constitutes a
recognition that imperialism can be challengedas much by the formulation of new
Sciences
Alternative
Ashis
Nandy's
by
Indeed,
study
epistemologiesas
violence.
illustratesthat to many,Bose's appeallay in his being a 'symbol of Indian scienceand
it
had
Indianized
to
make
compatiblewith the culture
a pioneer who
modem science
of an ancientsociety' (1995:xii).
Bose may also have proved an attractive figure to Balaram because he
questionedconventionaldivisions within science. He contravenedthe demarcations
between scientific disciplines, making a name for himself in botany, physics, and
physiology, and forging important new advancesin wireless telegraphy. He also
interrogatedthe conceptualboundariesthat divide animals from plants and animate
from inanimate. This may be read as a radical rejection of a basic premise of
colonialist scientific discourse,which increasingly sought to elevate humans 'to a
position clearly distinct from and abovethe rest of nature' (Adas, 1989:210). Bose's
researchenchantsthe nationalist in Balaram becauseof its bold attempt to apply
" Adas arguesthat the First World War was a radical turning point which made Western
philosophersreassesstheir basicprecepts:
Themechanized
the credibilityof
slaughteron theWesternFrontcorruptedor undermined
on which the Europeanshad basedtheir senseof
most of the idealsand assumptions
thatideologicaltestament
superiorityto all otherpeoplesandfromwhichtheyhadfashioned
forced
hubris,the civilizing mission. Yearsof suicidaldevastation
to their unprecedented
Europeanintellectualsto questiontheveryfoundations
uponwhichtheir thoughtandvalue
systemshad beenbuilt: the convictionthat they werethe mostrationalof all beings,in
controlof themselves,
of otherpeoples,andof all creation(1989:372).
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rational, scientific principles in articulating the Hindu belief in the sacrednessof all
life forms. Bose admits that his interest in plant sensitivity is determinedby a
distinctly Hindu concernto find interconnectedness
within nature:
India through her habit of mind is peculiarly fitted to realize the idea of unity,
and to see in the phenomenalworld an orderly universe. It was this trend of
thought that led me unconsciouslyto the dividing frontiers of the different
sciencesand shapedthe courseof my work in its constantaltemationsbetween
the theoretical and the practical, from the investigation of the organic world to
that of organizedlife and its multifarious activities of growth, of movement,and
evenof sensation(quotedin Nandy, 1995:60).

Here Bose speaksas 'a poet amongbiologists' (Arnold, 2000: 168), acknowledging
that his researchtook as its startingpoint a belief in unitarianHindu philosophy.
Bose's attempt to create a uniquely Indian science proved ephemeraland
in
initially
have
his
high
We
the
that
acclaim
unsuccessful.
seen
experiments
met with
West, due to European intellectuals' desire to find a science that opposed the
mechanizedslaughter of the First World War. Yet once those political concerns
diminished, his researchwas swiftly relegatedto the statusof 'pseudoscience. The
it
in
his
West
the
to
the
capriciousreceptionof
raises questionas whether would
work
have been productive, even if it had been possible,to createa sciencerooted in the
Hindu philosophiesof the non-dualismof things and the sacrednessof life. Perhaps
attempts to prove the validity of Indian philosophy from within the framework of
Western scientific practices could never have achieved anything significant. The
futility of such an endeavouris satirizedin the novel when the Rationalists' Society
tries to reconfigurethe whole history of sciencefrom an Indian perspective. Balaram
points out the absurdityof their mission when he asks,'[w]hat good will it do anyone
if the massesstart sayingHail, CosmicBoson insteadof He Bhagoban? Will it cure
them of disease?Will it fill their stomachs?Will it get the British out of hereT (CR,
48). The pointed questionsuggeststhat it is more important to challengethe authority
of scienceas a whole, than to try to rewrite it from a Hindu perspective. Bose did not
recognizethe need to challengethe epistemologicallymonopolist nature of Western
scientific discourse and his researchthus dependedon approval from the Western
academy. Ashis Nandy conteststhat Bose's failure lay in an unwillingness to accept
the notion of a plurality of sciences(1995: viii). Like Balaram,Bose had faith in the
notion that '[s]cience doesn't belong to countries. Reason doesn't belong to any
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in 1930 for his discoveryof a spectraleffect. The conferring of this prize on Raman
(the first time it had goneto an Asian), and the fact that the 'Ramaneffect' continues
to be studied in physics departmentsall over the globe, proves that Indians are
important
in
discoveries
the realm of 'pure science', as
perfectly capableof making
19
in
long asthey do not strayfrom the scientific paradigmsestablished the West.
Another scientist mentioned in the novel is Meghnad Saha, an astrophysicist
formulation
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the
of the
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and
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worked
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likeness between a star and an atom had laid the foundation of a whole branch of
astrophysics' (CR, 41).

With Raman and Bose, he was another member of the

'extraordinary group of scientists [ ] reared by Presidency College' (Prakash, 1999:
...
191 - 92). However, his way of being an Indian scientist could hardly be more
different from Bose's.

He was a great exponent of heavy industry and fiercely

disapproved of Gandhi's endorsement of cottage industry, writing: 'I believe and have
proved that this insistence on primitive technology shows a very retrograde and
antiscientific mentality, and persons who are wedded to this mentality would bring
disaster to the country when they are in power' (quoted in Baber, 1998: 233). He
worked on a number of occasions with another renowned Indian technophile,
20
JawaharlalNehru, in order to plead the case for industrialization to the Congress

Party (Prakash,1999: 194 - 97). Sahaacknowledgedthat industrialism had brought
19 Indeed, Raman deemedJagadishChandra Bose's investigations into responsesof the
'living' and 'non-living' to be 'mumbo-jumbo' (Dutta andRobinson, 1995: 129).
20 Nehru himself was quoted as arguingthat 'the future belongsto scienceand to thosewho
make friends with scienceand seekits help for the advanceof humanity' (in Baber, 1998:
232).
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inequality and exploitation to many sectionsof Indian society,but arguedthat without
the applicationof scienceandtechnologyIndia would stagnate.In later life he became
involved in India's nuclear programme(Daintith et al, 1999: 471), and all of this
indicateshis implacableoppositionto Bose's searchfor a uniquely Hindu science. By
making referencesto scientistssuchasRamanand Saha,Ghoshencouragesthe reader
to realizethat just asthe West hasmainstreamandpopularbrandsof science,so too in
India therewere scientistswho conformedto the dominantWesterntradition andthose
who challengedit.

REPRESENTING THE'OIL

ENCOUNTER'IN

FICTION

In this section, I analyse Ghosh's handling of generic form in the later sections
of the novel, 'Rajas' and 'Tamas'.

'Rajas' is set in al-Ghazira, a country which,

despite its fictionality, shares many of its features with existing states in the Persian
Gulf.

Like Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, al-Ghazira is reliant on Western technical

knowledge for its economic survival, and channels much of its wealth into short-term
conspicuous consumption.

I argue that just as in the colonial era science was an

integral component of the 'civilizing mission', so too applied science and technology
in
in
I
these two
that
now play a crucial part
also suggest
neo-colonial subjugation.
sections of the novel, Ghosh experiments with the genres of the picaresque, social
realism, the fantastic, and the detective novel in his attempt to represent the Middle
East in fiction.

In Ghosh's 1992 essay'Petrofiction', which I take to be a central statementof
his literary goals in writing about oil and the late twentieth-centuryphenomenonof
globalization,he writes:
As one of the few people who have tried to write about the floating world
of oil, I can bear witnessto its slipperiness,to the ways in which it tendsto trip
fiction into incoherence.In the end,perhaps,it is the craft of writing itself - or
rather writing as we know it today - that is responsiblefor the mutenessof the
Oil Encounter. The experiencesthat oil has generatedrun counter to many of
the historical imperatives that have shaped writing over the last couple of
centuriesand given it its distinctive forms (I 992b: 30).
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The first sentenceof this quotationhints at dissatisfactionwith his portrayalof the oil
economy in Yhe Circle of Reason, and indeed there is a certain amount of
'incoherence'in the later sectionsof the novel. As we shall see,In an Antique Land,
which cameout the sameyearas 'Petrofiction', is a fuller andmore successfulaccount
of the 'floating world of oil'. In the secondpart of the passagecited above,Ghosh
contends that in order to addressthe unique situation of the contemporary oil
economy,literaturewill haveto be drasticallyalteredin its form. He goeson to argue
that the Gulf states,with their mixed populationsof Americanoil-men, Arab residents,
and Asian migrant workers, constitute 'a world that is intrinsically displaced,
heterogeneous,and international' (1992b: 30). The novel, which he suggestshas
traditionally been a genrethat is monolingual and with a fixed senseof place, is illequippedto dealwith the microcosmicworld of oil. The crucial issueGhoshis raising
in this essayis the question of how a writer can create a new kind of novel, the
structureand form of which will reflect a globalizedworld.
In the essayGhoshalso suggeststhat the consequences
of the discoveryof oil in
the Gulf are as far-reachingas the developmentof the spicetrade centuriesago. This
comparison initially seemsincongruous,and his statement'oil is clearly the only
commoditythat can serveas an analogyfor pepper' (I 992b: 29) wittily juxtaposesand
challengesour notions of beauty and ugliness, particularly in the implied aromatic
contrastbetweenthe two products. Yet despitethis superficial polarity, the oil and
spicetradeshave in commontheir economicimportance,the inequality of the benefits
they bring, and the internationalpower struggleover their control. The comparisonis
exploited with sophisticationin In an Antique Land, in which medieval spice traders
are depictedalongsidepresent-dayoil migrants. Yet, whereasthe spicetrade inspired
great literature (he mentionssuch writers Duarte Barbosaand GaspaCorreia [1992b:
29]), Ghosh can think of few contemporary writers who have found the 'Oil
Encounter'worthy of attention. A handful of Arabic-languagewriters have addressed
this difficult subject,and Ghoshdevotesa sizeablesectionof the essayto a review of
the attemptsof AbdelrahmanMunif to meetthe literary challengesposedby oil.
However, Ghosh criticizes the American literary scene for failing to
acknowledgethe pivotal role of oil in their country's current global dominance. Given
that a central trope in American literature is the creation of a settlement out of
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wilderness,and that many Americanworkersview themselvesas effectingjust sucha
transformationin the Middle East,it is surprisingthat no Americanwriter hastackled
the Oil Encounter. Ghosh arguesthat the 'Great American Oil Novel' has yet to be
written (1992b: 30), but that its creationwould be revealmuch aboutAmericans' selfperceptionand their position in the world. Ghoshrejectsthe Americannovel's alleged
insularity, assertingthat, in contrast with the country's increasingly wide-ranging
foreign policy, 'its fictional gaze has turned inward, becoming ever more
introspective,ever more concentratedupon its own self-definition' (1992b:30). Most
American novelists, he suggests,seem unable to resist the urge to portray a
geographicallyboundedplace,to describecharactersas locatedin a village, a town, or
a city. Yet it is not just the U.S. that Ghosh criticizes for its inattention to the Oil
Encounter. He makesthe point that for Indians, like Americans,the oil economyis
somethingthat 'no one [ ... ] who has any thought either for his conscienceor his selfpreservationcan afford to ignore' (1992b: 30). As we shall see,India, Bangladesh,
Pakistan,and many other Asian countriessendvast numbersof migrant workers over
to the Gulf. Despitethis fact, Ghoshobservesthat Bengali, a languagethat hasa welldeveloped travelogue genre, fails almost entirely to interrogate the experiencesof
India's many Gulf expatriates. Ghoshtries to fill this lacunain Yhe Circle of Reason
andI shall examinethe extentof his successin this sectionof the chapter.
The first section of The Circle of Reasonis, like the American novels Ghosh
criticizes, locatedwithin a delimited and familiar place, and Balaram's experiencesin
Calcuttaand the small Bengali bordertown of Lalpukur arejuxtaposed. However,the
discussionabout rural and metropolitanIndia is unexpectedlycurtailed when most of
the main characters,including Balaram,are murdered. The novel changescourseas
Alu goesinto exile first in Kerala and then in the imaginaryMiddle Easternoil stateof
al-Ghazira. From the moment that Alu goes on the run, Ghosh introduces a new
formal framework of the picaresque. This genre is peculiarly appropriatefor the
presentationof the Oil Encounterandglobalization.
Harry Sieber,in an authoritativemonographon the picaresque,quotesFongerde
Haan's succinctdefinition of the genreas 'the autobiographyof apicaro, a rogue,and
in that form a satire upon the conditions and personsof the time that gives it birth'
(1977: 1). Although The Circle of Reason is not written in the first person, and
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novel nonetheless borrows certain picaresque features. Sieber lists the following
typical characteristics of the picaresque: 'poverty, delinquency, "upward mobility"
(self-improvement of the picaro), travel as an escape from despair, social satire of a
system unresponsive to the needs and desires of a growing active community of "havenots... (1977: 9). All of these elements are apparent in Ghosh's narrative, with the
exception of 'upward mobility'.

Alu differs from the typical picaresque anti-hero in

that he is downwardly mobile, his status deteriorating from that of a relatively
privileged schoolmaster's nephew to an exiled criminal.

This caveat aside, other

features encourage the reader to view the novel, like its picaresque forebears, as a
critique of societies that neglect their 'have-nots'. Poverty and petty delinquency are
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to view Alu as a rogue, he is technically a felon, illegal immigrant, and rabble-rouser.
For most of the novel he is trying to evade the policeman, Jyoti Das, who suspectshim
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Alu evinces other traits of the picaresqueanti-hero outlined in Sieber's book,
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fact
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suchas
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'belonging' anywhere. Travel is an important feature of the picaresque,which
becomesmore evident as the novel progresses. Alu and his companions' restless
movement acceleratesas Jyoti Das gains ground on them, and Zindi's repeated
exhortationto 'Go westV becomesincreasinglydesperate(CR, 363 - 67). Two other
commonset-piecesof the genreare identified by Sieberasthepicaro's encounterwith
a 'thieves' society' (1977: 26), andhis acting as an imposterto gain acceptancewith a
in
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loosely
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Such
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powerful
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For instance,Zindi's house in al-Ghazira- while hardly a 'thieves' society' - is
nonethelessdepicted as sheltering a fairly desperategroup of migrants, who go to
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the novel's final sectionAlu, Kulfi, and Zindi masqueradeas a respectablefamily, in
order to gain the support of a benefactor,Mrs Verma. With regard to form, Sieber
arguesthat the picaresquetendstowardsa digressive,open-endedstructure(1977: 10).
This is a noticeablefeature of The Circle of Reason,as is humour, also listed as an
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important feature. It thus seemslikely that, while it does not conform to every
picaresqueconvention,the novel is certainlyalluding to this ccnturies-oldgenre.
The question remains as to why Ghosh integrates elements of the picaresque
within his novel.

Sieber's work is again illuminating;

he shows that different

emphases were placed on the genre in its various European contexts, and the
picaresque was 'made to conform to the peculiar satiric, social, and historical contexts
form
Ghosh's
(1977:
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the
the
project.
of
suggests
utility
of each country'
The picaresque form has frequently been adapted to new locations, and Ghosh may be
interpreted as reconfiguring the picaro to suit the modem world of globalization and
international migration. In this context, it is worth considering Sieber's claim that the
convention of the picaro's journey has always lent itself to the myth of migration, and
to visions of a New World utopia in which the upwardly mobile picaro can find riches
and respectability. He writes:
In the seventeenthcentury the New World symbolizedan escapefrom the
hierarchical society of Spain. Seville was populated with indianos, Spaniards
who had returned home after maldng their fortunes in America. [ ...] In the
eighteenth century the English colonies fulfilled the same function. Moll
Flanders reveals how even a transportedcriminal can 'earn' his freedom from
poverty through careful investment. In the nineteenth century popular myth
defined the United Statesas a PromisedLand with unparalleledopportunitiesfor
getting ahead(1977: 65).
In The Circle ofReason Ghosh shows that, for residents of third-world countries in the
late twentieth century, the utopian myth of a New World of wealth and opportunity has
been transposed onto the oil-rich states of the Middle East. The novel illustrates that,
in
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to
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while
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some
Gulf (see CR, 158 - 59), the reality for migrants tends to be very different.

In a harrowing passage,migrant workers who have been shippedto al-Ghazira
are describedas follows:
those ghostsbehind the fencewere not men, they were tools - helpless,picked
for their poverty. In those days when al-Ghazira was still a real country they
were brought here to slip betweenits men and their work, like the first whiffs of
an opium dream; they were brought as weapons,to divide the Ghaziris from
themselvesand the world of sanity; to turn them into buffoons for the world to
laugh at (CR, 261).
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This description of the workers as 'ghosts', 'tools', 'weapons', and 'buffoons'
contrastswith the hope representedby the 'New World' in Europeanpicaresque
narratives. In the English and Spanishnarrativesdiscussedby Sieber,the picaro, no
matter how poor and dissolute,is still a memberof a colonizing nation, and if he gets
the chanceto migrate to a colony, he will be in a position of authority. The faceless
migrants Ghosh describes, on the other hand, come from previously colonized
countriesand thereforehave no suchprivileged relationshipwith their 'New World'.
In fact, although Ghosh doesnot make it explicit in the passagequoted above,their
experienceof migration is evidently tainted by neo-colonialism. Ghosh's use of the
passivetense (were brought') only hints at the multinational corporationsthat are
responsiblefor their exploitation. In the light of this discussionof migration Ghosh
may be seento be rewriting and updating the picaresquegenre from a postcolonial
standpoint. Just as the picaro's dubiouslineageand criminal activites define him as
an outsider, so today's third-world migrants in the Gulf statesare marginalizedand
excluded from the political process. Ghosh makes the picaresque'soriginal aims
relevant for contemporarysociety,giving a voice to obscureeconomicrefugeesand
satirizing the societythat oppressesthem.
I now want to examinein more detail the Middle Easternsociety that Ghosh
satirizes. In addition to the picaresqueand the fantastic, there are also elementsof
social realism in Ghosh'sportrayalof al-Ghazira,as the experiencesof his immigrant
charactersaccordwith researchinto labour conditionsin the Gulf. Sincethe discovery
there of rich oil reservesin the early twentieth century,the Gulf has becomea region
characterizedby dislocation and population flows. The whole of the Middle Easthas
beenaffectedby the post-SecondWorld War oil boom. Even the economiesof the socalled oil-poor countries, such as Egypt, Jordan, and Yemen, are heavily reliant on
remittancessent by migrant workers in the oil-rich countries to their families back
home. Attracted by the easy availability of work and high wages on offer, large
numbersof Arab migrants flock to the Gulf stateseachyear. From the mid-1970sto
mid-1980s, workers from poor Asian countries such as Pakistan,Bangladesh,India,
and the Philippines were also encouragedto come over, as they were seenas being
'cheaperand more pliable' than indigenousor other Arab labourers(Findlay, 1994:
107). Yet expectationsof the good life were frequently dashedby the exploitation,
poor conditions and xenophobicabusethat are commonfeaturesof migrant existence.
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While the oil-rich countries are eager to benefit from the inexpensive and often highly
skilled labour of these workers, little effort is made to integrate them into the society.
Immigrants tend to be spatially segregated from the indigenous populations and
assigned barren land, such as former desert sites, in which to live or work (Findlay,
1994: 115).

Since the mid-1980s' slowdown in international oil consumption,

workers from both Asia and the oil-poor countries have been forced to accept lower
wages and, in some cases,job cuts. The decreasein demand has not stemmed the inflow of labourers, but immigrants are increasingly forced to work illegally, with the
maltreatment ana insecurity that this entails.

Oil-endowed statessuch as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, on the other hand, have
benefitedfrom the mineral in obviousand frequentlyostentatiousways. Despitetheir
vast wealth, however,thesecountries' economiesare more vulnerablethan might be
supposed. Their small and/orunskilled populationsmeanthat they are dependenton
foreign workers to man the industrial infrastructure. In the caseof Kuwait, this hasled
to the country becomingthe world's first 'rentier state'. Its indigenouspopulation is
outnumberedby foreigners, who comprise an astonishing 75% of the work force
(Farah et al, 1983: 42), and its economy depends for its survival on overseas
investment(Findlay, 1994:97 - 98). The last examplesuggeststhat the oil-rich states
are financially precariousanotherway, due to their reliance on foreign investment
opportunities, technology, and markets. As Y. A. Sayigh (1983) has shown,
inhabitantsof the newly wealthy statesare more than usually enthralledby electrical
and consumergoods. Theseare imported from the West and Japanin suchquantities
that the countriesplough most their wealth back into the world economy,rather than
achieving regional or pan-Arab sustainability. Furthermore, many of the oil-rich
countries have tried to jump-start their industrial capabilities by importing modem
machinesand technologicalknow-how. In the long term this has meant that behind
the fagadeof wealth in the oil-rich countriesis a worrying lack of indigenousskills,
entreprenialism,and industrial infrastructure.
Many of these issues are dramatized in Yhe Circle of Reason,with the oil
economyappearingas an asymmetricaland frequently oppressivesystem. The first
glimpses we are given of this systemare from onboard the boat Mariamma, which
transportsAlu and a small group of (mostly illegal) immigrants to al-Ghazira. En
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route we are shown the lengthsto which theseIndianswill go to avail themselvesof
the alleged employmentopportunities,consumergoods, freedom and rights of this
promised land. Mariamma's engine is defective and the immigrants spendseveral
days strandedon the ocean,wondering if they will ever reach the Gulf Yet the
narrative suggeststhat they are fortunate in travelling onboard an expensive and
comparativelysafe boat. Some boats are so overcrowdedwith people desperateto
by the harbourpolice
emigratethat they capsizeor sink, while othersare apprehended
(CR, 169). A disturbing description is given of Karthamma, a heavily pregnant
Keralan woman who is convincedthat if shecan get to al-Ghaziraher child will have
'housesand cars and multi-storeyedbuildings [

]. Sign a few forms and the child
...

will be a Ghaziri' (CR, 177). When her labour starts,sheresistsit with all the strength
of her will, between screamsdemandingthe papers that she believes will convey
citizenshipand rights on her baby.
Yet Karthanima's confidencein the inexhaustibleprosperity and opportunities
of al-Ghazirais shownto be unfounded. On arrival, sheandthe other newcomersfind
accommodationwith the larger-than-lifeEgyptian madam,Zindi at-Tiffaha. Zindi's
houseprovides refuge for a group of migrants from Egypt, the Indian subcontinent,
and North Africa, on the condition that they find work and contribute towards the
house'supkeep. As Zindi points out, work in al-Ghazirais far scarcerthan the Gulf s
reputationsuggests:'[t]here arehundreds,thousandsof chhokren[boys] [ ... ] begging;
begging for jobs' (CR, 180). Many of those in the housewho manageto find work
suffer terrible misfortune. Kulfi works as a cook in a rich Ghazirahouse,which is an
easyand lucrative job, until she is sackedbecauseof a misunderstandingdue to her
poor understandingof Arabic. ProfessorSamueldoesan accountingjob in a Westernstyle supermarket,for which he is paid under the odds becausehe doesn't possessa
work permit. He loseshis position when he inadvertentlystartlesa Ghaziri woman
who, perhapsinfluenced by racist stereotypesof Indians, assumesthat he meansto
molest her. Abusa the Frown is reportedto the police for working illegally and is
neverheardfrom again. Worst of all, we hearof severalother immigrantsbeing killed
on constructionsitesby faulty equipmentor materials. The 'litany of calamities' (CR,
201) portrayedin the novel may be seen,in the light of PeterN. Woodward's research
into migrant labour in Saudi Arabia (1988), to be an accuratereflection of migrant
experience.Woodwarddemonstratesthat undocumentedworkers in the oil-rich states
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submit to unhealthy or even dangerousworking conditions, long working hours, few
employment rights, and hostility from the local population.
Indigenous suspicion and fear of the immigrant community means that the latter
tends to be sequesteredin separateliving areas. In The Circle of Reason, the places
where locals and foreigners live, work, cat, and shop are clearly demarcated. Most
immigrants live on a narrow inlet known as 'Ras al-Maqtu', the Severed Head' (CR,
196). The suggestion of violence in the name is bome out, as we have seen, by the
suffering that many of its inhabitants experience in their workplaces. In addition,
connotations of severancereflect the Ras's isolation from more affluent districts in alGhazira. The Ras is essentially a shanty-town, characterized by 'roofs of corrugated
iron and halved oil-drums, with [ ] crazily angled wooden platforms and tracery of
...
pumpkin vines' (CR, 196). It is populated by people 'from all the comers of the
living
(CR,
226):
Baluchis
Bangladeshis,
Moroccans
Egyptians
and
world'
and
we see
here, using their wits to survive. The heterogeneousand multicultural atmosphere of
the Gulf, precipitated by a global capitalism, is evoked by this description of a bazaar
near the Ras:
On one side of the road,jostling for space,were tiled Iranian chelo-kebab
shops,Malayali dosa stalls, long, narrow Lebaneserestaurants,fruit-juice stalls
run by Egyptians from the Sa'id, Yemeni caf6s with aprons of brass-studded
tables spreadout on the pavement,vendorsfrying ta'ameyyaon push-carts- as
though half the world's hauntshad beenpainted in miniature along the side of a
single street(CR, 344).

The bustling microcosm describedin this passagecontrastssharply with the sterile
'concrete-and-glasscliff of hotels and offices' that lines the Ghaziri district on the
other side of the inlet.
As this examplesuggests,the Rasis socially aswell as spatially segregatedfrom
the bourgeoisGhaziri areas. It is seenas a threateningghetto: taxi- and bus-drivers
refuseto go there at night (CR, 306) and an Indian waiter is insulted at the suggestion
that he would live in what he darkly refers to as 'that place' (CR, 322). Despite the
Ras's dangerousreputation,many of its occupantsseeit as a shelteringdomicile (CR,
226) and the community that lives there is shown to be lively and supportive.
Immigrants spendmuch time there drinking coffee and smoking narjilas, exchanging
gossip and stories of local interest. At times of trouble the residentsforget their
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frequent squabbles, and band together to defend their community against outsiders.
For commerce, the Ras is serviced by its Souq, a dark, labyrinthine marketplace that,
in its raucous, jostling intimacy, is so different from more modem shopping areas in
al-Ghazira that it appearsto be 'almost another country' (CR, 194).

The lifestyles of most Ghazirisdiffer dramaticallyfrom the perilous existenceof
the migrants. Ghaziris live in modem, sanitary districts, wear fashionableWestern
clothes (CR, 209), and often have decadenthobbiessuch as helicopter- or aeroplaneflying (CR, 346). They do their groceryshoppingin sterile, brightly-lit supermarkets.
These supermarkets,such as the one in which ProfessorSamuelworks, are full of
imported products: 'freshly frozen Australian lamb and Danish mutton, French
cauliflowers and Egyptian cabbages' (CR, 208).

This illustrates al-Ghazira's

confluencewith, and reliance on, the forces of globalization. For consumergoods
Ghaziris go to the Star, a new shopping mall that reveals a great deal about the
concomitanthubris andvulnerability of the oil-exporting states.
The Star is al-Ghazira'stallest and most opulent building, so-calledbecauseof
its 'five pointed arms' (CR, 263). The abrupt disintegrationof the mall signals the
Ghaziris' precarious economic dependenceon foreign consumerand technological
goods. The Star collapsesbefore it has even been opened,creating a mountain of
rubble, strewn with televisions,radios, washbasins,and refrigerators. Alu, who has
been working on a constructionsite there, is trappedbeneathits wreckagefor days.
His narrow escapefrom being flattenedby the weight of importedtechnologicalgoods
makes literal the crushing effect that consumerismhas had on the Gulf states'
economies. As Y. A. Sayighpoints out, the oil-rich nationshave someof the highest
levels of import per capita in the world, and 93% of the goods imported come from
outsidethe Arab world. This, he argues,representsa serious'leakage' of Arab wealth
into the world economy (1983: 36 - 37). If one scrutinizesthe 'Rajas' section it
becomesevident that the money generatedby oil is only a short-term solution. AlGhazira's reliance on foreign technologiesand skills meansthat many construction
projects are too expensiveto be completed and that the Ghaziris have become a
minority in their own country. This is evident in a description of 'the entrails of
unfinished buildings festoonedacrossthe skyline, and the flow of people with their
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inexplicable nationalities' (CR, 321). The Star may thus be usefully interpreted a
symbol of the subjugation of the Gulf statesto the forces of global capital.
In addition, the Star was created against a historical background of exploitation

and neo-colonialism. In the chapter'From an Egg-Seller'sMind', HaJ Fahmy tells
the story of the mall's conception. He goesback in time to describeal-Ghazirain the
daysbefore the multinational companiesarrived on their questto find oil. At that time
al-Ghazirawas far from rich, but the country was ruled by its own leader,the Malik,
and still had a certain amountof autonomy. After oil is discoveredthere,the British
send a resident to al-Ghazira to persuadethe Malik to sign a treaty giving them
exclusive digging rights. The Malik angrily rejects their advances,drawing on
'histories of the great Baghdadi and Cairene dynasties' (CR, 249) to formulate an
inchoateplan of Arab resistance. Ratherthan bombing the Ghaziris into submission,
the so-called 'Oilmen' (whose nationality is indeterminate) choose more indirect
methods of persuasion. They spread rumours about the Malik's madness,
underminingpublic confidencein him, and cultivate his half-brother,the Amin, as an
alternativeleader. They bring in acquiescentAsian labourersto showthe Ghaziristhat
strikes and union agitation cut no ice with them. In a masterlypiece of propaganda,
they also introduce 'specially grown date palms; unique palms which could thrive on
any soil' into al-Ghazira. Thesepalms are allowed to bloom in a patch of barren
ground in order to impress on its inhabitants 'the things the world could do for the
forgotten land of al-Ghazira' (CR, 257).

However, the novel shows that this

humanitarianrhetoric is merely intendedas a smokescreento hide the Oilmen's real
intentions to appropriate the land for oil development. Once again, a seemingly
benign applicationof scientific and technologicalknowledgein practicemerely serves
21
to maskcolonial ambitions.
21 This strandof plot draws on historical events. The EnlightenmentscholarsWilliam Jones,
Joseph Banks, and Robert Kyd were involved in the creation of a botanical garden for
Calcutta (Cannon, 1990: 332). Although such botanical gardens were depicted by the
colonial administratorsas part of their humanitarianendeavour,and althoughplants suchas
sago and date palms were supposedto be transplantedto India to combat famine, the
rhetoric masks the commercial designsbehind their creation. The proposedfamine-relief
sago palms were ultimately never introduced to the botanical gardens,which were used
instead for the cultivation of commercially important plants, such as tea, cinchona, and
spices(Baber, 1998: 168- 70).
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The date palms becomea battlegroundon which the struggle for control of alGhazirais played out. Despitethe rebels' initial successin burning down the palms,
the Oilmen prevail, and the Ghaziris find themselves in a state of submerged
colonialism: 'the whole country was (an] Oiltown now' (CR, 263). Strikes, trade
unions, and demonstrationsare banned,and protestorsare harshly put down by 'the
newestand best guns and helicoptersand computersmoney can buy' (CR, 261). The
Oilmen's strong-armtacticsarenot employedwith any degreeof emotion:
This was no feud: no tyrants died; there was no fratricide, no regicide, no love,
no hate. It wasjust practice for the princes of the future and their computers
an exercisein goodhusbandry(CR, 262).

Here, the Oilmen's activities are describedin pointedly neutral languageas 'practice',
which suggestsboth that violence is standardprocedureto the Oilmen, and also that
they could wreak much greaterdamageif they put their minds to it. The repeated
referenceto computersindicatesthat new technologiesareusedas 'tools of empire' to
disempower nations that do not have accessto relevant equipment or expertise.
Finally, the ironic use of the word 'husbandry' foreshadowsa similarly double-edged
usageof the term in In an AntiqueLand, which I discusson pp. 145- 46 of this thesis.
The Oilmen decide to build the Star on the plot of land where the date palms once
stood, 'in celebrationof the starry future' (CR, 263). In the light of Hajj Fahmy's
narration, thesewords seemominous, suggestinga future in which the Ghaziris will
be entirely ruled by multinational companiesand giant producers. Fahmyprovides a
list of all the people who would have beendispossessed
or financially ruined had the
Star openedand concludes,in languagethat is reminiscentof Shakespeare:'[n]o one
wanted the Star. That was why the Star fell: a house which nobody wants cannot
stand' (CR, 264). The falling Star thereforepartly symbolizesthe potential collapseof
neo-colonialism.
Colonialism is rarely mentionedby namein the novel, and it is remarkablehow
rarely the British, who rule over the India of Balaram's youth, or the Americansand
multinationals,who have behind-the-scenes
control in the novel's 1970soil economy
setting, are explicitly referred to in The Circle of Reason. And yet colonialism and
neo-colonialism are central concernsof the novel, featuring as an absencethat is
usually representedby technologicallyadvancedgadgetsand consumergoods. Oneof
the few instances in the novel where the word 'colonize' is used comes in a
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description of Balaram's wife, Toru-debi, whose heart is said to be 'securely
colonized' by her Singer sewing machines (CR, 6). In the light of this usage, we may
feel that most of the main characters in the 'Satwa' section of the novel are
'colonized' by different technological applications. Balaram's bondage to carbolic
for
loom,
is
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been
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the most evident connection between technology, consumerism, and (neo-)colonialism
is demonstrated in the later parts of the novel.

Here, consumerismis portrayed as being a more durable and sinister way of
controlling nationsthan outright imperial aggression.Both Ghaziris and migrantsare
preoccupiedwith acquiring material possessionsfrom foreign countries. Japanese
products such as cassetterecorders(CR, 335), watches(CR, 158), and video games
(CR, 287 - 89), are particularly soughtafter, for their high technologicalcapabilities.
There is a poignantdepiction of an elderlywar-victim, whosetonguehasbeencut out,
is
Miracle'
is
This
'Japanese
Japanese
the
umbrella.
and whose one possession a
indirect causeof his death,as he falls in the sea after it and is eatenby sharks(CR,
373). The desire for imported products destroys local businesses. Hajj Fahmy
recognizesthis when he arguesthat if the Star had openedthe Souq's shopswould
have soon folded (CR, 264). Westernconsumerismalso erodesindigenoustraditions,
which is demonstratedwhen Rakeshtries to sell Ayurvedic laxatives,only to realize
that:
The trouble really lay in the product. It was soon clear that people no
longer wanted Ayurvedic laxatives. There was no market for black viscous
liquids in old rum bottles; they wantedsparkling,bubbling saltswhich dissolved
in water, or milky syrups in bottles with bright labels. They wanted
advertisementsand slogans which promised more than mere movement promotions and successat work, marital triumphs, and refrigerators in their
dowries. Regularity,balanceand inner peaceno longer sold (CR, 182).

Here the bubble and sparklein the marketingof Westernmedical productsmakesthe
peculiarly Indian philosophybehindAyurvedaseemhopelesslyold-fashioned.
Perhaps the most damning indictment of the nexus between capitalism,
technology,and (neo-)colonialismis given in a portrayal of Mariamma's arrival at alGhazira. The lure that the Middle East exertson the migrantsonboardis embodiedin
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their first glimpse of the lights strewn along the peninsular at night.

The narrator

comments on the implications of al-Ghazira's illuminations:
through a century and a half the same lights have shone in one part of the globe
or another, wherever money and its attendant arms have chosen to descend on
peoples unprepared for its onslaughts, and for all of those hundred and fifty
years Mariamma's avatars have left that coast for those lights carrying with them
an immense cargo of wanderers seeking their own destruction in giving flesh to
the whims of capital (CR, 189).

Although no explanationis forthcoming for the arbitrary choice of one hundredand
fifty yearsas the timescaleon which this 'destruction' has takenplace, it seemslikely
that this coincides with the period of overt British colonialism. Here money and
technology are explicitly equatedwith the devastationof cultures unused to such
motivations. Yet colonized peoples are also presentedas being to some extent
complicit in this devastation,becausethrough their desire for material wealth they
bring abouttheir own downfall.
Yhe Circle of Reasondoesnot entirely reject capitalism;rather, the focus of its
satire is the inhumanity of hugemultinational corporations. Small businessesthat are
by
in
be
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tend
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run
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or
not
novel. For example,Zindi is desperateto take over Forid Mian's small tailoring shop
in the Souq,as sheseesthe Souqas 'hope' (CR, 291) and the shopasa 'promise' (CR,
220) of self-sufficiencyand good times to come. Zindi is an ambitious,evenruthless
businesswoman, but she is presented sympathetically as a pragmatic yet
compassionatesurvivalist. Nury the Damanhouriis anotherarchetypalcapitalist,ashe
managesto createa demandfor eggswheretherewas nonebefore. In 'From an EggSeller's Mind, the story-teller,HaJ Fahmy,tells how the peopleof al-Ghazirausedto
eat eggsas andwhen their own henssuppliedthem, but that Nury persuadedpeopleto
buy from him when their hens failed to lay. He achievedthis businesssuccessby
building up contact with the community's women, as they were responsible for
householdeconomyand taking care of the chickens. He was able to get close to the
women becauserumours of his impotence,which he probably startedhimself, meant
that the men trustedhim with their wives. The narratorconcludes,'Nury built a trade
on a story [ ... ]. [He] was an artist. For him every egg was an epic, a thousand-page
song of love, death and betrayal' (CR, 247). This identification of Nury with oral
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story-telling and the imagination allows his brand of capitalism to escapenarratorial
condemnation, infused as it is with communal interaction and human emotions.
The novel's censure is reserved for what has been described as the 'desiringmachine' (Deleuze and Guattari, 1984): the way in which the West holds 'developing'
countries in sway by fostering a dependency on technological advances. During his
four days trapped under the Star's rubble Alu has a Gandhian vision of an antimaterialist society. He makes a link between money and Pasteur's notion of the
'infinitely

small' germ, arguing that both 'travel[ ... ] from man to man carrying
contagion and filth, sucking people out and destroying them even in the safety of their
own homes' (CR, 281). As a result, he decides to start a campaign to banish money
from their community. His laudable intentions, however, are distorted by his friends
to such an extent that soon '[h]e could no longer understand what he'd started' (CR,
315). In the Middle East, most migrants are 'target workers', whose aim in living
there is to save a specific amount of money before returning home (Scrageldin et al,
1983: 55). Thus Alu's followers interpret his anti-materialism as a cunning way of
collectively

saving money.

His

anti-materialist

into
degenerates
movement

unmitigated greed and commercialism, with pieces of paper standing in for money,
and Alu's friends becoming more obsessed by material possessions than they were
previously. This is most evident in the highly ironic scene in which Alu's followers
-

equipped with chits that stand for money and with dusters tied around their arms to

ward off monetary contagion -

go on a shopping spree to buy calculators, televisions,

American jeans, and Korean shirts (CR, 341). In this section of the novel it becomes
evident that the applied side of science, technology, has far more appeal to the
inhabitants of third-world countries than the more intangible benefits of 'pure' science
that have been examined so far in this chapter.

If, as I have suggested,the narrativetechniquesin this novel seemat times to be
a pale imitation of those that Rushdie deploys in Midnight's Children, it would
neverthelessbe mistakento overlook the stylistic innovationsthat Ghosh introduces.
Ghosh createsa compositegeneric frame for The Circle of Reasonin which literary
genresoverlap. For example,Ghoshplays the picaresquejourney form off againstthe
genreof the detectivestory. According to William Spanos,the detectivenovel genre
revolves around 'the rational solution generatedby the scientific analysisof man-in-
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the-world'.

He argues this solution is reached through investigation into a 'pre-

ordained or teleological determined structure' (1992: 80).

As such, the detective

resembles the scientist, in that both seethemselves as sifting through 'facts' in order to
reveal the truths that lie behind the evidence. However, in the same decadesin which
theorists such as Foucault were critiquing

science's claims to knowledge,

postmodernist writers invented what Spanos terms the 'anti-detective novel'.

This

subversive take on the detective genre ruptures preconceptions, such as notions of the
subject's logical progression through time and the beginning-middle-end narrative
convention.

Spanoscites Sartre'sassertionthat the anti-detectivenovel is:
a parody on the novel of 'quest' into which the author has introduceda sort of
impassionedamateurdetective [...] [who] doesn't find anything... and gives up
the investigationas a result of a metamorphosis;just as though Agatha Christie's
detective, on the verge of unmaskingthe villain, had himself suddenlyturned
criminal (Spanos,1992:80).

This might almosthavebeenwritten aboutthe strandin TheCircle ofReasonin which
the 'impassioned[

] detective' Jyoti Das embarkson his futile quest to catch Alu.
...

Das's journey to find Alu frames the novel, and although the reader may at times
forget it, the novel is structured by accountsof events recounted by his various
sources. The frequentbiasesand omissionsof thesenarrativesprompt the readerto
questionwhether an empirical collection of evidencecan ever lead to the 'true story'.
Instanceswhen the readerbecomesawarethat the evidenceDas is collecting is fallible
include BhudebRoy's narrativedistortions(for example,personalrancourmakeshim
neglect to tell Das about Balaram's humanitarian efforts to save the village from
disease[CR, 84]), and the fact that other informants, such as Gopal, 'had alwayshad
the [

] tendencyto dramatize' (CR, 101). While trying to write his report, Das
...
increasingly feels caught betweenthe conflicting accountsof newspaperreports and

eye-witnessaccounts,and is describedashaving 'lost himself in (a] labyrinth of cause
and effect' (CR, 83). Das's feeling of disorientationis causedby the realization that
no text can definitively claim to narrate the 'truth'.

As Hayden White argues,

'historical accountscast in the form of a narrativemay be as various as the modesof
emplotment which literary critics have identified as constituting the different
principles for structuringnarrativesin general' (1986: 487). If we take White's notion
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a stagefurther, this notion of history as a story canbe extendedto any act of research,
including, as we have seen,science. All researchmay be seenas an act of desire,and
eventhe reputedlydispassionatedetectiveor scientisthasaspirationswhich will shape
his investigations.
The novel's detective story strand is undercut by fantastical elementsof the
novel. Outlandishtales suchas the colourful story that tells of Nury the Damanhouri,
Jabalthe MountainousEunuchand the battle of the datepalms (see'ChapterTwelve:
From an Egg-Seller'sMind', CR, 236 - 65) disrupt and call into questionthe realist
aspectsof the novel, as representedby Jyoti Das's doomedattempt to write a 'true'
report recounting Alu's activities. In a book such as The Circle of Reason,which
seeksto unsettlethe claims of sciencefor absolutetruth, the use of the fantasticmode
is entirely appropriate. Fantasymocksthe claim of realist texts to narratean authentic
version of the world, just as the intrusion of pseudosciencedestabilizesBalaram's
rhapsodieson scientific reason. RosemaryJacksonemphasizesthat one of the most
striking qualities of the fantasticis the way in which it problematizescertainties:
It was a genrewhich did not claim to be definitive or knowing. Lacking finality,
it interrogatedauthoritativetruths andreplacedthem with somethinglesscertain.
As Bakhtin puts it, 'The fantasticserveshere not in the positive embodimentof
the truth, but in the searchafter the truth, its provocationand, most importantly,
its testing' (1981: 15).

This descriptionfits well with Ghosh'spreoccupationwith the conceptof 'knowledge'
and its implications in India. In the fantastic, as in Ghosh's text, knowledge is
portrayedasbeing partial, incomplete,andprovisional.
Ghosh at times appearsto be using the magic realist techniquesfor which
Rushdie is celebrated. The novel's magic realist elementsinclude the contrasting
descriptionsof Frowning Abusa, who has such greenfingers that he can make 'grass
push through the sand' (CR, 206), and of Mast Ram, who is so strangeand bitter that
he makes everything die (CR, 207). Alu has an almost preternatural ability for
weaving, and there is a depiction of an old crone, Saneyya,whoseuglinessblinds her
bridegroomon her wedding night (CR, 255 - 56). Such exaggeratedand implausible
incidents may usefully be categorizedas magic realist, but I suggestthat for the most
part Yhe Circle of Reasonactually belongsto the older and more ambivalentliterary
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22
mode of the fantastic. Rather than simply using the 'tried and tested' formula of
magic realism, which has proved so successfulfor many third-world writers (see
Brennan, 1989; Slemon, 1988),Ghoshmoulds the fantasticmode to his postcolonial
subjectmatter.
It seems likely that the boundaries between magic realism, the absurd,
surrealism,and the fantasticare elastic,and that many texts do not fit neatly into one
category. However, it is worth consideringthe distinction that Amaryll Chanady
drawsbetweenmagic realist and fantastictexts. Sheseestheir differenceasstemming
from the way in which charactersinterpret strangeand illogical events. Whereas
fantastic texts are characterizedby the uncertainty and doubt that surroundssuch
events,charactersin magic realist novels, on the other hand, tend to acceptthe most
bizarre and unbelievableoccurrenceswith ease. Consequently,magic realism takes
the reader into an alternative world, while fantastic literature, as I will illustrate, is
more equivocal, introducing a world that is 'almost the samebut not quite' as our
own. Chanadysummarizesthis position in the statement,'[w]hereas there is always
the suggestionof a rational explanationin the fantastic,a magico-realisttext prevents
the readerfrom evenconsideringa rational solution' (1985: 106).
Bearing Chanady's definitions in mind in returning to a comparison of
Rushdie'sMidnight's Children and The Circle of Reason,it is possibleto read these
two texts as examplesof magic realism and the fantastic respectively. Midnight's
Children invites us to believe in such extraordinarythings as the thousandand one
children with telepathic powers; the brief occupation of the narrator, Saleem,as a
human sniffer-dog; and the terrifying Widow whosemagical powersare employedto
sterilize the children of midnight. At no point does Saleemor any other character
expressdoubt or incredulity as to what is happeningto them. In fact, the narrator at
times specifically declaresthat supemaiuraleventsare to be takenliterally, aswhen he
announces:

22 For discussionas to
whether the fantastic may be viewed as a 'mode', a 'genre' or an
'impulse', seeCornwell, 1990: 15 - 18. Following both Jacksonand Cornwell, I will use
the term 'mode' throughout: "'mode" in Frederic [sic] Jameson'ssense,implying "structural
featuresunderlying variousworks in different periodsof time... (Cornwell, 1990: 15).
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Please believe that I am falling apart.
I am not speaking metaphorically; nor is this the opening gambit of some
melodramatic, riddling, grubby appeal for pity. I mean quite simply that I have
begun to crack all over like an old jug [... ] I ask you only to accept (as I have
accepted) that I shall eventually crumble into (approximately) six hundred and
thirty million particles of anonymous, and necessarily oblivious dust (1982: 37).

At other momentshe dismissesas irrelevant any possibledisbelief on the part of the
reader,for example,when he declares:'[flo anyonewhosepersonalcastof mind is too
inflexible to acceptthesefacts, I have this to say: That's how it was; there can be no
retreat from the truth. I shall just have to shoulder the burden of the doubter's
disbelief (1981: 196 - 97). The phrase'believe, don't believe' is repeatedseveral
times in the text, in a defiant assertionof the veracity of the events described.
Midnight's Children appears,then, to be an archetypalexampleof magic realism, in
that 'the supernaturalis not presentedasproblematic' (Chanady,1985:23).
Charactersin The Circle of Reasontend to have a more ambivalentrelationship
with the extraordinaryeventsthat unfold in the novel, suggestingthat it is an example
of the fantasticrather than of magic realism. Following Todorov, RosemaryJackson
assertsthat 'the purely fantastictext establishesabsolutehesitationin protagonistand
reader: they can neither come to terms with the unfamiliar events described,nor
dismiss them as supernaturalphenomena"(1981: 27). This is certainly true of The
Circle of Reason,in which even the most marvellous event (Alu's survival after the
huge edifice of the Star collapseson him) is treated with the 'absolute hesitation'
describedby Jacksonasbeing an integral elementof the fantastic. Severalcritics also
argue that the fantastic mode enablesa writer to occupy a liminal position between
mimetic and sifpematuralways of portraying the world (Todorov, 1973; Jackson,
1981: 34 - 35). Jacksonsuggeststhat the improbable eventsof fantastic narratives
destabilizeworldviews that rely on exclusive faith in supernaturalphenomenaor in
logic and reason(1981: 27). This too is evident in the aftermathof the discoveryof
Alu, 'miraculously' unhurt underthe rubble of the Star. The certaintiesof rationalism
and religion, or of the mimetic and the marvellous, are unsettled by a failure
adequatelyto accountfor his survival. Various explanationsare offered for the event
by the novel's baffled characters,with thosewho like to think of themselvesas being
modem and rational explaining the phenomenonby sayingthat two sewing machines
proppedup the rubble and savedAlu from harm. As we have seen,this may be read
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as a burlesqueof Gandhi's identificationof the Singersewingmachineas benevolent
technology. The more traditional Mawali women, on the other hand, offer an
alternativeargumentthat the spirit of a sheikhwho was buried on the site protected
Alu (CR, 235). This supernaturalexplanationis underlinedby the episode'sironic
gesturetowardsthe legendof Krishnaholding up the world. However,the narratorial
stancetowards the incident is indeterminate,thus disrupting the totalizing arguments
on both sides.
In a similar, although minor incident, when Balaram is trying to persuade
Shombhu Debnath to teach Alu weaving, the five rupee notes he is offering
momentarily stick to the weaver's palm. Once more, two different explanationsare
given for this phenomenon;one scientific, one religious: 'Static electricity, said
Balaram. Sri Krishna's leela,said Shombhu. Divine play, but not for a mortal man to
question' (CR, 70). Neither explanationis fully acceptable,but the implication is that
both reasonand religious faith allow peopleto interpretbaffling occurrences,without
necessarilyproviding the entire solution.

CONCLUSION

R. G.A. Dolby, writing on the limitations of mainstream science, has argued that
'[t]he orthodox [scientific] position is not necessarily vastly superior to all others'. He
suggests that mainstream science may even be inferior to pseudoscientific practices
'especially if its methodological preoccupations have led it systematically to ignore
especially important but problematic sources of evidence, such as myths, legends,
anecdotes, craft traditions, non-expert testimony of unreproducible events, and so on'
(1979: 29).

1 conclude by suggesting that The Circle of Reason similarly

problematizes the practice of modem science by introducing into its narrative deviant
sciences such as phrenology and criminology, and calling scientific methodology into
question.

Ghosh also introduces into his novel the 'myths, legends, anecdotes',

mentioned by Dolby, to indicate that these allow alternative ways of looking at the
universe.
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If pure and applied science, far from offering privileged access to 'truth,
actually only provide narratives to explain our situation, then this suggeststhat fiction
itself may provide equally relevant ways of interpreting the world. The novel's use of
weaving as a metaphor for fiction; the digressive, cyclical structure that is a striking
feature of the novel; as well as the celebration of the energetic story-telling of many of
the novel's characters (most notably Zindi): all convey Ghosh's commitment to the
view that fiction is equally as valid a way of explaining events as those more
prestigious authorities, reason and science.

When Zindi tells stories 'it was only in her telling that [they] took shape;
changed from mere incidents to a palpable thing' (CR, 212), and by introducing
variationsinto her litany of stories,'it was like the pressureof a potter's thumb on clay
-

changing the thing itself and their knowledge of it' (CR, 213). The subjective

nature of 'reality' is emphasizedhere by the fact that we can only articulate our
experience of the world through language. Despite their apparent objectivity,
discoursessuch as scienceinevitably changethe thing they seek to describeat the
moment they attempt to articulate it. Writing itself is often seen as an instanceof
translation:'[i]n the act of writing, the authoris producinga complicatedtranslationof
the "text" of the world; we generatea secondtranslationin our attemptto return to the
"native tongueof reality.. (Spence,quotedin Chew and Stead,1999: 1). Even in the
most apparentlydisinterested,scientific 'translation' of the naturalworld, the political
and cultural assumptionsof the translator,or scientist, slant any findings. Ghosh's
later novel, Yhe Calcutta Chromosome,addressesthis idea that 'to know somethingis
to changeit' (CC, 103)in more detail andarguablywith more erudition.
One aspectin which The Circle ofReasonprovesilluminating is in its treatment
of literary and oral narratives. Books are generallyportrayedas symbolsof hopein the
novel, as when the Life of Pasteur is passedfrom Balaram, to Alu, Dantu, and Mrs
Verma, inspiring them all in different ways. Literatureis not portrayeduncritically in
the novel, however, and the inequalitiesinherent in the written text are implied when
Mrs Verma announcesher disenchantmentwith the contentsof her father's beloved
bookcase:'[t]hey ruled over him: for him that bookcasehad all the order the world
lacked' (CR, 395). The Western origins and biases of the novelistic genre are
indicatedwhen Balararncriticizes Gopal's love for 'novels about drawing-roomsin a
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language whose history has destroyed its knowledge of its own body' (CR, 53). In a
more sinister example, literature is revealed as being complicit with power structures
when the policeman, Jyoti Das - who is responsible for Alu's traumatic exile from
India - trails him in order to formulate a written police report about his activities.

Orality, on the other hand,is largely celebratedin the novel, and its fluidity and
opennessto changeis contrastedwith the greaterrigidity of the written word. The
novel's entire structureis basedon the circularity and digressionof the verbal story.
The opening sceneof Yhe Circle of Reasoninvolves villagers 'sitting under the great
banyantree in the centreof the village' (CR, 3), listening to accountsof the eventsof
thirteenyearsago, and this familiar imageof a story-tellerinteractingwith an audience
to presenta digressivenarrative,is one that is repeatedat severalpoints. Throughout
the novel, communitiesmake senseof eventsandpeopleby telling storiesaboutthem,
just as discoursesof science and pseudoscienceprovide ways of theorizing and
understandingthe world. In the sectionof the novel set in the mythical Gulf stateof
al-Ghazira, oral stories provide a way of giving a voice to its disempowered
multitudes of migrant workers. At the beginning of the Rajas section,the individual
story of eachcharacteris told consecutively,providing an archiveof fictional accounts
of marginalizedoil workers. However, this championingof an oral style is illusory
and somewhattongue-in-cheek,in that ultimately The Circle of Reasonis of course
not only a written text, but one that is conveyedin English, a languagethat would be
inaccessibleto most of the story-tellersportrayedin the novel.
I outlined earlier the way in which pseudoscience,like a distorting mirror,
revealsthe subjectivity and dangersof mainstreamscientific discourse. Similarly, the
novel's interweaving of the techniques of the conventional realist novel with
outlandish fable and digressive hearsay, suggeststhat however convincing and
'realistic' they may appear,all narrativesare simply storiesthat arise from particular
spatial and temporal perspectives. This notion of the way in which 'truth' can only
ever be representedthrough storiesis suggestedby an intriguing passagein the novel
in which HaJjFahmyis trying to assertthe correctnessof his accountof the collapseof
the Star. Initially he insists, 'I know the real story; the true story', but when this claim
is counteredwith the challenge,'If it's true, how's it a story?', he concedes,'All right,
then, it's a story [ ] just a story' (CR, 245). 1 would like to concludeby suggesting
...
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that this incident may be seen as being emblematic for the novel's preoccupation with
the provisional and socially-located nature of 'truth', and the possibility that an infinite
number of stories exist to narrate 'truth'. In HaJj Fahmy's assertion, the implication is
that any account of the past 'is just a story', or as deconstructionists would have it, a
text. Even the mainstream science of men such as Pasteur, which as we have seen has
had the status of indisputable truth for so long, is exposed by Ghosh's novel as being
just a convincing story.
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Chapter Two:
Representations of Space in The ShadowLines

INTRODUCTION

Ghosh's secondwork, TheShadowLines (1988),marks a changein his writing.
In a departurefrom the Rushdeanfantasy of The Circle of Reason,which largely
if digressive- direction, YheShadowLines movesaway from
be
The
lateral
towards
that
can
plot
sequentiality
a narrative
emphasizes
connections!

unfolds in a linear -

both
his
the
through
memory and actual
as
unnamed
search,
summarized
narrator's
investigations,for the reasonsbehind the death of his favourite uncle, Tridib. He
moves from India to England and vicariously to Dhaka, and along the way gleans
information from other people as to what happenedto kill Tridib in 1964. The
temporal development of his narrative is frequently sidetracked into horizontal
location
disrupted
be
time
to
movementsacrossspace,which allow
and geographical
to be highlighted. Even in one of the novel's most dramaticmoments,when Robi tells
the story of Tridib's death,the narrativezig-zagsthrough space,juxtaposing London
with Dhaka, collapsing spatial boundaries,and veering off to discuss seemingly
unrelatedissues.
The accountof Tridib's deathbeginswith the following sentence:'The first time
Robi ever talked about Tridib's death was in London: at the end of that beautiful
Septemberday when Ila took us to Lymington Road to meet Mrs Price' (SL, 240).
The reader is impatient to know what happenedto Tridib, but the narrative signals
from the start that it will not unfold in a straight trajectory. After whetting our
curiosity the narrator contextualizesthe circumstancesthat compelled Robi to talk
aboutthe tragedy. Ila, Robi, andthe narratorgo to Ila's favourite 'Indian' restaurantin
London, to celebratethe narrator's imminent return to India, and there follows a
detaileddescriptionof the restaurant.Nestling betweenGuyanese,Turkish, and other
This move was to prove decisive,and Ghoshcontinuedto usethe lateral narrativemodel in
his next two texts, In an Antique Land and The Calcutta Chromosome. Yhe Glass Palace,
playing as it doeswith the conventionsof the historical novel, returnsto the sequentialmode
of narration.
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foreign eating establishments,it is managedby a Bangladeshicalled Rehman,and
serves an appropriately hybrid cuisine that incorporates 'stock and cream and
Worcestershiresauce'(SL, 241) into the usualrangeof Indian spices.
After the meal, Rehman's fond reminiscencesabout Dhaka's old city trigger
Robi's memoriesof the riots that killed Tridib. Bursting out of the restaurant,he is
pursuedby Ila and the narrator to a derelict church in Clapham,where he tells them
the story. Two worlds are therefore made contiguous: secular London with its
boarded-upchurches,and a subcontinentso fuelled by religion that people are killed
'for wearing veils or vermilion, [ ] [or] for the stateof their foreskins' (MAL, 210).
...
Even after all the digressionsthat have led us to this point, Robi doesnot then simply
narrateTridib's story. Instead,he introducesus to yet anotherspace,that of dreams
and the subconscious,as he tells of a recurringnightmarehe has aboutthe riots. The
readerthus never witnessesTridib's deathin its original location; it is refractedhere
through the hyperrealand grotesqueworld of Robi's dream,andjuxtaposedwith the
in
different
London.
Appropriately
Tridib,
who
enough,
very
spaceof multicultural
life was so concernedabout imaginative geographies,has his death narratedvia a
seriesof digressivespatial vignettes. As this examplesuggests,stories from several
different historical and geographical locations -

the London of the Blitz, the

narrator's childhood in the Calcuttaof the 1960s,riots in East Pakistanin 1964, the
secessionof Bangladeshin 1971,and the narrator's studentdaysin London in the late
1970s-

are interlacedin a complexnarrativethat questionsour perceptionsof space

andplace at leastasmuch astime. Ghosh'spreoccupationwith spaceandplace,I will
argue, is suggestiveof the crisis of location that many Bengalis have experienced
following the Partition of India (1947) andthe Pakistanicivil war of 1971.
It is necessaryto analysethe resonancescreatedby thesefamiliar terms 'space'
and 'place'. Spaceis a vast, rather abstractconcept that has connotationsof both
freedom and danger. Sometimesthe word is used as a synonym for 'roominess', as
when we talk about having spaceto move about, or whether a country has enough
spacefor its expandingpopulation. Here spaceis seenas a desirablecommodity that
promisesfreedom from restriction: 'spaciousness'is almost always seenas a positive
attribute. At other times, usageof the term gesturestowards the limitless and the
cosmological. Objects or aircrafts 'hurtle through space';we speakof being 'lost in
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space'; and astronautsand divers try to expand our knowledge of the little-known
comers of outer and inner space. In this context, spaceinspires exploration and the
desire to colonize, but it also overwhelms,mystifies, and threatens. When we are
overcomeby the unforgiving opennessof space,we long for place, a boundedand
familiar location in space. Place is 'a spaceof individuation' (Harvey, 1990: 302),
representingsecurity,nurture, and stability. It can be as small as a hiding place,or as
large as one's nation or religious community. Regardlessof its size, place is
somewherewe can pausein our relentlessmovementthrough spaceand find refuge
amonglong-known peopleand objects. Yet, as SalmanRushdierecognizes,placecan
alsobe constrictive,overcrowded,and oppressivelyunchanging:
to explain why we becomeattachedto our birthplaces we pretend that we are
trees and speak of roots. Look under your feet. You will not find gnarled
growths sprouting through the soles. Roots, I sometimes think, are a
conservativemyth, designedto keepus in our places(1984: 86).

Rushdie reminds us that the admonition 'know your place' is used to justify social
hierarchy and maintain the status quo. Place and space have both positive and
negativeattributes. They derive their meaningfrom contrastwith eachother, and this
interdependenceis carried over into the simultaneousneedpeoplehave for the secure
2
freedom
attachmentsof place andthe
and excitementof space.
At severalmomentsin the novel, the meaningsof spaceand place are opened
up. Here are two examplesin which spaceis transformedinto place (or vice versa)by
a changein perspective. In the first example,May is taken by Tridib and the narrator
to view Calcutta's famous monument,the Victoria Memorial. The left-wing British
characterinterpretsthe building as a monstrousinstanceof the colonial orchestration
of space. Shedeclaresthat she 'can't bear' the monument'sdesign,with its imperious
dome and minarets, and she finds the statueof Victoria regally overlooking the city
'obscene'(SL, 170). The Victoria Memorial upsetsMay, as she feels it represents'an
act of violence' (SL, 170) performed on the Indian landscape. There is some
justification in her outlook, as the Memorial's architectsexecutedan entirely British
design,neglectingto consult Indian opinion, and the monumenttherefore'represented
2 For more on spaceand place, seeTuan, 1977.
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3
imposed
always an
power' (Metcalf, 1989: 210). While May is disturbed by the
evidence that the monument provides of her ancestors' arrogance, Tridib and the
narrator view the Memorial as a familiar, pleasurable place. The young narrator looks
forward to eating chaat and ice-cream there, while Tridib tells May that the location
'will do for our ruin' (SL, 170). This comment refers to the salacious letter he wrote
her some time before, suggesting that they meet as 'strangers' in a ruin in India (SL,
144). What is significant about this passage is that a monument which horrifies May
for
be
by
is
Indians
their
to
modernused
as
own
place,
as oppressive space reclaimed
day pursuits, such as eating and sexual liaisons. Even the stem figure of Victoria,
durbah'
its
feel
'like
Maharajas
towers
the
at
a
occupants
car and makes
over
which
(SL, 169), is manipulated into a source of amusement by Tridib and the narrator, as it
is a familyjoke that Ila's mother looks like the British queen. This scene comes as a
imposing
however
buildings
that
and
and
city
structures,
colonial
useful reminder
indigenized
Nezer
by
As
Indians.
their
often
subverted
or
were
powerful
message,
AlSayyad explains, 'there comes a point at which the formerly colonized people cease
to perceive colonial history as colonial and start absorbing the colonial heritage as
their own' (1992: 2 1).

In the secondexample, the young Ila shows the narrator her favourite hiding
place,underneathan enormoustable in her family's country houseat Raibajar. In this
in
imaginations
domestic
through
the
spaces
created
children's
roarn
confined
place,
daydreamsand gamesof make-believe.The depiction of their imaginativewanderings
is reminiscentof GastonBachelard'sThePoeticsofSpace (1964), in which he focuses
imagination.
He arguesthat one's
the
the
and
on
effects of shut-in placeson memory
memoriesof nooks and comerswithin housesareparticularly sharp,becauseas a child
one spent hours daydreaming there, so that the 'resting-place particularized the
daydrearn' (1994: 15). In their Jiiding place, Ila introduces the narrator to another
setting that is central to the plot. She instigatesa gameof Houses,and draws in the
dust under the table a plan of the house on Lymington Road in West Hampstead,
London, where shehasbeenstayinguntil recentlywith the Price family. Intcrcut with
3 Commisioned
in 1901by Lord Curzonto cornmemorate
the deathof QueenVictoria,the
Memorialwasdesignedin a European
classicalstyleandhouseda collectionthattestifiedto
what Curzontermedthe 'wonderfulhistory' of the British Raj (seeMetcalf, 1989:20310).

so

descriptionsof the children's gameis a flash-forward accountof the narrator's first
view of the housewhen he travelsto Englandas a studentin the 1980s.
The house is only an ordinary Victorian red brick terrace on a tree-lined street,
but it exerts a fascination on the narrator long before he even sets eyes on it. Through
Ila's and Tridib's stories and photographs, the narrator feels as though he knows the
house and its inhabitants as well as his own. By the time he comes to England on a
his
(SL,
London
he
knows
'page
43,
2F
58)
in
late
1970s,
the
of
square
research grant
A to Z so well that he is able to navigate his way around Lymington Road and the
surrounding area. Despite his familiarity with the district, nothing prepares the
1940s,
in
have
West
Hampstead
for
the
taken
that
the
since
place
changes
narrator
which is the period he has been imagining. He goes to Solent Road, a nearby street
that was heavily bombed in the war, and an old woman walking her Pekinese, children
playing, and the cars with their 'Save the Whale' stickers startle him by their
Solent
Road
feels
had
He
'Tridib
truer
that
a
about
shown me something
ordinariness.
long time ago in Calcutta, something I could not have seen had I waited at that comer
for years -just as one may watch a tree for months and yet know nothing at all about
it if one happens to miss that one week when it bursts into bloom' (SL, 57). This
metaphor succinctly indicates one of the themes of the novel: empirical evidence
(watching the tree) is of limited use without emotional involvement. Equally, the A to
Z, with its emphasis on streets and buildings, can tell the narrator nothing about the
social, economic, and political realities of urban life, and does not allow him to predict
the street's prosaic modem incarnation or glimpse its past. I shall discuss Ghosh's
critique of the limitations of maps in a later section. Yet because the narrator is
looking through the prism of Tridib's stories about the war, he sees, to borrow the
history,
dramatic
blooming
the
tree:
the
the
the
of
street's
moment
most
metaphor,
of
when it was devastated by a bomb during the Blitz.

To return to the children

crouching under the table, it can be seen that their imaginations roam to other places
far separated in time, location, and social milieu.

Space and place shadow into each

other and, in a reverse movement to the Victoria Memorial example, confined place
telescopes out into encompassing space.

Later in the novel, the grown-upIla and the narratorgo down to the cellar in Mrs
Price's houseand Ila remarksthat it is like being under the table in Raibajar. Once
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again the narrator perceives the collapsing of spatial and temporal distance. The
cellar's present-day existence appears increasingly insubstantial, and household
objects stored in the room flatten themselves against the walls 'like paintings' (SL,
181). The reader's confidence in the solidity of things and her expectation that the
by
laws
these
the
geometry
and
physics
are
challenged
of
physical world obeys
mutations of dimension and perspective. As the cellar's modem accretions dissolve,
'ghosts' from the past, such as Snipe and the nine-year-old Tridib, take shape in the
narrator's imagination. This cramped space4evokes for the narrator memories that are
not his own: he remembers Tridib's

account of air raids spent there, and

simultaneously recalls Ila in RaibaJar telling of playing in the cellar with Nick Price.
Thus, Ila's comparison of the cellar with the children's den in RaibaJar causes
memories to loop in a full circle, as their game of Houses was of course an
imaginative recreation of the Price home.

Thesetwo examplesthe table at Raibajar-

of the Victoria Memorial and of the hiding place under

illustrate that spaceand place are not stable,discreteentities,

but that they can easily become interchangeable. At the heart of Ghosh's novel,
therefore,we again find a debateaboutknowledge. The main kind of knowledgethat
is interrogatedin The ShadowLines is our understandingof our place within space;
our geographicalsurroundings,in other words. In the next sectionI will exploresome
poststructuralist and postmodernist theories of geography in order to further my
analysisof Ghosh'sexplorationof spaceandplace.

QUESTIONING'THE

REALITY OF SPACE' (S.L., 219)

Whereashistory claims to tell the truth about the past by means of detailed
examination of archival documents,the discipline of geographyis predicatedon its
Bachelardis again instructive here, as he singlesout the cellar as a site of irrationality and
daydreams. Its function within the houseis unclear,he argues,and 'it is first and foremost
the dark entity of the house,the one that partakesof subterraneanforces. When we dream
there,we are in harmonywith the irrationality of the depths' (Bachelard,1994: 18).
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ability to codify space.

The narrator summarizes the assumptions of Western

geography when he declares:
I was a child, and like all the children aroundme I grew up believing in the truth
of the preceptsthat were available to me: I believed in the reality of space,I
believedthat distanceseparates,that it is a corporealsubstance;I believedin the
reality of nations and borders; I believed that across the border there existed
anotherreality (SL, 218 - 19).

In this passageassumptionsabout spaceare put forward in a seriesof short,seemingly
irrefutable,statements.'I believedin the reality of space'and 'I believedthat distance
is
five
here.
just
It
the
two
assertions
no coincidencethat the
made
separates'are
of
in
five
The
beliefs
this
suppositionsparallel
set
out
way.
about
space
are
narrator's
the five postulatesof Euclid, the Greekfounder of geometry. Euclid's postulates,like
the statementsgiven in the passage,are simple, rational deductionsabout space;for
example,'Given any two points, a line segmentmay be drawn with thosepoints as its
Euclid's
(in
2002:
35).
For
Mlodinow,
postulateswere taken as
centuries,
endpoints'
axiomatic by geometrists,mathematicians,and physicists, but since the nineteenth
5
is
century,they havebeenincreasinglychallengedby the notion that space curved.
For all that, Euclid is still often represented as the archetypal Western
mathematicianand logician. LeonardMlodinow, for instance,writes, '[t]he story of
Euclid is a story of revolution. It is the story of the axiom, the theorem,the proof, the
story of the birth of reasonitself (2002: 3). The fact that historians of sciencelike
Mlodinow so often locatethe 'birth of reason' in Greecerather than amongstChinese,
Arab, or Indian thinkers (who had also made many astonishing inroads into 'the
axiom, the theorem, the proof by this time) indicates their Eurocentric bias.
However, Euclid's rigorous insistenceon logic, and his desireto eradicate'intuition,
[ ] guesswork and [ ] inexactness' (Mlodinow, 2002: 34) from his work, have
...
...
undeniablyhad a greatimpact on Westernthought. Euclid's legacyis indicatedin the
novel when the term 'Euclidean space'is usedas a broad denotationfor the calibrated
influence
is
(SL,
Western
232).
His
flattened-out
cartography
also
and
space of
in
'reality'
The
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the
the
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above.
passage
word
suggested
of
repetition
referencesto 'reality' and 'truth' highlight the mimetic claims of Euclideangeometry
Scholarsthat establishedthe curved spacetheorem include Carl Gauss,Georg Friedrich
BernhardRiemann,JohannBolyai, andNikolay Ivanovich Lobachevsky(Mlodinow, 2002).
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it
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Western
disciplines
to
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represent space as
geography:
ignoring other perceptions and ways of knowing.
In recent years developments within both scientific and critical thinking have

unsettledthe notion that one can everdefinitively representspace. Einstein's theoryof
relativity, for example,has indicated 'the subjectivity of measurementsof spaceand
time' (Mlodinow, 2002: 177). Just as Euclid's postulateshave been challengedby
Einstein's followers, who argue that the discovery of curved space demandsan
for
the
takes
too
the
granted,such as the
precepts
narrator
entirely new geometry,so
notion that distance separates, are confuted during the novel's unfolding.
Furthermore,the work of spatial theorists such as Michel Foucault and Edward Soja
has replacedthe notion of mimetic spatial representationwith 'a partial, relativistic
viewpoint emphasizingthe contingent,mediatednature of theory building' (Dear and
Flusty, 2002: 6).
Since the mid-1970s a theory has emergedthat Westernaccountsof history are
incomplete,6 due to an excessiveconcentrationon the temporal perspective,at the
expenseof the spatial dimension. Foucault famously indicts Western thought as a
whole for its inattentionto space:
Spacewas treatedas the dead,the fixed, the undialectical, the immobile. Time,
on the contrary,was richness,fecundity, life, dialectic (1980: 70).

Here Foucault identifies a dichotomy of thinking about time and space. From at least
the time of Bergson (1859 - 1941), he suggests,spaceand geographyhave largely
been ignored by philosophers,7 while time and history have been accorded great
attention. In the interview 'Space,Knowledge,and Power' (1984: 252), Foucaultcalls

Henri Lefebvre was probably the first and most influential of thesetheorists to campaign
for the reinsertionof spaceinto philosophy. His theories,outlined best in TheProduction of
Space (1974), alert us to the fact that spaceis not innocent, but is socially produced and
simultaneouslysocially producing. He arguesthat the control of spaceis highly political:
capitalism's endurancehas dependedon the production of a spacethat is all-encompassing,
hierarchized, clearly delineated,and yet mystified. Lefebvre's argumentshave fed into
Soja's and Foucault's theories,which I discussin more detail in the body of this thesis.
7 Foucaulthimself is accused,with somejustification, of ignoring spaceand geography. His
interviewers from the geographicaljournal Mrodote tell him: 'You accord a de facto
privilege to the factor of time, at the cost of nebulous or nomadic spatial demarcations
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for a renewedcritical interest in space,assertingthat '[s]pace is fundamentalin any
form of communallife; spaceis fundamentalin any exerciseof power'.8
As a result of the interventions of philosophers such as Foucault, geography is
in
Soja,
his study
discipline.
Following
Foucault,
Edward
W.
through
going
a crisis of
Postmodern Geographies (1989), contends that for too long interrogations of space
have been confined to the disciplinary ghetto of geography, rarely exerting an
influence on other disciplines.

He asserts that we must challenge the excessive

historicism of previous generations of thinkers, which has occluded the importance of
the spatial dimension in shaping histories. Although Soja seldom engages directly
with issues surrounding postcolonial space, he implies that, through its preoccupation
with time, Western thought has failed to learn from foreign countries and cultures. He
argues that the ability to predict the future cannot simply rest upon an understanding of
past events and trends. Instead, he contends that in order to have a three-dimensional
view of the world we must also look sideways, examining other cultures' ideas and
experiences (1989: 23 - 24). He writes of the need for 'a more flexible and balanced
critical theory that re-entwines the making of history with the social production of
space, with the construction and configuration of human geographies' (1989: 11). If
time and space are 're-entwined' in critical discourse and a dialectic is set up between
the two concepts, it will result in a richer understanding of the ways in which
hegemony produces and/or recasts our perceptions of the world. I submit that Soja's
identification of a need for narratives that enmesh history within geography is crucial
whoseuncertainty is in contrastwith your care in marking off sectionsof time, periods and
ages' (Foucault, 1980: 67). This criticism must have hit home, since Foucaultadmits at the
end of the interview: 'Now I can seethat the problemsyou put to me about geographyare
crucial ones for me. Geographyacted as the support, the condition of possibility for the
passagebetweena seriesof factors I tried to relate' (1980: 77). After the interview Foucault
produced several pieces, such as 'Space, Knowledge and Power' (1984) and 'Of Other
Spaces' (1986), which criticize the Western academy's tendency to ignore space and
geography,becauseof its fascinationwith time and history.
8 In the light of this statementit is possible to read Foucault's developmentof Bentham's
conceptof the Panopticoninto the model of an ideal prison, and his critiques of the hospital,
clinic, school, and asylum, as integral to a philosophy that acknowledgesthe importanceof
spacein the assertionof power. Furthermore,as Jeremy Black has observed(1997: 18),
Foucault's work relies on spatial metaphors for its account of the relationship between
knowledge and power, as we see in his frequent references to space, networks, and
boundaries.
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for an understandingof Ghosh'snovel. As this chaptermakesclear, Ghoshseeksto
re-entwinespaceandtime in his narrative,giving eachaspectequalprominence.
Scja also suggests that space has three different manifestations,9 and I would
argue that this is borne out in the novel. First, in commonsense perspective it is a
its
has
that
on
reality
a
profound
effect
given, relatively unchanging physical
inhabitants. This is demonstrated to some degree in The Shadow Lines when the
is
description
A
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house,
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the
to
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slum adjacent
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have on the individual:
The ground fell away sharply from the edgesof the building and then levelled
out into a patchwork of stagnantpools, dotted with islandsof low, raisedground.
Clinging to these islands were little clumps of shanties,their beatentin roofs
glistening rustily in the midday sun. The pools were black, covered with a
sludge so thick that it had defeated even the ubiquitous carpets of water
hyacinth. I could seewomen squattingat the edgesof the pools, splashingwith
both hands to drive back the layers of sludge, scooping up the cleaner water
underneathto scrub their babies and wash their clothes and cooking utensils.
There was a factory beyond,surroundedby a very high wall. I could seeonly its
long, saw-toothedsteel roof and its chimneys, thrusting up smoke that was as
black as the sludgebelow. Running along the factory wall was a dump of some
kind; small hillocks of someblack and gravelly substancesloped down from it
towards the sludge-encrustedpools. Shadingmy eyes,I saw that there were a
numberof moving figures dotted over those slopes. They were very small at that
distance,but I could tell they had sacksslung over their shoulders. They were
picking bits of rubble off the slopesand dropping them into their sacks. I could
only seethem when they moved;when still, they disappearedcompletely- they
were perfectly camouflaged,like chameleons,becauseeverything on them, their
clothes, their sacks,their skins, was the uniform matt black of the sludgein the
pools (SL, 133).

In this passagethe overwhelming impression is of filth - an all-enveloping black
sludgethat destroyseventhe hardiestplants, contaminatesthe water supply,and stains
its humaninhabitantsa 'uniform matt black'. There is a lack of quarantiningbetween
finding
least
dirty part
to
the
that
women
are
clean and uncleanactivities, so
reduced
of the pool to wash their clothes and babies in. The women's matter-of-fact use of
polluted water for cooking and cleaning indicates a stoical acceptanceof their
insalubriousenvironment. Workers are also depictedmoving unemotionally through
9 He makesa tripartitedistinctionbetween'spaceper se, spaceas a contextualgiven,and
socially-based
spatiality'(Soja, 1989:79). He is interestedin the way in which spaceis
primordiallygiven,yet is alsoaneffectof socialproductionandimaginativeconstruction.
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the grime picking up rubble, which they can presumablyuse to eke out a meagre
living. The narrator can only discerntheselabourerswhen they move, sincethey are
camouflagedagainstthe black sludge'like chameleons'.The fact that the slum people
blend so perfectly with the mire in which they live indicatesthat environment,whether
benign or hostile, inexorablyshapesthe individual.
Even though the slum evidently has a massiveimpact on its currentresidents,it
would be a mistake to construe it as a predestined,unchanging,or unchangeable
black
is
Ghosh's
to
that
the
sludge
noxious
environment.
narrator at pains emphasize
is man-made,having been producedby a factory in the middle of the slums. This
building, largely hidden from view but with a menacing 'saw-toothedroof' and a
chimney coughing up clouds of black smoke,is clearly representativeof an industry
that has generatedthe pollution. The fact that the environmentaldevastationis manmade suggestsa secondmanifestationof space. Space-

particularly urban space-

is a socially manipulated,changeablematerial that is producedasmuch asit produces.
As Soja writes, '[s]pace in itself may be primordially given, but the organization,and
meaning of spaceis a product of social translation, transformation,and experience'
(1989: 79 - 80). Both Soja and his theoretical forerunner Henri Lefebvre write
intimately
in
is
the
related
compelling accountsof
ways which urban spatialplanning
to ideology and methods of social control. Yet both theorists recognize that the
attempts of the powerful to monopolize the social production of space are never
entirely successful. The intentions of town plannersare modified or subvertedby the
uses locals make of their space 'on the ground', and city dwellers have varying
degreesof agencyto transformtheir surroundings.
We need only look at the depiction of London's Brick Lane district in The
ShadowLines to see that spacecan be radically re-constructedby its residents. It
should be noted, however,that economicmigrants in London have a greatercapacity
to changetheir environmentthan the impoverishedinhabitantsof a Calcuttaslum, and
that the two examplesarenot takento be equivalent. The narratorhad imaginedBrick
Lane to be composedof 'small red-brick housesjostling together,cramped,but each
with its own little handkerchief-gardenand flowers in its window sills' (SL, 100).
When he getsto the street,he finds insteadthat:
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I had no meansof recognisingthe place I saw; it did not belong anywhereI
had ever been. I walked aheadof Ila andNick in a trance,looking at the Bengali
neon-signsabove the shops that lined the lane, staring into display windows
lined with the latest Bengali film magazines,reading the postersthat had been
slappedon those walls of aged London brick - stem grey anti-racismposters
issued by an iridescent spectrumof the left-wing, buried now under a riot of
films
listening
Hindi
to quick exchanges
the
postersadvertising
very newest
in a dozendialectsof Bengali aspeoplehurried past me, laughing and chattering,
with their fingers curled into the sleeves of their anoraks, like shoppersat
Gariahat on a cold winter's morning. I stopped to sniff the fragrance of
rosogollaswafting out of a sweet-shopand waved to Ila and Nick to hurry. She
laughedwhen shesaw me gazinggreedily into the shop. Exactly like that sweetit
isn't
it?
Gole
Park,
And
the
she
said,
so
was, with exactly
of
shop at
comer
the samelaminated countersand plastic tables; exactly the sameexcept that it
was built into a terraceof derelict eighteenth-centuryLondon houses(SL, 100).

In this passagethe urban landscapeof the imperial centre, London, is being altered
almost beyond recognition by its immigrants. Brick Lane during the SecondWorld
War was a bohemianbut largely white area,and this was appropriatelywherethe lcftwing radicals,Dan, Francesca,Mike, and Alan lived. Yet when the narratorreaches
this areaof the capital in the late 1970s,it has becomea Bengali enclave. Very few
he
hears
'a
dozen
in
dialects
Bengali'
English,
the
of
as
passes
shop signs are
narrator
through the streets,and the latest Hindi and Bengali films are advertised. The flypostersadorningthe 'walls of agedLondon brick' speakvolumesabouthow much this
areaof London is changing. The narratornoticesa palimpsestof posters,where 'stem
grey anti-racism' notices -

presumablyposted there by the predominantly white

membersof left-wing organizations- are overlaid by a colourful 'riot' of Hindi film
posters. Towards the end of the passage,the narrator can almost imagine himself in
Calcutta. Peoplehurrying down the road cheerfully hiding their fingers in their jacket
sleevesto keep warm remindsthe narratorof 'shoppersat Gariahaton a cold winter's
morning'. He is also amazedto see a shop that is almost an exact replica of one in
Gole Park, but grafted onto 'a terraceof derelict eighteenth-centuryLondon houses'.
The juxtaposition of rosogollas amongst crumbling London brick, and the
intermingling of Bollywood posters with hurnourlessMarxist tracts indicates that
spaceis a socially pliant, malleablesubstance,subjectto manipulationby the changing
compositionof its residents.
The unruly collage of postersservesas a useful metaphorfor the changingface
of Spitalfields, the district of London in which Brick Lane is located. Spitalfields has
a history of housing immigrants and refugees,from the Huguenotsin the eighteenth
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century and Jewish and Irish settlersin the nineteenthcentury,to the post-warstream
of Bengali immigrants who now make up to betweensixty and eighty percentof the
population. Ghoshalludesto the layersof migrant history in Nick's commentthat the
local mosque'used to be a synagoguewhen this place was a Jewish area' (SL, 101).
Since the onset of decolonization,Britain has of coursewitnesseda processof what
Louise Bennett (1966) ironically termed 'colonisation in reverse, whereby migrants
from the colonies have moved to the former colonial centre. Yet JaneM. Jacobs's
researchinto immigration in the Spitalfields area(1996) suggeststhat this hasproved
a far from liberatory experience,and that overcrowding, homelessness,and racial
harassmenthave dogged Bengali settlers since the 1970s. Gentrifying schemesto
renovatethe area'sGeorgianhousesand large-scaledevelopmentprojectshave forced
many Bengalis out of their homes or businesses,even though the same developers
claim to speak for Bengali interests. The far-right British National Party has made
Brick Lane a target in its campaignof racial hatred, and the murder of a Bengali
clothing worker in 1978 servedto politicize the Bengali community (Jacobs,1996:
91). The Left saw the tensionsin Spitalfields as an opportunity to consolidatelocal
support, and socialist organizations moved in, claiming to act on behalf of the
Bengalis in the face of racism and the incursions of big business. Yet, as Jacobs
shows, the Left has structuredan image of the Bengali community as a symbol of
multiculturalism and working-classindustry that is commensuratewith its vision of a
tolerant Englishness.Shearguesthat the Bengali community 'often slippedoutsideof
the Left's constructsof it' (1996: 97). Many Bengalis are enthusiasticentrepreneurs,
and their businessaspirationssit uneasilywith the Left's needto position them as an
idyllic, pre-capitalistcommunity. Ghosh's Brick Lane, then, is an accuratedepiction
of the way in which spacebecomesa battlegroundfought over by combatantswith
different residentialideals and competingvisions of Britain. His imageof 'stcrn grey
anti-racism posters' competing for space on the cighteenth-centurywalls with
advertisements for Bengali businesses encapsulatesthe continuing tensions in
Spitalfields over identification within space.
The third way in which we experiencespaceis through what Fredric Jameson
terms 'cognitive mapping' (1984: 89). Each of us, Jamesonargues,has our own
mental map of the city we live in; we position our subjective consciousnesswithin
'unlived, abstract conceptions of the geographic totality' (1984: 90). Elsewhere,
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marshalling the work of Kevin Lynch, he acknowledges that our mental maps are
often 'garbled' or distorted reflections of cultural biases (1988: 353). Jameson does
not pursue his notion of a geography of the mind in psychological terms, preferring
instead to discuss what happens to cognitive mapping in the protean postmodern city.
However, his conception of cognitive mapping is insightful for my purposes becauseit
serves as a reminder that space is as much created by the imagination as by town
planners. This is illustrated by returning to the novel's depiction of slums, as these
assume even more horrific proportions in people's thoughts than they do in reality.
The narrator's aunt hurries him away from his view of the slum, warning him not to
look there because '[i]t's dirty! ' (SL, 133). The narrator realizes that most Indians are
affected by the presence of such slums on the margins of their cognitive maps:
It was true of coursethat I could not seethat landscapeor anything like it from
my own window, but its presencewas palpable everywherein our house;I had
grown up with it. It was that landscapethat lent the note of hysteria to my
it
drilled
for
examinations;
was to those slopes
me
my
she
mother's voice when
she pointed when she told me that if I didn't study hard I would end up over
there, that the only weaponpeople like us had was our brains and if we didn't
use them like claws to cling to what we'd got, that was where we'd end up,
maroonedin that landscape:I knew perfectly well that all it would take was a
couple of failed examinationsto put me where our relative was, in permanent
landscape
blackness:
that
to
that
was the quicksand that seethed
proximity
beneath the polished floors of our house; it was that sludge which gave our
genteeldecorumits fine edgeof frenzy (SL, 134).

Shanty towns are used to construct cautionary tales for middle-class children,
promoting a strongwork ethic and encouragingthe pursuit of education. In a country
in
have
fear
losing
does
India,
the
a
welfare
state,
of
one's
place
such as
not
which
societyand endingup in deprivedspacehas greatpotency. The fact that the narrator's
is
her
lives
in
to
the
that
relative
slum, and
closeproximity
own apartment shabbyand
claustrophobic,illustratesthe precariousness
of social and economicstatus. Shereacts
to the slum by mentally cordoning it off and viewing it as a spacethat should not be
visited or evenobserved.
Jameson'stheory of cognitive mapping also suggeststhat different cultures and
individuals experiencespacein contrastingways, accordingto the projections,scales,
and catchmentareasof their mental maps. A personfrom a rich country may not feel
the same fear and repulsion towards slums that is experiencedby an Indian, whose
mental maps have been shapedby these 'no-go' areas. I will illustrate the fact that
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people cognitively map the world in vastly different ways by examining the
contrasting spatial perceptions of several characters from The Shadow Lines. Before
doing so, I would emphasize that the manifestations of space outlined above physical, social, and mental - are not discrete, static entities, but rather feed into each
other, transforming and being transformed in their turn. The recurring example of the
slum has shown that space can be at once formative, pliable, and imagined.

In Yhe ShadowLines, different charactersperceive spacein entirely different
ways. Ila is the characterwho perceivesspacein the most Western,empiricist way.
She is irritated by the narrator's fascinationwith imaginative geographies,which she
calls 'fairylands' (SL, 24), and arguesthat he is mystifying space. At one point she
exclaims, 'why not just take the world as it isT (SL, 31), and this indicates her
commonsensefaith in the veracity of what she sees with her eyes. And yet her
contemptfor the narrator's stories and her professedbelief in 'reality' is undercutby
her imaginative desire to rewrite her own experiencesin London. During the
children's game of Houses,Ila tells the story of Magda, a blue-eyed,blonde-haired
girl, who clearly representsthe personshewants to be. Despiteher Aryan colouring,
Magda is bullied by racist children, who call her 'wog' and 'nig-nog', but she is
rescuedby Nick Price, who confoundsthe bullies and takesher home. Yet Ila's tears
and May's later conflicting accountindicate that this story is wish-fulfillment, asNick
was ashamedto be associatedwith an Indian and neglectedto defendIla againsther
tormentors. Ila is no less susceptibleto stories than the narrator, althoughthe stories
sheputs her faith in aretalesof romantic love and of friendshipwith rich andpowerful
children in international schools. But she views herself as a practical, no-nonsense
person, and orientatesherself in her peripatetic childhood by constructinga myth of
foreign places based on tangible markers such as the Ladies' toilets in the aseptic
environmentof airport transit lounges. Ila's spatial perceptionsderive from Western
realism, and she believes that space can be depicted unproblematically through
mimesis. However, it is now generally recognized that realism is as much of a
fabrication as other, more overtly fanciful modes of representation. As the narrator
points out, Ila's 'practical, bustling London was no less invented than mine, neither
more nor lesstrue, only very far apart' (SL, 2 1).
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Ila's attitude towards space is also a product of the 'temporal master-narrative,
(the] historical but not yet comparably geographical imagination' that Soja (1989:
11) argues has dominated Western thought for the last two centuries. This is
demonstrated half-way through the novel, when the narrator tells Ila the story of the
deaths of Tresawsen, Mike, and Francesca during the Second World War.

Ila's

reaction is to compare their situation with her own; she can understand how they lived
and died, she claims, because her life in a Marxist commune in London is similar.
The narrator 'marvel[s] at the easy arrogance with which she believed that her own
experience could encompass other moments simply because it had come later; that
times and places are the same becausethey happen to look alike, like airport lounges'
(SL, 103 - 104). Irritated, the narrator challenges her comparison, and Ila replies
the
in
friends,
like
his
her
'know[s]
Tresawsen
that,
that
calmly
and
political group
future political people everywhere will look to us - in Nigeria, India, Malaysia,
wherever'. The narrator couldn't possibly understand, she breezes on, as 'nothing
really important' happens where he lives. She dismisses the 'famines and riots and
disasters' of India as 'local things', arguing that real history, the history of
$revolutions or anti-fascist wars' (SL, 104) only unfolds in the West. In this scene,
Ila's views may be read as a caricature of the historicist critical discourse of the West.
Space to Ila is transparent, and easily overlooked in favour of time and History. To
her, history takes place in the West, and activists in other places, such as Nigeria,
India, and Malaysia, can only look to political leaders in centres like London in order
to imitate their agency.
The narrator's grandmother is as practical and impatient with dreamers as Ila,
but due to her experiences she has a much less confident attitude towards space. She
was born in Dhaka but moved to Calcutta on Partition, and this gives her the anxious
awarenessthat space is not a given, that it can change its character overnight. When
she goes back to Dhaka to rescue a dying relative she imagines, no doubt spurred by
her nationalist beliefs, that the border between India and East Pakistan will be visible
from the aeroplane. Her discovery that it is not so puzzles and upsets her. She
exclaims, 'if there's no difference both sides will be the same; it'll be just like it used
to be before, when we used to catch a train in Dhaka and get off in Calcutta the next
day without anybody stopping us. What was it all for then
- partition and all the
killing and everything
if
isn't
in
betweenT
(SL,
151). The
there
something
-
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grandmother's desire to see some perceptible evidence of the boundaries separating
Indian Bengal and East Pakistan indicates her need for certainties in a spatially
unstable world. Later, the narrator realizes that she has also been worrying about what
to put under 'place of birth' on her disembarkation form.

The prospect of putting

'Dhaka' on the form 'worried her in the same way that dirty schoolbooks worried her',
because it is a birthplace that is 'messily at odds' with her present nationality (SL,
152). Tha'mma's feeling that her relationship with the space around her is precarious
is enunciated in a verbal slip she makes, confusing the verbs 'to come' and 'to go'.
The young narrator and Ila delight in the schoolteacher's rare mistake and it enters
family legend. In time, however, the narrator realizes the predicament out of which
Tha'mma's blunder arose. 'Every language', he argues, 'assumes a centrality, a fixed
and settled point to go away from and come back to, and what my grandmother was
looking for was a word for a journey which was not a coming or a going at all; a
journey that was a search for precisely that fixed point which permits the proper use of
verbs of movement' (SL, 153). Tha'mma's attitude towards spaceis that of a migrant;
she cannot talk about 'coming' or 'going', occupying as she does what Said has
delineated as a migrant's space 'between domains, between forms, between homes,
and between languages' (1993: 403).

The final characterwhoseattitudetowardsspaceI want to examineis Tridib. Of
all the peopleportrayedin the novel, his perceptionof spacecomesclosestto that of
the spatial philosophersdiscussedearlier. He believes that spaceis not a reality
existing 'out there' that canbe represented
mimetically. Rather,he contendsthat each
individual createsa different version of spacein his or her imagination. Tridib's
beliefs about space are to some extent ironized in the narrative. His death is
somethingthat cannotbe imaginedaway,and it occursin a threateningspaceof riots
and communalhatred. His absorptionin books and the realm of the imagination,it is
suggested,haveleft him unawareof the political upheavalsin Dhaka,andit is this that
makeshim underestimatethe dangerhe faces.
And yet Tridib's view of spaceis also shownto havevalue, as he interpretsthe
world in a refreshinglyoriginal way. His unexpectedreactionto a story Ila's mother
tells about the houseshe inhabitedin Sri Lanka makes a lasting impressionon the
narrator. Ila's mother recallsthat one day a snakeintruded into the pastoralcalm of
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her garden and prepared to strike her young daughter. Ila was rescued by the family's
pet monitor lizard, which bit through its leash and chased the snake away. VAlile the
rest of the family are preoccupied with horror at the thought of Ila's narrow escape,
Tridib responds to a minor detail in the story: the disclosure that houses in Sri Lanka
have sloping roofs. He invites the narrator to imagine living in a house without a flat
roof to play on, and soon the narrator begins to understand:
I puzzled over what Tridib had said, and in a while I began to imagine the
slopingroofs of Colombofor myself. the patternthey madeif one wheeledin the
sky above them, how sharply they rose if one looked at them from below, the
mossinessof their tiles when one saw them close up, from a first floor window,
and soonI felt that I too could seehow much more interestingthey were than the
snakeandthe lizard, in the very ordinarinessof their difference(SL, 29).

Oncemore a housebecomesa locus for the imagination. The narratorenvisionsthe
sloping roofs from different angles,in close-up,and from a panoramicvantagepoint.
He discoversthat pointed roofs would make more of an impact on life in Sri Lanka
than aberranteventssuch as the appearance
of snakesor lizards. Everyoneelse sees
Sri Lanka as a foreign placerepletewith strangeanimals,but Tridib views it asspace,
focusingupon the patternsits roofs makein the sky. His vision is filtered throughthe
seemingly prosaic domestic place of roofs, yet 'the very ordinariness of their
difference' fills the narratorwith wonder. Tridib, as the narratorsays,'had given me
worlds to travel in and he had given me eyesto seethem with' (SL, 20). By teaching
him to notice small detailsandusedesireto allow himself to imaginethe scene,Tridib
showsthe narratorthat the imaginationis a seriousinstrumentfor seeingthe world.
This lessonis inextricablefrom anotherof Tridib's beliefs: that all knowledgeis
imaginary, created out of desire, and dependenton stories. The narrator reports
Tridib's argumentthat 'we could not seewithout inventing what we saw, so at least
we could try to do it properly [ ...] [because]if we didn't try ourselves,we would never
be free of other people's inventions' (SL, 31). Here, knowledgeis characterizedas
'invention', drawn from an artificially constructedstory rather than an objective,
verifiable collection of facts. If we interpretthe phrase'other people's inventions' as
10
in
West,
then this suggeststhat structuresof dominance,
referring, part, to the
10Ila certainlyinterpretsTridib'scomment
in thisway;sheasksthenarratorratherscornfully
whetherTridib felt he hadto be freeof otherpeople'sinventions'[b]ecauseof the RqJT
(SL,32).
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"
'desiring-machine',
have allowed certain ways of knowing
the
particularly
colonial
and seeing to be seen as natural and normative. Tridib argues that to combat these
pervasive ways of seeing, we should try precisely to chart our own imaginary
territories (SL, 29). Ila's, Tha'mma's, and Tridib's contrasting perceptions of space
unsettle the notion that one can ever depict spacein its 'true' form: the same landscape
is interpreted by several observers in entirely different ways.

MEASURING

SPACE: UNPS. 'CARTOGRAPHIC

AGGRESSION'AND

THE RADCLIFFE CONMSSION

Having examined the ways in which space manifests itself and is variously
interpreted by different people, I now turn to some concrete ways in which space has
been mapped in South Asia. In this section I uncover the history of India's Partition
and its repercussions, which, I argue, is always-already present beneath The Shadow
Lines' representations of space.

Maps, as we shall see, are only capable of

representing space in limited ways, but such limitations were rarely acknowledged by
imperialists, who saw cartography as a form of knowledge that the West had come
close to mastering. Out of the Raj's acquisitive and inflexible fetishization of maps
came the bloody scramble to fix India's borderlines in 1947. Referring only to maps
and statistics, Radcliffe

created deeply flawed borderlines that divided the

subcontinent and continue to cause instability and economic depression. Ghosh
implicitly critiques the history of mapping in the subcontinent by offsetting the rigidity
of these borderlines with the image of accommodating circles.

In Countdown, a book about the subcontinentalnuclear arms race, Ghosh
describesthe ludicrous 'cartographicaggression'(Cd, 37) that has led to Indian and
Pakistaniforcesfighting an expensivewar high up in the Karakorammountainsover a
piece of infertile frozen land that neither side really wants. Maps, Ghosh explains,
were centralin triggeringthis Helleresquedispute,becausethe Indian governmentwas
incensed by American mountaineeringmaps that delineated firm borders where
previouslynonehad beenthoughtnecessary.The scenein Countdownis emblematic
of Ghosh's attitude towards cartography,becausein it he arguesthat the 'notional
lines' on mapsare frequentlythe cause,ratherthan the result, of conflict (Cd, 37). In
" Deleuze
and Guattari, 1984; Young, 1995: 98; 175.
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his essay 'Simulacra

and Simulations',

Baudrillard

discusses Jorge Luis Borges's

famous story in which cartographers draw up a map so detailed that it is an exact, fullscale representation of the land. He adduces from Borges's story the notion that in the
postmodern

age the simulacrum. has more potency than the real: '[t]he

longer precedes the map, nor survives it. Henceforth,
territory

-

(Baudrillard,

precession

of simulacra

-

territory

no

it is the map that precedes the

it is the map that engenders the territory'

1988: 166). In Ghosh's representations of the mapping and remapping of

the Indian subcontinent, the map also precedes the territory, and geopolitical

symbiosis

is systematically dismantled by both colonial and indigenous cartographers.

'Cartographic aggression' has had many different manifestations in the
subcontinent,but it was arguably first introduced to India by the British. Western
inventions for measuringspace,suchasmaps,and suchunits of measurementasmiles
and feet or degreesof latitude and longitude, were used by the early imperialists to
assert their power and superiority over non-Westem peoples. Michael Adas
demonstratesthat British administrators in India believed that their ability 'to
overcome geographic barriers and in effect shrink space', through technological
innovations such as the railways and the telegraph, 'became the most prominent
manifestation of [ ...] (the] perception in which Europeansbelieved themselvesto
differ from and exceedall other peoples' (1989: 259). Although the ancientHindus
had developed'numerousinstrumentsof celestialobservation,[and] inventedintricate
systemsof measurementand enumeration' (Adas, 1989: 246), modem Indians were
viewed by their British colonizers as having deficient, childish ideas of space.
Macaulaysneersat the perceivedshortcomingsof Indian cartographiesin his 'Minute
on Indian Education', arguingthat Indian geographyis 'made up of seasof treacleand
seasof butter' (1995: 429). This statementindicates the contemptprevalent among
Europeansfor perceptionsof spacethat were at odds with their own territorial and
acquisitive spatial worldview. As JosephE. Schwartzberghas shown, Indians were
perceivedas having 'no cartographyto speakof (1992: 296). In their drive to annex
new territories, imperialists ignored or belittled non-Westemcartographictraditions.
Indigenousplace-names,agricultural demarcations,and environmentalpracticeswere
replacedin the interestsof 'progress'. If non-Westempeopleslacked a sophisticated
spatial awareness,they were also, it was argued,incapableof exploiting their land to
its full potential. This provided an excusefor colonial invasion (seeAlSayyad, 1992:
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3), and geography was thus one of the most important branches of Western knowledge
to be used as a weapon in the colonial battle.
What the British

failed to acknowledge was that the development of

sophisticated mapping and measuring techniques was a product of the imperial drive
to exploit the world's resources. As Lloyd A. Brown points out, countries need an
incentive to produce maps:
The nations that havebeenmost interestedin the establishmentof coloniesand a
world trade have contributedmore than others to the establishmentof a science
of cartography;those nations which have resistedexploitation and the intrusion
of outsiders,regardlessof their mission,havehinderedthe cause(1949: 11).
From about 300 to 1200AD, as Brown illustrates, cartography was actively
discouraged by the Western Church, which viewed map-making as 'impious if not
downright sinful', as its discoveries might contradict liturgical lore (1949: 7).

In

medieval times, Arab cartographers produced far more accurate maps of the world
than their 'pious' European counterparts (Tibbetts, 1992), but the roles were reversed
as Europe began to expand. It is now generally recognized that the West's advancesin
map-making went hand in hand with European expansion. Maps, as J.B. Harley
argues, were 'weapons of imperialism'; they proved to be tools as crucial to the
imperial project as more openly aggressive 'guns and warships' (1988: 282).

In times of war, information about enemylands acquiresimmensevalue. From
the nineteenth century onwards, there was an international race to collect
topographical data, and accuratemaps were seen almost as guaranteeingmilitary
victory (see Brown, 1949: 280 - 81). Maps serve to dehumanizetargetsin warfare,
allowing soldiers to plan attacks on enemy land in an unernotive way by making
landscapesappearempty of people, as terra nullius. Graphic imagesalso have the
power to presentideasin a memorableand easilycomprehensiblemanner,so mapsare
also very useful during times of war or colonial expansionas forms of propaganda.As
John Pickles demonstrates(1992: 197), makers of propagandamaps can exaggerate
scale,use threateningor benign colours, and position certain geographicalfeaturesat
the centre of the map and confine others to the margin. All thesetechniqueshave a
visual impact on the map's recipients,convincing them of the validity of the map's
message. Yet while the map enabledEurope both practically and ideologically to
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them to make ever more detailed maps, in a self-perpetuating process.
Most people see mapmaking as a science, predicated upon geometry, surveying,
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spectrum of mapping standards, rather
'true' Western maps from 'false' non-European cartographies. Just as the sciences are
being problemaiized by theorists who argue that they are socially constructed
discourses entangled within power relations (see Chapters One and Four), so too
cartography's scientific status is beginning to be challenged.

Even the most 'scientific' mapsare deeplyimbuedwith politics. As small-scale
is
faced
inevitably
with
they
models of space
selective, and any map-maker
are
decisionsaboutwhat to show and what to leaveout. Maps are alwaysproducedwith a
purpose, so that military maps, maps for walkers or road-users,weathermaps, and
12
maps of the solar system all have different scales and emphases. Even such
seeminglyinnocuousdetails as colour scheme,symbols,and captionsconvey certain
fit
do
that
(Black,
things
1997:
17).
Maps
they
not
values
omit
also contain silences;
13and their emphasison certain
into the orderly world of cartographicrepresentation,
topographical features, such as roads, leads to a neglect of other aspectsof the
landscape,such as the vertical perspective. Yet maps tend to convey a misleading
impressionof certainty, obfuscatingthe fact that any map is just one story about the
12 In Michael Ondaatje's recent novel Anil's Ghost, he describesthe maps that have been
drawn up to chart different aspectsof the sameSri Lankan territory: mapsof its population,
birdlife, flora, fauna, rainfall, etc. Yet he observesthat atlasescontain 'No depiction of
human life' (2000: 40). The final sectionof his novel appearsto be an attemptto expandon
this dehumanizedkind of mapping.
13 For example, Zbigniew Bialas looks at maps in the 1980sand early 1990sthat showed
Johannesburgbut entirely ignored the existenceof Soweto. Bialas explains this omissionin
the following way: '[s]ince order is believed to be a necessarycondition for making a
structure functional and a state of minimum tension is a prerequisite for the survival of the
underlying order, the unnecessaryfact (Soweto) is thus modified back into nothingness'
(1999: 26).
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world. Examples of cartographic misrepresentations include the inevitable distortions
that result from the flattening out of the spherical world onto a two-dimensional map,
and the arbitrary but revealing decision to place North at the top of all maps (Hall,
1992: 369 - 402). It is tempting to view maps as simple depictions of the known
'fact' of the earth, but as Stephen Hall points out, '[m]aps not only shape worldviews
and cultural values; they perpetuate those values in powerful visual vignettes' (1992:
378). Even now that it is well known that the standard Mercator projection of the
globe places Europe at its centre and grossly underestimates the size of Africa and
Asia, the mind retains an enduring image of that world and its assumptions.

As well as emphasizingtheir visual impact, recent scholarshipsuggeststhat
maps are powerful, value-ladenforms of knowledge;they are texts that may be read.
Rather than seeingthem as inert, mimetic charts of geographicalregions,we should
interpret maps as 'contributing to dialogue in a socially constructedworld' (Harley,
1988: 278). If maps are texts, they are thereforesubjectsfor deconstructionjust like
literature, art, and popular culture. Mobilizing the theoriesof Derrida, Barthes,and
Lyotard, postmodemgeographershave decodedmaps,identifying in them a language
of power, an iconographythat slantstheir vision of the world, and an intertextuality in
which new maps build on the assumptionsof previous cartographies.Maps are now
scrutinized for rhetoric and metaphor 'where previously scholars had found only
measurementand topography'(Harley, 1992:233).
Maps reify a certain view of space; it is seen as a tangible territory, to be
measured,divided up, and ruled over. As Black argues,maps usually emphasizethe
constructof the nation-state:
the map of the world, or a region thereof, divides up its land space(althoughnot
generally the seas)in terms of territorial control and political authority: the map
as assertion of sovereignty. States, such as France and Germany, are the
building blocks of such a map. [...] [O]ther methodsof organizing spaceat this
scale,indeedof presentingpolitical space,are ignored (1997: 12).

Even the most seeminglyapolitical map, such as a weathermap, usesnation-statesas
its 'building blocks'. This makes the state appearto be a natural unit, ignoring its
relatively recent construction and the oppression that may have gone into the
definition of its borders. Too much internal coherenceis given to the state, which
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often has very distinct areas,characterizedby differencesin languages,customs,and
religions. Regions are subsumedto the state, which is seen as homogeneous,and
correspondences
or sharedhistoriesacrossfrontiers areoccludedfrom cartographies.
Maps divide by their construction of borders. These borders may ignore
immense
frequently
linguistic
creating
as
religious, cultural, and
connections,as well
practical problems. Frontiers did of courseexist in the non-Westernworld prior to
colonialism,but they were often shifting, multiple, or unfixed. From WesternEurope,
particularly from the eighteenthcenturyonwards,therecamea drive to locateborders
have
frontiers;
And
do
seen
as
we
more rigidly.
yet maps not simply measureexisting
in the example from Countdown, they can also precipitate frontier conflicts.
Uncertainty is anathemato cartographersso precise frontiers, which define and
separateidentities, are drawn up. The map both reflects the power of the nation-state
and sustainsthe image of the stateas a 'natural' geographicalformation. Maps create
it
distort;
depicting
they
the
even as
somethingon a map validates and
very act of
gives it a coherenceit may not possess.Indeed,the drawing of mapsof nation-states
and their frontiers canprecedethe existenceof the state,as I shall shortly demonstrate
in the caseof Pakistan,which was first formulated on paper, and then imaginedinto
existence. Thus, even when they are made with the purest of motives, maps are
inextricably bound up with the mechanicsof power.
The ShadowLines does not contain any visual maps,14but its landscapesare
precisely charted. The novel can be used to navigate one's way around parts of
London and Calcutta, such is its exactitude. For example, the narrator often finds
himself being propelled by the force of his desire towards Ila's house in Stockwell,
and his journeys are meticulouslydescribed. Startingin Sohoor nearTrafalgar Square
he would find himself walking along the Embankment,ending up at LambethBridge,
by which time he would decide '[s]ince I've come this far I may as well walk to
Stockwell and visit Ila' (SL, 95). The spatialdetail given in this passageservesseveral
14 Such novels Arthur Ransome'sSwallows
and Amazons,Tolkien's Lord of the Rings,
as
and Kenneth Grahame's The Wind of Willows, in contrast, provide detailed maps of the
imaginary lands chronicled in their narratives (Black, 1997). In Territorial Disputes,
GrahamHuggan suggeststhat the inclusion of maps,usually at the frontispiece, in literary
texts causesthese maps to function in an 'iconic' way. 'The processof matching map to
text, or text to map', he argues,'involves the readerin a comparativeactivity that may bring
to the surfaceflaws or discrepanciesin the processof mimetic representation'(1994: 22).
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functions. The resonancesof the famous London place-nameshelp to locate the
narrativerichly in geographicspace,andto evokethe narrator'sexcitementat being in
the colonial centre. Indeed,later in the novel Ila mocksthe narrator for his insistence
on alwaysmeeting at famousLondon monumentsand soundinglike 'a script for a bad
film' (SL, 179). In both the London and Calcutta sectionsof the novel, Ghosh selfconsciouslydraws attention to landmarksand famousdistricts, making us interrogate
the way we orientateourselvesin urban spacewith referenceto sights that trigger the
imagination. Furthermore, the narrative's topographical concretenesschimes with
Tridib's assertionthat the imagination should be used with precision. The novel's
constructionhas clearly involved a great deal of spatialresearch. In order to describe
space so fully, Ghosh must have consulted maps, read up on architecture and
monuments,and surveyedexisting geographicallocations. Implicit in the novel is the
notion that the movementsof fictional charactersare as necessaryto map as those of
historical leadersor armies. If, as I have suggested,maps are highly selectiveand
constructeddepictionsof space,then fictional mappingsmay be equally valid ways of
looking at space.
Ghosh doesnot confine his debateabout maps and mapping to his own fiction,
however. In his examination of the legacy of India's Partition, he evokes the one
event in the subcontinent'shistory in which the destructiveinflexibility of maps and
their borderlineshasbeenmost graphicallydemonstrated.In the following analysisof
Partition I will focus on its impact on two states,Bengal and Kashmir, astheseare the
two areaswith which Ghoshis concernedin YheShadowLines. The conceptof India
as two nation-states,one for Hindus and one for Muslims, was first articulatedby the
poet Iqbal as late as 1930. His idea was developedby a Cambridgestudent,Chaudhri
RahmatAli. In 1933Ali coined the name 'Pakistan', an acronymof the nation's five
projectedregions,which also means'land of the pure'. Significantly, Bengal was not
included in the acronym, and indeed was not envisagedas being part of Pakistanat
this developmentalstage. When it was pointed out to Ali (a Punjabi) that he had
omitted this important Muslim-majority state,he inventedthe term 'Bangistan' (Kulke
and Rothermund,1998:283), but his delayedrealization foreshadowsBengal's uneasy
and short-lived incorporationwithin the Pakistani state. The Muslim Leaguedid not
adopt Ali's idea of a separatestatefor Muslims until 1940,and even then Jinnahkept
his demandsfor Pakistandeliberatelyvague, in a strategythat many historians have
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seen as a way of bargaining for regional Muslim autonomy within a federal India.
Despite the subtle ambiguity of Jinnah's 1940 Lahore Resolution, it is possible to
discern that at this stage he did not necessarily see Bengal as being an integral part of
Pakistan. In the Resolution he delineates an inchoate plan for 'autonomous national
States', which would 'allow the major nations separatehomelands' (1994: 55), but he
refuses to specify how many nations or stateswould be involved in this process.

By early 1947 Jinnah's plans for Pakistanwere clearer: he was playing for the
five statesstipulatedby Ali: Punjab,Kashmir, NVVTP,Sindh, and Baluchistan,and in
addition, Bengal, the statethat Ali had overlooked. He was still hoping to have these
statesin their entirety, however,disdainfully viewing proposalsfor the partitioning of
Bengal and Punjab as offering 'a maimed,mutilated andmoth-eatenPakistan'(quoted
in Bose and Jalal, 1998: 179). Even in the final months before Partition, there are
indicationsthat Jinnahwould havebeenpreparedto relinquish his demandsfor Bengal
as part of Pakistan,so long as it would have preventedthe province's dissection. In
May 1947, the estrangedCongresspolitician, Sarat ChandraBose, and his unlikely
ally, the communalistMuslim Chief Minister of the province, H. S. Suhrawardy,drew
up plans for an autonomous,undivided Bengal. Jinnahwas apparentlymore readyto
countenancetheir proposal than the CongressHigh Command,who rejectedoutright
the idea of Bengal becomingan independent,Muslim-majority state(Sherwani,1986:
154 - 59). Contrary to popular perception,15the researchof recent scholarsindicates
that it was the Congress,rather than the Muslim League,that pushed for Partition
(Bose and Jalal, 1998; Chattedi, 1994; Sherwani, 1986). Congressleaderschanged
their attitude towards Partition in the months before independence,deciding it was
better to abandonMuslim-majority provincesthey could never control, while retaining
a strong central government, rather than permit the balkanization of India into
alliances of small independentstates with no strong centre. Another reason for
Congress'sready acquiescencewith the Partition plan was that many of the party's
membersbelievedthat Pakistanwould not survive long after its secession,and that its
stateswould soon rejoin the Indian union (Lamb, 1991: 102 - 103). On the other
15 Most accounts the Partition have
of
assignedsole responsibility for the country's division
to Jinnah and the Muslim League. Collins and Lapierre's journalistic history of Partition,
Freedom at Midnight (1975), and Richard Attenborough's film Gandhi (1982), arejust two
examplesof portrayals that adhereto the view of Jinnah as a megalomaniacevil geniuswho
engineeredthe Partition to gain power.
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hand, Jinnah, often seen as the architect of Partition, in fact resistedthe 'truncated
Pakistan' he was being offered almost to the end of the negotiations. Even an hour
before the deadline to decide the country's fate, he was trying to persuade
Mountbatten to allow him the Punjab and Bengal in their entirety. Only after being
threatened with losing Pakistan altogether did he reluctantly agree to Partition
accordingto the stipulatedterms (Ahmed, 1997: 130).
When the decision to partition India was eventuallyreached,the British lawyer,
Cyril Radcliffe, who headedthe BoundaryCommissionthat drew up the plans for the
country's division, was chosenbecausehis complete lack of local knowledge was
thought to ensurehis impartiality (Collins and Lapierre, 1975: 179). He arrived for the
first time in India in July 1947 to make a decision that would impact on millions of
people's fates. W.H. Auden satirizes the decision to send a non-Indian outsider to
carveup the country in the final lines of his poem 'Partition:
Shut up in a lonely mansion,with police night and day
Patrolling the gardensto keepassassinsaway,
He got down to work, to the task of settling the fate
Of millions. The mapsat his disposalwere out of date
And the CensusReturnsalmost certainly incorrect,
But there was no time to checkthem,no time to inspect
Contestedareas. The weatherwas frightfully hot,
And a bout of dysenterykept him constantlyon the trot,
But in sevenweeksit was done,the frontiers decided,
A continent for better or worse divided.
The next day he sailedfor England,wherehe quickly forgot
The case,as a good lawyer must. Return would he not,
Afraid, as he told his Club, that he might get shot (quoted in Bose and Jalal,
1998: 189).

As Auden's poem suggests,Radcliffe worked in an isolatedbungalow on the outskirts
of Delhi, with only 'maps, population tables,and statistics' to help him decideon the
division of land he had never seen(Collins and Lapierre, 1975:211). The limitations
of maps, which I have already discussed,presentedthe lawyer with many obstacles.
By 1947, it was already well-known that maps were not sufficient on their own to
create fair and coherent borderlines. As Lucy Chester points out, contemporary
experts'stress[ed]the importanceof field surveys' (2000: 43), but Mountbatten'stight
deadlinepreventedRadcliffe from consulting or drawing up any such surveys. Many
historians are alert to the irony that Radcliffe never set eyes on the land he was
engagedin trisecting.
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1947: 1). It is remarkablethat the phrase'other factors' was never defined,and there
has been bitter acrimony ever since as to whether these factors were intendedto be
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borderlines severed villages from their water-supplies, and divided regions that,
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majorities' (Radcliffe, 1947: 2). Bengal's scarcity of topographicalmarkers such as
16MountbattenwantedRadcliffe's plans for the division of the subcontinentto be carried out
in a clandestine manner until after August 15, so that the Partition would not mar the
IndependenceDay celebrations. Historians have criticized Mountbatten for fuelling
tensionsin the region. His preoccupationwith secrecyinflamed the violence, they argue,as
it allowed increasingly wild rumours about the proposed Boundary Awards to circulate
(Ahmed, 1997: 141; Lamb, 1991: 101- 102).
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rivers and large cities made the decision perplexing, as there were no features that
17
'natural
boundaries'.
In addition, Radcliffe's recognition that Bengal
would act as
had developed in such a way that the state would not lend itself easily to division on
communalist lines proved far-sighted.

Bengal depended for its prosperity on the

coadjuvancy of the business centre of Calcutta and the productive agricultural
heartland of East Bengal. The British lawyer thus faced a grave dilemma as to which
side Calcutta should be assigned to. The dictates of commerce seemed to suggest that
Calcutta should remain in the eastern part of the province, but the city had a large
Hindu population and any attempt to allocate it to Pakistan would have met with stiff
resistance from India. In the end, after toying with the idea of the two states sharing
their capital city, Radcliffe awarded Calcutta to India. His line in Bengal was fairly
straight in its north-south axis, dividing the regions of Calcutta from Khulna in the
south, and proceeding north up to the Himalayan foothills (see Plate 2).

As had been predicted, industry was badly damaged by the division; for
example,the busy port of Calcuttawas deprived of its main product for export,jute,
which was produced in what became East Pakistan. Many of Calcutta and
Bangladesh'scurrent economicproblemscan be tracedback to the artificial separation
of the two interdependentregions. Radcliffe's Awards also causedgreat controversy
among both religious communities. According to V. P. Menon, a senior Congress
figure who was involved in the Partition negotiations at a high level, the Muslims
'deplored the loss of Calcutta,Murshidabad,and part of Nadia district'. The Hindus,
on the other hand,regrettedthe loss of Khulna and the Chittagongdistrict; complained
that their shareof Bengal had 'shrunk by about4,000 squaremiles' comparedwith the
notional division that had been agreed;and were disgustedby the fact that Daijeeling
was left with barely any land to link it to the rest of West Bengal (1957: 402).
17 In the Punjab, in
contrast, the five rivers that give the province its name provided
invaluable markers around which Radcliffe structured his borderline. Radcliffe starts his
description of the boundary in the Punjab with referenceto a river: 'The boundarybetween
East and West Punjab shall commenceon the north at the point where the west branch of
the Ujh river enters the Punjab Province from the State of Kashmir. The boundary shall
follow the line of that river down the westernboundaryof the PathankotTahsil [ ]' (1947:
...
10). This is not to suggest,however, that Radcliffe's task was easierin the Punjab than in
Bengal. Although the Punjab's geographicalfeatures could be adaptedmore easily than
Bengal's for a frontier, Radcliffe faced unique problems in the Punjab caused by the
region's sharedcanal systemsand rail and road infrastructure.
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Plate 2. 'West Bengal and East Pakistan, 1947. The Radcliffe Line', in J. Chattedi.
1994. Bengal Divided: Hindu Communalism and Partition, 1932 194 7, Cambridge:
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Plate 3. 'The Punjab after Partition. August 15,1947', in C.M. Ali. 1967. The
EmergenceofPakistan, New York: Columbia University Prcss,p. 211.
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Menon's description of the deep-felt bitterness that arose from the Awards indicates
18
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never going to satisfy all parties.
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clear Muslim majority population, and was geographicallyand culturally closer to
Pakistan. Pakistani historians blame Radcliffe and Mountbatten for the loss of
Kashmir. By allotting three out of the four tehsils of the Muslim-majority area of
Gurdaspurto East Punjab, they arguethat Radcliffe createda corridor from India to
Kashmir, which allowed the state'sappropriation(seePlate 3). Therehaveevenbeen
forced
interceded
final
hour,
Mountbatten
the
that
and
at
quite plausible claims
Radcliffe to change his boundary line to give India accessto Gurdaspur(Ahmed,
1997: 136 - 37; Sherwani, 1986: 173 - 79; Lamb, 1991: 111 - 17). If these
integrity
legal
impartiality
is
doubt
the
and
allegationsare correct,
supposed
castupon
of the BoundaryAwards.
Another problem which cameto the surfaceyears later was causedby the fact
that Radcliffe did not extend his borderline through the uninhabitable glaciers of
northern Kashmir, as he understandablydid not foreseethat this territory would ever
be disputed. The logic in which simulacral maps assumemore importancethan the
territories they representhas thus beentaken to its extremein the battle for Kashmir.
The strugglefor the high altitude no-man'sland of the Siachenglacier was, aswe have
seen,precipitated by a dispute over the boundariesprojected on highly specialized
maps. In CountdownGhoshdemonstratesthat more men are killed by the altitude and
arctic conditions than by military hostilities, in this conflict over a piece of land which
only has symbolic value. He describesthe terrible sufferings of the soldiers in the
glacier, many of whom go mad, someevenendingup worshipping the helicoptersthat
bring their supplies(Cd, 39). The comic-tragicsituation in Kashmir is also that of the
'a In the Boundary CommissionReport, he makes the wry comment 'I am consciousthat
there are legitimate criticisms to be made of it: as there are, I think, of any other line that
might be chosen' (1947: 9).
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subcontinentwrit large. The attempt to concretizeborders in such uncertainterrain
grotesquelymirrors the Radcliffe Commission's endeavour:both are productsof the
British Raj's obsessionwith establishingfirm borderlines.
In The ShadowLines, Ghoshhighlights the limitations of such regimentedand
calibratedviews of space. His protagonistdraws circles with a pair of compasseson a
map to illustrate that national boundariesor 'shadow lines' obfuscateemotional and
cultural ties betweengeographicallydistant areas. The narratorhasdiscoveredthat the
in
killed
in
Tridib
he
in
bus
Calcutta
his
the
that
riot
riot
school
and
was caughtup on
Dhaka were part of the samewave of violence. Both riots came in responseto the
theft of the sacredrelic of the ProphetMohammed'shair from a mosquein Hazratbal,
Kashmir. Brooding on the links that had causedpeople to come out on the streetsin
parts of India and East Pakistanthousandsof miles from the home of the sacredrelic,
the narrator idly begins to draw circles on his old Bartholomew's Atlas. Khulna, the
hundred
is
less
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from the state capital of Kashmir, Srinagar. Putting the point of the compasson
Khulna, the narratorextendsthe circle from Srinagar,and discoversthat suchplacesas
Phnom Penh in Thailand and Inner Mongolia are of an equal distancefrom Khulna.
The narratorcomments:
His atlas showed me [ ] that within the tidy ordering of Euclidean space,
...
Chiang Mai in Thailand was much nearerCalcuttathan Delhi is; that Chengduin
China is nearer than Srinigar is. Yet, I had never heard of those places until I
drew my circle, and I cannot remembera time when I was so young that I had
not heard of Delhi and Srinagar. It showedme that Hanoi and Chungking are
nearerKhulna than Srinagar,and yet, did the people of Khulna care at all about
the fate of the mosquesin Vietnam and South China (a mere stone's throw
away)? I doubtedit. But in this other direction, it took no more than a week...
(SL, 232).

This passageexplodesthe myth that 'distance separates'(SL, 219), which as we saw
earlier is an aporia the narrator has always taken for granted. Sharedhistory means
that people whose homesare separatedby thousandsof miles, such as Kashmiris and
Bengalis, may have a lot more in common and take greater interest in each other's
affairs than communities much closer together which have few cultural links. Of
course,one of the main reasonsthat the narrator 'cannot remembera time when I was
so young that I had not heardof Delhi and Srinagar' is that thesecities lie within his
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own national boundaries. Yet nationality is not the only factor that causespeopleto
feel involved in the fates of othersfar away. Even though Khulna becamepart of the
new nation of East Pakistan in 1947, nearly twenty years later people still have a
strong enoughemotionalconnectionto Kashmir to bring them out on the streetswhen
the relic is stolen from the Hazratbalmosque.
This fact calls into questiona major underlying assumptionof maps suchas the
narrator's treasuredBartholomew'sAtlas. I noted earlier that nationsarethe 'building
blocks' of maps, and that the implication conveyedby most maps is that nations are
discrete entities separatedby fixed borders. Yet the narrator's circles exposethe
limitations of the 'tidy orderingof Euclideanspace'representedby maps. He employs
the map and the pair of compasses,the tools of geographyand geometry,to sendout a
powerful challengeto the assumptionthat there is a 'special enchantmentin lines' (SL,
233). In one sense,then, the map is ironized as 'a visual analoguefor the inflexibility
of colonial attitudes' (Huggan, 1991: 131). Yet it also allows the narrator to create
alternative cartographiesby drawing circles that undermine the foregrounding of
nations as the central units on the map. The narrator remapsthe world through his
creation of encompassingcircles of cities. Perhapsalluding to John Donne's conceit
of a pair of compassesas a metaphorfor love, Ghosh's circles bring unfamiliar space
into the intimacy of place. Rather than rejecting maps outright as symbols of
imperialist authority, Ghosh usesthem as an enabling vehicle for contestingWestern
geographicalassumptionsand celebratingcross-culturalconnections. Thus the map is
used to challenge one of its main components,borderlines, which fin-nly separate
nations from each other on the page while concealing the interchangeand shared
history that may exist acrossthose lines. In the next section I will explore Ghosh's
interrogationof borderlinesandnationsin more depth.

I [A] CROSSTHE BORDER THERE EXISTED ANOTHER
REALITY' (SI, 219): NATIONS AND BORDERS IN ME
SHADOWDNES

Perhapsthe most important challengeGhoshmakesto conventionalperceptions
of spaceand the intractability of boundariesin this novel lies in his depiction of the
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intellectual wrangling as to what constitutes a nation. Some commentators,like
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Furthermore, certain scholars take the term 'nation' to mean the

territorial entity of the nation-state,as is manifestin Anthony Giddens' assertionthat a
Other
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analysts warn against what they argue is a misleading and prevalent tendency to
conflate the discreteterms 'nation' and 'state'. Walker Connor, for example,draws a
distinction betweenthe state,which he defines as 'the major political subdivision of
the globe' and the nation, which is more difficult to define becauseit rests on 'a
psychological bond that joins a people' (in Hutchinson and Smith, 1994: 36).
19 Stalin's definition of the nation is remarkably precise and, while it does mention such
subjective factors as 'psychological make-up' and 'common culture', the emphasisis on an
objectively verifiable set of criteria that define the nation:
A nationis a historicallyconstituted,
stableconununityof people,formedon thebasisof a
commonlanguage,territory, economiclife, and psychologicalmake-upmanifestedin a
conunonculture.[ ...] It is only whenall thesecharacteristics
arepresenttogetherthat we
havea nation(in Hutchinson
andSmith,1994:20).

III

According to Connor's argument,the borderedentity of the state may contain several
nations, groupsof peoplewho have a feeling of sharedidentity and who desiresome
degreeof self-determination. Whichever definition of nation we adhereto, it seems
fair to assumethat nationalistsview their nation as comforting place, contrastingwith
the unfamiliar spaceof foreign nations.
Debateand dissentover what constitutesa nation has beenparticularly apparent
in India's history. Indian nationalists' views of their nation vary widely. The rightwing Hindutva stanceis that India is defined by the religions and culturesindigenous
to its soil - Hinduism, Jainism, and Buddhism - and that all other groups,such as
Muslims, Parsis, and Christians, should be seenas outsiders,to be toleratedonly if
they accept Hindu governance. The secularist view, central to the rhetoric of the
Congress party, is that India is and always has been characterizedby 'unity in
diversity', and that allegianceto the all-embracingmultiplicity of the geopolitical state
should override any narrowly 'communal' loyalties to religion, linguistic group, or
region. Yet from the 1930son, increasingnumbersof Muslims rejected this stateorientated definition of India, arguing that due to their distinct religion, cultural
practices,and allegiancesthey constituteda separatenation. In 1940,Jinnahproposed
his 'two nation theory', articulating the fear felt by many Muslims that the Congress's
secularist rhetoric concealed its intention to create a 'Hindu Raj'. In a speech
delivered at the Muslim Leagueannualmeeting, he contendedthat 'Musalmansare a
nation according to any definition of a nation, and they must have their homelands,
their territory and their State' (1994: 57).
In the novel, Tha'mma grappleswith theseconflicting definitions of the nation,
coming to her own conclusionthat a nation can only emergeout of sharedstruggleand
armedconflict. Commentingon the British nation, shearguesthat
Everyonewho lives there has earnedhis right to be there with blood: with their
brother's blood and their father's blood and their son's blood. They know
they're a nation becausethey've drawn their borders with blood. [ ] That's
...
what it takesto make a country. Oncethat happenspeople forget they were born
this or that, Muslim or Hindu, Bengali or Punjabi: they becomea family born of
the samepool of blood (SL, 78).

In this interesting passage,Tha'mma extorts two meanings from the word 'blood'.
The nation, she argues,is createdout of blood literally spilt on the battlefield. She
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Tha'mma's belief in a distinct Bengali nation within the Indian federation,consisting
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we have seen,the statewas divided on religious lines, with the active complianceof
the nationalist movementshehad supported.21 Now her ancestralhome, or desh,is in
the foreign country of East Pakistan,and her conceptionof her nation is 'messily at
odds' with the nation-statein which sheresides(SL, 152).
Underpinning all theoriesof nationalism is 'a doctrine of popular freedom and
Tha'mma
4),
Smith,
1994:
(Hutchinson
as
are
such
and
nationalists
sovereignty'
and
ready to die for their nation's freedom. Yet just as the term 'nation' has a bewildering
range of connotations,so too freedom and liberty mean different things to different
20 These organizationssprangup as part of the Swadeshimovementthat challengedthe first
British attempt to partition Bengal in 1905. After the first Partition was overturned, the
terrorists continued violently to protest againstBritish occupation of India and poor social
and economic conditions. Anushilan and Jugantarwere almost exclusively Hindu parties,
and they drew on the literature of Bankim ChandraChattedee,Hindu historical legends,and
the Gita to create a racially-inspired ideology that later channelled its hatred against
Muslims insteadof whites (seeRay, 1984: 174- 85).
21 Joya Chatterji argues that while the Hindu community vociferously opposed the first
Partition of Bengal, they actively supportedmoves toward a secondPartition. Promptedby
fears of living in a Muslim-majority state,Hindu nationalists from within both the Congress
and Mahasabhabegan calling for the division of Bengal. Even the anti-colonial terrorist
organizations,Anushilan and Jugantar(seefootnote 20, above),for which Tha'mma felt such
a strong affiliation, were by 1947more concernedwith persecutingMuslims than striving for
a united Independence(1994: 237).
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Contrastingusagesof the term swaraj encapsulatethe two sidesof this debate. While
Gandhi usedswaraj to meanpolitical self-governmentand freedomfrom British rule,
the word actually originated in Hindu philosophy and meant 'the stateof self-rule or
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Hindu conceptof freedomfor his Western-influencedbrand of nationalism.
Such discordantideas about freedom clash when Ila provokes Tha'mma's ire.
Ila is outragedwhen Robi forbids her to dancewith strangersin a bar, and shetells the
bloody
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is disgusted becauseshe views Ila's position as resting on a Western concept of
freedom that merely consistsof a lack of external restraints. 'She wants to be left
alone to do what she pleases: that's all that any whore would want', contends
Tha'mma, concluding that this kind of personalfreedom is found 'easily enough' in
the West, but arguing 'that is not what it meansto be free' (SL, 89). Yet Tha'mma's
own view of liberty is not so far different from Ila's. She wants freedom for the
Bengali community rather thanjust for herself, but her conceptof liberty is, like Ila's,
based on the Hobbesian notion of freedom from external restraints (in her case,
freedom from colonial rule). Perhapsthe narrator comes closest to articulating the
Hindu notion of freedom from the ego: he claims that unlike the others he is not
interestedin freedom: 'I was happy to be bound: [ ]I could not live without the
...
clamour of the voices within me' (SL, 89). Here, the narrator suggeststhat true
happinesscan be only be found in recognizing one's state of bondage, and that
freedomis paradoxicallyfound in the yokesthat tetherone to the community.
Later, in an impassionedspeech,Robi exposesthe way in which conflicting
interpretationsof 'the nation' and 'freedom' causeuntold violence and hatred. He
22 SudhirKakar,for example,arguesthat personalautonomyrepresents
a Ifindu's ideaof
hell, while fusionandtogetherness
is seenastheperfectstateof being(1978:36).
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recalls his work as a district officer, when he would tell policemen to stand firm
against dissidents, killing them if necessary, in order to protect the region's freedom
and stability. And yet, he received almost identical letters from the terrorists, in which
they threatened to kill him for their freedom. He comments that it was 'like reading
my own speech transcribed on a mirror' (SL, 247).

From different standpoints,

therefore, freedom is taken to mean entirely different things. To a minority group that
considers itself to be a nation, terrorist acts perpetrated against a repressive state are
legitimate examples of 'freedom fighting'.

Yet to a majoritarian law-enforcer,

terrorists have to be suppressed at any cost, in order to preserve the state's 'unity and
freedom' (SL, 246). It is to be hoped that all these examples illustrate that behind the
common perception of the world as being divided into discrete nation-states lurks a
web of contradictory and often unstable concepts, definitions, and constructs.

Not only does Ghosh exposethe artifice that underlies the nation-state,but he
also examines the constructednature of spatial boundaries. Nations are spatially
defined by their borders,which physically demarcatethem from other nations. These
boundaries are, as Hastings Donnan and Thomas M. Wilson put it, 'markers of
identity' which are critical to 'the creationand the maintenanceof the nation and the
state' (1999: 5). Internationalbordersare in one senseinteractive;they are the places
where nations meet and have to negotiatewith their neighbours. At the sametime
they signal the limits of national territory, indicating separationand distinctiveness
from other states. Yet bordersare neverjust territorial divides; they also resonatewith
metaphoricalmeanings,marking 'inside' and 'outside', 'safe' and 'unsafe', 'us' and
'them' (seeAnzaldda, 1999: 25). Even in their material reality, bordersmay be seen
as an imagined, constructed entity.

I have already discussed Tha'mma's

disappointmentthat there is no visible line on the groundmarking the division of West
and East Bengal. The humorous depiction of her surprise reminds us that most
internationalbordersare not physicalbarriers,but notional divisions that are arrived at
by consensus,negotiation, and sometimesconflict. Furthermore,they are 'spatially
and temporally dynamic' (Donnan and Wilson, 1999: 53), meaning that a state's
boundariesmay move vast distancesfrom one generationto the next. Maps, as we
have seen, seek to pinpoint firm, static boundaries,but in reality these borders are
often shifting, contested,and fraught with ambiguity.
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Through the title of his novel, Ghosh suggestsa way of thinking about both
geographical and metaphorical boundaries. The title of a Conrad novella, The
Shadow-Line (1916), is adaptedfor a different context, evoking the simultaneously
material and illusory natureof borders. Ghosh,with his emphasison bordcr-crossings,
cultural interchange,and syncretism,suggeststhat the lines that separatenation-states
often mask continuities that exist acrosstheseborders. The examplehe gives of the
Bengal border is a particularly shadowyone, as it is a relatively recent construction
that has had severaldifferent manifestations.The first attemptto partition the Bengali
state was made by the British in 1905, but it proved extremely unpopular and the
ruling had to be rescindedin 1912. In 1947 another Partition meant that the two
provinces of Bengal suddenly belonged to two different countries, India and East
Pakistan. Finally, after a brutal civil war in 1971, East Pakistan secededfrom the
Pakistani state to become the independent nation of Bangladesh. Despite the
severancefrom India that was heraldedby the erectionof the border in 1947,millions
of Muslims continueto live in India and Hindus in Bangladesh.Certaineventsin one
country prompt riots and persecutionof minority populationsin its neighbouringstate,
23
be
dividing
line.
and activities and attitudescontinueto closely monitored acrossthe
Despite years of separation,events in India continue to reverberatein Bangladesh,
which is dramatizedin the novel through the depiction of the Hazratbal crisis, to be
discussedlater. Yet in my discussionof Ghosh'srepresentationsof the 'shadowlines'
between India and Bangladesh,I shall question whether he underplaysthe very real
divisions that do exist between the two countries. There is some justification for
Gauri Viswanathan'sargumentthat his portrayal of the border as a chimerarepresents
'an inability or evenrefusalto concedethe reality of partition' (1995: n. pag.).
In recentyearstheoristshavebecomeincreasinglyinterestedin the metaphorical
possibilities that border imagery offers for discussion of the condition of
postmodernity. Writers such as Iain Chambers,in his Border Dialogues (1990), use
the interstitial possibilities of borderlandsto represent'the multiple voices, languages,
her- and his-storics' of the postmodcm world (1990: 10). In Bhabha's theory of
23 After the Babri Masjid demolition in Ayodhya in 1992, for
example,many Hindus were
persecutedacrossthe border in Bangladesh,as Taslima Nasrin describesin her novel Lajja.
The novel's protagonist reads in a newspaper the following statement on the riots in
Bangladesh:'[i]f a malignant situation has taken form in India, the pain causedby it will be
felt [...] most certainly by her immediateneighbours' (1994: 3).
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hybridity, he celebrates the enabling possibilities that the postcolonial migrant may
find

in

'in-between'

spaces: between races, nations, and cultural

practices.

Throughout this thesis we see that a major concern of Ghosh's is the literal and
metaphorical crossing of borders. In Yhe Shadow Lines, a novel which I have shown
takes as its central concern representations of space and place, Ghosh's discussion of
borders is more tangible and spatial than in his other novels. Rather than conceptual
boundaries or social crossings, he concentrates on the physical boundaries that divide
Bengal and the effects these have had on the psychology of Bengalis. In the next
section I examine his representations of Partition and its repercussions.

PARTITION,

COMMUNAL

VIOLENCE,

RUMOURS., AND

RloTs

In TheShadowLines GhoshendorsesAnderson'sview of the constructednature
of the nation-stateand its boundaries. One of the most memorableways in which he
doesthis is through a passagethat may be read as an allegory of the Partition of India,
although it must be rememberedthat interpretingthe passageallegorically should not
in any way 'invalidat[e] its material reality' (Mukhedee, 1995: 262). The passage
takesplace in a domesticspace,Tha'mma's ancestralhome in Dhaka. The description
of the houseinvites the readerto recognizeits symbolism:
It was a very odd house. It had evolved slowly, growing like a honeycomb,
with every generationof Bosesadding layers and extensions,until it was like a
huge, lop-sided step-pyramid,inhabited by so many branchesof the family that
even the most knowledgeableamongstthem had becomea little confusedabout
their relationships(SL, 121).

Like India, the houseis a vast entity that has grown almost organically so that it now
accommodatesmany different groups, and it has been altered and extendedby each
new generationof inhabitants.
The householdis kept togetherby a stem patriarch, Tha'mma's grandfather,a
lawyer. After the death of this grandfather,the house is divided when Tha'mma's
family and that of her uncle, Jcthamoshai,quarrel over trivialities. As both men
4sprangfrom notoriously litigious stock' (SL, 123), their disagreementtakesthe fort-n
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of sending each other writs, culminating in the decision to divide the house with a
partition wall. The use of the term 'partition wall' of course echoes the Partition of
India. Indeed, just as at the national level Partition resulted in villages being severed
from their water supply, and the port of Calcutta being separated from its juteproducing hinterland of East Bengal, so too the division of the house causes great
inconvenience. Tha'mma recalls that the wall 'ploughed right through a couple of
door-ways so that no one could get through them any more; it had also gone through a
lavatory bisecting an old commode' (SL, 123). The two families have no further open
contact, and a great bitterness develops on each side. Yet behind the scenes the
women of the house continue to take an interest in each other's affairs, and without
any words being exchanged they help to arrange marriages for daughters on the other
side of the wall.

Both Tha'mma and Mayadebi marry and move away from Dhaka,

but when they visit home they find that their ageing parents have in no way forgotten
the quarrel. On both sides of the divide, the wall has come to be seen as the natural
order of things: '[t]hey liked the wall now; it had become a part of them' (SL, 124). In
have
been
Pakistan
Partition
India
the
a similar way, after
and
new parameters of
naturalized by politicians and historians. The 'two nation' theory, for example, which
has been expounded by many Pakistani historians and Hindu nationalists, contends
that Muslims and Hindus have always been two separate peoples, unable to live
together harmoniously. The em-nitybetween the two nations is depicted as going back
centuries, ignoring the fact that the two communities for the most part shared their
living space peacefully until the lead-up to Partition and that, like the women in the
divided house, both countries continue to take a close interest in each other's affairs.

After the deathsof her parents,Tha'mma rarely visits the Dhaka house as it
containstoo many 'painful memories' (SL, 124 - 25). In 1947the historical event of
Partition, which has been prefigured by the division of the house, takes place and
who has settled in Calcutta - from returning easily to see
Jethamoshaiand his wife who after all live now in a different country. She tells the

prevents Tha'mma -

narrator that her one regret is that she 'never got to seethe upside-downhouse' (SL,
125). She goeson to explain that as a child sheusedto tell Mayadebithat the people
on the other side of the housedid everythingin a topsy-turvyway:
Everything's upside-downover there, I'd tell her; at their meals they start with
the sweets and end with the dal, their books go backwards and end at the
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beginning, they sleep under their beds and eat on the sheets,they cook with
jhatas and sweep with their ladles, they write with umbrellas and go walking
face
If
finished,
I'd
I'd
[
]
And
say:
you
and
a
ghastly
make
when
with pencils. ...
don't go to sleepright this very minute I'll drop you over the courtyardwall, and
then you'll haveto becomeupside-downtoo (SL, 125 - 26).
This absurd children's story illustrates the way in which the construction of boundaries
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has suggested that nationalist discourses tend to depict the nation in terms of 'the
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Similarly, Thamma comes to believe that her relatives are replete with 'unheimlich
terror' and that 'across the border there existed another reality' (SL, 219).
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normality when juxtaposed in the imagination with the strangeness of other nations.
Yet, as Bhabha goes on to argue, depictions of the nation are always ambivalent, or
'Janus-faced', and 'the problem of outside/inside must always itself be a process of
hybridity' (1990: 4). Although Tha'mma dislikes her relatives and vaguely believes
her own fantasies about their alien habits, her attitude towards them is equivocal. At
the same time as despising and pitying the people in the 'upside-down house', she
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complex repercussions of the Partition of India.

Ghosh draws on a long tradition of writing that uses the image of the joint
family figuratively to representthe Indian nation. Gandhiwas particularly fond of the
family metaphor,and in the following passagehe describesthe nation in terms that
bear a striking resemblanceto Ghosh'sdepiction of the Dhakahouse:
Two brothers quarrel; one of them repents and re-awakensthe love that was
lying dormant in him; the two againbegin to live in peace;nobody takesnote of
this. But if the two brothers,through the intervention of solicitors or someother
reasontake up arms or go to law [...] their doings would be immediately noticed
in the press,they would be the talk of their neighboursand would probably go
down in history. And what is true of families and communitiesis true of nations.
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There is no reasonto believe that there is one law for families and another for
nations (1959: 139).
Here Gandhi explicitly equates families and small communities with the larger social
grouping of the nation. The metaphor is useful, as the image of a large family of
squabbling yet closely connected people indicates the difficulties of holding together
Gandhi
diverse
India.
In
uses the symbol of
of
writing,
another
piece
such a
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the joint family in discussing the possible partition of India. Although he expresses
the hope that 'fratricide' will not take place, he argues that if the Muslims really want
joint
family.
it:
'[w]e
to
they
at
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a
are
a separate country
are entitled

Any

member may claim a division' (1994: 70).

In literature too, Indian writers frequentlystagethe family home as a microcosm
of the nation. R.K. Narayan's The Financial Expert (1952), for example,containsa
descriptionof a discordantextendedfamily that may have provided inspiration for the
fall
brothers
in
Narayan's
Shadow
In
Boses
The
Lines.
too,
two
narrative
quarrelsome
out and get involved in litigation which culminatesin them partitioning '[e]verything
that could be cut in two with an axe or scissorsor a knife" (1997: 232). In his
celebratedpoem 'Small-Scale Reflections on a Great House', A. K. Ramanujanuses
the image of the houseto more resonanteffect in evoking the Indian nation. Like the
family home in Dhaka, the 'great house' of Ramanujan'stitle is depicted as being
sprawling and all-enveloping. From the first lines of the poem ('SometimesI think
that nothing / that ever comes into this house / goes out' [1995: 96]), the house is
establishedas a decaying place where one could get trapped amid the clutter. An
inference is thus made that the house's structure resemblesthe assimilatory and
accommodatingenergiesof the Indian nation. A more pointed referenceto India's
history -

destruction
Indian
the
to
the
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of
garment
specifically an allusion

industry -

is made in the description of the family's possessionswhich leave the

house only to return 'like the hooped bales of cotton / shipped off to invisible
Manchesters/ and brought back milled and folded' (1995: 97). Through 'small-scale'
descriptions of the everydayroutine of an Indian household, therefore, Ramanujan
calls to mind diverseaspectsof the Indian nation.
When Tha'mma doesfinally revisit her childhood home, shefinds that the house
has been drastically affectedby the Partition of India, which its own internal politics
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so closely resembled. Her reasons for going to Dhaka are complex. She denies that
she is motivated by her memories of the city, claiming that nostalgia is 'a weakness, a
waste of time' (SL, 208), yet her reactions on recognizing her old haunts seem to
express that emotion. In characteristically ebullient fashion, she argues that her sole
incentive for returning there is to 'rescue' her uncle, but when she reaches the house
she becomes lost in her memories of growing up there. It is in any case debatable that
Jethamoshai requires rescuing from anything. Tha'mma never elucidates what danger
the old man is in, although she hints darkly: 'I'm worried about him: poor old man, all
by himself, abandoned in that country, surrounded by
' (SL, 136). Although she
...
allows the sentence to fade into silence, it is clear that the grandmother's fierce
nationalism has made her construct the Muslims who now control Dhaka as a threat to
all Hindus.

She sentimentalizes her own role as saviour of an uncle she has not

thought about in years, and 'her eyes grew misty at the thought of rescuing her uncle
from his enemies and bringing him back where he belonged, to her invented country'
(SL, 137). This quotation indicates the extent of Tha'mma's self-deception and shows
that just as she had once made up stories about the people on the other side of the
partition wall, so too she is now calumniating people with whom she once lived as
neighbours and friends. The phrase 'invented country' is well chosen, as it indicates,
in line with Anderson's theory, that nationalism is a discourse that relies on myths and
fiction to sustain its hold on the imagination.

When Tha'mma arrives in the old city, the conditions of both the family home
and her uncle confound her expectations. The househas now been subdivided even
further to accommodateseveralfamilies of Muslim refugeeswho had fled from India
after Partition. In contrast to the silent bitterness of the partitioned house that
Tha'mma remembers,the building now brims with life. Colourful saris andhoardings
for small businesseslitter the building, and the garden has been converted into a
motorcycle workshop. While the houseis of coursenot literally upside-downas she
had imagined, the familiar place of her childhood has nonethelessbeen transformed
into foreign space. A Muslim rickshaw-driver named Khalil has taken pity on
Jethamoshaiand provides him with food and shelter, so Tha'mma's preconceptions
are challengedby the fact that the old man is being cared for by the very people she
has constructedas his enemies. This is not to saythat all the Muslims now occupying
the houseshareKhalil's compassion,and it is clear that Khalil's wife and neighbours
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see the aged Hindu lawyer as an inconvenience and a drain on their income. Yet
Khalil's rational kindness indicates the erroneousnessof Tha'mma's assumption that
her uncle is not safe living amongst Muslims.

Tha'mma.tries to persuadeher uncle to come back to Calcuttawith her, but he
he
for
her
he
his
In
that
to
a
client,
revealing
vehementlyrefuses go.
senility mistakes
encouragedthe Muslim families to move into his house rather than permit any
relatives of his despisedbrother to stakea claim to the property. His all-consuming
hatred is ironized, and yet Tha'mma's distrust of Muslims is shown to be equally
damaging. It is her insistencethat Jethamoshaileave a place where he is being well
looked after that results in the hideous deaths of Tridib, Khalil, and the old man
himself. Her partial responsibility for their murders finally unhingesTha'mma, and
she becomesa victim of a rage againstMuslims that is as destructiveas her uncle's
loathing of his family. In her old age she is described in terms that mirror the
depiction of Jethamoshai:both have threads of spittle hanging from their lips and
withered, crumpled bodies (SL, 78; 212). Just as Jethamoshaisacrificeswealth and
status by remaining in poverty in his old home rather than running the risk of his
relatives taking it over, so too Thamma sacrifices her most treasuredpiece of
jewellery and even laceratesher hand to prove her hatred of Pakistan (SL, 237).
Metaphorical and historical partitionings overlap in thesemirrored depictionsof two
peoplewhosejudgementsarecloudedby the bitternessof their memories.
We have seen the ways in which Partition is evoked both literally and
symbolically in the depiction of the Dhaka house. Yet the violence of 1947 is
deliberately not described in The Shadow Lines. The novel nonethelessrevolves
around the trauma of the 'vivisection' of India and its continuing reverberations
decadeslater. I will now discuss the phenomenonof post-Partition communalist
violence, a phenomenonthat hasbeenshapedand greatly exacerbatedby memoriesof
the original Partition conflicts.

I will discuss Sudhir Kakar's psychoanalytical

investigationinto the complex reasonsfor Hindu-Muslim animosity,before turning to
the narrator's experienceof a communalistriot in Calcuttain 1964.
Kakar's researchdemonstratesthat rumour and cultural memory play a central
part in the violence that periodically eruptsin the subcontinent. He arguesthat certain
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In the collective memory of past violence, the group to which one belongsis imagined
to be entirely the wronged party and any culpability for the violence is glossedover.
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provides the basisfor his fictional accountin TheShadowLines, he arguesthat '[t]he stories
of those riots are always the same'. He suggeststhat theserumours always contain tropes
very similar to thosesuggestedby Kakar:
of citiesgoingup in flamesbecause
of a cowfounddeadin a templeor a pig in a mosque;of
peoplekilled for wearinga lungi or a dhoti,dependingon wherethey flindthemselves;
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In an interview, Urvashi Butalia has made the following remark about the role of
rumour in remembering Partition: 'in individual and collective memory, inside
families particularly which is where this history of partition is largely contained,it's
very one-sided. You hear from families about their victimhood, but you never hear
about their involvement in the violence' (in Whitehead,2000: 234). Hatred for the
other group spreads,as their actions are portrayedas being inexplicable and inhuman
in the face of the perceivedpeacefulbehaviourof one's own community.
Kakar goes on to suggest(1995: 53) that anotherconsequenceof the onset of
rumours is that people whose affiliation with their religious group may normally be
loose and vaguely defined suddenlystart identifying themselvesexclusively in terms
of their membershipwith one or other of the religious communities. Whereasin times
of peace people define themselvesaccording to a variety of categories- class,
occupation,gender,age,and personalitydisposition,aswell asreligion - at moments
of tension, people start acting and thinking in religious stereotypes. Individuals
exaggeratetheir identities as Hindus or Muslims, emphasizing the stereotypical
appearanceand practicesexpectedof the group. They also perceive membersof the
other group only in terms of their religion, so that an idiosyncratic individual with
whom they have lived and worked is abruptly reducedto a 'Hindu' or 'Muslim'.
Ghosh's portrayal of post-Partition riots in Calcutta tacitly reinforces Kakar's
claims. His depiction of the riots openson a morning when the narrator is boarding
his school bus as he usually does. He quickly realizesthat this is no ordinary day: the
bus more than half-empty, with the boys 'huddled together' (SL, 199) on the back
seats for protection. Many of the narrator's schoolmateshave been kept at home
becauseof rumoured 'trouble' in Calcutta, and one of the boys on the bus has been
forbidden by his mother to drink tap water, as it has allegedly been poisoned. The
narrator recalls that neither he nor any of his friends needsto ask who poisonedthe
water supply. It is assumedthat the Muslims are responsible,although the older
narrator points out the implausibility of Muslims poisoning their own water. This
incident echoesthe rumourswe have seencirculating in Blitz-era London earlier in the
novel that the Germanswere droppingtins of toffee in order to 'get[ ] at the children'
...
(SL, 184). Anxiety about the possible contaminationof foodstuffs by the enemy is
shown to be a concern that transcendsnational boundariesin times of crisis. This
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anxiety surfaceswheneverone's social group is perceivedto be under threat and, like
other recurring tropes, the suggestionof poisoned supplies provides 'conversational
food' which helps to strengthencommunal feeling and sharpenindignation towards
the other side (Kakar, 1995: 44). The truth or otherwise of the rumour is
inconsequent:'it was a reality that existed only in the saying, so when you heard it
said, it did not matter whether you believed it or not -

it only matteredthat it had

beensaid at all' (SL, 200).
As is implicit in the boys' immediate comprehensionof the imprecise term
'they' to denotethe Muslims who had supposedlyadulteratedthe water, at momentsof
crisis religious identities are crystallized into 'us' and 'them' binaries. This kind of
reductionism is plainly at work when the boys start talking about their cricket-loving
classmateMontu solely in terms of his 'Muslimness'. They even turn on the narrator
for his friendship with Montu, and under the slightestpressurethe narratordenieshis
friend, insisting that 'I haven't met Montu for months' (SL, 200). The fact that the
narrator, who is of a secularistdisposition and has friends of all religions, betraysthe
Muslim boy at the first sign of trouble, illustrates how quickly fear and peer pressure
erodemoral valuesin times of communaltrouble.
The riots themselves are represented in terms of changes to the spatial
organization, sights, and sounds of the city. The children first hear a disturbance
through their classroomwindow; it is the soundof many voices,but not the organized
A

chanting of Calcutta's frequent demonstrations. This is a formless shouting,
interspersedwith random moments of silence, which the narrator describesas 'the
authenticsoundof chaos' (SL, 201). The children are senthome on the bus again,and
the streetsare now completely unfamiliar, devoid as they are of the usual pedestrians
and shop-workers. The children are particularly disturbedby the angle of a rickshaw
left in an alleyway. Although the narratoracknowledgesthat rickshawsare left at such
angles all the time, its positioning seemsexpressiveof a mysteriousthreat, although
whether to Hindus or Muslims he cannottell. The narrator laments:'[a]t that moment
we could read the disarrangementof our universein the perfectly ordinary angleof an
abandonedrickshaw' (SL, 203). The usual signifiers have been torn from their
moorings and all the children's certaintiesare disrupted. Their fear manifestsitself as
a senseof betrayalby the city itself, which is seenashaving 'turned against' them (SL,
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203). Again, familiar placebecomesfrightening space. The boys' fear of their city is
describedas:
a fear that comesof the knowledge that normalcy is utterly contingent,that the
spacesthat surroundone, the streetsthat one inhabits, can become,suddenlyand
without warning, as hostile as a desertin a flash flood. It is this that sets apart
the thousandmillion people who inhabit the subcontinentfrom the rest of the
world (SL, 204).

Here Ghosh reminds us that urban spaceis socially constructedand can be subjectto
suddenand violent change. The idea that 'normalcy is utterly contingent', that people
live togetherpeacefully under an unspokenconsensusthat can be broken at any time
is, Ghosh argues,an idea that is more prominent in the minds of inhabitantsof the
subcontinentthan any other peoplein the world.
This fear of the seismicpotential of spaceto changeits characterin an instantis,
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recorded history (with an estimatedten to seventeenmillion shuntedacrossthe new
frontiers), the literature of Partition is punctuatedby 'themes of displacement,travel,
and relocation' (2001: 156). He focuseson the spatial tropes to be found in Punjabi
accounts of Partition, observing correctly that Bengali responsesare 'relatively
limited' (2001: 158). Ghosh's view of Partition is an unusual and valuable one,
becauseit focuses on the Bengali division and its aftermath, rather than the more
commonly described carnage in the Punjab. Furthermore, unlike most Partition
account
narratives,it is not an immediateresponseto events,but a second-generation
refractedthrough later events. Ghoshremindsus that, while the massmigration in the
Punjab may have causedmore immediatebloodshed,the ongoing situation in Bengal
has createdlong-term spatial uncertainty for its residents. This has of coursebeen
compoundedby EastBengal's secessionfrom the Pakistaniunion.
Partition unleashedall kinds of psychologicalanguish. People felt let down by
their leadersfor allowing such a cataclysmto occur with so little demurral. They felt
betrayedby a newly createdreligious enemy,people with whom they had lived for so
long and of whose sadistic violence they now heard such lurid accounts. Bearing in
mind my earlier accountof the Radcliffe Commissionand mapping, perhapsthe most
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bewildering and traumaticaspectof their suffering was the loss of their birthplaceand
the cruel dismemberingof their cognitive maps. Kakar arguesthat, while the effects
of violence and displacementarc constantly stressedin accounts of Partition, the
psychological effects of the country's division are usually depicted as being less
important fallout from the tragedy. Yet he contendsthat the division of the country
was particularly agonizing for Hindus, becauseHinduism is defined as no other
religion is by its territory. India's ancientbordersare sanctifiedby Hinduism, so part
of the trauma of Partition was the loss of part of the 'sacred geography'of ancient
Hindustan (1995: 49). 1would suggestthat this feeling of the loss of sacredgeography
was not unique to Hindus. The Muslims too, asMushirul Hasanexplains,
were pained to bid adieu to the symbolsof their faith - the great Imambarasof
Lucknow and Matiya Buý, the sacred shrines at Ajmer and Delhi, and the
dargahs at Bansa,Rudauli, Kakori and Dewa Sharif in Awadh. They were no
less agonizedto snaptheir ties with Lucknow and Delhi, the cities of Mir Anis
and Ghalib, or the qasbahsin Awadh which served as centres of cultural and
intellectual life (1994: 30).

The Sikhs perhapsmost of all were caught in the middle of the sectarianimpulse,
having their Punjabi homelandcleavenin two (seeMcLeod, 1989: 102).
On both sides of the divide, people of all religions found their cultural ties
snapped and their composite identity dissipated. Not only were people's sacred
geographiesunderminedby Partition, but also on a smaller scale their confidencein
the stability of their surroundingswas shattered. In Ghosh's felicitous phrasing,the
fear felt after Partition was 'like the fear of the victims of an earthquake,of people
who have lost faith in the stillness of the earth' (SL, 204). Earthquakesurvivors are
said never againto regain their assumptionthat the earthis stable. Similarly, the logic
of dividing the country on religious lines provokes a permanentanxiety that even the
new countriesmay be further subdivideduntil they are completelyatomized. The fear
that new borders may be constructed,resulting in more bloodshed and enforced
migration, is often expressedin literature on Partition. Ghosh articulates this fear
when he has Jethamoshaisay, 'I don't believe in this India-Shindia. It's all very well,
you're going away now, but supposewhen you get there they decide to draw another
line somewhere?What will you do then? Wherewill you move to? No one will have
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you anywhere' (SL, 215).

25

As this example suggests, the victims of Partition fear

space for its ability to change and turn against its inhabitants.
Notwithstanding the temporal and spatial rupture that Partition caused, The
Shadow Lines reveals that it is no easy matter to divide a shared history and culture.
The bifurcation of India and Pakistan along Radcliffe's rigid borderlines has not been
as definitive as might be expected. The events of Partition gave rise to great hatred
between the two countries, but Ghosh shows that it is not possible to separatepeople
who have lived together for generations simply by erecting border checkpoints and
passport controls between them. Culturally, the borders are nonsensical. Even though
a religion and a national boundary divide them, Indian and Bangladeshi Bengalis share
a language, cultural preferences, rituals, and regional history. In Countdown Ghosh
depicts Indian and Pakistani Pun abi soldiers who are fighting each other over
Kashmir, yet the North Indian soldiers acknowledge that they have more in common
with their Pakistani enemies than they do with Bengalis and South Indians (Cd, 42).
Similarly, in Yhe Shadow Lines Ghosh argues that mirrored instances of riots in Dhaka
and Calcutta in response to the theft of a Muslim relic indicate that Bengalis on each
side of the border share more than the histories of their separate nations would
suggest. As we shall see, this is a somewhat tendentious claim.

Ghosh identifies the tight binds betweenIndia, Pakistan,and Bangladeshwhen
he writes:
They [Indian and Pakistanipoliticians] had drawn their borders,believing in that
pattern, in the enchantmentof lines, hoping perhapsthat once they had etched
their bordersupon the map, the two bits of land would sail away from eachother
like the shifting tectonic plates of the prehistoric Gondwanaland.What had they
felt, I wondered,when they discoveredthat they had creatednot a separation,but
a yet-undiscoveredirony - the irony that killed Tridib: the simple fact that there
had never been a moment in the four-thousand-year-oldhistory of that map,
when the places we know as Dhaka and Calcutta were more closely bound to
eachother than after they had drawn their lines (SL, 233).
25 The characterAmma in Ismat Chugtai's
fear
'Roots'
expresses
a
similar
when
story
short
she arguesagainstmoving to Pakistan,saying, 'who knows if you won't be driven, pushed
out of there too? Who knows if you won't be told to go and settle in some other placeT
(1999: 583). The title of Kamleshwar's short story 'How Many PakistansT also indicates
the fear, common to both Punjabi and Bengali victims of Partition, of the possible
balkanizationof the country (seeTickell, 2001).
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The narrator's strikingly geographical image of the new nations sailing away from
each other 'like the shifting tectonic plates of the prehistoric Gondwanaland' is a
useful metaphor, as it indicates both the long shared history of the subcontinent, and
the fact that many people viewed Partition as being as definitive as a geological
cataclysm. Yet Ghosh questions the principle that borders signalling absolute division
are prerequisites on which the nation depends. Just as the partitioning of the Boses'
house in Dhaka failed to stop the relatives from being involved with each other, so too
the Partition of India, in Ghosh's argument, bound Dhaka and Calcutta together even
more closely than before. Four thousand years of history cannot be halted overnight
by the creation of a border, and Ghosh suggests that even the undeniable hatred
between the two communities is a sign of their continuing emotional involvement.

The paradoxicalnatureof this argument,where enmity is interpretedas proving
the countries' closeness,suggeststhat Ghoshmay to someextentbe romanticizingthe
continuing binds betweenthe two countries. It is worth noting that SalmanRushdie
has recently utilized a similar metaphorof (West) Pakistan and India floating away
from eachother, but to quite different ends. Rushdieseesthe drifting apartof the two
nations asbeing an inevitable and irrevocableconsequenceof Partition:
As I grew older the distancebetween the two [countries] increased,as if
the borderline createdby partition had cut through the landmassof south Asia as
a taut wire cuts through a cheese,literally slicing Pakistan away from the
landmassof India, so that it could slowly float away acrossthe Arabian Sea,the
way the Iberian peninsula floats away from Europe in Jos6 Saramago'snovel
TheStoneRaft (2002: 5).

Rushdie's violent metaphorof India and Pakistanbeing sliced apart contrastssharply
with Ghosh's contentionthat politicians wished for a split, while the two countriesin
reality remainedstubbornly close. Of course,the extent to which Pakistanand India
have floated away from eachother is a matter of individual interpretation. Rushdie's
and Ghosh's contrastingusageof a geographicalimage of severancemay reflect the
different circumstancesof their regions of concern. WhereasWest Pakistanand India
have interactedwith nothing but animositysincePartition, East Pakistan/Bangladesh's
relationship with India has been more ambivalent, partly becauselarge numbers of
Hindus choseto stay in the eastafter Partition, and partly becausethe East Bengalis
relied on India for asylum and military intervention in their 1971 struggle for selfdetermination.
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Ghosh is not alone in emphasizingthe strong links between the Hindu and
Muslim communities: he follows a long line of Indian secularisthistorians - from
Nehru, in his The Discovery of India (1945), to the Subaltern Studieshistorianswho argue that religion is less of a dividing force than economic,linguistic, political,
and social differences. In doing so, these historians have rightly challengedthe
assumption, common to Pakistani proponents of the two nation theory and Hindu
nationalists, that the Muslim and Hindu communities were continuously and
irrevocably at loggerheads. And yet, as Sudhir Kakar argues, the secularists'
eagernessto stressharmonyand interchangebetweenthe two religious groupsleadsto
an unwillingness to explain instancesof violence betweenHindus and Muslims. In
the secularistview of history, Muslim and Hindu identities were diffuse and unfixed
until the advent of the British 'divide and rule' policy, which forced them into
inflexibly opposedpositions. Secularistsare keen to emphasizethe syncretismof
Indian popular religion, stressingthat many Hindus and Muslims pay devotions at
in
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religions such
eachother's
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on
movementsas Sufism. According to this view, communal conflict was rare prior to
British colonialism. Yet, as Kakar suggests,this well-meaning interpretationis hard
pressedto explain instancesof precolonial violence that did occur, and can lead to an
over-emphasison economic and political factors in current outbreaks of religious
violence. The secularist approachthus relies too heavily on the notion of an elite
manipulating the innocent masses,and fails to explain how ordinary people can act
independentlyas agentsof violence. Kakar writes that 'the secularisthas tendedto
downplay the dark side of Hindu-Muslim relationsin India' (1995: 2 1).
While Ghosh in no way downplaysthe horrors of interreligious hatred,he finds
it difficult, as a secularistwith an optimistic view of the interchangebetweenthe two
communities,to accountfor this 'dark side'. In his descriptionof the riots in Calcutta
and East Pakistan,he is keen to emphasizethat not everyonewas caught up in the
mood of religious hatred:
It is evident from the newspapersthat once the riots started 'responsible
opinion' in both India and EastPakistanreactedwith an identical senseof horror
and outrage. The university communitiesof both Dhaka and Calcutta took the
initiative in doing relief work and organisingpeacemarchesand newspaperson
both sidesof the border did somefine, humanepieces of reporting. As always,
there were innumerable cases of Muslims in East Pakistan giving shelter to
Hindus, often at the cost of their own lives, and equally, in India, of Hindus
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rather not dwell on the undoubtedlyirresponsible opinions that were also rife at this
time. He focusesattention on instancesof Hindus saving Muslims and vice versa,
rather than questioningwhat motives caused'ordinary people' to turn on membersof
anotherreligious community.
I submit that Ghosh's accountof interreligious riots is more successfulwhen it
does not try to account for the violence, but rather focuses on the traumatic,
inexplicable nature of the events. Ghosh usesthe device of having Robi recount the
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From the outsethe observesthat no matter how many men are in his dream(it varies
from a couple to dozens),'the street always seemsempty' (SL, 244). Noises inside
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the
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themselvesseemto act from within a menacinghush. They are describedas gliding
'like skatersin a race', but their actions are soundless:'[flt's all silent, I can't hear a
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no soundat all'
more pronounced,making the occasionalnoisesthat interrupt it, such as the soundof
the pistol shot and the dripping of the driver's blood, seem all the more sickening.
Eventually the silencebecomesentangledin the dreamer'sfeelings of powerlessness.
He knows that May screamsbut 'can't hear a word', and when he tries to prevent
Tridib from getting out of the car 'I try to shout, but I have no voice left, I cannot
make a single sound' (SL, 246).
The hush that permeatesthe riot scenereflects the silence in which Ghosh's
narrator argues riots have been buried in histories of the subcontinent. Before I
analysethe narrator's investigationsinto the riots that claimed the life of his uncle, I
should pauseto explain that at this point in the novel his voice becomesincreasingly
difficult to distinguish from Ghosh's own. In his essay'The GreatestSorrow: Times
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by the Hazratbal crisis had shakenthe subcontinent,irrespectiveof national borders.
The narrator's meditation on the silence in which the 1964 riots have been engulfed
thus slides into Ghosh's expressedindignation in this essaythat no books exist to
documentsuch civil disorder.26 In the light of this autobiographicalinformation about
Ghosh's impetus for writing this section of the novel, it is tempting to view the
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developedin Ghosh's next novel, In an Antique Land, as I suggeston pp. 153- 54 of
this thesis. Let us now return to an interrogationof the narrator/Ghosh'sdiscussionof
his researchinto the riots.
Noting the vast amount of newspaperspacethat is devotedto the discussionof
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riots to mere description. He answersthis rhetorical questionby arguing that to speak
about events of which we do not know the meaning runs the risk of 'banality' (SL,
218).27 Worse, he suggeststhat speakingabout the violence could also risk giving
meaning to the riots, which 'is a risk we cannot take any more than we can afford to
listen to madness' (SL, 228). Yet for the narrator, the fact that the riots have
26 He quotesthe
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the history of the riots has been buried, and affirms that it was his attempt to addressthe
'conundrums' of this unwritten history (11,316). This is the clearestevidencewe have that
the narrator's musingsare intimately linked to Ghosh's own views.
27 His use of this
word may be an allusion to HannahArendt's book, Eichmann in Jerusalem
(1964), in which she posits the idea that there is nothing in evil that is radical or lucid;
rather, that eventhe most extremeevil is senselessand banal.
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disappearedinto a 'volcano of silence' (SL, 230), and have not beenthought about or
discussedfor nearly thirty years is nothing short of a scandal. He seemsto suggest
that, becausethe storiesof ordinary communities'violent confrontationsdo not fit into
a historical discoursethat focuseson the nation and its leaders,they have beenripped
out of the pagesof history. I am remindedof Ila's earlier dismissalof riots in India as
just being 'local things' (SL, 104), which incensesthe narrator as evidencethat she
believes that only those events deemedimportant by the West can be viewed as
History.
Clearly then it is not an option for the narrator/Ghoshto avoid discussingthe
riots, as that would be colluding with the historical reticence that surrounds the
subject. He has to forge a new way of speakingabout the riots, one that doesnot slot
them into existing discussionsthat focus on causeand effect, rational explanation,and
the apportioning of blame. The narrator arrives at the following conclusion: 'I can
only describeat secondhand the mannerof Tridib's death:I do not have the words to
give it meaning. I do not have the words, and I do not have the strengthto listen' (SL,
228). He resorts to the 'second hand' narration of the riots through Robi's dream,
which, as we have seen,evokesso hauntingly the terror and futility of Tridib's death.
By allowing eventsto unfold through a seriesof interconnectedstories Rehman's
nostalgic description of the old city in Dhaka, which gives rise to Robi's accountof
his dream,followed by May's more conventionallyrealist accountof Tridib's death
Ghoshrejectsthe idea that thereis one correctway of narratingthe story of violence in
India. Like many other historians who have focused on communal riots in the
28
subcontinent, Ghosh suggeststhat it is best to allow the victims of violence to
narrate their own stories, without comment or judgement. This seemsan entirely
appropriateway to narratethe deathof Tridib, who alwaysmaintainedthat '[e]veryone
lives in a story ( ] becausestoriesare all there are to live in, it wasjust a questionof
...
which one you chose...' (SL, 182).

21 SeeChakrabarty,1996;Menon

and Bhasin, 1998;Butalia, 1997,all of whom allow stories
about the Partition to be told in the victims' own voices. In the words of Urvashi Butalia,
speakingon the importanceof orality in rememberingpartition, '[a] million may have died
but they have no monuments. Storiesare all that people have,
stories that rarely breachthe
frontiers of family and religious community; people talking to their
own blood' (1997: 22).
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The history of the violent conflict that emerged in Kashmir in the 1990s,
discussed so intelligently in Countdown (1999), has undermined the optimistic
treatment of the region in YheShadowLines. In the light of recent events,Ghosh's
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to separatetheir country from what they see as the occupying Indian regime. The
Hazratbal shrine near Srinagar is set up in the novel as a symbol of interreligious
harmony, where people from all religious communities share in peaceful syncretic
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and order are soon restoredafter the relic's recovery. It seemsthat Ghosh needsto
portray Hazratbal as a sanctuaryfor secularinteraction in order to provide a positive
contrast to the communal conflict that developsin other parts of the subcontinentin
the wake of the relic crisis. Gauri Viswanathangoesso far as to suggestthat he uses
Hazratbal to 'impos[e] an order of syncreticharmony on the memoriesof communal
carnage'(1995: n. pag.). I will not repeatViswanathan'selegantanalysisof Ghosh's
occasionallytroubling espousalof syncretism. Instead,I want to suggestthat he elides
the specificitiesof the shrineitself andthe Kashmiri history in which it is embedded.
29The sacred hair is
referred to by Ghosh as the 'Mu-i-Mubarak' (SL, 224), but in my
researchI have come acrossno other usagesof this tenn. The relic is universally referred to
as the 'Mo-i-Muqqadas', although spellings vary. To avoid confusion, I chooseto refer to
the Mo-i-Muqqadasonly by English phrasessuchas 'the relic' or 'the sacredhair.
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The Hazratbal shrine is the most important focal point in the religious life of
Kashmiri Muslims, and is interpreted by Ghosh as 'a symbol of the unique and
distinctive culture of Kashmir' (SL, 225). He points out that the shrine's famous relic
is revered by Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, and Buddhists alike, in a way that challenges
the 'Christian sense of the necessity of a quarantine between doctrines' (SL, 225).
Ghosh's celebration of the synthesizing quality of the devotion surrounding Hazratbal
is to some extent confirmed by the research of Muhammad Ishaq Khan (1989). Khan
is
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the
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that
the
shrine of a populist nature,
observes
grown up around
religion
frowned upon by orthodox Muslims.
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shrines general, and efforts were regularly
case of Hazratbal to undermine the authenticity of the relic. Yet Kashmiris would not
relinquish their enthusiasm for the relic, which was seen as providing a close
connection with the 'spiritually alive Prophet' (Khan, 1992: 175). Hazratbal was
viewed as a second Medina, which gave locals the chance to experience pilgrimage
without the expense of the hajj. For many uneducated Kashmiri Muslims, worship of
the Prophet's hair was more central to their beliefs than the teachings of the Qu'ran, of
which they had little knowledge (1992: 179). Furthermore, their devotions at the
shrine took a peculiarly Hindu form, with great obeisances being made to the relic,
using physical gestures common in Hinduism (1992: 178).

Thus far, then, Ghosh's accountof the Hazratbalshrine largely agreeswith that
of Kashmiri historians. His interpretationdeviatesfrom the standardline, however,in
his descriptionof the crisis that followed the theft of the sacredhair from Hazratbalin
December 1963. True to his secularleanings,Ghosh's narrator arguesthat the riots
that spreadthroughKashmir following the theft were not communallybased. 'But the
targetsof the rioters', he writes, '(and with what disbelief we read of this today) were
not people- neither Hindus, nor Muslims, nor Sikhs - but property identified with
the government and the police' (SL, 225). Here I think he is being somewhat
disingenuous. First of all it is not entirely true to say that the riots were not directed
towards other religious groups. Alastair Lamb explains that a Hindu temple reported
the loss of two images,seeminglystolen in retaliation for the loss of the sacredhair.
Doubts have been cast on the veracity of this claim, but the mere suggestionthat
imageshad beendesecratedwas enoughto bring Hindus out onto the streetsof Jammu
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(1991: 205). Tensionsbetweensomemembersof the two communitiesperhapsran
higher than Ghoshwould havehis readersbelieve.
Secondly, Ghosh interprets the rioters' targeting of government property as
proof of the secularcharacterof the unrest: violence is directed towards impersonal
institutions rather than individuals of a different faith, he argues. Yet in Kashmir
wrath directed at the government has a specific resonance,because the Indian
governmentwas - and is - viewed by many to be attemptingto destroythe Islamic
culture of the valley. Kashmiri Muslims had long felt oppressedby the policies of the
small Hindu ruling elite: grievancesincluded '[t]he policy of the governmentthat kept
the Muslims out of state service, heavy taxation and the consequentdestructionof
existing industries,forced labour, a law severelypunishingMuslims for cow-slaughter
[

]' (Khan, 1992: 182). Ghosh sidestepsthe issue of Kashmir's uncomfortable
...

relationship with India's central government, as it does not fit with his vision of
Hazratbal as a religious symbol veneratedin harmonyby all communities. No senseis
given in his account of the widespreadfeeling in the valley that Kashmir had been
unfairly held onto by India in 1947. The disappearanceof the relic exacerbatedantiIndian feeling, as the theft was believed by many to have been engineeredby the
Indian government to undermine Muslim unity in the valley. Ghosh makes no
mention of the prevalent feeling that the relic was stolen as part of an Indian
governmentconspiracy. The emphasishe places on the slogan 'Central Intelligence
zindabad' (SL, 226; 228), which he claims was chanted after the recovery of the
Prophet's hair, almost suggestsa pro-Indian stanceby the Kashmiris. In fact, most
historianshave taken an oppositeview. For example,Lamb seesthe crisis as a turning
point in the Kashmiris' disenchantmentwith India: '[b]y the end of 1963the majority
of foreign observersof the Kashmir scenehad little doubt that a plebiscite treating the
State of Jammuand Kashmir as a single voting unit would lead to a clear call for the
transferof the entire Statefrom India to Pakistan' (Lamb, 1991:210).
Ghosh describes Maulana Masoodi, the politician who led the Kashmiri
demonstrationsagainstthe loss of the relic, as 'an authentic hero' (SL, 225) for his
refusal to allow the proteststo be hijacked by communalistelements. It is certainthat
Masoodi bravely opposedthose who sought to lay blame for the theft on Hindus:
Sheikh Abdullah describedhis actionsas 'render[ing] a great serviceto India' (quoted
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in Khan, 1992: 186; footnote).

Once again, however, presenting Masoodi as an

exemplar of secular tolerance is not the end of the story. The Action Committee,
which Masoodi founded to provide a response to the loss of the relic, and which
continued as a political

force long after the crisis ended, increasingly became

identified with a policy of union with Pakistan (Lamb, 1991: 257 - 58). Masoodi
himself was sidelined after the relic agitation, as Kashiniris regarded him with
mounting suspicion as an Indian government lackey (Gauhar, 1998: 86; 108).

Furthermore, the shrine had long been used as a 'ready-madeplatform' for
Kashmiri politicians to rousethe feelings of the Muslim electorate(Khan, 1992: 181).
Even politicians such as Sheikh Abdullah and Masoodi, who advocatedsecularism
and regional autonomyas the answerto Kashmir's problems,were not averseto using
Islamic symbolismto promote their cause. The mosqueat Hazratbalwas usedto stir
up feelings about corruption of the region's religious identity by the Indian
government. As such,eventhoughKashmiri politicians suchas Masoodi passionately
believed in interreligiousharmony,their focus on the mosqueas a rallying symbolwas
necessarilyexclusionarytowardsthe local Hindu population. Ultimately, eventhough
the Islam of the Hazratbal shrine is syncretic,it is still very much Islam, and it was
religious rather than secularistfeeling that galvanizedKashmiri anti-Indian politics in
the wake of the crisis. As Lamb argues,'despite years of Sheikh Abdullah and his
associatesapparentlypreaching secularism,the Islamic religion remained the most
powerful stimulus for political activity in the Vale of Kashmir' (1991: 207).
Finally, Ghosh's use of the Hazratbal shrine as a symbol of Hindu-Muslim
syncretismmay be seenas an unfortunateone in the light of more recent events. In
1993 Indian forces lay siegeto the Hazratbal shrine, claiming that Muslim militants
were using it as a basefor stockpiling weapons. In an admittedly emotionalaccountof
the crisis, G.N. Gauhar argues that although the shrine was used as a stage for
speechesand proselytizing by the militants, no activist willingly inhabited the sacred
site or used it to store their arms. Instead, he suggeststhat the Indian forces
deliberately flushed militants out of their hiding places around Hazratbal, sealingoff
their exit points so that they had no other option than to hide in the shrine. In contrast
to the claims of the Indian authoritiesand some sectionsof the media, he arguesthat
many of the people in the shrine were civilians, including women and children, who
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were trapped there while trying to help the militants to escape. He suggests that the
Indian government orchestrated the siege in order to boost its fortunes in the
forthcoming elections. And yet, the siege has widely been viewed as a bloody and
30
It
has
been
dubbed
'Operation
Blunder', and resulted in hundreds of
costly mistake.
deaths, including a terrible massacre of dozens of teenagers from Bijbehara district
who were on a peaceful demonstration to the local mosque (see Gauhar, 1998: 152 58). Since the 1993 siege and the restrictions on visiting the site that were instituted in
its wake, Kashmiris have become even more disillusioned about their subjection to
Indian rule.

Hazratbal has become a symbol for freedom fighters, as is instantly
31
internet.
does
noticeable when one
even a cursory search on the

In conclusion, while Ghosh is right to identify the uniquely tolerant and
syncretic culture of Kashmir, I would suggestthat his celebration of the Hazratbal
shrine as a symbol of interfaith harmony is selectiveand somewhatmisleading. Just
as Tridib's liberal imaginationmakeshim unawareof the dangersof Dhaka's riot-torn
streets, so too Ghosh's desire to read Kashmir as a locus of tolerant syncretismis
exposedwith the benefit of hindsight to be problematic. This doesnot invalidate his
argumentabout cultural continuitiesthat exist acrossnational boundaries.Yet I would
caution againstacceptingGhosh's argumentsin their entirety. It is, after all, strongly
perceived cultural and religious differencesthat lead so many in Kashmir today to
campaignfor the creationof anotherborderto separatetheir country from India.
'0 This term is
a play on the codename'Operation Blue Star', used to describethe Indian
government'sraid on the Golden Temple in Amritsar in 1984. The two eventshave certain
parallels: in the Punjab a Sikh militant group led by Sant Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale was
similarly accusedof using a holy site to hoard weapons and train insurgents. Yet the
Kashmiri operation is viewed by many as being at best as a blunder and at worst a
conspiracy,becausethe shrine was not being used as a military base as was the temple in
Amritsar (seeGauhar1998: 126).
31 Even the
web addressesof two of thesesitesgive an idea of their polemical content:
html
50mejzs.
www. holocaustinkashmir.
com/kaOlOOl.
and www. independentjklf.orAazratbal-massacres.htm
both provide outragedaccountsof the Bijbeharamassacreand the Indian troops' decisionto
stonn the shrine. I have only found one site that attempts to give the Indian side of the
story, which is entitled 'Of Shrinesand Blackmail', and criticizes what is depicted as the
militants' manipulationof holy placesfor political ends:
html
www. kashmir-infonnation.com/Chrar-Hazratbal.
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Chapter Three:
Interrogating History and Anthropology in In an Antique Land

INTRODUMON

Ghosh's third book, In an Antique Land, has tendedto be approachedby critics
either as an example of non-hegemonicethnography,or as a new narrativization of
history. Most critics recognizethat Ghosh challengesthe disciplines of anthropology
'
history,
but
few
have
and
made a sustainedexamination of the two together. My
intention in this chapter is to show how Ghosh's examinations of history and
anthropologyare part of a 'sharedenterprise'(IAAL, 80 - 81), that is, an interrogation
of the Western academy'sclaim to representother cultures truthfully. Moreover, as
2
being
hybrid
well as
a
narrative, it is less widely recognizedthat In an Antique Land
can also be regardedas a novel. Although Ghoshis insistent in interview that this is a
3
work of non-fiction, In an Antique Land incorporatesmany novelistic techniques.
Nonetheless, there have been some very fine analyses of the text's individual
ethnographicaland historical strands. In his book on travel writing and ethnography,Routes
(1997), JamesClifford praisesGhosh for his recognition that the subjectsof ethnographies
are not rooted homebodiesbound by tradition, as has often been supposed. Ghosh, he
argues, illuminates the fact that indigenous people are often cosmopolitan travellers,
engaged in many different kinds of travel, from economic migration to a virtual travel
mediatedby television and radio images. '[I]n Ghosh'saccount', writes Clifford, 'fieldwork
is less a matter of localized dwelling and more a series of travel encounters' (1997: 2).
WhereasClifford focusesalmost exclusively on the ethnographicsectionsof In an Antique
Land, Robert Dixon, in his paper "'Travelling in the West": The Writing of Amitav Ghosh'
(1996), is interested in how the text fits into the Subaltern Studies historical project.
Although Dixon acknowledgesGhosh's use of the past 'to speak indirectly about the
present' (1996: 21), his analysis provides more insights into the medieval world of the
Genizathan the book's modem-daysections.
2 The publication history In
of
an Antique Land indicates that the book is a polymorphous
developmentand extension of several pieces of writing previously undertakenby Ghosh.
The twelfth-century story of Ben Yiju and his slave is excerptedin the academicessay,'The
Slave of MS. H.61, published the sameyear as In an Antique Land, in the 1992 edition of
Subaltern Studies. The book's detailed and scholarly footnotes- which may come as a
surprise to the reader of In an Antique Land who has reachedthe end assumingit to be a
work of fiction - derive from the text's origins in historical research. Two sectionsfrom
the book's modem day Egyptian setting have appearedas short stories or journalistic travel
pieces in Granta (Ghosh, 1986and 1990). Other parts of the modem-daysectionoriginally
formed part of Ghosh'santhropologicalPhD thesis (seeSrivastava,2001).
3 In my interview
with Ghosh, he dismissesthe notion that In an Antique Land may be
viewed as a novel: 'You know Homi Bhabha? He teachesit and he told me at great length
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The ethnographicand historical elementsof the text, though rigorously researched,are
deeply ambivalent, and it is never made clear to what extent we are expectedto
believe the narrative. My approachin this chapteris to situate In an Antique Land
both within and outside intellectual challenges to the discourses of history and
ethnographythat have emergedsince the 1970s. Interrogating Ghosh's phrase 'the
husbandryof the Westernacademy'(IAAL, 82) in somedetail, I suggestthat he poses
radical questions about Western 'knowledge'. By presenting his multidisciplinary
research in a fragmentary and imaginative way, he challenges the claims to
definitiveness of academic discourses. In both the ethnographic and historical
storylines, Ghosh indicates that knowledge can only ever be partial, subjective,and
historically contingent. Grand narrativesare rejected in favour of 'rich confusions'
(1AAL,288).
In In an Antique Land, straddling as it does the generic borderlines of fact,
fiction, autobiography,history, anthropology,and travel book, Ghosh maps his own
anthropologicalfieldwork undertakenin the Egyptianvillages of Lataifa andNashawy
onto his subsequentresearchinto medieval Indian Ocean trade. In so doing, he
explores the connections and ruptures between two worlds, the medieval and the
contemporary. As the book progresses,the two seemingly disparate strands descriptions of the Egyptian families and village communities with whom Ghosh
residesin the early 1980s,and the narrative of Ghosh's attemptsto trace 'the slaveof
MS. H.6'-

increasinglydovetail, eachnarrativehelping to shedlight on the other.

The narrative opensas a conventionalhistory book would, with the setting of a
scene,in this casethe Middle East of the Crusadesera. Quoting mainstreamhistory
books, and providing scholarly footnotes,Ghosh depicts the areamade up of today's
Israel, Syria, Jordan, and Egypt as a highly cosmopolitan region, in which several
Europeannations are jostling for power. He describesthe Crusaders'defeat at the
handsof the Damascenesand then hints at the vast changesin global power that have
occurred since then by referring to the next time such a large and diverse group of
foreigners convenein Egypt, that is, in 1942, when Britain and her colonial armies
arrived to fight Rommel's forces. Ghoshconcludes,'That summer,while the fatesof
just the other day why, philosophically, it's a novel. But I know that it's not a novel, I didn't
makeup a single word of it' (Chambers,2003: n.pag.).
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the two armies hung in the balance, Alexandria was witness to the last, most
famous'
(IAAL,
for
burst
the
city
was
once
spectacular,
which
of cosmopolitangaiety
15). This deft movement and correspondencebetween medieval history and more
recent eventsis typical of Ghosh'swriting in this text. His claim that the assembling
of foreigners in Egypt during the Second World War signals her 'last, most
spectacular,burst of cosmopolitangaiety' is also significant. In In an Antique Land,
he is constantlyat pains to interrogatecurrent perceptionsof the postmodernworld as
a world 'newly-shrunken' (IAAL, 55), in which new technologiesof communication
and transportationallow money,ideas,goods,and individuals to transgressboundaries
indicates
Ghosh
that the
In
the
above,
at speedspreviously unknown.
sentencequoted
supposedadvancesof 'globalization' may actually have lessenedthe cosmopolitanism
of individuals and countries. In the remainder of the book, he subverts our usual
assumptionsabout the progressof history by juxtaposing medieval and modem-day
Egyptian societies. He suggeststhat inhabitants of the twelfth-century Middle East
may have been more open to difference and well-travelled than those of the present
age, despite new technologies that potentially allow twentieth-century individuals
greater accessto other cultures. As JavedMajeed points out, in this work 'the term
"medieval" is shom of its pejorativeconnotations'(1996: 45).
The medieval world depicted by Ghosh is a sophisticatedtrading society, in
which people travel remarkabledistances,and in which Christian, Jew, Muslim, and
Hindu interact, do business,and form relationships. Conventional histories, Ghosh
historical
heritage,
have
this
evidence
argues,
compartmentalizing
obfuscated
shared
in such a way that 'centuries of dialogue' (IAAL, 236) betweenreligious groups are
occluded. Through his discussion of Judaeo-Arabic,Ghosh indicates that the
'dialogue' betweenJews and Muslims was not simply metaphorical,but also literally
enshrined in this hybrid, and now obsolete trading language. By contrasting the
twelfth- and twentieth-centurystrandsof the book, he suggests- not always entirely
convincingly -

that Jews and Muslims interactedmore tolerantly in the Middle Ages

than might be expectedin the light of the current chilly political relations between
Israel and the Arab nations. (Modem-dayIsrael is, however,never explicitly referred
to in this text. I shall discussthe significanceof this notable lacunain the conclusion).
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In the twentieth-centurysection the men of the Egyptian villages in which
Ghosh residesare nearly as well-travelled as their forebears;Ghosh notes that 'some
men had passportsso thick they openedout like ink-blackened concertinas' (1AAL,
174). Their travel, like the medievaltraders', is motivatedby economicpressuresand
needs,as most of the men travel to find work 'outside', particularly in the Gulf states.
In contrast to the medieval world, however, the villagers have a lack of knowledge
about other societies and a deep suspicion of religions other than Islam. Ghosh is
frequently confronted by the villagers' horror and disgust when they discover that
Hindus crematetheir dead, do not practise circumcision, and considerthe cow to be
sacred.

A lot has changed, it would seem, since the medieval 'world of

accommodations'(MAL, 237) that Ghoshdescribes.
But what is the reasonfor this decline in the region's cultural pluralism? The
answeris hinted at in the openingpassage'sreferenceto the SecondWorld War. In
the intervening eight hundredyears,Ghoshargues,the medievalnon-hegemonicworld
has
demonic
has
'that
thirst
that
by
been
order
unquenchable,
obliterated colonialism,
raged ever since, for almost five hundred years, over the Indian Ocean,the Arabian
Sea and the Persian Gulf (IAAL, 288). In this chapter, I will examine how the
'demonic thirst' of colonialism was able to destroy the syncretic, cooperativeprotocapitalism of the Middle Ages. Ghosh's main concern in this book, I submit, is to
make us understand the ways in which Western forms of knowledge are as
accountablefor the destructionof the non-hegemonicworld order asthe more obvious
'tanks and gunsandbombs' (IAAL, 236) of imperialism. I will return to this important
point shortly, but first I would like to give more of a senseof the plot and concernsof
In an Antique Land.
Ghosh is not interestedin the broad sweepof History: of Crusades,wars, and
empires,but choosesinsteadto focus on individual histories, 'those barely discernible
tracesthat ordinary people leaveupon the world' (IAAL, 17). Thesetracesconcernan
Indian slavewho travelled betweenthe Middle East and India in the twelfth centuryas
the representativefor an Arabic Jewish merchant, Abraham Ben Yiju.

As Ghosh

points out, '[ilt is nothing lessthan a miracle that anything is known abouthim at all',
given that he is an illiterate slave,who doesnot have the power 'to inscribe [himselfl
physically upon time' (IAAL, 17). According to Ghosh,it is nearly as miraculousthat
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the letters betweenthe highly literate Ben Yiju and his friends have been preserved,
because they were not members of a privileged society, but ordinary family
businessmen(LIAL, 56). 1 shall suggestlater that this description of the traders as
'ordinary' is somewhatcontentious. Yet Ghosh rightly observesthat the merchants'
documents are only available to us becausethey form a small part of what Ghosh
describes as 'the greatestsingle collection of medieval documentsever discovered'
(IAAL, 59). This is an extensive cache of papers from the 'geniza' of a Cairo
in
late
first
became
the
Western
that
the
nineteenthcentury.
of
synagogue
aware
world
The story of In an Antique Land engagesas much with the fate of the Cairo Genizaas
it doeswith the slave and his master. The text is a work of historiographyas well as
it
history
history;
difficulties
it
is
the
as
and
anthropology
of
of writing
equally about
is about the surprisingly hybrid past and presentof the Middle East. No attempt is
it
is
his
literary
Ghosh's
hide
to
of
the
and
part
edifice,
made
scaffolding around
integral
leads
false
to
dead
any
to
the
and
ends,
project
omissions,
reveal
gaps,
Ghosh
documents
fragmentary
the
showsthat the writing
the
of
past.
researchusing
is
history,
both
of
ancient and more recent, after all writing, rather than absolute
knowledge about 'reality'. Fundamentally,In an Antique Land is a text about the
knowledge.
is
historical
'knowledge,
this
ethnographic
or
politics of
whether
The Cairo Geniza may be interpreted as a symbol around which the novel's
debate about knowledge is structured. The Hebrew word geniza, according to the
historian S.D. Goitein, 'like Arabicjanaza (which means"burial'), is derived from the
Persian. In Persian,ganj denotesa storehouseor a treasure,and the closestmeaning
4
(Goitein,
is
1967:
1).
its
in
biblical
6:
1,
Ezra
derivative, especially
of
archive'
Ghoshalludesto Goitein's translationof the term 'Geniza' in In an Antique Land, writing:
The chambersin which the documentswere kept were known by the term 'Geniza', a word
that is thought to have comeinto Hebrew from a Persianroot, ganj, meaning'storehouse'a commonelementin place-namesin India and Iran, particularly beloved of the British who
sprinkled it liberally across their British settlements, in odd Anglicized forms like
'Ballygunge' and Taltongunf. (IAAL, 57).
Like Goitein, Ghosh recognizes the linguistic exchange between Persian, Arabic, and
Hebrew, but here he only includes one of Goitein's three translations, 'storehouse,
suggesting that his concern in this text will be towards the way in which the Geniza is
exploited almost as a commercial resource. Later in the book he mentions another of
Goitein's suggested translations, writing that in the late nineteenth century it was rumoured
that there was a 'potential treasure trove of documents waiting to be uncovered in Cairo'
(MAL, 84). Again, this indicates the financial Motivations of Western academics in
acquiring the manuscripts, rather than their professed scholarly interests.
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Storehouse,treasure,and archive:thesewords, with their different connotations,have
resonancewhen thinking aboutthe debateaboutknowledgeand academicdiscoveryin
In an Antique Land. The word 'storehouse',suggestiveas it is of trade,warehouses,
and businesspractices,reflects the fact that the Genizawas intimately bound up with
mercantile affairs. The Geniza was a repository for a society of affluent Jews who
were dispersed throughout the Mediterranean lands, and many of the documents
buried there concernthe financial transactionsof this merchantsociety. 'Treasure' is a
word that emphasizesboth the value attached to the written word by the Jewish
society portrayed in the Geniza5and the high price that the Geniza documentshave
acquiredin today's academicmarket,aswill shortly be discussed.Finally, 'archive' is
a complex term that will be explored in the sectionon historiography. For now, it is
enoughto note that an archive is a place or collection containing records,documents,
or other materialsof historical interest.
As Goitein emphasizes,the Geniza deviates from what we would usually
understandby the word 'archive'. Designatingsomethingto be an 'archive' implies
that great care has been taken to preserveand put into an orderly systemits records,
but this is certainly not somethingwe find in the caseof the Geniza. Goitein ruefully
writes of the 'topsy-turvy' state of the Geniza (1967: 8), indicating that its disorder
was created firstly by the fact that its original function as a 'sacrosanctwastebin'
(Ghosh, 1992a: 164) caused documents to be scattered carelessly there with no
thought for their preservation. Secondly the 'dispersion and scrambling' (Goitein,
1967: 8) of the manuscriptsinto various libraries in the Westernworld often allowed
heterogeneousmaterialsto be collated togetherand relateddocumentsto be separated
by thousandsof miles. In a recent article on the ransackingof Coptic manuscripts
from Deir-el-Suriyan in Egypt by Robert Curzon and other Western bibliophiles,
Stuart Jeffries (2002: 2) arguesthat '[t]he diasporaof Egyptian artefactswas one of
the key consequences
of the Europeanplunder of Egypt set in motion with Napoleon's
invasion'. The Genizafragments,like the Coptic manuscripts,were fiercely bargained
5 As Goitein
explains,paperwas extremelyexpensiveand so was not to be discardedlightly;
it was often usedand reusedfor a wide variety of purposes:'drafts, short notes,accounts,or
even merely for trying out a pen' (1967: 7). Another reason for the care shown by the
Jewish community towards the written document is that they were prohibited from
destroying any paper that containedthe name of God, and so, as even the most trivial note
was likely to contain a set phrase evoking God, most documentshad to be stored in the
Geniza.
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over and ended up in a 'diaspora' dispersedin libraries and museumsin Oxford,
Cambridge, Paris, St Petersburg,and Philadelphia. Despite these caveats,the Cairo
Geniza documents are universally recognized as the most fertile extant source of
information aboutmedievalsocietyin the Middle East.
When we think about these words, 'storehouse', 'treasure', and 'archive' in
relation to the Geniza documents' dispersal into Western collections, libraries, and
lofty
The
knowledge
it
light
Ghosh's
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power.
museums, sheds
argumentabout
on
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documents
impersonal
'archive',
denoting
preserved
collection of
sounding
an
posterity and History, slidesinto the more materialistic, and yet still somehowelevated
word 'treasure', which is in turn undercut by the frankly acquisitive 'storehouse'.
Similarly, the Taylor-Schechter collection, the largest accumulation of Geniza
manuscripts stored at Cambridge University, is often perceived as an unparalleled
And
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to
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treasure
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scholarsof
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and
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'treasure' appear. For example,he describesscholarly wrangling over possessionof
the documents in terms of trade and capitalism: the documents,he writes, 'could
bargaining,
fact,
(1AAL,
In
87).
the
international
the
commandgood prices on
market'
deceit, and negotiationrequired to gain ownershipof the Genizadocumentsis a good
deal more fierce than that employedby actual traders of the twelfth century, such as
Ben Yiju and Khalaf ibn Ishaq. It appearsthat the historical documentsof the past are
in
international
bought
be
the
to
marketplace.
another commodity
and sold
Furthermore,just asthe West directsthe marketsof the colonial andneo-colonialeras,
SOtoo is it able to control the traffic of information, knowledge,and History.
I would like to suggestthat in this text, the Westernacademy'sprocurementof
the Geniza documentsappearsas a processthat evokesall the nuancesimplied by the
three connotationsof the word 'storehouse'. This is particularly well exemplified in
the following passage:
By the end of the eighteenth century, Egypt had become the scholarly
counterpartof thosegreat landmassesthat were then being claimed and explored
by Europeansettlers: unknown to herself, she was already well on her way to
becoming a victim of the Enlightenment's conceptions of knowledge and
discovery. In fact, the first detailed plan for the conquest of Egypt was
conceivednot by a soldier but by a philosopher, Karl Liebniz, as early as 1670.
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More than a hundred years later, when Napoleon conceived of his invasion of
Egypt, it was partly on the model of a scientific expedition.
In the decades immediately after Napoleon's invasion of 1798, Egypt
attractedthe husbandryof the Westernacademyin a way that no other place ever
had (IAAL, 82; emphasismine).
In this quotation, Ghosh makes clear his equation of the West's relentless acquisition
of historical documents with colonial land appropriation. Egypt, that 'antique land' of
which Shelley writes, becomes by virtue of its antiquity the 'scholarly counterpart' of
Ghosh
for
India,
shows
countries such as
materialistic reasons.
which were plundered
that the Western academe is closely implicated in the imperialist project.

The

examples he gives of Liebniz providing the first plan to conquer Egypt, and Napoleon
following the model of a scientific expedition when he attacks the country, illustrate
the intimate intertwining of the scholarly and colonial enterprises.

The phrase 'the husbandryof the Western academy'I take as a touchstonefor
this chapter. It is a curiously double-edgedexpression,as the word 'husbandry' has
several meanings: 'farming; (good, bad) economy; careful management' (OED).
Farming is about cultivation and nurture as well as the exploitation of resourcesfor
indicate,
'bad'
'good'
the second,economic
As
the
profit.
and
parentheticalwords
sense of 'husbandry' is also ambivalent. It could be interpreted approvingly as
thriftiness, or condemnedas draconian financial organization. The final nuance,
'careful management',is equally irresolute, indicating both attentive supervisionand
unequal power structures. Ghosh's choice of the word 'husbandry' to describethe
Westernacademy'sgarneringof the Genizadocumentsis thus a highly successfulone.
Like the term 'Geniza' itself, which aswe have seenhas severaldifferent implications,
the word 'husbandry' also presentsus with a 'giddying spiral of meanings' (IAAL,
161), alerting us to both the positive and negative aspectsof the Westernacademy's
actions in Egypt. The three meanings,'farming; [ ...] economy,careful management'
remind us that the collection of Genizadocumentsby the West was inextricably linked
with the colonial appropriationof land, economicexploitation, and social subjugation.
Yet the positive connotationsof nurture, thrift, and care cannot be overlooked, and
Ghosh's felicitous word-choice reminds us that without the Western academy's
intervention the Geniza documents might not have been preserved. Ultimately,
however, the phrase 'the husbandry of the Western academy' evokes the West's
violent intercession in Egypt's history. Two further connotations of the word
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'husbandry' not included in the dictionary are the notion of animal husbandry
-a
euphemisticterm for the breeding of animals, often for slaughter- and the word's
inevitable associationwith a dominant, male spouse. Underlying Ghosh's phrase,
therefore,is the suggestionof killing and domination. In someways, as I will discuss,
Ghosh's designationof 'the Westernacademy'doesnot match the subtlety of his term
'husbandry', as the former is seenas an undifferentiatedmass. However,by and large,
Ghosh's text provides a rich and complex account of the culpability of Western
academiain the destructionof the Genizaworld.
If we interpret the Geniza manuscripts as a commodity being traded in the
internationalmarket, it becomesclear how much haschangedsincethe twelfth century
of which Ghosh writes. Most historians describe the world system of the twelfth
century as an inchoate 'free-trade community' (Goitein, 1967: 61), where trade laws
allowed the relatively free flow of goodsto and from countries,with no one country or
community having a monopoly over the others. Janet Abu-Lughod has written that
each country interactedwith others in the medieval global economicsystem,in ways
that could be 'cooperative, conflictual, or symbiotic'. Yet she concludesthat the
medievalworld order was more cooperativeand symbiotic than conflictual:
Each gained from the system but not to the detriment of others. When the
systemreachedits zenith in the opening decadesof the fourteenth century, no
single power could be said to be hegemonic;the participation of all was required
for its perpetuation(1989: 37).

This largely non-hierarchical society provides a marked contrast with the world
economyfrom the sixteenthcenturyto the presentday, in which both goodsand ideas
are traded in a systemthat heavily favours the storehousesof the West. The protocapitalism of Ben Yiju's day was a matter of cooperation,friendships,and tolerance
and, as Ghosh shows, this system compares very favourably with the ruthless
monopoly of capital undercolonialism.
Apart from the literal translationsof the word 'Geniza', the physical conditions
of the Cairo Geniza are also instructive when thinking about 'knowledge and
discovery'. The Genizacontaineda wealth of extremelydisparatematerials,including
divorce papers, children's exercise books, business inventories, and deeds of sale.
These documentsoriginated spatially from all comers of the Islamic world, which at
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the time stretchedfrom Spain and Morocco to Palestine and Syria; and temporally
from 956 to at least 1538A. D.6 The contentsof the Geniza,prior to their dispersalto
various libraries, were never static: the Gcniza was less a repository than a constantly
Many
from
frequently
to
the
of
added
store.
and
shifting process,as people
removed
the Genizadocuments,asI haveindicated,are themselvespalimpsests.Paper,a costly
material then, was often usedfor many different purposes-

legal, personal,financial.

The Geniza,then,prior to its scatteringand classificationin Westerncollections,
has featuresthat are suggestiveof Ghosh's project. The idea of a heterogeneous
mix
of documents,simultaneouslygrowing and eroding, and with different texts grafted
knowledge
for
kind
that
is
the
of
symbol
onto each other palimpsestuously, a neat
Ghosh seems to be arguing should replace 'the Enlightenment's conceptions of
knowledge and discovery' (IAAL, 82). The idea of the Genizaas an evolving process,
in which documents are both added and removed, is significant becausewhen
interpreted symbolically it suggeststhat knowledge can never be definitive, but is
in
Geniza
just
the
Furthermore,
being
papers
as
constantly
updated and revised.
dealing with vastly different subjects co-exist in layers and bundles, with no one
documenthaving precedenceover another,so too Ghosh intermixes different subjects
but
linguistics
historiography,
history,
without
even
politics,
and
anthropology,
Antique
Land
In
form
knowledge
take
to
strives
an
precedence.
allowing any
of
towards a similarly layeredand fragmentaryform as that embodiedin the Geniza,and
into
fused
together
different
a non-hierarchical
articles and papers on
subjects are
is
interdisciplinarity
discussion
Here,
Trinh
Minh-ha's
relevant:
of
whole.
To cut across boundaries and borderlines is to live aloud the malaise of
categoriesand labels; it is to resist simplistic attemptsat classifying, to resist the
comfort of belonging to a classification, and of producing classifiable works.
Interdisciplinary is, for example, not just a question of putting several fields
together,so that individuals can sharetheir specializedknowledge and converse
field
in
is
It
that
to
their
sharing
a
create
expertise.
with one another within
belongsto no one,not evento thosewho createit (Trinh, 1991: 107- 108).

This commentis instructive for the readerof In an Antique Land, who will seethat the
book is an attemptto 'resist simplistic attemptsat classifying'. Ghoshcreatesa book
6 Even after this date,
(1967:
intermittently
by
Goitein
8),
is
fixed
continued
on
people
which
to deposit manuscripts in the Geniza. Ghosh is interested to find in Goitein's A
Mediterranean Society that the last document to appear in the storehousewas a divorce
settlementfrom Bombay dated 1875(IAAL, 57).
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that is neither novel, history, travel book nor autobiographybut containselementsof
all these forms. In so doing, he unsettlesour assumptionsabout how eachof these
genres should be written and, by implication, deprivilegesthe notion that there is a
definitive way in which knowledgecan be presented.To borrow Trinh's phrasing,he
aims to create'a field that belongsto no one, not evento thosewho createit'. In other
words, Ghoshwants to escapefrom forms of knowledgethat seekto possess'facts' in
order to prove their own superiority. I shall examinehis critique and remoulding of
two forms of knowledge:history and anthropology.

HISTORY

The debateabout history and historiographyin In an Antique Land may be seen
as part of a wider dialogue that has beentaking place in the discipline since the mid1970s. Such pioneering historians as Hayden White have sought to expose 'the
historically conditioned character of the historical discipline' and assist 'the
dissolution of history's claim to autonomyamongthe disciplines' (1978: 29). What
theorists such as Hayden White and Dominick LaCapra seek to show is that the
discourseof history cannot claim to representthe truth about the past in an objective
way. History, they argue,like any other discourse,only asksquestionsfrom within a
certain structure and, as such, inevitably skews its findings. White criticizes the
in
is
between
history
that
the
that
situated
perception
allegedly
a
methodology
uses
arts and sciences,but uniting the best properties of both. He disputes history's
pretensions to scientific demonstrability by observing - in accordancewith my
argumentsin ChapterOne -

that recentphilosopherssuggestthat even sciencedoes

not provide a definitive, universallyvalid explanationfor the world:
Many historians continue to treat their 'facts' as though they were 'given' and
refuse to recognize,unlike most scientists,that they are not so much found as
constructed by the kinds of questions which the investigator asks of the
phenomenabefore him (1978: 43).

He also pours scom.on the discipline's status as 'art', arguing that 'when many
contemporaryhistorians speakof the "art" of history, they seem to have in mind a
conceptionof art that would admit little more than the nineteenth-centurynovel as a
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paradigm' (1978: 42). Linda Hutcheon confirms this idea that historical discourse
grew concurrentlywith the nineteenth-centurynovel, but that its narrative form, unlike
the novel's, hasneverreactedto new innovationsin art (1988: 105- 106).
1
According to White, stylistic experimentation is largely missing from historical
discourse. Although it is assumed to be transparent, historical discourse in fact shares
the biases of nineteenth-century realism. There have been 'no significant attempts at
by
in
(except
historiography
this
century
surrealistic, expressionistic, or existentialist
historians
"artistry"
for
the
the
themselves),
of
of
novelists or poets
vaunted
all of
modem times' (1978: 43). White can identify only one historian, Jacob Burckhardt
(IS 18 - 1897), who, he argues, was unique in trying to figure forth a model of history
that takes into account new artistic movements (in this case impressionism):
Like his contemporariesin art, Burckhardt cuts into the historical record at
different points and suggestsdifferent perspectiveson it, omitting, ignoring, or
distorting as his artistic purposerequires. His intention was not to tell the whole
truth about the Italian Renaissancebut one truth about it, in precisely the same
way that Uzanne abandonedany attempt to tell the whole truth about a
landscape. He had abandonedthe dream of telling the truth about the past by
meansof telling a story (1978: 44).

This passageis suggestivefor my reading of Amitav Ghosh's representationsof
history in In an Antique Land. Like Burckhardt, Ghosh eschews the narrative
conventionsof history -chronological order; an impersonal,omniscientnarrator;and
a plain, formal style -

drawn from nineteenth-centurymethodsof emplotment. Also

like Burckhardt, Ghoshinsertshimself into the historical record, making sure that the
reader is always aware that this is one truth, rather than the whole truth about the
Middle East of the twelfth century. He achieves this in a different way from
Burckhardt's attempt to provide various perspectiveson the same events. Ghosh's
inventive historical narrative is interspersedwith personalreflections on the research
processand anecdotesabout the villagers with whom he resideswhile conductinghis
research.This alertsthe readerto the subjectivenatureof Ghosh'shistorical questand
to the motivations, as a third-world ethnographerand historian, that inform his
research. Finally, and again like Burckhardt, Ghosh borrows from the techniquesof
his contemporariesin art, in this casecreatinga postmodernhistorical narrative. The
theorist lhab Hassanhas written, '[t]he postmodernistonly disconnects,fragmentsare
all he pretendsto trust' (1986: 505). If this is true then, as I shall discussin a later
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embraces
segment,
a consummatepostmodernist,as
of fragments as a way of understanding the world.

Ghosh challenges conventional histories, in particular their presentation of
eventsin a chronological,orderly, linear narrative. I must acknowledgefirst, however,
that not all historiesare strictly chronological. Berkhofer remindsus that many history
books begin with 'a later, sometimesculminating, event or episode' (1995: 78), to
led
flashback
that
to
to
the
then
occurrences
explain earlier
grab
reader'sattention,and
this event. And yet, Ghosh's challenge to linearity is more fundamentalthan this
7
relatively minor adjustmentto the sequentialorder. His inclusion of such disparate
Egyptian
(Judwo-Arabic),
history
for
linguistic
modem-day
subjects as,
example,
agricultural methods, and the religious practices of the matrilineal Tuluva group,
makes the readerquestionHistory's tendencyto concentrateon a few events,trends,
'any
Young's
that
Robert
his
As
statement
or movements.
writing accordswith
such
"new history" must, necessarily,be almost unrecognizableas "history.. (1990: 156).
The history of In an Antique Land is 'almost unrecognizable',decentringas it doesthe
figure of the omniscientnarrator,using novelistic techniquesto recreatethe past, and
broadeningthe field of 'history' to encompassmodem-dayconcerns.
One of his techniquesis to end one chapter and begin the next with a similar
theme, despite the centuriesthat separatethe two major plot strands. To take one
example, at the end of chapter six and the beginning of chapter seven of the
'Nashawy' section, the resemblancebetweenNabeel and Ismall's departurefor the
Gulf and Ben YiJu's move to Aden is indicated. Chaptersix endswith Shaikh Musa
commenting that men like Nabeel and Isma'il leave Egypt to go 'outside' for work
because'[t]he opportunity comes,and it has to be taken' [IAAL, 152]. The opening
sentenceof the next chapterreads:

Indeed,Berkhofer later indicatesthat the flashbacktechniquedoesnot really alter the linear
model of time:
Flashbackas a narrative techniquedependsupon an understanding,sharedby the historian
and the reader, of chronological time as a sequenceor successionof eventsindependentof
their order of presentationin the text; the historian depicts a dramatic event before tracing
the history or presentingthe story that supposedlyled to it, but the readerunderstandsthem
in proper chronologicalsequencedespitethe order of presentation(1995: 110).
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To the young Ben Yiju, journeying eastwardswould have appearedas the
simplest and most natural means of availing himself of the most rewarding
possibilities his world had to offer [IAAL, 152- 53].

We are thereforeencouragedto makeconnectionsbetweenthe historical trader andthe
modem-daycousins:both are portrayedas being entrepreneurial,ambitious,and eager
to take opportunities as they arise. Both also regard wealth as being more freely
available outsidetheir own country: Ben Yiju travels from Aden eastwardsto India to
avail himself of its legendaryriches, while for Nabeel and Isma'il, money is to be
found in the oil-rich statesof the Gulf. Thejuxtaposition of the two storiesmakesBen
YiJu's life seemmore immediate,as his motivations are similar to thoseof characters
we have cometo know.
Ghosh's playful intertwining of past and present poses a challenge to the
teleology and linearity of much Westerndiscourse. As such he is indirectly attacking
Orientalist, even racist, assumptionsof that discourse. Anne McClintock points out
that the model of progress adopted by Western historical discourse causesnonWesternsocietiesto be portrayedin extremelydamagingways:
In colonial discourse [ ], space is time, and history is shaped around two,
...
necessary movements: the 'progress' forward of humanity from slouching
deprivation to erect, enlightened reason. The other movement presents the
reverse: regression backwards from (white, male) adulthood to a primordial,
black 'degeneracy'[ ] (1993: 292).
...

In an Antique Land focusesupon two nations that have beenportrayedby the West's
linear historical model as being quintessentiallydegenerateand regressive:Egypt and
India. Both countries were seen as once having had an extremely sophisticated
culture, but having declined to such a level that imperial forces were compelled to
intervene. Said writes that Egypt 'was the vindication of Westernimperialism; it was,
until its annexation by England, an almost academic example of Oriental
backwardness;it was to becomethe triumph of English knowledgeand power' (1995:
35). Similarly, India was commonly perceivedby nineteenth-centuryhistorians as an
ossified, immobile society. JamesMill scathingly observesthat 'the Hindus, at the
time of Alexander's invasion, were in a state of manners, society, and knowledge,
exactly the samewith that in which they were discoveredby the nations of modem
Europe' (1826: 146). At the least effective momentsof In an Antique Land, as I shall
indicate in the conclusion, Ghosh does little more than reversethe West's model of
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progressfrom (Oriental) barbarismto (Occidental)civilization. At times, as I hope to
make clear, the text seemsto project an alternativemodel of degeneration;depicting a
golden ageof Middle Easternmulticulturalism and tolerance,which, when rupturedby
the 'demonic thirst' of Westernimperialism, declinedirreparably.
And yet, in the structureand emplotmentof the text, Ghosh for the most part
disrupts and complicates any easy sense of narrative linearity.

In order to contest

Orientalist depictions of India and Egypt as societies languishing in corruption and
decay, he offers us a historical narrative that is based on the decentred model of the
network. The word 'network' crops up at several points in the narrative, most often in
a conventional usage, referring to the international business organization of Ben Yiju
and his friends (IAAL, 16; 155; 277). More metaphorically Ghosh writes, 'Within this
tornado of grand designs and historical destinies, Khalaf ibn Ishaqs letter seems to
open a trapdoor into a vast network of foxholes where real life continues
uninterrupted' (IAAL, 15 - 16). In this evocative sentence, the word 'network' has
connotations of a subterranean warren of interconnected lives. The historian is
depicted, like Alice in Wonderland, falling helplessly through a 'trapdoor' into a
confusing labyrinthine world, where she or he may gain insight into snatches of 'real
life'.

Yet the 'network of foxholes' is a domesticated, reassuringly small image in

comparison with the 'tornado of grand designs and historical destinies', by which
Ghosh means the events History views as important, such as the Crusades and the
Second World War. This indicates that Ghosh is interested in ordinary lives that have
been overlooked by the grand narrative of History.

Thus the network model allows

history to be plotted not as an orderly sequence of events, but as a disparate web of
far-flung nodes, separated by time and space, but united by the themes and concerns
that they share. Furthermore the model of the network is appropriate in narrating the
stories of those whom the linear narrative of history has tended to exclude, those who
are neither 'literate' nor 'consequential' (IA, 4L, 17). Whereas conventional history
usually requires detailed evidence about its protagonists in order to ensure the smooth
chronological ran of its narrative, the interconnected and non-hierarchical nature of a
network structure allows comparatively unknown characters to enter history.

Finally, when discussingthe Tulunad culture of Mangalore, Ghosh arguesthat
'like so many other parts of the subcontinent', the area is 'distinctive and singular,
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while being at the same time closely enmeshedwith its neighbours in an intricate
is
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(LIAL,
Here,
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term
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to describethe paradoxical 'unity in diversity' of the area,and of India as a whole. I
would argue that this idea of a 'network of differences' is implicitly presentat many
be
in
to
that
the
entirely
seem
points
novel, when societies and cultural practices
discreteare revealedasbeing linked. Ghosh's comparativeapproachto history allows
him to exposeconnectionsthat are obfuscatedby the broad, linear sweepof history.
For example, sometime after his move to Nahawy, the narrator is told the legendof
the local saint,.Sidi Abu-Kanaka (IAAL, 138 - 40). This story containsvery similar
tropes to that of the tale of a Lataifan saint that had earlier been recountedto him
(IAAL, 65 - 66). This is hardly surprising,given the two villages' closeproximity, but
when the narrator hears a story thousandsof miles away in Mangalore that also
involves a saint's indestructible grave and his protection over his villagers, he is
if
he
his
local
legend
him
The
Indian
tells
the
asks
taxi-driver
saint
of
amazed.
who
has ever heard a similar story, and when the narrator answersthat he has, in Egypt,
'disbelief was written all over his face' (IAAL, 266). The taxi-driver's incredulity
indicates that history's nationalist focus has obscuredcorrespondences
that transcend
national boundaries. This is another strength of the network model of history: it
allows a supra-nationalapproachto events,as I will discusslater. In the next chapter,
I return to this model of the network, arguingthat it is foregroundedmore explicitly in
The Calcutta Chromosome.
Ghoshalso lampoonsthe figure of the historian and subvertsour expectationsof
the tropes and languagethat she or he uses. Alun Munslow describesthe historian's
stylistic approachas follows:
The modernist empiricist historical method handed down from the nineteenth
century requires and assumeshistorical explanationwill emergein a naturalistic
fashion from the archival raw data, its meaning offered as interpretation in the
form of a story revealed explicitly, impersonally, transparently, and without
resort to any of the devicesusedby writers of literary narratives,viz., imagery or
figurative language. Style is deliberately expungedas an issue,or relegatedto a
minor problem of presentation(1997: 10).

Iri contrast, Ghosh's model of history is highly personal and does not assume
transparency.In an Antique Land is narratedin the first personby a narratorof rather
uncertain identity. The Egyptian villagers call this 'I' narrator 'Amitab', and he is
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clearly to some extent meantto be associatedwith Amitav Ghosh. Of course,many
of the eventsin the text are autobiographical,suchasGhosh'sresidencyin Egypt to do
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Ghosh self-consciously draws attention to his style, confounding our
expectations that historical narratives should take the form of 'a story revealed
explicitly, impersonally, transparently' and subverting the idea that 'facts' can have
only one explanation. Another moment when the objective, disinterestedmannerof
the historian is conflated with the more personal,metaphorical style of the novelist
comesin the following passagedescribingthe secondtime the Slaveis mentionedin a
modem history book:
The Slave's secondappearance,like his first, occurs in a letter by Khalaf
ibn Ishaq, written in Aden - one that happenedto be included in a collection
entitled Letters of Medieval Jewish Traders, translatedand edited by Professor
S.D. Goitein, of Princeton University. Like the other letter, this one too is
In this chapter, I shall sometimesrefer to the narrator as 'Ghosh' and sometimesas 'the
narrator'. This is to indicate my belief that the narrator figure is simultaneouslymeant to
representGhoshand not-Ghosh.
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addressedto Abraham Ben Yiju, in Mangalore, but in the thirty-one years that
have passedbetween the publication of the one and the other, the Slave has
slipped backwardsin time, like an awkward packageon a conveyor belt. He is
nine years younger- the letter in which his namenow appearswas written by
Khalaf ibn Ishaq in 1139. [ ] The Slave's role is no less brief upon his second
...
appearancethan it was in his first. But he has grown in stature now: he has
9
himself
footnote
(IAAL,
17
18).
earned
a
-

The beginning of this excerpt is written in the magisterial, factual style of the
conventional historian. Ghosh provides a detailed reference to the work by S.D.
Goitein that contains the secondmention of the Slave. However, the languagethen
moves into a more informal and suggestiveregister,with the simile 'like an awkward
packageon a conveyorbelt' being used to denotethe Slave's slippagebackwardsin
time. This image humorously alludes to the confusion frequently encounteredin
historical research,when a piece of evidencefrom a later date comesto light before
the documentswhich should precedeit. The simile also evokes somethingof the
personality of the Slave. The fact that he is compared to an 'awkward package'
blocking a conveyorbelt foreshadowsGhosh's imaginative renderingof the Slave as
an uncompromisinglyboisterousindividual, which, as we will see shortly, he gleans
from meagrearchival traces. Finally, the last sentenceof this passageis interestingas
it accordsthe Slaveagencyin his own historical representation:'he hasearnedhimself
a footnote'. Rather than giving the credit to Goitein for providing a gloss on the
Slave, Ghoshchoosesto interpret the footnote as somethingthe Slavehas earned. As
such, the Slave appearsnot as some remote historical figure, but an active, living
characterwho is more real and distinct to the readerthan is the recenthistorian.
Comparethis passagewith its equivalentin the scholarly essay'The Slaveof MS. HV:
The slave's role is no less brief here, but this time he has a bigger part in the
production: he has earnedhimself a footnote. His secondappearance,like his first, occursin
a letter written by Khalaf ibn Ishaq. But in the twenty-four years that have passedbetween
the two, he hasslippedbackwardsin time: he is ten yearsyoungernow (Ghosh, 1992a:161).
Ghosh's language is much simpler here and, with the exception of some unobtrusive theatre
imagery ('this time he has a bigger part in the production'), there are few narrative tropes.
Ghosh merely notes that the Slave's second appearance in a modem historical text dates from
a document that is nine years older than the first text cited. Note that the evocative metaphor
'like an awkward package on a conveyor belt' has been entirely omitted, probably because
this would be regarded as too flowery for a serious historical work. (N. B. I am uncertain
why the essay and In an Antique Land give different time spans between the two publications
[twenty-four and thirty-one years respectively]. Goitein's Letters
ofMedieval Jewish Traders
was published in 1973, thirty-one years after E. Strauss's publication of 1942, so I can only
assume that the figure given in 'The Slave of MS. HE is a mistake).
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In a later passagewe onceagainseethe Slaveas a rounded,animatedcharacter,
when Ghosh envisions his drunken antics from a letter written by Madmun after a
piratical raid on Aden:
It appearsthat Bomma, determinedto enjoy his trip to the full, had spent his
wages on an extended drinking bout during which he had presentedhimself
severaltimes in Madmun's office, demandingmoney.
This is how Madmun put it:
And after that he [Bomma] started on other things. He said:
Give me more money, [what I have] is not enough. He took 4
months money from me, eight dinars. Often he would come
here,very drunk, and would not listen to a word I said.
We cannot be sure of course, but it is not impossible that the Adenese
soldierswere cheeredinto battle by a drunkenBomma,standingon the shoreand
waving a flask (1AAL,258 - 59).

From the insubstantial traces of information about Bomma's drunkennessin the
archive (notice the ellipses which indicates that some of the fragment is missing or
illegible), Ghoshproducesa vivid portrayal of the inebriatedSlave. He leavesus with
a memorableimage of a befuddledyet riotous Bomma waving his flask and cheering
on the Adenesemilitia. This depiction, as Ghoshhimself implicitly acknowledges,is
an entirely fictional accountonly thinly supportedby documentaryevidence. Ghosh
carefully and half-ironically insertsthe provisos '[w]e cannotbe sureof course' and 'it
is not impossible that [ ], to undermineour certainty about eventsand poke fun at
...
the cautiousnessof the historian as comparedwith the bold fantasy of the novelist.
Yet the specificity and detail of his images stick in the imagination and despite
Ghosh's qualifying phraseswe are left with a tangible image of Bomma's spectatorial
role in the pirates' raid.
In contrast to the usual stated aims of a historian to provide an unbiased,
impersonal account of events and people, Ghosh's methods of research are
unashamedlyimaginative. As a writer of fiction, he seeksto reconstructpersonalities
and relationshipsfrom often unelucidatingarchival traces,which is well exemplified
in the following passage:
The letters are full of detailed instructions, and beneath the surface of their
conventionally courteouslanguagethere is a certain peremptoriness,as though
Madmun were doubtful of the abilities and efficiency of his inexperienced
associate. But at the same time it is amply clear from Madmun's warm but
occasionally irascible tone that he regardedBen Yiju with an almost parental
affection. His familiarity with his tastes and habits suggestthat he may even
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have taken the young Ben Yiju to live in his household[ ], in much the same
...
way that artisanssometimesmadetheir apprenticestheir presumptivekin (IAAL,
156).
Here Ghosh examines fragmentary letters concerning business transactions. Most
historians would surely read these for their content alone, scanning the detail for any
light they could shed on wider economic, social, and political conditions. Yet Ghosh
almost entirely disregards the letters' content, scrutinizing their style and tone instead
for what this can tell us about the relationship between the two individuals. He looks
beyond the polite set phrases, noticing Madmun's 'peremptory' tone, which, he
argues, suggests a lack of confidence in Ben Yiju's business skills. He goes further,
deducing from Madimm's knowledge of Ben Yiju's 'tastes and habits' that this may
indicate that the two men once lived together as patron and apprentice. From dry
business letters, Ghosh gleans tiny fragments of information that allow him to mould
quasi-fictional characters for Madmun and his young associate.

Ghosh's writing style in this text is largely unobtrusive, yet it contains many
startling and memorableimages. It may be describedin the sametermswith which he
describesBen YiJu's writing: 'he wrote a clear, carefully crafted prose, with some
arrestingimageshidden under a deceptivelyplain surface' (IAAL, 154). Ghosh'sstyle
is similarly 'deceptively plain' on the surface. Especiallyin the historical sectionshe
uses a fairly undecorativevocabulary, short sentencesand few superfluouswords.
When talking about the etymology of the name 'Egypt' for example,Ghoshwrites in
an apparentlyobjective, scholarlyway:
Like English, every major Europeanlanguagederives its name for Egypt
from the Greek JEgyptos,a term that is related to the word 'Copt', the name
Agypten,
has
German
its
Christians.
Thus
for
indigenous
Egypt's
generally used
Dutch Egypte, Polish and EstonianEgipt: old resonantwords, with connotations
and histories far in excessof thosethat usually attachto the namesof countries.
A seventeenth-centuryEnglish law, for example, states: 'If any transport into
England or Wales, any lewd people calling themselvesEgyptians,they forfeit 40
V-a
reminder that words like 'gypsy' and 'gitano' derived from 'Egyptian'
(IAAL, 32 - 33).

This passage,written in an academicregister and complete with its own footnote,
encouragesthe reader's confidencein the narrator's knowledge about the history of
the word 'Egypt'. The deceptivelyplain style of the passageallows Ghosh to move
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into a more personal interpretation of the linguistic meanings of 'Egypt' as compared
with 'Masr':
Europe's apparentlyinnocent 'Egypt' is therefore as much a metaphoras
'Masr', but a lessbenign one, almost as much a weaponas a word. Egypt's own
metaphorfor itself, on the other hand,rendersthe city indistinguishablefrom the
country; a usagethat brims with pleasingand unexpectedsymmetries(IAAL, 33).

Although still written in a measured,objective tone, with words such as 'therefore'
is
faith,
'on
hand'
this
the
the
and
passage a
reader's continued
other
encouraging
'carefully crafted' piece of polemic, more suitedto a novel than a conventionalhistory
book. Ghosh has now departedfrom his discussionof the different constructionsof
'Egypt' in Europeanlanguages,to describe these words as metaphorsfor Europe's
attitudes towards the country. Ghosh argues that the negative connotations that
'Egypt' has accretedin Europeanlanguagesindicate language'srole as a 'weapon' of
imperialism. in contrast,he arguesthat Egypt's word 'Masr', meaningboth Cairo and
Egypt, 'brims with pleasingand unexpectedsymmetries'. The unobtrusiveimageryof
overflowing water suggestedby the verb 'brim' hasjoyful resonances('brinuning with
happiness'). In conjunction with the egalitarian word 'symmetries', the positive
itself
is
for
'Egypt's
'Masr'
preferredto
nuancesof
own metaphor
are reinforced,and
the violent 'weapon' of Europeanlinguistic usage.
As well as parodying the figure of the conventional historian, Ghosh also
suggeststhat her great faith in the collection of evidence drawn from a historical
archive may be misplaced. Many questionsare raised by the notion of an archive.
Who compiled it and why, and what did they leavein or out? Most of the evidencein
an archive comes in the form of written documents,but can we ever interpret these
free of the biasesand partialities of their original narrators? Gayatri Spivak (1985:
129), among others, has challenged the foregrounding of historical archives as 'a
repository of "facts"', indicating that however disinterestedthey may appear,archive
materials need to be 'read' as carefully as any other literary source. Even assuming
that the historian can separatetrue facts from the biasesof the documents'producers,
how possibleis it to structurea coherentnarrativeout of the evidencewithout altering
its meaning? From an endlessplethora of documents,the historian choosesa limited
selection of manuscripts that she considers significant. This selective approach
inevitably rules out other, equally plausible ways of accountingfor the evidence. And
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by explaining the documents in the form of narrative, isn't the historian slotting 'facts'
into pre-existing literary forms that shape our understanding of events?
Dominick LaCapra derides the historian's tendency to treat historical documents

only 'on the level of contentanalysis', looking at them for what they can tell us about
the historical period alone. He points out the importanceof looking at the document
in and for itself:
Rarely do historians see significant texts as important events in their own right
that pose complexproblemsin interpretationand have intricate relations to other
eventsand to variouspertinent contexts(1985: 38).

Unlike the historiansthat LaCapracriticizes, Ghoshtreatsthe 'significant texts' of the
Genizaas 'important eventsin their own right'. Considerthis important descriptionof
the Genizadocumentsfrom 'The Slaveof MS. HV:
Each of these documentshas a story of its own: of travel from Aden and
Egypt, to Malabar and Sicily and then back again to Cairo - medievalhistories
that somersaultinto a further chronicle of travel and dispersalin modem times.
Their history has the baffling elusivenessof lights seenin parallel mirrors: they
are both the stuff of history and history itself, as real as a battle or a temple; they
are each a living history and a commentaryon the writing of history; a mocking
aside on how histories are stolen, bought and traded in the marketplace(1992a:
167).

Ghosh establishesfrom the outsetthat the 'story' of the documentsin modem times is
as important to him as that of Ben Yiju or his slave. As the energetic verb
gsomersault'indicates, it is insufficient to consider the Geniza documentsfor what
they tell us about medieval history alone. The extraordinary trajectory of these
documents their amazing 'chronicle of travel and dispersal' - propels the reader
through different agesand locations. This fits with Ghosh's historical approach:he
may start by looking at the documentsfor what they tell him about the slave, but he
always progressesin a non-linear fashion, jumping from one archival 'node' to
another,so that the documentsbecome'both the stuff of history and history itself.
Of course,one of the main reasonsfor Ghosh's interest in the historiographyof
the Geniza documents is that it provides evidence of the Western academy's
culpability both in appropriating Egyptian documentsand in obscuring the level of
interaction that went on in the medieval Mediterraneanregion. Drawing on White's
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and LaCapra'shistoriographicinterventions,suchtheoristsasEdward Said andRobert
Young have arguedmore broadly that the plain style, supposedlyunbiasednarratorial
imbrication
discipline's
history
Western
the
mask
voice, and chronologicalorderingof
in the imperial project. As Young writes, 'History, with a capital H, [ ...] cannot
tolerate othernessor leaveit outsideits economyof inclusion' (1990: 4). He meansby
this statementto suggestthat History's all-encompassingrhetoric does not allow for
other ways of narratingthe past.
We need only examine a short passagefrom a British historian's account of
Mughal India, written in 1867,to seethis intoleranceof othernessat work:
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This passage illustrates the arguments of Said and Young in a most extreme way. Sir
Henry Elliot denies any methods other than those of 'European truth and discernment'
the ability to reveal the workings of the past. It is significant that he emphasizes
Indian historians' supposed recourse to 'fairy tales and fictions' in contrast to the
enlightening 'beams' of Western knowledge.

This depiction of Indians presenting

fanciful stories as history recurs again and again in disparaging nineteenth-century
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10 JamesMill, for example,writes that in Indian histories 'the actions of men and those of
deities are mixed together, in a set of legends, more absurd and extravagent, more
transcendingthe boundsof natureand of reason,less grateful to the imagination and tasteof
a cultivated and rational people, than those which the fabulous history of any other nation
present us with. The Brahmensare the most audacious,and perhaps the most unskilful
fabricators,with whom the annalsof fable have yet madeus acquainted' (1826: 144). More
notorious is Macaulay's withering descriptionof Indian history 'aboundingwith kings thirty
feet high, and reigns thirty thousandyears long' (1995: 429). Both historians use Indians'
alleged inability to distinguish fact from fiction as a way of extoling the superiority of
Westernforms of knowledge.
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the techniquesof novelistic and historical writing in order to challengethe perception
that fiction is not a seriousform in which to presentthe past. Elliot's vision of history
is univocal, suppressingother versionsof the past, while at the sametime implicitly
providing a justification of colonial occupation. The final sentence,with its claims
about Indian despotismand the Indian's lack of personaldevelopment,suggeststhat
only Europeanreasoncan rescuethis society from its stateof degeneration.Western
history in the colonial context thereforehas severalfunctions: to persuadeEuropeans
of the corruption of non-Westernpeoplesin the presentday, convincing them of the
need for colonial intervention; and to alert the 'natives' themselvesto the alleged
deficienciesof their own historiansand persuadethem of the superiority of European
methodsin preservingtheir pasts.

SUBALTERN STUDIES: DEFENDING
VISION

A FRAGMENTED

OF HISTORY

In discussingpostmodernistinterrogationsof history, I have referredto Said and
Young, and clearly their influence lies behind the work of the Subaltern Studies
history group of the 1980s and early 1990s. The Subaltern Studies historians
attemptedto answerthe questionthat arisesfrom Said's work (1995: 24) asto whether
it is possible to narrate the past from multicultural, multiple perspectives. They
formulated a manifesto 'to promote a systematicand informed discussionof subaltern
themes in the field of South Asian studies, and thus help to rectify the elitist bias
characteristicof much researchand academicwork in this particular area' (Guha,
1982: vii). In other words, they soughtto overturn the tendencyof historiansof India
to concentrateon recoveringthe storiesof leaders,scholars,and other powerful men,
in favour of 'discussionof subalternthemes'. The term 'subaltern' is drawn from the
work of the Marxist philosopher,Antonio Gramsci. Its literal meaningis a rank-andfile, lowly member of the army, but Gramsci used it to indicate a member of an
oppressedclass, placing his emphasisfirmly on the working class. The Subaltern
Studies historians later picked up this term, and extended it to forge a history of
anyonewho did not belong to the colonial elite, such as peasants,the lower middle
classes,and women. They attemptedto challengeWestern History's univocality by
retrieving the usually silencedvoices of the working classesand other minorities.
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As is well known, part of In an Antique Land was published in more scholarly
form as the essay,'The Slave of MS. H.6', in the seventhSubalternStudiesvolume
(Ghosh, 1992a). Ghosh's approachto history thereforehas clear affinities with other
SubalternStudieshistorians', especiallyin his attemptto write a 'history from below'.
He acknowledgestheseconnectionsin an interview in which he statesthat he and the
Subaltern Studieshistorians 'came out of a similar moment in the intellectual life of
India' (Silva and Tickell, 1997: 173). In accordancewith the philosophies of the
SubalternStudiesgroup, Ghoshcensuresmedieval history's focus on 'the literate and
the consequential,the wazirs and the sultans,the chroniclers and the priests' (1AAL,
17). To combat this elitist bias, Ghosh searchesthe archives for 'those barely
discernibletracesthat ordinary peopleleaveupon the world' (IAAL, 17). As the words
'barely discernible traces' suggest,subalternsdo not leave much of a mark upon
history. Ghosh and the other Subaltern Studies historians by definition work with
fragmentary,incompletearchival remnants,and the presentationof their work reflects
this, as eachvolume is a compendiouscollection of monographs,rather than a single
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Spivak criticizes the 'sobriety' of the SubalternStudieshistorians' tone, arguingthat it
$will not allow them to emphasizesufficiently that they are themselvesbringing
hegemonichistoriography to crisis' (1988b: 4). By this she means to criticize the
Subaltern Studies historians' adoption of the same pretensions to impartiality as
colonial historians,and to urge them to 'bring[ ...] hegemonichistoriographyto crisis'
by challengingthe very enterpriseof reconstructingthe past. Later in the sameessay
she celebrates the deconstructionist's aim 'to question the authority of the
investigating subject without paralysing him, persistently transforming conditions of
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impossibility into possibility' (1988b: 9). 1 submit that in In an Antique Land, Ghosh
comes close to realizing Spivak's ideal of a self-reflexive history that disputesthe
authority of the historian without lapsing into a 'paralysing' nihilism. As we have
seen, his imaginative methods,use of the first person, intermingling of genres,and
disruption of chronologicalorder, enablehis attemptedcreation.of a new kind of noncoercivehistory.
Another important concernsharedby Ghoshand the SubalternStudieshistorians
is to interrogatethe conceptof the nation-state. In his essay'Postcoloniality and the
Artifice of History: Who Speaksfor "Indian" Pasts?', the SubalternStudieshistorian,
Dipesh Chakrabarty,' 1makesthe following point:
'History' as a knowledge system is firmly embeddedin institutional practices
that invoke the nation stateat every step [ ] Nation stateshave the capacity to
...
enforce their truth games, and universities, their critical distance
notwithstanding,are part of the battery of institutions complicit in this process.
'Economics' and 'history' are the knowledge forms that correspondto the two
major institutions that the rise (and later universalization)of the bourgeoisorder
has given to the world - the capitalist mode of production and the nation state
(1992: 19).

Chakrabartyclaims that history's emergenceas a discipline is inextricably linked with
the invention of the nation as an 'imagined community'. He seemsto arguehere that
history, like the nineteenth-centurynovel on which its narrative form is modelled, is
complicit in the recent constructionof the nation-stateas the 'natural' unit of world
politics. Ghosh, like Chakrabarty,seeks to escapefrom the 'battery of [Western]
institutions' that reinforce the centrality of the nation-state. His construction of a
history that transcendsnational bordersand focusesattention on other groupingsthan
the nation may be seen as a similar project to Chakrabarty'saim to 'provincialize
Europe'. Following FernandBraudel (1972) and K. N. Chaudhuri (1985), Ghosh's
study shifts attention away from the nation-state to examine the interaction and
dialogue betweendifferent lands situatedalong the Mediterraneanand Indian Ocean.
Like his forebears,Ghoshindicatesthat, despitetheir differences,the culture that was
sharedby the civilizations bordering on the ocean demandsgreater attention from
historians. As Chaudhuri writes, 'there was a firm impression in the
minds of
" Ghosh
recently had a sustainedand lively email debatewith this historian, in which they
discussedcolonialism, Tagore, the Indian Mutiny, and the Indian National Army. The
debatewas subsequentlypostedon his website(Ghosh,2001a).
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contemporaries,sensedalso by historians later, that the ocean had its own unity, a
distinct sphereof influence' (Chaudhuri,1985:3).
Writing on the dispersal of the Geniza documents to academic institutions
everywherebut in Egypt, Ghosh makes the important statement,'[i]t was as though
the bordersthat were to divide Palestineseveraldecadeslater had alreadybeendrawn,
through time rather than territory, to allocate a choice of Histories' (IAAL, 95). This
image servesto remind us that conceptualboundariesdivide History on national lines,
just as literal borders severedPalestinein 1948. Not a trace of evidenceremains in
Egypt today about the Jewish protagoniststhat were so integral to Cairo's history.
This sharedJewish-Arabicpast is seenas an anomaly,to be parcelledout to Western
institutions for specialiststudy. What Ghosh seemsto be arguing is that nationalism
has such a hold on our perceptionsof history that we rarely stray over statebordersin
considering the past. Minorities within a nation-state,such as the Jews in Egypt or
tribals in present-dayIndia, are denied a voice in history. This is why the network
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In 1991, the Subaltern Studies historian GyanendraPandey wrote an essay
entitled 'In Defence of the Fragment' that is helpful to my reading of In an Antique
Land. He arguesin favour of the fragment as a model for historians,using the term
'fragment' to indicate three things. Firstly he assertsthat he wants to recover the
voices of people who may be seenas '[t]he "fragments" of Indian society'. He states
that these human fragments specifically 'the smaller religious and caste
communities,tribal sections,industrial workers, activist women's groups' (1991: 559)
-

are denied a history by elite historians preoccupied with the broad sweep of

nations,leaders,capital, territories, andpolitical groupings.
This typically SubalternStudiesapproachto history is made more complex by
Pandey's secondinterpretation of the term 'fragments. He conteststhat historians
should pay greater attention to such historical fragments as 'a weaver's diary, a
collection of poemsby an unknown poet (and] [ ... ] all those literaturesof India that
Macaulay condemned,creation myths and women's songs, family genealogiesand
local traditions of history' (1991: 571). Such sources,usually deemedsecondaryby
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historians, are as important to our understandingof the past as official documents,
reports, and surveys. Pandey's discussion of Hindu-Muslim riots at Bhagalpur in
1989, for example,suggeststhat official documentson the bloodshedwere unreliable,
as many had beenfalsified or destroyed. Thoseextantofficial documentsgavea more
distorted view of the riots than the moving and deeply personal poems of a local
teacher (provided on p. 569 of the essay). Thus, Pandey celebratesincomplete or
imaginative historical 'fragments' even as more mainstream historians such as
Macaulay have condemnedthem, finding in them a challengeto what he calls 'the
state's constructionof history' (1991: 571).
The third way in which Pandeyadvocatesfragmentsin this essayis in his useof
form. To some extent he adumbratesa fragmentarynarrative form as a model for
recountingthe storiesof society's fragments. Pandey'sopeningsentencesindicate the
essay'sstrategiesof incompletenessand repudiationof authority: 'This is not a paper.
It is a preliminary statementregardingsomeof the difficulties of writing the history of
violence' (1991: 559). He abandonsthe third-personmode of historical writing and
inserts himself into the narrative early on, describing his own experiencesas an aid
worker in the Bhagalpur riots and disingenuouslyexpressingdiscomfort with 'what
may appearas an excessiveintrusion of the author's self' into the essay(1991: 559).
He interweavespast andpresent,discussingthe violence of Partition (asrepresentedin
cinema,short stories,novels),and connectingit to the recentriots of the 1980s.
Ghosh similarly uses historical 'fragments'
texts -

to narratehis story of the 'fragments of

literary
anecdotes,
and
poetry,
society' -

slaves,membersof

non-orthodox religions, travellers. One example in which he champions a textual
fragment comes towards the end of the narration of Ben Yiju's life, when Ghosh
depictshis grief at the deathof his son:
He had once had, he writes, 'two children like sprigs of sweet basil... ' - but
here the sentencebreaks off, for the letter has been badly damagedover the
centuries. The little that remains of the passageis punctuatedwith a bizarrely
expressive successionof silences, as though time had somehow contrived to
provide the perfect parenthesesfor Ben Yiju's grief by changingthe scansionof
his prose. It reads:
And the elder [of the two children] died in Aden...
I do not know how to describeof it...
I have left a daughter,his sister... (1AAL,314).
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Instead of discountinga documentthat is so badly damagedas to be almost illegible,
Ghosh here turns the fragmentarynatureof the parchmentinto an evocativetool. The
ellipses and incompletenessof the document are taken to representthe stuttering,
broken speechof grief. Ghoshpresentsthe meagreremnantsof Yiju's letter in verse
form, so that we imaginewith him that time haschanged'the scansionof his prose'.
Elsewhere, Ghosh uses actual poems as historical evidence in the way
envisioned by Pandey. In a complex passage,he discussesthe rise of Hindu
fundamentalism amongst the formerly marginalized Magavira community of
Mangalore, and applauds the ironic fact that an image of a Bobbariya-bhuta, or
Islamic saint, has somehowslipped unnoticed into the local Hindu temple. Towards
the end of the passageGhosh recalls that in Bomma's era, a group of Hindu saintpoets called the Vachanakaraswere reinventing Hinduism as a religion of personal
devotion and egalitarian communities, undivided by 'rules of caste and kinship'
(IAAL, 274). The contrastbetweenVachanakaraphilosophy and the Hinduism of the
brahminical, exclusionarytemple of the presentday is clear, and Ghoshusesa pieceof
Vachanakarapoetry, translatedby A. K. Ramanujan,to underlinethe distinction:
With a whole temple
in this body
where's the need
for another?
No one asked
for two. (IAAL, 275).
A few lines from this medieval religious verse are enough to highlight

the

Vachanakaras' challenge to organized religion and their emphasis on the importance
of individual faith, which differs sharply from the communalist brand of religion
practiced by the modem right-wing Hindu party. Ghosh uses the poem as a serious
piece of historical evidence that can evoke more succinctly and memorably than prose
the distinction between the two religious movements. The crisp, logical simplicity of
the poem's question: 'With a whole temple / in this body / where's the need for
another?' once again undermines our possible perceptions of the medieval period as a
superstitious and barbaric time, making us more inclined to question the assumptions
and practices of the present.
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As well as poetic fragrnents,Ghosh more generally scrutinizes the 'minute
detail, the trace' (Chew, 2001: 198), for the light it can shed on the past, gleaning
information from the absenceas well as the presenceof evidence. Shirley Chew
suggeststhat, like the explorer-travellerwho takestracessuch asclaw-marks,hair, and
excrement as substitutes for the presence of an animal, so Ghosh examines
fragmentary letters, linguistic terms, and anecdotal accounts as displaced
representativesof Yiju and his slave. Chew gives severaldetailedreadingsof Ghosh's
handling of traces, concluding that each time Ghosh analysesa fragment he deftly
steers his narrative towards an interpretation commensuratewith his syncretic,
multivalent view of history. Commentingon his ingenious re-readingof the Slave's
name as 'Bomma, shedescribesit as a 'sleight of hand but enough

to undermine

any pretenseon Ghosh'spart to scholarlyinterpretation' (2001: 203).
'Sleight of hand, I would argue, is an apposite way of describing Ghosh's
interaction with historical fragments. For example,despitethe completelack of extant
information about Ashu, the female Indian slave that Ben Yiju is known to have
manurnitted,Ghoshcreatesa suggestivebiographyof her as an attractivewoman from
a matrilineal community with whom Yiju fell in love, whom he may have convertedto
Judaismbefore marrying, and who bore his two children. Ghosh's depiction of Ashu
goes a good deal further than Goitein's suppositionthat she may have becomeYiju's
wife and was 'probably beautiful' (Goitein, 1973: 202; quoted in MAL, 229). In the
following passageGhosh managesto draw an extraordinary amount of infonnation
about Ashu out of almost completearchival silence,and yet he makeshis conclusions
seemperfectly rational and measured:
Ashu is not mentioned anywhereelse in the entire corpus of Ben Yiju's
documents,although her children figure in it frequently. Ben Yiju did not once
refer to her in his letters or jottings, and his correspondentsin Aden, who were
always careful to send their good wishes to his children, never mentioned her
either, not even by meansof the euphemismscustomaryin their time, and nor
did they sendher their greetings. This haunting effacementmay in fact be proof
that Ben Yiju did indeedmarry Ashu, for only a marriageof that kind - with a
slave girl, born outside the community of his faith - could have earned so
pointed a silence on the part of his friends. Ben Yiju probably convertedAshu
to Judaism before their marriage, but the conversion may have signified very
little, either to Ashu or to Ben Yiju's friends and relatives. It is also possible
that their liasion was modelled upon the institution of 'temporary marriage', a
kind of marital union that was widely practised by expatriate Iranian traders
(MAL, 229 30).
-
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Here Ghosh is not even working with a trace, but with 'pointed [ ] silence' and
...
'haunting effacement':the seemingrefusal of Ben Yiju's friends to acknowledgethe
existenceof a wife. Ghoshdeducesthat this absenceof evidence'may in fact be proof
that Ben Yiju did indeedmarry Ashu, for only a marriageof that kind - with a slave
girl, born outsidethe community of his faith -

could have earnedso pointed a silence

on the part of his friends'. This excerpt is an interesting example of his sleight of
hand. It starts with an elementof doubt, the word 'may' indicating the conjectural
is
by
but
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this
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of
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argument,
phrases indicating assurance:'in fact', 'proof, and 'indeed'. The overwhelming
impression we are left with is Ghosh's tendentious conviction that 'only [ ]a
...
marriage of that kind [ ...] could have earnedso pointed a silence on the part of his
friends' (emphasismine). Other possibilities, such as the idea that the silencemight
actually be a result of missing or destroyeddocuments,are not even entertained. The
artful one-sidednessof the argumenthere confirms Chew's interpretation that 'any
pretenseon Ghosh's part to scholarly interpretation' is undermined. Yet Chew does
not, and nor do I wish to, presentthis unscholarly,imaginative approachin a negative
light. Rather, Ghosh's treatmentof fragmentsself-consciouslyrevealsthe historian's
hands pulling the strings, highlighting the impossibility of knowing the past 'outside
its texts, its traces' (Chew, 2001: 200).
PerhapsGhosh's most explicit discussionof fragmentsin this text comes in a
description of the remnantsof Fustat, the ancient capital of Egypt, that still exist in
modem-dayCairo:
Today, the entrance to what remains of Fustat lies a short distance from
Babylon's towers, but very few tourists pass through it. Fustat can be smelt
before it is seen- it is a gigantic open refuse-pit, an immenserubbish dump.
[ ] Incredible as it may seem,excavationsin this suppuratingwastelandhave
...
yielded huge quantities of Chinese pottery and other riches: it was here, that
some of the earliest and most valuable fragments of Indian textiles have been
found.
The last skeletalremainsof the city whosemarketsonce traded in the best
the world could offer lie a little further along the path: the outlines of a few
foundations and some brick walls and arches, pushing through pools of oily
slime, clawing at the earth. In the distanceshantiesgrow in tiers upon the ruins,
and they in turn fade gently, imperceptibly, into the scraggygeometryof Cairo's
skyline - into a tableauof decayand regeneration,a metaphorfor Masr (IAAL,
38-39).
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In this passage Ghosh contrasts the discovery of valuable fragments of Chinese pottery
and Indian textiles from Fustat's oppulent, cosmopolitan past with the decayed,
6suppurating' present of the ancient township. At first reading, the tone of this excerpt
seems to educe nothing but regret for the dissolution of Fustat from 'the city whose
markets traded in the best the world could offer' into 'a gigantic open rcfuse-pit'. And
yet, in the final few sentencesthe narrator's gaze falls on traces of modem-day living
that generate a nascent optimism for Cairo's future. Amongst the 'skeletal remains' of
Fustat, the narrator notices shanties being built, which he interprets as 'a tableau of
decay and regeneration, a metaphor for Masr'. In this conclusion the narrator is
heartened by the resilience of Egyptians eking out an existence among the ruins of a
civilization.

The reference to 'decay and regeneration' as 'a metaphor for Masr'

reminds us of the preceding discussion of Cairo/Fustat's history that detailed the
battles and shifts of
power which have caused capitals to be razed, rebuilt, and
relocated over centuries.

Read in this light, the city has always seen decay and

regeneration coexisting, and fragments and ruins seem less a source of regret than a
fertile soil out of
which new cultures may grow.

The conceptof fragmentsis of coursecentralboth to anthropologyand modem
cultural theory. Claude Uvi-Strauss comparesthe 'savage' to the figure of the
bricoleur, or DIY enthusiast. The bricoleur, he
argues,employs'whateveris at hand'
(1966: 17) scraps,oddsand ends,fragments
their
or
modifying
original
adapting
function to tackle a new problem. Like the bricoleur, mythical thought 'expresses
itself by meansof a heterogeneous
repertoirewhich, evenif extensive,is nevertheless
limited' (1966: 17). Uvi-Strauss comparespost-industrial man, in contrast, to
an
engineerwho fashionsspecific tools to tackle eachdifferent project. Derrida (1978:
285), like G6rard Genetteand others,points out that Uvi-Strauss's bricolage is also
characteristicof the practice of literary criticism, in that the critic similarly borrows
conceptsfrom 'the text of a heritagewhich is more or less coherentor ruined'. Yet
Derrida scotchesUvi-Strauss's notion of the engineerwho tries to
stand outside of
society and createcultural practicesor literary texts from scratch:
The notion of the engineerwho supposedlybreakswith all forms bricolage is
of
[ ]a theological idea; and sinceUvi-Strauss tells
us elsewherethat bricolage is
...
mythopoetic,the odds are that the engineeris a myth producedby the bricoleur.
As soon as we ceaseto believe in such an engineer and in discourse
a
which
breakswith the receivedhistorical discourse,
and as soon as we admit that every
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finite discourseis bound by a certain bricolage and that the engineer and the
scientist are also species of bricoleurs, then the very idea of bricolage is
menacedand the difference in which it took on its meaningbreaksdown (1978:
285).

Derrida contendsthat all forms of knowledgeand cultural expression- whetherpostindustrial or 'mythic', Western or 'savage', scientific or artistic - are products of
bricolage, of a magpie-like collection of fragments,intertexts, and influences. In an
Antique Land also helps to reveal that all knowledge is founded on prior texts,
epistemes,and discourses,and that the image of Westernknowledgeas an engineeris
a spurious one. If one delvesbeneaththe rhetoric, Westerndisciplines of history and
science are as dependentupon shards and fragments as are more unashamedly
bricoleur texts. In In an Antique Land, by revealingthe fracturedtexts with which the
historian works and the personal impulses that lead him or her to privilege one
fragmentover another,Ghoshprovidesan evocativeaccountof the bricoleur at work.
Fragmentsare a model of knowledgemuch vauntedby postmodernistthinkers,
who privilege a broken, honeycomb structure over monolithic forms. Valentine
Cunningham writes rather disapprovingly that '[t]he text according to Theory is
fragmented,bitty, broken. It can't speakout; it stutters;it hesitates;it can't see;it's
blind; it's occluded' (2001: 60). The imagesthat he usesof fracture and loss, broken
speechand incompletevision, are of courseentirely appropriateto the historical texts
surveyedby Ghosh. The Geniza documentswere called the 'Egyptian fragments'by
historians in the nineteenthcentury (Goitein, 1967: 3) and, as I have alreadyoutlined,
the history of the documents' accumulation in the Geniza and their dispersal to
collections overseashas meantthat the history they show us cannotbe anything other
than fragmentary. And yet Goitein writes, '[t]he very shortcomingsof the Geniza[ ]
...
constitute its uniquenessand glory. It is a true mirror of life, often cracked and
blotchy, but very wide in scopeand reflecting eachand every aspectof the societythat
originatedit' (1967: 9). Goitein's metaphorrecalls SalmanRushdie's statement:
The broken glassis not merely a mirror of nostalgia. It is also, I believe, a useful
tool with which to work in the present. [ ] [H]uman beings do not perceive
...
things whole; we are not gods but wounded creatures,cracked lenses,capable
only of fractured perceptions.[ ... ] Meaning is a shaky edifice we build out of
scraps, dogmas, childhood injuries, newspaper articles, chance remarks, old
films (1991: 12).
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The similarity betweenRushdie'sand Goitein's imagery suggeststhat the fragmented
view of history is particularly attractive in narrating the past of minority and/or
postcolonial societies. Rushdie,like Ghosh,suggeststhat histories and memoriesare
inevitably broken, incomplete,and fissured,but that this can be causefor celebration
as well as regret. Like a kaleidoscopewhich containstiny broken shardsof glassthat
together make a beautiful pattern, so a fragmentaryvision of history may be more
meaningful than one that attemptsto hide the fissures.
Derek Walcott, anotherpostcolonialwriter, provides an eloquentaccountof the
importance of the fragmentaryhistorical approachfor postcolonial societies in his
lecture, YheAntilles: Fragments of Epic Memory. Totalizing historical accounts,he
argues,have judged Caribbeanculture to be unfinished, deficient, mimicking: "'No
people there," to quoteFroude,"in the true senseof the word." No people. Fragments
and echoesof real people, unoriginal and broken' (1993: n. pag.). Like Pandeyand
Ghosh, Walcott defendsthese fragmentsof postcolonial society by championingthe
fracturedepistemologicalor artistic approach. In a famouspassagehe writes:
Break a vase, and the love that reassemblesthe fragmentsis strongerthan
that love which took its symmetryfor grantedwhen it was whole. The glue that
fits the pieces is the sealing of its original shape. It is such a love that
reassemblesour African and Asiatic fragments(1993: n. pag.).
It is surely love that causesGhosh painstakingly to reassemble the fragments of 'small,
indistinguishable, intertwined histories, Indian and Egyptian, Muslim and Jewish,
Hindu and Muslim' (IAAL, 339). No attempt is made to paper over the cracks of
uncertainty that run through this history, but as in a collage or mosaic the cracks form
part of the aesthetic fabric, illustrating the artificiality of a seamlessvision.

ANTHROPOLOGY

Recentdebatewithin anthropologyhas implicitly taken Uvi-Strauss's notion of
the 'savagemind' as a bricoleur working with fragments,and extendedit to describe
the discipline as a whole. Theoristsarguewith Derrida that the ethnographer,far from
being an omniscient 'engineer' who objectively fashions tools suitable to tackle his
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field of enquiry, is in fact a bricoleur, stitching together disparate materials to make a
discourse. Stephen A. Tyler writes:
A post-modem ethnography is fragmentary because it cannot be
otherwise. Life in the field is itself fragmentary,not at all organizedaround
familiar ethnographiccategoriessuch as kinship, economy, and religion [ ]
...
[T]he natives seemto lack communicablevisions of a shared,integratedwhole;
nor do particular experiencespresent themselves,even to the most hardened
sociologist, as conveniently labeled synecdoches,microcosms,or allegoriesof
wholes, cultural or theoretical(1986: 131).

Tyler alerts us to the fact that the ethnographercreatesa meaning from the snapshots
of life he or she gains from time spent in the field. Although the ethnographer
compartmentalizesthe information given by participants into 'categories such as
kinship, economy, and religion', Tyler argues that indigenous life has no such
coherenceand that theseareinterpretationsimposedon the material.
Anthropology defines itself by its fieldwork methodology. Just as the historian
points to time spent in the archivesanalysingdocumentaryevidenceas the sine qua
non of the historical discipline, so the anthropologistviews time spent 'in the field' as
integral to any seriousattempt to write about another culture. As Bernard S. Cohn
writes, '[w]hat a documentis to historians, field work is to anthropologists'(1982:
232). Yet, just as history has been brought into crisis by realizations about the
unreliability and partiality of textual documents and the fact that any account of
history is embeddedin its historical and linguistic setting, so too have anthropologists
begun to question their discipline. In particular, the ethnographer'sparticipantobserverrole, and his or her textual representationsof oral evidence,have come under
scrutiny. Ethnographershave long been aware that fieldwork is subject to certain
problems. Indigenouspeoplesmay act in a different way due to the ethnographer's
presence; they may present accounts of their culture that they imagine the
ethnographerwishes to hear; or they may resist investigation altogether,refusing to
answerquestionsand trying to evadeexamination. Furthermore,living with othersis
an inevitably subjective and specific experience. One village or sub-communityis
inferred by anthropology to be representativeof a whole society when it is really
contingent, only representativeof a particular group of individuals at a particular
moment. Even the most trenchantapologistfor fieldwork is awareof theseproblems,
but from the early 1980s onwards a group of anthropologistsbegan to argue that
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fieldwork is also complicated by its eventual presentation as a text.

Even in the

unlikely event that the people under study should act normally in the presence of the
ethnographer, giving lucid and accurate oral testimonies, the ethnographer still has to
translate their lives through the act of writing.

In parallel with the work of such

theorists as Hayden ViMte within history, these so-called 'New Anthropologists' who include James Clifford, Talal Asad, and Mary Louise Pratt - seek to locate
ethnography as a textualized construction.

Talal Asad has been instrumental in pointing out a comparison between
ethnographyand the act of translation. In 'The Concept of Cultural Translation in
British Social Anthropology', he argues that the metaphor of translation is often
employed by social anthropologiststo elucidate their role. He cites the following
statementby Godfrey Lienhardt for its recognitionof the similarities betweenthe role
of translatorand ethnographer:'[t]he problem of describingto othershow membersof
a remote tribe think appear[s]largely as one of translation, of making the coherence
in
in,
it
lives
in
has
languages
thought
the
as
primitive
really
as clear possible our
own' (in Asad, 1986: 142). This commentrevealsmany different types of translation
that the ethnographerwill have to tackle in attempting to explain another culture.
Most obvious is the literal translationof the other culture from 'the languagesit really
lives in' to 'our own'. As Asad explains elsewhere(Asad and Dixon, 1985), this
question of languageis an areaof concernoften neglectedby ethnographictheorists.
He reminds us that most ethnographershave to learn another languagein order to
interact with the people with whom they live during their fieldwork. They then face
the difficulty of translatinga different languageinto their own, often having to explain
concepts for which their languagehas no equivalent word. Many theorists have
interpretedthis to be a productive, benign process,in which the ethnographer'sown
languageis altered and enrichedby the encounterwith foreign words and concepts.
This is the ideal mode of translationthat hasbeenadvocatedby Walter Benjamin and
A. K. Ramanujanamongstothers. Benjamin famouslyquotesRudolf Pannwitz:
Our translations,even the best ones,proceedfrom a wrong premise. They want
to turn Hindi, Greek,English into Germaninsteadof turning Germaninto Hindi,
Greek, English. [ ) The basic error of the translator is that he preservesthe
...
statein which his own languagehapppensto be insteadof allowing his language
to be powerfully affected by the foreign tongue. Particularly when translating
from a language very remote from his own he must go back to the primal
elementsof languageitself and penetrateto the point where work, image, and
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tone converge. He must expand and deepenhis language by means of the
foreign tongue(1973: 80 -8 1).
In a similar vein, the Indian poet and translator A. K. Ramanuj an writes, '[a] translator
hopes not only to translate a text, but hopes (against all odds) to translate a non-native
reader into a native one' (in Murthy, 1978: n.pag.).

Both writers argue that the

translator should transform the spirit of his or her own language by sensitive
interaction with the other language, yet both acknowledge the difficulty of achieving
this goal.
These optimistic views of translation as a way of reworking one's language and
unsettling one's cultural assumptions have been challenged by the recent translation
theory of Susan Bassnett and Harish Trivedi, and by Asad's work on the relationship
between anthropology and translation.

Bassnett and Trivedi (1999) argue that

translation has long been entangled in the web of imperial power. Translation, they
suggest, usually takes place in a uni-directional process, with texts from non-Westem
countries being laid open to the authoritative scrutiny of the West. Asad similarly
emphasizes the unequal statuses of languages in the colonial and post-/neo-colonial
world.

He argues that the metamorphosis of language enthusiastically envisioned by

language
in
than
is
likely
Benjamin
to
theorists
weak
culturally
a
occur
such
more
as
in one as politically and economically powerful as English. '[T]here is', he writes, 'a
prevailing trend for the language of dominated cultures to accommodate to the
demands and concepts of the dominating culture.

Equally, there are powerful

discursive
the
practices of
to
resistances making any comparable adjustments within
European scholarship' (Asad and Dixon, 1984: 171). In practice, then, translation
tends only to remake non-Westem languages, while powerful European languages
languages
If
by
concepts.
their
and
other
with
remain virtually untouched
encounter
ethnography is viewed metaphorically as a translation of other cultures, it becomes
it
indigenous
far
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it
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than
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too
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to
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cultures
more
and
clear
unsettle
affected the European powers doing the translation.

As Anuradha Dingwaney

recognizes, both linguistic and cultural translation involve violence, 'especially when
the culture being translated is constituted as that of the "other"' (1995: 4).

The issuessurroundinglinguistic translationare thereforenot the only onesto be
suggestedby the comparison between the ethnographer and the translator. As
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indicated earlier, it is also important to be awarethat the ethnographertranslatesoral
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discussion
Furthermore,
suggests,
the
about
subjects.
previous
as
this processis never innocent,but is alwaysembeddedin existing power relations.
These questions surrounding the role of the ethnographeras translator are
issues
discusses
frequently
Ghosh
in
Antique
Land.
In
surrounding
grappledwith
an
the literal translationof words or conceptsinto anotherlanguage. As an ethnographic
irked
is
by
he
Nashawy,
Lataifa
in
Egyptian
the
and
participant-observer
villages of
the impossibility of translating certain conceptsinto Arabic. For example,Ghosh is
interrogatedby the teenagedJabir about his country's attitude towards circumcision,
linguistic
due
Arabic's
he
is
himself
to
nuances:
to
and
adequately
unable explain
'You mean,' he said in rising disbelief, 'there are people in your country
who are not circumcisedT
In Arabic the word 'circumcise' derivesfrom a root that means'to purify';
to say of someonethat they are 'uncircumcised' is more or less to call them
impure.
'Yes,' I answered,'yes, many people in my country are "impure". ' I had
no alternative;I was trappedby language(IAAL, 62).

Here Ghosh alerts us to the fact that linguistic translation is a processfraught with
complications, which often violently alters the meaning of the original. The
innocuousword 'uncircumcised'becomeshighly chargedin Arabic, with connotations
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o impurity and thereforeirreligiousness.The comment'I was trappedby language'is
an important one as it makes the reader aware of the limitations of any language.
Ghosh's frustration with the language barrier contrasts with the tone of most
conventional ethnographies,where the issue of language is effaced and foreign
12
conceptsare explainedthrough smooth,unproblematictranslation. Interestingly,in
this instance Ghosh reverses the ethnographer's usual dilemma of translating
indigenous conceptsinto his own language. In this passageit is the difficulty of
explaining non-indigenousideas to locals that confounds the ethnographer. As so
often in In an Antique Land, Ghoshis anthropologizedby locals rather than the other
way round; his language,customs, and cultural practices are defamiliarized by the
contemptand incredulity of his supposedsubjectsof study.
Ghosh,like all ethnographers,has to negotiatethe tricky task of translatingoral
evidencegiven by native informantsinto a written text. Early ethnographiestendedto
rewrite local accounts of culture from a narrative distance, so informants were
perceivedas a somewhathomogenized'they', who were observedand understoodby
the detachedethnographer. More recently, ethnographershave begun experimenting
with dialogue as a more nuancedway of representingoral evidence,so that the Other
is given a spaceto reply, argue, and question back (Clifford, 1986a: 14). Ghosh
follows this newer, dialogic model of ethnographictextualization. The modem-day
sections of In an Antique Land brim with conversations,in which ethnographic
subjectsjoke with 'Amitab', questionhim about his religion or cultural practices,and
in turn inform him about their own beliefs. In my interview with Ghosh, he
acknowledgesthe centrality of conversationsto the structureof the text. He attributes
this influence not to the movement towards dialogism within anthropology,but to
JamesBoswell's Yhe Life of Johnson, which he read while living in his Egyptian
12 In Ghosh's DPhil thesis, for example, Arabic words are constantly explained
without
apparenthitch. For example,he describesa part of the marriage ceremonyknown as the
katb al kitab (, the writing of the book') as follows:
The katb al kitab is alwaysconductedin the presenceof a maadhunin everycommune
(gariah). Theelderswhoactfor thefamiliesof thebrideandgroomarecalledwukala(sing.
wakio, which signifies'authorizedrepresentative
or attorney'. After the offer and the
acceptancethe men presentrecite the Fatibah again and sweet drinks and cordials
(sharabat),whicharesymbolicof happiness
andrejoicingin Nashawy,are served( 1981:
46).
Here Arabic words are given in parenthesisafter the English, and languageis presentedas
an unproblematicissue.
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village and which made him realize 'the absolute essentialnessof conversations to any
kind

of narrative'

(Chambers, 2003: n.pag.).

Whatever his inspiration, the

conversational form of In an Antique Land allows Ghosh gently to undermine his own
narratorial authority.

He chooses to include uncomfortable, even humiliating

conversations, such as the row he has with the village's Imam about whether Egypt or
India has the best armaments (1AAL, 234 - 36). The inclusion of the Imam's
dissenting voice, questioning Ghosh's ability to explain Egyptian culture when '[h]e
doesn't even write in Arabic' (IAAL, 234), and condemning India's death rites and
religious beliefs as 'primitive

and backward' (IAAL, 235) subverts traditional

ethnographic assumptions that indigenous people are illiterate and primitive.

The heated conversation 'Amitab' has with the Imain not only provides an
example of the village people answering back within the text, questioning and
challenging Ghosh's project, but also foregroundsthe issue of Ghosh'sposition as a
third-world ethnographer. As Kirin Narayan argues,any anthropologist- whether
'native' or foreign - may be viewed 'in terms of shifling identifications amid a field
of interpenetratingcommunitiesand power relations' (1993: 671). Narayanis surely
right to alert us to the multiple allegiances and power structures in which all
anthropologistsare entwined. Indeed,Ghoshis self-consciousabout the ambiguity of
his standing amongstthe villagers, acknowledgingboth his privileged position as an
anthropologistfrom that centre of Westernacademe,Oxford University, and the low
status he has in Egypt as a Hindu. His Indian nationality provokes particularly
complex and often contradictoryreactionsfrom the community in which he lives, as
he is at once seenas insider (fellow-inhabitant of a third-world country) and outsider
(cow-worshipping, uncircumcisedinfidel). As David Scott writes on the peculiar
position of the third-world anthropologist,'the postcolonial intellectual standsin an
ambiguousplace: neither "inside" nor "outside," but occupying a "between" always
open on both sides to contestation' (1989: 80 - 81). The Egyptians identify with
Ghosh as a member of a country which, as Ustaz Sabry tells his friends, has 'been
ransackedby imperialists' just like Egypt has,andwhich is similarly trying to alleviate
poverty, a deficient agricultural infrastructure, and other legacies of colonialism
(MAL, 134). At times he is treatedwith extra respect,as when Khameesbegshim to
ask the Imam for medicine,arguing, '[h]e'll come if you ask him - he knows you're
a foreigner. He'll listen to you' (MAL, 233). But Khamees'sclaim that the narrator's
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foreignnessmakes him worthy of attention is underminedby the fact that in many
frustrating encounterspeopledo not listen to him at all (seeIAAL, 125 26; 204). At
times Ghosh's foreignness even leaves him open to suspicion and aggressive
interrogation, as when a taxi-driver cannot understandhis desire to call on Shaikh
Musa (IAAL, 112) and when he is taken in for questioningby police for his interestin
a Jewish saint (IAAL, 333 - 42).
Technologyis seenas by the villagers asbeing at least as important a marker of
civilization as religion or cultural practices. In a humorous scenethe narrator gains
respect,evenawe, for the knowledgehe is assumedto have about a dieselwater-pump
that is manufacturedin India (IAAL, 72 - 74). He is amazedby the deferencewith
which he is treatedafter pretendingto know aboutthe pump, musing:
I tried to imagine where I would have stood in Jabir's eyes if mine had been a
country that exported machines that were even bigger, better and more
impressive- cars and tractors perhaps,not to speak of ships and planes and
tanks. I began to wonder how Lataifa would have looked if I had had the
privilege of floating through it, protectedby the delegatedpower of technology,
of looking out untroubledthrough a sheetof clear glass(IAAL, 74).

Yet if technologyis a sourceof respectfor him here,the Imam usesit againsthim as a
gaugeof India's supposedbackwardnessin the conversationpreviously discussed.To
Ghosh's later chagrin,he endsup bitterly vying with the Imam over whosecountry has
the better 'guns and tanks and bombs' (IAAL, 235). Both men, he soon realizes,are
'travelling in the West' (IAAL, 236), speakingthe imperialist languagethat views the
invention of violent technologyasa measureof civilization (seeAdas, 1989).
Ghosh is surprised that the villagers are acutely aware of their community's
technological deficiencies,to such an extent that they mistrust his statementthat his
country is poorer and lesstechnologicallyadvancedthan theirs. He speculates:
they had constructed a certain ladder of 'Development' in their minds, and
becauseall their images of material life were of those who stood in the rungs
above,the circumstancesof thosebelow had becomemore or less unimaginable.
I had an inkling then of the real and desperateseriousnessof their engagement
with modernism, because I realized that the fellaheen saw the material
circumstancesof their lives in exactly the sameway that a university economist
would: as a situation that was shamefully anachronistic, a warp upon time; I
understoodthat their relationshipswith the objects of their everyday lives was
[sic] never innocent of the knowledge that there were other places, other
countries which did not have mud-walled housesand cattle-drawn ploughs, so
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that those objects, those housesand ploughs, were insubstantial things, ghosts
displacedin time, waiting to be exorcizedand laid to rest (IAAL, 200 - 201).
This interesting passage positions the fellaheen as looking at their culture from the
outside, as a 'university economist' - or, one might argue, an anthropologist would do. They have internalized Western ideas about 'Development' and progress,
concluding that their own possessionsare embarrassing and 'anachronistic'. What has
caused this realization is not explained, but perhaps we can conclude that academic
discourse percolating through television and newspapers, as well as these media's
saturation with consumerist images, has led to their feeling that their 'houses and
ploughs were insubstantial things'. This sensitive portrayal unsettles the ethnographic
assumption that indigenous communities are unaware of how they are perceived from
the outside, and that the Other believes his or her cultural practices to be normative.
Cultural assumptions are intertextual, with people judging their own and others'
cultures according to standards derived from ethnographies, films, journalism.

As

James Clifford remarks, '[s]uddenly cultural data cease to move smoothly from oral
performance into descriptive writing.

Now data also move from text to text,

inscription becomes transcription' (I 986b: 116).

The ways in which the ethnographer,whetherWesternor 'native', is represented
in the ethnographictext have also beeninterrogatedby the New Anthropologists. The
ethnographer'sexperiencesin the field of courseprovoke feelings, desires,dislikes,
and prejudice, but these are erased from, or at least marginalized by, realist
ethnographicdiscourse. Mary Louise Pratt reminds us that all ethnographiescontain
elementsof the personal,but in stylized ways. An informal, personaltone is permitted
to intrude into conventional ethnographies,but only when it is confined to prefaces
and/or afterwords. Pratt argues that these set-pieces- usually describing the
ethnographer'sarrival, first impressions,and departure- 'play the crucial role of
anchoring [the ethnographic text] in the intense and authority-giving personal
experienceof fieldwork' (1986: 32). Yet from the 1960s on ethnographershave
becomemore willing to allow the self to overspill into the main body of narrative,
showing that fieldwork can only be a partial account, highly influenced by the
personalityand approachof its orchestrator.
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Ghosh parodies and subverts the traditional ethnographictrope of confining
personalcommentaryin prefacesor afterwords. He choosesto omit the conventional
arrival scene, and his description of the Egyptian village begins with the narrator
alreadysettled,somewhatunhappily,at the houseof Abu-'Ali. Whereasmany classic
ethnographictexts begin with an introduction describingthe senseof strangenessfelt
by the ethnographeron arrival at the field site and then banish personalobservation
13Ghoshmakesno mention of his arrival, but
from the main body of the ethnography,
his feelings of alienation and the curiosity his presenceprovokes are emphasized
throughout. Ghosh too sandwicheshis text betweena 'Prologue' and an 'Epilogue',
but it is worth noting that theseare more novelistic terms than the scholarly 'Preface'
or 'Afterword',

immediately indicating the text's imaginative purchase on

anthropology. Yet in a curiousreversalof anthropologicalconvention,the Prologueis
one of the most straightforwardlyacademicpassagesof Ghosh's text, loadedas it is
with historical detail, dates, and footnotes. Only in the last two paragraphsdoes
Ghosh situate his interest in the Slave in a subjective spaceand connectit with his
experiencesin modem-day Egypt. The Epilogue is more personal, intcrbraiding
descriptionsof the exodusof Egyptianworkers from Iraq at the beginning of the Gulf
War with an accountof the last referenceto Bomma in an ancientmanuscriptkept in a
hi-tech Philadelphian library. In between the two bookends of the Epilogue and
Prologue, Ghosh's text continues to intertwine personal details and seemingly
irrelevant information with more academic commentary, where conventional
"

Perhapsthe most famous example of the personalized'arrival trope' is the opening to
Bronislaw Malinowski's Argonauts of the WesternPacific:

by all yourgear,aloneon a tropical
Imagineyourselfsuddenlysetdownsurrounded
beachcloseto a nativevillage,whilethelaunchor dinghywhichhasbroughtyousailsaway
out of sight. Sinceyou takeup your abodein the compoundof someneighbouring
white
man,traderor missionary,
youhavenothingto do,but to startat onceon yourethnographic
work. Imaginefurtherthatyouarea beginner,withoutpreviousexperience,
with nothingto
guideyouandno oneto helpyou. For thewhitemanis temporarilyabsent,or elseunableor
unwillingto wasteanyof histimeonyou. Thisexactlydescribes
my first initiationinto field
work on the southcoastof New Guinea. I well rememberthe long visits I paid to the
villagesduringthe first weeks;thefeelingof hopelessness
anddespairaftermanyobstinate
but futile attemptshadentirelyfailedto bringme into realtouchwith thenatives,or supply
mewith anymaterial(1922:4).
Here Malinowski invites the readerto sharehis feelings of disorientationby his unusualuse
of the second-personnarrative voice. He is candid about his inexperience as an
ethnographerand his inability to get 'into real touch' with his researchsubjects. And yet,
this personalaccountof Malinowski's initial uncertainty in the field soon gives way, in the
main body of the text, to a more confident, generalizingtone. As Pratt suggests(1986: 31 32), the display of modestyand inexperiencerevealedin the arrival trope is really a device,
a way of assertingthe ethnography'sauthenticity by depicting the hardshipsof fieldwork.
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ethnographieswould limit themselvesto a strictly scholarly discussionof canonical
topics such askinship or ritual.
However unconventional its fonn, this text nonethelessconveys a wealth of
detail about the cultural practices of Egyptian villagers. Consider the following
passagein which we learn aboutthe Arabic tradition of blood feuds:
And now, Jabir said, drawing himself up to his full height, there would be
a blood feud. That was the law of the Arabs: 'Me and my brother againstmy
if
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'All that for pushinga man off a swing?' I asked,bleary-eyed.
Jabir pausedto think. 'Well, maybea little one,' he said wistfully. 'Just a
small feud' (IAAL, 70 - 71).

In this passage,the complicatedprocessof the blood feud is unravelledin detail, and
This
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communicated an unobtrusiveway,
a collage of direct and indirect speech,personaldetails and irony. The sectionbegins
indirect
there
(reported
that
Jabir
through
speech)
with
making a simple statement
would be a blood feud. The assertionis instantly undercutby the authorial comment
that he is 'drawing himself up to his full height' while saying it, which indicateshis
truculent pride in the custom. The narrator goeson to explain the usual sequenceof
eventsin a feud, culminating in the declamation(presumablyattributableto Jabir) that
this is an inevitable, unchangingpractice, 'the ancient,immutable law of the Arabs'.
The narrative then returns to the dialogic form, with the narrator's bathetic reminder
that the feud in questionis only in responseto a man being pushedoff a swing. Jabir's
rejoinder is at once humorousand telling: he hopesthere will be 'just a small feud',
the 'wistfulness' of his voice suggestingthat he has never in fact witnessed this
supposedly'ancient, immutable' custom. Ghosh managesconcisely and indirectly to
convey that what was oncecommonpracticein the Arabic world is today a rare event,
regardednostalgicallyby the villagers aspart of a now supersededheritage. Soonthis
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interpretation is confirmed by neighbouringvillagers' report that the allegedfeud had
not transpired,as a 'token payment' (IAAL, 79) had sufficed to persuadethe wronged
family to drop their grievance. Jabir's self-consciousportrayal of the Arabs as a
warrior-like, intransigentpeople is therefore revealedto be a distortion of practices
that today usually manifestthemselvesthroughmereritualized imitation of the past.
It is worth comparing Ghosh's personal, even playful accountof feuding with
the more canonical discussionto be found in A. P. Stirling's essay'A Death and a
Youth Club: Feuding in a Turkish Village'. In this essay,Stirling provides several
charts and diagramsto explain the genealogyof the village under discussion,and his
writing style is more authoritative and monophonic than Ghosh's. The following
passage illustrates well the differences between Ghosh's writing and a more
mainstreamanthropologicalapproach:
If a man is in trouble with his neighbours,his patrikin will cometo his aid,
and in doing so, will be acting togetheras a group. But it is not only at times of
in
is
hostility
the
Quiescent
fighting
that
this
normal
open
situation occurs.
villages. For this, the villagers use a word 'kiis, ' by which they mean a sort of
has
his
in
Achilles
tent,
implies
It
the
one
mutual sulking.
state of mind of
been wronged or insulted, and broken off normal social relationships. The
negativeof kas is 'to speakto eachother; to say 'We are speakingto eachother'
(konuMoruz) may sometimesmean 'We have been reconciled.' Any selfrespectinglineage is more than likely to be kfis with at least one other similar
group (1970: 172).

Here Stirling makes several generalizationsfrom the specific feud he has already
described,using the universalizingnouns 'a man', 'patrikin', 'the villagers', and 'any
self-respecting lineage' to suggest that these practices are typical of a wider
community than just the village under study. His use of what JohannesFabian has
termedthe 'ethnographicpresent'tenseis also striking, as it essentializesthe villagers'
14
actions as part of a general unchangingculture. The narrator writes in the third
person about the anonymous'villagers' he describes,employing an omniscient voice
that seemsable to judge what is 'normal' in the village, and to translateconceptswith
confident ease. Not without humour, Stirling describeskz7sas 'a sort of mutual
sulking', but there is no doubt in his tone when he explains foreign words; he usesthe
14 Fabian defines the 'ethnographic
present' as 'the practice of giving accounts of other
cultures and societies in the present tense. A custom, a ritual, even an entire system of
exchangeor a world view are thus predicated on a group or tribe, or whatever unit the
ethnographerhappensto choose' (1983: 80).
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unequivocal verb 'mean' to indicate his knowledgeof the Turkish language. He also
uses a classical analogy of 'Achilles in his tent' to vivify his description of kas.
Turkish customsare thus renderedcomprehensibleby allusion to a familiar Western
story, rather than being describedin such a way that Westernculture is defamiliarized
and challengedin comparison(as Clifford [1986a] arguesis a necessaryoutcomeof
ethnography). Ghosh's use of direct speech from a named individual and his
reluctanceto draw definitive conclusionsfrom an isolatedinstanceof feuding standin
marked contrastto the scientismandgeneralizationsof Stirling's approach.
We rarely get to see Ghosh's narrator at work on his ethnographic data
collection. In one of the few moments in which we are reminded of his academic
project, a studiousvillager gives him unsolicitedinformation while he is trying to have
a conversationwith someoneelse:
'Women use their forefingers to push corn down the throats of their
geese,' added Shaikh Musa's son Ahmed, an earnestyoung man, who was a
great deal more heedful of my duties as a gathererof information than I. 'Com,
as you ought to know, is harvestedjust before winter, towards the start of the
Coptic year which beginsin the month of Tfit... ' (IAAL, 26).
This passage is revealing because it indicates that Ahmed is familiar with the kind of
evidence required for ethnographic study: he tells him about agricultural affairs and
the locals' conception of time.

We are again reminded that informants are not

innocent, but that they are subjects self-consciously shaping an intertextual identity for
the ethnographer to record. Furthermore, the ethnographer and the local's roles are
reversed, as the 'earnest' Ahmed is at pains to steer the narrator back towards his
research topics, whereas the latter is more interested in anecdotesand gossip.

Many questionssurroundingthe ethnographer'srole and personaare posedby
the New Anthropologists. Does s/he have authority (benign or otherwise),or is s/he
portrayed as a simpleton, the dupe of wily locals? How much does his or her voice
intrude into the narrative, through the use of the first person and the expressionof
personalopinions? The examplegiven abovesuggeststhat Ghosh's narrativepersona
is presentedin a modest,self-deprecatinglight as one who has little authority
and who
has to be taught even the community's most basic customs. The T figure is
omnipresentin the narrative, but his position is constantly shifting. RenatoRosaldo
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(1986: 88) has drawn attention to 'tripartite author functions' that he arguesexist
between '(a) the individual who wrote the work, (b) the textualized personaof the
narrator, and (c) the textualized personaof the field investigator'. This is a useful
division for understandingGhosh's 'I' narrator, as it draws attention to the fact that
'the individual who wrote the work' is largely absentfrom In an AntiqueLand. We do
learn certain autobiographicaldetails about this individual, such as his educational
history and his involvement in a communalistriot in Dhaka in 1964,but abouthis life
at the time of writing we are told very little. His sexual and romantic life, for
example, is entirely erased from the narrative, which is perhaps indicative of
confortnity to ethnography'staboo againstadmitting that desireor sexualattachments
existedduring fieldwork.
Ghosh's T narrator tends to slide between 'the textualized persona of the
narrator', a thoughtful, perceptivescholarwho museson his experiencesin the village
and offsets them againsthis knowledgeof Mediterraneanhistory, and 'the textualized
personaof the field investigator', who is a more comic character. There is of course
also the 'textualized persona of the historian', whose half-ironic pedantry I have
alreadydiscussed.The 'I' figure is thereforehighly multiplex: he is both the academic
being
the
who
a
childlike
and
naif,
does not even know about sex and nature. Sometimesthis nsfvet6 is portrayed as
being a result of incompleteknowledgeof Arabic, aswhen he causesconsternationby
at once ethnographer,historian, and linguist -

his admissionthat he has never heardthe word for 'sex' before (IAAL, 61). At other
times Ghoshplays along with the idea of himself asa simpletonout of what appearsto
be sheerexasperation.After young men laugh at him for not understandingthe Arabic
for 'sex' or 'masturbation', the narrator willfully decides to exaggerate their
stereotypesof him, claiming that he believes the reflection of the moon in a pond is
the light from Ahmed's torch (IAAL, 64).
These examples of the narrator's misunderstandingslead to people being
surprisedif he sharesany attitudesor cultural practiceswith them. Thus when Ghosh
congratulatesKhamees on a boy he takes to be his son, Khamees is pleasedbut
astonishedthat '[h]e understandsthat people are happy when they have children',
concluding, 'he's not as upside down as we thought' (IAAL, 172). The language
Khameesuseshererecallsthe story aboutthe upsidedown housethat the grandmother
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tells Mayadebi in Yhe Shadow Lines. In accordancewith the argumentsof Said,
Ghosh- like the family on the other side of the wall - is constitutedby manyof the
villagers as an Other, a topsy-turvy being who does everything differently. This is
why Ghosh is touched when Nabeel tries to put himself in the Indian's situation,
commentingthat he must miss people at home when he puts the kettle on with just
enoughwater for one. In responseto this compassionGhoshwrites:
The conversationquickly turned to somethingelse, but Nabeel's comment
stayed in my mind; I was never able to forget it, for it was the first time that
anyonein Lataifa or Nashawyhad attemptedan enterprisesimilar to mine - to
enter my imagination and look at my situation as it might appearto me (IAAL,
152).

Here Ghosh aligns Nabeel's moment of insight with his own ethnographic
centerprise',arguingthat both are attemptsto look at the world from another'spoint of
view. Ghosh's equation of anthropologywith the attempt 'to enter my imagination
and look at my situation as it might appear to me' suggeststhat he believes the
ethnographer'smost important quality should be empathy,the ability to put him- or
herself in someoneelse's shoes. He is not alone in arguingthis. In his by now classic
anthropologicalmanifesto,Bronislaw Malinowski writes that the ethnographershould
seekto 'grasp the native's point of view, his relation to life, to realisehis vision of his
world' (1922: 25).
And yet, the work of the New Anthropologistshas also shown that the concept
of a stable, monolithic 'Other' has splintered into a proliferation of 'others.
Malinowski's use of the emphasizedword 'his' in the statementabove indicatesthat
the worldview of orthodox ethnographerstends to exclude at least half of the
population, as women's experiencesare often not taken into consideration. Recent
ethnographiesare more sensitiveto the fact that every subject has a unique identity
constitutedby factors suchas gender,race,age,sex,class,and religion. Thus, in order
to 'enter the imagination' of the villagers, Ghoshhasto put himself in the position of a
variety of different 'others'. He is quite successful in bringing out the tensions
betweendifferent social classeswithin the village. For example,he explainsthat the
village was founded by two men, whose descendents,the Badawy and Abu-Kanaka
lineages,took on the roles of landownersand Imams respectively(MAL, 117 19).
Below thesetwo important groups is a sub-class,the Jamm5l lineage. This group is
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Badawy and Abu-Kanaka,despitethe financial gainsthe Jammalhave madesincethe
1952 Revolution. By detailing village hierarchies,Ghosh makesus awarethat some
individuals, such as Khameesthe Rat (a JammAl),are constrainedby prejudice and
classrestrictions. His treatmentof genderis arguablysomewhatlessperceptive,with
few women appearingin the narrativewith any depth. JamesClifford writes aboutthe
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introducedto is Khamees'ssister,Busaina,who has left her husbandand moved back
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lack of women's voices in In an Antique Land is due to Ghosh's restricted accessto
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say,
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men's affairs,
women's stories, or
greater
female sex is an Other whosestory is not greatly illuminated here.
One final problem of conventional ethnographiesthat has been highlighted by
the New Anthropologists is their tendency to erase historical and environmental
factors that may affect the peopleunder study. Axjun Appadurai points out that place
is only sketchily delineated in most ethnographical works. He writes, '[t]he
fieldwork)
(those
is
[
]
[ethnographic]
in
of
gathered
evidence
circumstances which ...
and the circumstancesof the writing up of fieldwork have been much discussed
dimension
]
here.
[
But
be
this
the
do
to
spatial
of
recently and
revisited
not need
...
circumstantialityhasnot beenthought about very much' (1988: 16). Ghoshrefusesto
's This seemsunlikely, since Ghoshacknowledgesin his thesisthat in Nashawywomen 'are
not very closely segregated;they are never veiled, they sit with men, and talk with and meet
with them quite freely, certainly without any embarrassment'(1981: 197). In the thesis,
Ghosh provides information about women's kinship duties, marriage rituals, and work
focuses
he
his
Land.
Antique
However,
from
In
is
that
attention
still
patterns,
an
absent
more closely on men and their concerns. Unconscious slips give away this bias. For
example,in the thesis Ghoshclaims that '[p]eople in Nashawy [ ...] shakehandsconstantly.
To shakehandsand "to greet" are expressedby the sameverb,yisalthn, and everyonein the
village is expectedto great everyoneelse with a band shake whenever they meet' (1981:
217). He later admits that theseuniversalizing nouns 'people' and 'everyone' are actually
used to denote only the male sex: 'the collective exercise of hand shaking is entirely the
monopoly of men' (1981: 243).
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in
from
his
their
abstract
physical environment the way that
ethnographicsubjects
Appadurai suggestsmany ethnographersdo. Instead he draws our attention to the
tangible nature of the spacein which he finds himself, describing many different
settings, such as the open fields, the interiors of houses,and the marketplace. In a
memorablepassagehe describeshow he got lost in a warren of laneswhen trying to
find Ustaz Sabry'shouse:
I set off for his house a little before the sunset prayers, and in my
eagernessto get there I forgot to find out exactly where he lived. As a result I
houses
its
larger
Lataifa,
lost,
for
Nashawy
than
with
much
was
was soon
squeezedclose together around a labyrinth of tunnel-like lanes, some of which
came to unexpecteddead ends while others circled back upon themselves.[ ...]
After I had passedthrough the squarea secondtime I swallowed my pride and
turning to the long train of children who had attachedthemselvesto me, I asked
the tallest amongthem to lead me to Ustaz Sabry's door (IAAL, 123).

While most ethnographersdescribe space - where they discuss it at all - in a
"
location
describes
his
Ghosh
here
factual
as a puzzle, or
confident,
manner,
'labyrinth', in which he is soon utterly bewildered. Whereas some cthnographers
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land
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possess,
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not
which
cartographical.skills represent
other hand is reducedto askinglocal children directions. This passagemay be read as
an allegorical account of Ghosh's entire ethnographicproject. Rejecting the lofty
16For instance,here is Malinowski describingthe geographicallocation of his fieldwork:
OrangerieBay is closed,on its Easternside,by a headland,the first of a seriesof
hills, risingdirectlyout of thesea.As we approach
theland,we canseedistinctlythesteep,
foldedslopes,coveredwith dense,rankjungle,brightenedhereandthereby boldpatchesof
baysor lagoons,with
lalanggrass.Thecoastis brokenfirst by a seriesof small,land-locked
in analmostunbroken
a flat, alluvialforeshore,
andthenfromSouthCapethecoaststretches
line,for severalmiles,to theendof themainland(1922:33).
The limited humangazeis rejectedhere in favour of a panoramicvision that functions like a
film camerapanning over the landscape.Malinowski's use of the first-personplural invites
us to sharehis panoptical view of the New Guinealandscape,in a device similar to that used
at the beginning of Argonauts of the WesternPacific (quoted in footnote 13, above). Space,
then, is depicted by Malinowski as posing no problems of representation for the
ethnographer. The ethnographer'sroving eye follows the contours of the land without
impediment, over hills, sea,and jungle. Narratorial perspectiveis alleviated far above the
prosaic realities of life 'on the ground' in the field site, in stark contrast to Ghosh's
depiction of himself hopelesslylost in the Egyptian township.
17 Evans-Pritchard'sTheNuer, for example,(1940) contains fifteen maps and 'text-figures',
which include maps depicting 'Approximate areaoccupiedby the Nuer' and 'The Nuer and
neighbouringpeoples. SarahLloyd's An Indian Attachment (1984), which is a mixture of
travel account, autobiography, and ethnography, but which is fairly Eurocentric in its
approach,also containsseveralmapsof the village in which Lloyd resides.
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vantagepoint andthird-personomniscienceof much ethnographicwriting, herewe see
the narratoradmitting his disorientationin the village.
Furthermore,historical factors, such as the impact of colonialism on indigenous
societies,are particularly difficult for ethnographiesto acknowledge(Pratt, 1986:42).
Imperial dominationhasof coursebeenone of the main factorsto allow ethnographers
easyaccessto 'primitive' field sites. As David Scott observes,'[t]he very possibility
of the anthropologicaljourney has been linked to the historical occasionof Western
Europeanexpansion' (1989: 78). And yet, this facilitating bond betweencolonialism
and anthropology is written out of most ethnographic texts.

Traditionally,

ethnographershave striven to recover a precolonial mindset, unsullied by the West or
by contemporarypolitical tensions. For example, in Margaret Mead's classic text
Coming of 4ge in Samoa (1928), the reverberationsof colonialism on the culture
under study are largely erasedfrom the narrative,and the Samoansarerepresentedas a
18
influence.
Ghosh firmly rejects the
by
Western
simple people, uncorrupted
ethnographicattemptto extricatethe 'primitive mind' undamagedfrom the wreckage
of colonialism. He is constantlyat pains to show imperialism's legacy,whetherthis is
through his and the Imam's ugly argumentabout weaponry,or the villagers' feelings
of inferiority for their adobehuts and basic agricultural tools. Furthermore,Ghosh is
awarethat a new manifestationof imperialism is emergingfrom the 'oil encounter'in
" Consider in the following passagethe way in which Mead representsSamoan
culture as
being entirely devoid of political, religious, and legal institutions, as comparedwith the
more 'developed' society of the West:
In complicated
civilizationslike thoseof Europe,or thehighercivilizationsof theEast,
beforethe studentcanbeginto understand
the forcesat work
yearsof studyarenecessary
within thern. A studyof the Frenchfamily alonewould involve a preliminarystudyof
Frenchhistory,of Frenchlaw, of the Catholicand Protestantattitudestowardssex and
personalrelations. A prinidtivepeoplewithout a written languagepresenta much less
elaborate
structureof a primitive
problem,anda trainedstudentcanmasterthefundamental
societyin a fewmonths(1977:14).
Here Mead suggeststhat the oral nature of 'primitive' societies engenderstheir structural
simplicity. She dismissesthe very idea of Samoansocial and political organizations,in
contrastwith France's intricate 'history, (...] law, [ ...] [and) attitudestowards sex'. Shealso
ignores the upheavalsthat imperialism have causedwithin the structure of Samoansociety,
depicting it as an ancient,unchangingsystem. Refuting her ahistorical approachto Samoan
culture, Derek Freeman(1983: 118) has shown that the decadein which Mead was writing,
the 1920s, was a period of great unrest and change, with the different Samoanislands
revolting against their American and New Zealander colonizers. Ile also demonstrates
(1983: 121 30) that Samoansociety is made up of complex political organizationsand
social classes,far from being a simple systemthat can be leamt 'in a few months', as Mead
suggests.
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I hope to have shown that Ghosh's interrogations of the 'husbandry of the
Western academy, in the guise of the disciplines of history and anthropology,are
have
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history and anthropologyare similar. Both disciplines attempt to explain or translate
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gross simplification of
when a man dies his wife is draggedaway and burnt alive' (MAL, 46) and the Imam's belief
that there is no cremationin the West (IAAL, 235). In contrast,even such villagers as Jabir,
who never get the opportunity to go abroad,have detailed knowledge about wages,living
conditions, andjobs in Iraq, becauseof the great number of men from the village who have
worked in that country.
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tendency to ignore events that have shaped the culture's development.
playfully

describes historians and anthropologists

[who] have a certain difficulty

as '[m]uralists

Clifford Geertz
and miniaturists,

seeing what the other sees in contained perfections or in

grand designs' (1990: 322). Yet both disciplines, as we have seen, have grown up out
of Western Europe's colonization

of much of the world from the sixteenth century

onwards. Through his narrative that moves back and forth between the two
discourses,Ghosh s)mthcsizesand yet challengesboth forms of knowledge. In
Berkhofff's terms (1995: 195), he manages to 'historicize culture' while
sculturaffizing)history'. He unitesthe broadsweepof history with the macrocosmic
approachor anthropology,without giving either discourseprecedenceand while
pointing out the pitfalls of both. Berkhoferalso arguesthat an 'ideal multicultural
history, (or, for that matter,anthropology)needsto containmultiple viewpointswithin
its narrative,rcprcscntingboth the world of thepastandconflictingperspectives
in the
Present0 995: 197). Ghoshachievesthis, integratingthe storiesof both temporaland
spatial'Others'byjuxtaposingthe multi-localenarrativeof Ben Yiju andBommawith
the moreboundedstoryof the villagesof LataifaandNashawy.
One of the most important points to be made by the juxtaposition of the two
storylines is that a medieval world of compromise and tolerance has been destroyedby
colonialism. Ghosh suggeststhat most contemporary Egyptians are not conversant
with Indian culture, as were many Arabs in medieval times. Nor is it entirely possible
for Ghosh, as an Indian, to interact with the Egyptians on their own terms. A powerful
refcrent, Europe, now makes independent dialogue between non-Wcstem countries
difficult: they arc reduced to speaking a languageof 'development, technology, and
violence defined by the West. Ghosh arbitrarily fixcs on one isolated historical
moment to explain the changes that have taken place in international cultural
exchange:the moment of Vasco da Gama's arrival in India in 1498. 'Within a few
YearsOf that day', he argues,"the knell had been struck for the world that had brought
130mma,Ben YiJu
begun
in
had
Ashu
which the
together,
age
and another
and
crossing of their paths would seem so unlikely that its very possibility would all but
disappear from human
memory' (MAL, 286). There are many compelling arguments
to back up this polemical statement,and Ghosh passionately contends that until the
incursions of da Gama the Indian Ocean
basis
together
traded
a
of
on
cultures
Cooperation and bargaining. They were thus completely unprepared for the
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determination of the Portuguese to wrest control of trading syndicates, and for their

'unleashing' of 'violence on a scaleunprecedented
on thoseshores'(IAAL, 288).
And yet, there are gaps in his narrative; moments when it is possible to divine
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that Jews lived more securely in the medieval Arab-Islamic world than under
Christendom. They did. My goal is to explain how and why and thereby foster deeper
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Cohen's comment is useful because, while unequivocally asserting that the medieval
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interfaith utopia hypothesis, he argues, are often 'Arab apologists' who identify the
incursions of Zionism and particularly the creation of the state of Israel as reasons for
the demise of intercommunal tolerance.

Equally, Cohen reveals that revisionist

historians, who seek to prove Islamic persecution of Jews in the Middle Ages, do so
out of similarly polemical, pro-Israeli views.

Cohen categorically states that the

in
had
Crusades
the
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the
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no
of
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Middle East (1994: 3- 4), but he acknowledges that there are still many instances of
the suppression of Jews under Islamic rule in the Middle Ages (1994: 24 - 25).

20 It is worth noting that, despite the fact that Ghosh's work may be interpreted as
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by
Cohen,
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the two men
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model
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are acquainted,and the latter hasclearly influenced Ghosh's research. Ghoshacknowledges
his intellectual debt to Cohenin his footnoteto p. 104.
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Ghosh, on the other hand, finds it difficult to explain instancesof religious
intolerance in the Geniza world. There are very few references to religious
persecutionin the medieval sectionof the book, and the readeris almost left with the
impressionthat persecutionsnevertook place. One of the only descriptionsof Muslim
cruelty to Jews comes towards the end of the book, shortly after a condemnatory
narration of the Crusaders'massacresof Jews. Ghoshdescribesit as follows:
At about the same time, in the far west of North Africa the al-Muwahhid
(Almohad) dynasty was gaining in strength, and its armies were advancing
steadily through the Maghreb, towards Ifriqiya. Between 1145 and 1146 they
took the cities of Oran, Tlemcenand the oasisof Sijilmasa, on the north-western
border of the Sahara. For seven months they tried peaceably to convert
Sjilmasa's large Jewish population to Islam. When their efforts went
unrewardedthey put a hundred and fifty Jews to the sword. The rest, led by
their judge, quickly converted. They were relatively lucky: at about the same
time a hundred thousandChristians and Jews were massacredby the Almohads
in Fez, and a hundredand twenty thousandin Marrakesh(IAAL, 301).

That is all, and there is no further mention of medieval Muslim intolerance;nor is
there any explicit referenceto currentJewish/Muslimhostilities. But the passageis an
interesting one, for it illustrates Ghosh's reluctanceto condemnthe Muslim cruelty
with the virulence he reservesfor the Crusaders. Notice the terms in which he
describesthe Almohads' behaviour:they are describedastrying 'peaceably'to convert
the Jews and their patience in the face of what almost appearsas willful Jewish
obduracy is emphasized. Eventually, when 'their efforts went unrewarded', Ghosh
implies that the Muslims had little choice but to kill a hundredand fifty Jews. Then
comesthe mostjarring moment of the passage,when Ghoshwrites in the briefest and
most neutral way possible of the massacreof over two hundred thousandJews and
Christians. It is hard to seehow this incident fits into Ghosh'smodel of the medieval
world as an exemplar of tolerance and syncretism and it is little wonder that he
choosesnot to linger over it.

Perhapsin this passage,whether inadvertently or

consciously,Ghoshhints here at another,very different story of the Middle Ages that
could be told by a researcherwith different leanings. This brief revelation of Muslim
cruelty to Jewscould be accentuatedby a revisionist historian keen to suggestthat the
tolerance of the Arabic-Islamic world has been overstated. This passage,with its
intimations of other possibleaccountsof the period that could be told, returnsus to the
notion that history is inevitably subjectiveand selective.
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Elsewhere Ghosh evinces the same marked reluctance to make any criticism of
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Another example of Ghosh's idealization of the twelfth century world order
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foreign travel, and religious tolerancewere commonplacein the twelfth century. He
seeks to locate Ben Yiju's society firmly within the echelonsof the upper middle
classes,rejecting the notion that they formed an elite:
the membersof this community were not born to privilege and entitlement;they
The
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scholastics.
nor
professional
soldiers
were neither aristocrats nor
majority of them were traders, and while some of them were wealthy and
successful,they were not, by any means,amongstthe most powerful merchants
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them
small
their
time
small
running
were
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businesses.(IAAL, 56).

And yet, the impressionwe get from his own account is that these men, while they
may be to someextentself-madeandnot 'born to privilege and entitlement', they have
certainly becomesomeof the 'most powerful merchantsof their time'. One suspectsa
certain duplicity in Ghosh'sprotestationsabout the ordinarinessof the merchantclass
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as compared with the supposedly more powerful 'aristocrats [ ...] soldiers [ ...] [and]
professional scholastics'. On the contrary, S.D. Goitein describes Ben Yiju as a
'scholar [ ] versed in Jewish law and lore' (1973: 9) and 'the most important single
...
figure of the India papers preserved in the Geniza' (1973: 186). Chaudhuri (1985: 11)
illustrates that despite their relatively low social status, merchants' doings are well
recorded in history and command great attention from scholars 'because of the way
that the ruling elites and the politically powerful react to the activities, influence, and
demands of those who are able to command a large amount of money'. Money talks,
and elsewhere in the text Ghosh emphasizes the traders' wealth, particularly in his
depictions of the quality of the products they ship out for themselves to their
temporary homes overseas. When Bomma disgraces himself by getting drunk during
the pirates' invasion of Aden, he is only in the country becausehe has been sent to buy
goods for Ben Yiju's household in India. Extraordinary as it is to think of a twelfthcentury citizen sending his servant out on an international 'shopping jaunt' (IAAL,
255), Ben Yiju's elite status is suggested still further in Ghosh's remark that the sum
of money he spends could have paid 'the wages of a mason or builder for more than
two and a half years' (IAAL, 256). Ben Yiju is portrayed as consistently demanding
the finest goods for himself and his family; his friends send him clothes, household
goods, sweets, and paper of a 'matchless' quality (IAAL, 268).

When reading In an Antique Land, it is important to be aware that the
multicultural, well-travelled community of traders that Ghosh depicts is not
representativeof Middle Eastern society as a whole, but of a specifically urban
society, a distinction to which Ghosh does not pay much attention. Janet L. AbuLughod, following Fernand Braudel and Richard Hadpke, portrays medieval
Mediterraneansocietyas an 'archipelagoof towns', which term, sheargues,
capture[s] the fact that, within the same general region, a variety of social
formations coexisted:from the monetizedtrading centers,alreadyprofiting from
foreign exchangeand alreadybeginning to shapeproduction in their hinterlands
for export, to outpockets in the most depressedmountain ridges and valleys,
untouchedby the changestaking place (1989: 13- 14).

Her depiction of the unevennessof development in the Middle East of the time
contradictsGhosh'snon-hierarchicalvision of medieval trade as a 'sharedenterprise'
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(IAAL, 80 -8 1).21 Abu-Lughod's description of 'depressed mountain ridges and
by,
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valleys' suggests
many people
booming twelfth-century

economy which Ghosh writes about so optimistically.

Perhaps there is some truth in Gauri Viswanathan's accusation that 'the work cannot
get beyond nostalgia' (1995, n. pag.) in its vision of a syncretic, non-hegemonic past.

Ghosh sometimes emphasizesthe West's wrong-doings a little too heavyhandedly, just as he occasionally romanticizes the medieval Indian Ocean system.
JonathanM. Elukin hascriticized Ghosh'scensureof Westernacademia,writing:
Ghosh's excellent accountof the Geniza's discoveryis marredby persistent
intrusions of a sweeping anti-imperialist sentiment- reminiscent of Edward
Said's Orientalism - that is not worthy of his otherwiseprofound capacity for
empathy(1994: 138).

The dismissive parenthetic reference to Edward Said goes some way towards
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been largely scrupulousabout preservingthe documentsof their pasts,including the
recordsof disenfranchisedpeoples' (1994: 138), while giving no evidenceto support
this statement,and blithely ignoring the fact that Ghoshis not criticizing the West for
the quality of its record-keeping,but for its appropriationof other societies' 'records
of their pasts'. That said, I feel that Elukin is right to point out that Ghosh doesnot
fully utilize his 'profound capacity for empathy' on the subject of the Western
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universities in the West. Yet at other times it may be felt that 'the West' becomesa
convenient label upon which to assign blame for everything from the Arab-Israeli
conflict to history's obfuscationof cultural interchange.
Towards the end of the text, the medieval syncretism Ghosh has been
celebrating seems to dissolve, or at least takes on a darker aspect. A mood of
melancholyentersIn an Antique Land when it is revealedthat in middle ageBen Yiju
grew increasingly conservative,refusing to allow his daughterto marry the son of a
close friend, whosefamily origins are in Iraq, and choosinginsteadto marry her off to
a cousin. Ghosh writes, 'Ben Yiju choseto disregardhis long-standingassociation
with Khalaf and his family: almost as though he were seekingto disown a part of his
own past, he now decided that he could not let his daughter marry a "foreigner..
(IAAL, 316). Here he implies that Ben Yiju will not permit for his daughterwhat he
once chosefor himself. marriagewith an outsider. Once again Ghoshchoosesnot to
linger too long on this evidencethat the medieval world had its shareof xenophobic
prejudice. He is soon back on more comfortably syncretic ground, emphasizingthe
proto-globalized nature of a world in which 'this child of a Nair woman from the
Malabar was wedded in 1156 to her Sicilian cousin, in Fustat' (IAAL, 328). Yet I
would argue that this last statementindicates dark undertonesbehind the optimism.
The referenceto the 'child of a Nair woman' remindsus of Ashu, whom Ben Yiju has
apparentlyabandonedin India, neverto seeher children again. Thus the conclusionof
Ben Yiju's story is a deeply ambivalent one, pivoted as it is between an optimistic
multiculturalism.and a disturbing ghettoism. Clifford evokesthis indeterminacywell
when he asks,'[w]ill differencesbe negotiatedthrough intricate relational networksor
measured against rigid templates of development and nationhood? Ghosh's
pessimismof the intellect inclines him to the latter possibility, his optimism of the will
keepsthe former alive' (1994: 27).
The uneasybalancebetween 'pessimism of the intellect' and 'optimism of the
will' is also carried over into the book's ethnographicsections. Another gloomily
ambivalent undercurrent may be found in the dilemma Ghosh faces when he is
pressurizedto attendthe local mosque. He meetsan educatedand very religious man,
Ustaz Mustafa, who is keen to show him the workings of Islam so he can 'make up
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[his] mind whether [he] want[s] to stay within that religion of [his]' (IAAL, 48).
Ghoshrefusesand is soonsufferingparoxysmsof guilt for his decisionnot to go:
I beganto wonder why I had not acceptedUstaz Mustafa's invitation to visit the
mosque and watch him at his prayers; he had meant well, after all, had only
wanted to introduceme to the most important elementof his imaginative life. A
part of me had wantedto go - not merely that part which told me that it was, in
a sense,my duty, part of my job. But when the moment had come, I'd known
that I wouldn't be able to do it: I had been too afraid, and for the life of me I
could not understandwhy (MAL, 48 - 49).

Despite his claim that 'if I had a religious identity at all it was largely by default'
VAAL, 47), it seemsthat there is somethingHindu in Ghosh's imagination that will
not allow him to go to the mosque. He confessesthat he is afraid of going, but even
the story he tells later aboutwitnessingcommunalistriots as a child in Calcuttais not
sufficient to explain his fears. In my interview with him he was more frank, admitting
'there was alreadyso much pressureon me to convert. And I felt that I had to make a
clear distinction that there was no way I was going to convert' (Chambers,2003:
n-pag.). This pressureon him to convert is not explicitly statedin In an AntiqueLand,
perhapsbeauseGhoshdoesnot wish to get too deeply embroiledin debatesaboutthe
arguably intransigentcharacterof mainstreamIslam. He prefers to examineesoteric
offshoots of the religion, such as Sufism and saint worship. Perhaps Ghosh's
discomfort with someaspectsof Islam is best expressedin a passingcommentmadein
his thesis (1981: 215): '[p]eople in Nashawy do not believe that truth or a correct
courseof action [ ...] can be relative to individuals or groups. Truth for them, is one
and indivisible'. As we have seenthroughout this chapter,Ghosh opposesthis idea
that one can know the truth with absolutecertainty. Instead,he is constantlyat pains
to contextualizetruths, to show that they are individual and specific to their location
and time. Yet the suggestionin his thesis of the unyielding certainty of Islamic
doctrine is not carried over into In an Antique Land, and explicit discussion of
orthodox Islam is an important 'areaof darkness'in this text.
Another traveller in the Muslim world, V. S. Naipaul, is less circumspectabout
his feelings towards Islam. A similar sceneto the one describedaboveappearsin his
travel book, Among the Believers, in which Naipaul, too, is encouragedto attend
prayers:
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'Stay for our prayers,' he said. 'It sometimeshas an effect on newcomers,
seeingus all at prayer.'
But that was what I didn't want to stay for, and was anxious about: the
prayers, the sight of a hundred thousand- or was it 200,000?- bowed in
unison, in the avoidabledesertof Raiwind (1981: 201).

Like Ghosh, Naipaul is reluctant to take part in the massive display of faith, but,
unlike him, he is not afraid to explain his reasonswhy. Conversionis overtly alluded
to here, in Naipaul's interlocutor's statement '[i]t sometimes has an effect on
newcomers', which stands in ominous contrast to Ghosh's more charitable
interpretation of the invitation to prayer as an attempt 'to introduce me to the most
important elementof his imaginative life'. Elsewherein the text, Naipaul describes
Islam as 'an imperialism as well as a religion' (1981: 11), and he criticizes its Sharia
law, its tendencytowards despotism,and its allegedfailure to produceanythinglike a
Renaissancein the modem age.
Later in In an Antique Land, Ghosh describes Islam in terms that recall
Naipaul's fear of the hugecrowd 'bowed in unison', at prayer:
I would go up to my room alone and listen to the call of the muezzin and try to
think of how it must feel to know that on that very day, as the sun travelled
had
in
the
the
of
globe
every
comer
of
people
around
earth,millions and millions
turned to face the samepoint, and said exactly the samewords of prayer, with
exactly the same prostrations as oneself. A phenomenonon that scale was
beyond my imagining, but the exercise helped me understandwhy so many
people in the hamlet had told me not to fast: to belong to that immense
community was a privilege which they had to re-eam every year, and the effort
madethem doubly consciousof the value of its boundaries(IAAL, 76).

Here Ghosh highlights Islam's role in providing an 'imagined community' for its
followers. Like the nation-state,he suggests,Islam provides a means of defining
of the
oneselfagainstwhat one is not. Ghosh'sdescriptionof Muslims' consciousness
'value' of their religion's 'boundaries', indicates another possible reason for his
refusal to go to the mosque. Throughout this text (and indeed his others) Ghosh
demonstratesa deep suspicion for constructedborderlines, which are linked in his
mind with the horrors of Partition and communalviolence.
This discussionof borderlinesleadsme to one final and significant omission in
Ghosh's narrative, that is, his decision not to discuss the modem-day Arab-Israeli
conflict. The Israeli stateis never to my knowledgereferredto in In an 4ntiqueLand.
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The conflict itself is only mentioned in one oblique passage,already discussed,in
which Ghosh comparesthe partitioning of history on national lines to the physical
division of Palestine(IAAL, 95). Yet the Arab-Israeli struggle hauntsIn an Antique
Land, becausethe story of Ben Yiju's Jewishcommunityworking and trading side-byside with Arabs contrastsso starkly with current realities. I would suggestthat this
omission, like many of Ghosh's others, is more effective than an explicit attempt to
tackle the subject. By leaving the readerto make comparisonsbetweenBen Yiju's
tolerant society and today's post-intifada world, he createsa silenceat the heartof his
narrative more poignant than any polemic. Equally importantly, this lacuna, in
conjunction with the other omissions discussed,illustrates the argumentthat flows
throughout In an Antique Land that all narrativesare partial, they can only tell one
story and things inevitably get left out of the frame.
This, then, is the messageof all Ghosh's ethnographicand historical research,
that knowledgeis fragmentaryand subjective. The gapsand awkward momentsin In
an Antique Land that I havejust beendescribingarepart of this message;they indicate
Ghosh's recognitionthat other versionsof his narrativewill alwaysbe available. In an
Antique Land, as its compositegenericform and publishing history attest,is at once a
provisional enterprise and a lyrical plea that all knowledge should be viewed as
similarly makeshift andpersonal. As the ethnographerJacquesMaquetwrites:
A perspectivistknowledge is not as such non-objective: it is partial. It reflects
an external reality but only an aspectof it, the one visible from the particular
spot, social and individual, where the anthropologist was placed. Nonobjectivity creeps in when the partial aspect is consideredas the global one
(quotedin Narayan, 1993:679).

The samealso appliesto history: both disciplines shouldbe viewed as a glimpse of the
truth from a specific temporal and spatial position, rather than as Truth itself. As is
hinted at by Maquet here, and as Ghoshexplicitly states,it is the West, with its claim
to possessa knowledgethat transcendstime and place, that has causedimmeasurable
damageto other worldviews that acknowledgetheir own partiality.
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Chapter Four:
Knowledge, Networks and Silence in The CWcutta Chromosome
'[K]nowledge [can]'t begin without acknowledgingthe impossibility of knowledge'
(CC, 104).
INTRODUCTION

Amitav Ghosh's fourth novel, The Calcutta Chromosome (1996), defies
depiction
Antar,
It
an
of
with
a
opens
categorizationand resists any easysummary.
Egyptian working in the information technologyindustry in the New York of the near
future. His hi-tech computer,Ava, showshim the trace of an I.D. card that has been
lost in the virtual system, and Antar gradually realizes that it belongs to a former
in
in
1995.
The
leave
Calcutta
'disappeared'
his,
Murugan,
while
on
colleagueof
who
bumptious (and perhapssomewhatderanged)'Murugan had been doing researchinto
the Nobel prize-winning scientist,RonaldRoss(1857- 1932),whoseground-breaking
discovery that malaria is transmittedby the bite of a mosquito was made in Calcutta
had
discovery
insisted
Ross's
had
hundred
Murugan
that
always
one
years earlier.
been manipulated by an Indian 'counter-science' group that had 'systematically
interfered with [his] experimentsto push malaria researchin certain directions while
leading it away from others' (CC, 36). 1 wish to emphasizethis strandin my reading
of the novel, as critics have so far paid little attention to Ghosh's rewriting of the
history of Ross'sdiscovery.2
Antar becomesobsessedwith the idea of uncovering the secretof Murugan's
disappearanceand this setshim off on a bewildering journey of encounters(many of
them computer-mediated)with charactersfrom both past and present, from Egypt,
Later in the novel, we find out Murugan is a syphilis patient; so some of his more outr6
beliefs may be causedby the disease.As The Calcutta Chromosome'ssubtitle, 'A Novel of
Fevers, Delirium and Discovery', suggests,it is never clear what we are to make of the
novel's 'discoveries': are they a result of madness,obsessionor genuinebreakthroughs?
2 Tabish Khair (2001) discussesGhosh's challenge to the rhetoric of Western science in
generalterms, but doesnot analysehis intertextual re-writing of Ross's discovery,the essay
being more concernedwith subaltern agency. John Thieme (2000) concentrateson the
novel's challenge to artificial 'shadow lines', tracing its allusions to Manichean
philosophies and relating this to postcolonial theorists' argumentsthat colonial discourse
characterizes 'East' and 'West' in terms of Manichean binaries. Martin Leer (2001)
provides an interestingaccountof the novel's use of trains and the railway.
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India, America, and Britain.

He suspects that Murugan may have been right in

thinking that Ronald Ross's discoveries had been secretly engineered by an Indian
'counter-scientific'

cult.

This cult, he discovers, is led by an enigmatic scavenger

woman called Mangala, helped by Ross's favourite servant, known variously as
Lutchman, Lakshman, and Laakhan.

The group of subaltern figures, Murugan

suggests, believes that to know something is to change it, because as soon as
something is known it is already changed, since by then 'you only know its history'
(CC, 104). Mangala and her followers wanted to effect a mutation in their progress
towards finding the secret of immortality, which is the ultimate goal of all their
endeavours.

Their strategy was to allow Ross to make his malariological

breakthrough, because 'if you wanted to create a specific kind of change, or mutation,
one of the ways in which you could get there is by allowing certain things to be
known' (CC, 217). The suggestion is therefore made that the counter-scientific group
was streets ahead of orthodox medicine in its research, having long been aware that
the malaria vector is the female anopheles mosquito.

According to Murugan, its

members manipulated Ross's discovery to enable their own much more advanced
breakthrough, the secret of 'interpersonal transference' (CC, 106), in which the
individual is reborn in a new body. This thread of the story allows Ghosh to make the
important point that science, technology, and medicine were not conveyed to India by
the British in a one-way process of transfer, but were involved in a complex series of
cross-cultural exchanges,translations, and mutations.

As the novel progresses,it becomesincreasinglymulti-stranded,straddling the
generic boundariesbetween science fiction, cyberpunk, fantasy, and stories of the
supernatural.It also weavestogetherinformation abouthistorical movements,suchas
Gnosticismand Theosophy,with fictional explorationsof holographiccommunication
and reincarnation,to createa complex narrative that oscillatesbetweencountriesand
betweenmany different historical periods. The novel juxtaposes scenesfrom vastly
different epochsand places in order to disrupt a linear senseof time and an idea of
discretespaces.More confusinglystill, much of the information we have aboutevents
is handed down through different accounts,so that the novel has a strong senseof
rumour, hearsay,and distortion, and it is impossibleto discern 'what really happened'.
To give just one example,while the central story of Ronald Ross's researchis related
for the most part through a long conversationthat Murugan and Antar have in a Thai
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Murugan's identification of a knowledgethat recognizesits own 'impossibility" draws
both on postmodernistthought3and on a strain of Hindu thought which indicatesthat
knowledge.
first
is
towards
know
the
does
step
everything
recognizing that one
not
This philosophyis illustrated in the Upanishads,in which it is stated:
One thing, they say, is obtained from real knowledge; another, they say,
from what is not knowledge. [ ] He who knows at the same time both
...
knowledge and not-knowledge, overcomesdeath through not-knowledge, and
128).
in
Sen,
1961:
(quoted
knowledge
immortality
through
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This interesting quotation cannot but resonate for the reader of The Calcutta
Chromosome,both in its creation of a space for the coexistenceof conventional
knowledge and its mysterious antithesis, 'not-knowledge', and in the connection it
both
by
implication
this
immortality.
The
between
knowledge
given
makes
and
is
knowledge
is
Ghosh's
that
from
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conventional
the
novel
passage
and
useful, but only when its limitations arerecognized.
What are the types of knowledge that are interrogated in The Calcutta
Chromosome?I arguethat Ghosh exploresand developsideas about sciencethat he
beganto addressin Yhe Circle ofReason. In ChapterOne of this thesis,I arguedthat
3 In much postmodernistthought relativism, pluralism, fragmentation,and uncertainty have
been investedwith a paradoxicalauthority that leads to Linda Hutcheon's wry observation,
'[y]e shall know that truth is not what it seemsand that truth shall set you free' (1988: 13).
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in Yhe Circle of ReasonGhosh proposesthat scienceand pseudoscienceare more
closely related than is commonly believed. The novel's ironic treatment of Louis
Pasteurchallengesthe myth of the scientist as a lone genius,just as its discussionof
phrenology, criminology, and plant physiology unsettlesany attempt to dismissthese
practices simply as examplesof pseudoscience.In my chapteron this debut novel, I
suggestedthat Balaram's intermixing of vastly different ideological perspectiveson
science (from Pasteurianmicrobiology to Bose's plant physiology) reflects the fact
that Westernsciencewas hybridized andreshapedby Indian thinkers.
This chapterwill contendthat thesenotions are foregroundedand extendedin
The Calcutta Chromosome. The computer-aidedresearchof Ghosh's protagonist,
Murugan, revealsfissuresin the claims of Westernscienceto autonomyand universal
fiction
for
first
Ghosh
time
the
the
with
genre of science
applicability.
experiments
(SF) in order to question further the boundariesthat have been erectedto separate
in
fiction'
'science
fiction.
'truth'
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three ways. Firstly, in accordancewith the conventionsof the genre, he createsa
by
in
future
twenty-first
the
the
then
exaggeratingand
century,
society set
early
of
near
extendingthe capabilitiesof the technologythat exists at the time in which he writes.
Secondly,he fictionalizes the lives of actual scientists,so that the mainstream,Nobel
prize-winning scienceof the malariologist Ronald Rossis depictedas shadinginto the
distinctly deviant scientific innovations of the fictional priestessMangala and her
followers. Finally, with a playful twist on the notion of 'sciencefiction', The Calcutta
Chromosomeseemsto suggestthat many of the grand claims made for scienceare
fictions. I will consider each of these connotations surrounding the concept of
'sciencefiction' in detail.

GHOSH'S SUBALTERN SCIENCE FICTION:
NE'iwoRK SOCIETIES / NETWORKED COMPUTERS,
CYBERSPACE/ CYBERPUNK

The Calcutta Chromosomeis a highly intertextual novel, in which Ghoshmakes
allusions to Indian, Egyptian, American, and British texts on subjects as varied as
malariology and Gnosticism. In doing so, he challengesthe artificial frontiers drawn
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My way into this novel is to examineits diverseuse of intertextuality and to analyse
the way in which Ghosh's creationof an encompassingnetwork of referencesimpacts
informed
by
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knowledge.
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by
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important of which for my purposesis the term hypertextuality. He writes, '[b]y
hypertextuality I mean any relationship uniting a text B (which I shall call the
hypertext)to an earlier text A (I shall, of course,call it the hypotext),upon which it is
Genette
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term
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not
to suggest that hypertextuality is the transformation of a single text by another,
he
imitation.
Examples
be
gives of such
this
through
whether
parody, pastiche,or
hypertexts include Joyce's Ulysses (in its relationship to the Odyssey),Thomas
Mann's Dr. Faustus, and Henry Fielding's Shamela.

Genette distinguishes

hypertextuality,which concernsa rewriting of a specific text, from what he designates
'architextuality', in other words 'the entire set of generalor transcendentcategoriestypes of discourse,modesof enunciation,literary genres-

from which emergeseach

Kristeva's
to
definition
(1997:
1).
This
closer
text'
comes
architextuality
of
singular
description of intertextuality as the interaction betweena large body of texts: 'every
text is from the outset under the jurisdiction of other discourseswhich impose a
universeon it' (quotedin Culler, 1981: 105).
The Calcutta Chromosome is replete with both types of textuality.
Hypertextuality is particularly evident in Ghosh's negotiationswith the diaries and
Memoirs of the malariologist Ronald Ross. A more generalarchitextuality is apparent
in the novel's relationship with the genresof sciencefiction, cyberpunk,nineteenthcentury ghost stories, and so on. I will examine both the explicit hypertextual
revisionism in this novel and also tracethe more subtle allusionsto other discourses.I
am also particularly concernedto examine more recent understandingsof the term
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hypertext. Independentlyfrom Genette's work, the term has of course also been
employed by those working in the field of IT. In the 1960s, the computing expert
Theodor H. Nelson used the word 'hypertext' to denote a sense of relationships
between nodes of texts connected electronically, as, for example, the internet links

texts with other texts, diagrams, and visual images in a non-hierarchical,
unconsecutivefashion(seeLandow, 1992:3- 4). 1will arguethat it is significant that
the literary theorist, Genette,and the IT specialist,Nelson, use the sameterminology
to describeboth a type of intertextuality and a computer-mediatedway of reading.
Going back to the statement from Foucault quoted above, I wish to draw
attentionto his choice of languagewhen he describesa book asbeing 'a nodewithin a
network', meaningthat it cannotbe separatedfrom its literary influencesandhistorical
context. It is interestingto note, as GeorgeP. Landow hasdonein his influential study
Hypertext: The Convergenceof Contemporary Critical Yheory and Technology
(1992), that Foucault is not the only theorist to use this image of nodesand networks.
Derrida, for instance,writes in a similar vein to Foucaulton the interconnectedness
of
all written works: 'a "text" [ ...] is henceforthno longer a finished corpus of writing,
somecontent enclosedin a book or its margins,but a differential network, a fabric of
tracesreferring endlesslyto somethingother than itself, to other differential traces' (in
Kamuf, 1991: 257). Landow argues that the French philosophers' and theorists'
predilection for imagery such as 'link (liaison), web (toile), network (riseau), and
interwoven (s ýv tissent)' (Landow, 1992: 8, italics in original) is indicative of a
paradigm shift that has taken place in recent conceptualenquiry. Landow contends
that this epistemologicalshift results from a widespreadrecognition of the need to
abandon 'conceptual systemsfounded upon ideas of center, margin, hierarchy, and
linearity' and replace them with models basedon 'multilinearity, nodes, links, and
networks' (1992: 2). What Landow does not mention, but what is implicit in his
choice of the words, 'centre,margin, hierarchy,and linearity', is that the disruption of
thesestructures,and their replacementby a new emphasison networks, may have an
impact on the relationships between hegemonic and subaltern groups. It is the
question of the extent that the new celebrationof the network may be said to alter
things for the subalternthat preoccupiesGhoshin YheCalcutta Chromosome.
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Landow argues that theorists of both literature and computing have
independently arrived at the same conclusion that the network is the most useful
model for our experienceof reading,writing, and processingdata. New dimensions
are addedto his argumentby recognizing that the image of nodes and networks has
also been used by several analysts to describe our increasingly globalized,
information-basedeconomy and society. Manuel Castells, for example,writes that
'dominant functions and processesin the information age are increasinglyorganized
around networks. Networks constitute the new social morphology of our societies'
(1996: 469). He goeson to explain what he meansby a network:
A network is a set of interconnectednodes. A node is the point at which a curve
intersects itself. What a node is, concretely speaking,dependson the kind of
concretenetworks of which we speak. They are stock exchangemarkets,and
their ancillary advanced services centers, in the network of global financial
flows. [ ] They are television systems,entertainmentstudios ( ], news teams,
...
...
and mobile devices[ ...] in the global network of the new media (1996: 470).

The fact that Castells discussesour increasingly globalizcd society using the same
metaphor of the network that Foucault and Dcrrida employ in talking about
interconnectedrelationshipsbetweentexts suggeststhat a connectionmay be made
betweenliterary strategiesand Castells' 'network society'. I would arguethat Ghosh's
The Calcutta Chromosomeis, in Foucault's terms, 'caught up in a system of
referencesto other books, other texts, other sentences'to an unusually great extent.
Ghosh usesinter-, hyper-, and architextuality as part of a strategyto reflect upon the
increasingly interconnectedworld that it describes; a world which, as Jonathan
Friedmanputs it, is 'a web, in which adjustmentsmadehere are bound to have effects
over there' (1999: 21).

The wealth of referencesto be found in The Calcutta

Chromosomemakesthe novel appearmore overtly 'a node within a network', both in
the senseof a network of literary relationshipsand in the broadersenseof being part
of a globalizedworld.
The novel's structure also dramatizes the model of nodes and networks.
Ghosh's novel offers a globalized worldview in that it has no central location, and
events occurring in Egypt, India, and the US at different historical moments are
spliced together. The suggestiononce again being made in Ghosh's writing is that
placesand events,which seemto bearno relation to eachother, are in fact linked. The
use of the nodeswithin a network structureallows Ghoshto escapefrom the idea of a
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centre and periphery in his novel. This rejection of centres and peripheries is also
reflected in another device in the novel: the use of stories that contain layers of
mystery, but have no real revelation at the core, like an onion which has nothing in the
centre. Leaving the issue of the novel's structure on one side for the moment, I would
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Clarke award for sciencefiction and, as we shall see,it certainly conforins in many
ways to the conventionsof the genre.
One important featureof sciencefiction, accordingto Patrick Parrinder,is that it
contains an admixture of fantasy and realism. Parrinder arguesthat most science
fiction layers its narrative with theories derived from current scientific thought, but
that it also admits into its discourseat least one impossible 'premise', which allows
the plot to move into the realm of conjecturalscientific fantasy:

Ghosh acknowledgesthe connectionwith Satyajit Ray in an interview in which he states,
'[s]o many interestsof mine come from Ray, like my interest in science-fiction,my interest
in history' (Silva and Tickell, 1997: 172). Ray, better known for his film-making, also
wrote thirty-eight science fiction stories for children, which are allegedly based on the
diaries of his central character,the scientist-inventor Professor Shonku (1994). Despite
many differencesbetweenthesechildren's stories and Ghosh's sophisticatedSF novel, the
texts share a resistanceto categorizationas mainstream science fiction, a willingness to
allow supernaturalor inexplicable eventsto enter into their narratives, and a view that the
quantification, classification, and computation of Western scientific methods are not
sufficient ways to understandthe universe.
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Though backedup by a display of scientific patter,the premise,whetherof timetravel, invisibility or (to take more recent examples)teleportationor telepathy,is
comparableto the traditional marvelsof magic and fairy-tale. Once the premise
is granted,however, its consequences
are exploredin a spirit of rigorous realism
(1980: 11).1
Other critics, such as Adam Roberts, prefer Darko, Suvin's term 'novum', meaning
'new thing', to describe the fantastical concept or device that differentiates the world
of science fiction from the one we know. The main 'premise', or 'novurn', on which
the status of The Calcutta Chromosome as science fiction depends, is the fictional
creation of a 'technology for interpersonal transference' (CC, 106). By this Ghosh
means the development of a system to bring about immortality: 'when your body fails
you, you leave it, you migrate [ ...]. You begin all over again, another body, another
beginning' (CC, 108). It is worth noting here that Ghosh's use of the idea of
interpersonal transference alludes chiefly to the Hindu idea of reincarnation, but can
also be taken to refer to the cultural phenomenon of migration.

Reincarnationand immortality, accordingto Scholesand Rabkin (1977: 166 67), are common tropes in science fiction. They argue that from Mary Shelley's
Frankensteinto Axthur C. Clarke's The City and the Stars,writers of scientific fiction
have been fascinatedwith the possibility of scienceeradicatingdeath. Thesecritics
point out that the reincarnationmyth in sciencefiction is usually derived from Biblical
sources,particularly the idea of Christ's resurrection. Ghoshchangesthis; he brings in
Hindu ideas surrounding reincarnation,whereby charactershope to be reborn in a
repeatableprocessof 'interpersonaltransference',rather than being resurrectedin the
isolated,Christian sense. Similarly, he plays with the Hindu notion of avatars(a term
for the human incarnationsof Vishnu that has also been appropriatedby computer
usersto indicate their online identities). The fact that Antar's computeris called Ava,
while the nameof the other important femalein his life is Tara, alertsthe readerto the
51 find Parrinder's definition
of the 'premise' in sciencefiction useful, but do not wish to
imply that Ghoshemploys'rigorous realism' in his transformationof sciencefiction. I think
that this becomesclear in my concluding sectionon the novel's eerie ghost stories.
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fact that Antar is surroundedby avatars, figures whose identities shift and change.6
As if in accordancewith Parrinder'sdefinition of sciencefiction, Ghoshbacksup his
premise of 'interpersonaltransference'with a highly convincing 'display of scientific
patter', which draws on existing scientific knowledge, such as the discovery of the
malaria virus's ability to mutatc, and the emergingtechnologyof cloning. In the midst
of all this genuinescientific discussion(and, as I shall discusslater, in the midst of a
wealth of historical detail about the researchof an actual scientist, Ronald Ross),
Ghosh projects the possibility of the Hindu doctrine of reincarnation becoming a
material reality in the future. Once again we see Ghosh deliberately confusing
boundaries:betweenrealism and fantasy;scienceandreligion; 'truth' and fiction.
As Adam Robertspoints out, sciencefiction by its very nature containscertain
parallels with the practice of pseudoscience:it draws on existing scientific thought,
but admits conceptsfrom outside the parametersof scienceinto its narrative, while
still justifying this in languagederived from scientific discourse (2000: 8). Both
pseudoscienceand sciencefiction straddlethe borderlinebetweenrealism and fantasy.
We saw in Chapter One that many pseudosciences
are situatedin a liminal position
between scienceand the imaginary, nature and society. Pseudosciences
have often
been initially well-received by mainstreamscientists, only to be rejected later on.
Their existence unsettles the claims of science to a transcendentaccessto truth,
pointing to the provisionality and cultural locatednessof all knowledgesystems.
Like unorthodoxsciences,then, The Calcutta Chromosomeis fantasycouchedin
a style that is rigorously argued and backed up with seemingly undeniable
rationalization. Considerfor instancea crucial momentin the novel when Murugan is
trying to explain the reasoningbehindhis belief in the counter-scientificcult:
6 There is
no suchthing as stableidentity in this novel. A small boy in a grubby t-shirt crops
up in different contexts throughout the novel; he seemsto be working for the thumbless
Romen Haldar who it emergesis a reincarnationof Ross's servantLutchman, or Laakhan;
Mrs Aratounian is a new incarnation of Mangala and her next manifestation will be as
Urmila (who becomesTara in New York); Phulboni is the pen-name of Saiyad Murad
Husain and turns out to be Sonali's father; D.D. CunninghambecomesC.C. Dunn; and even
Antar, seeminglythe novel's most constantcharacter,has a hidden past as the only personto
escapefrom a virulent malaria epidemic in Egypt. Certainties collapse in this scientific
thriller, and interconnectionsexist betweenseeminglyunrelatedpeople and events.
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'Maybe none of this makessense,' said Murugan. 'But let's just try andtake
it on its own termsfor a minute. Let's look at the kind of working hyphothesesit
yields. Here's one: if it's true that to know somethingis to changeit, then it
follows that one way of changingsomething- of effecting a mutation, let's say
is to attempt to know it, or aspectsof it. [ ] So let's run with this for a bit.
...
[L]et's say that [ ] [the counter-scientificcult has] run smack into a dead
...
end [ ...] They decide that the next big leap in their project will come from a
mutation in the parasite. The question now is: how do they speed up the
process? The answeris: they've got to find a conventionalscientistwho'll give
it a push' (CC, 104).

This interesting passageis most representativeof The Calcutta Chromosomeas
sciencefiction. Murugan admits the likelihood of scepticismand incredulity on the
part of his listener Antar and, by extension,the reader,acknowledgingthat '[m]aybe
none of this makes sense'. However, he requeststhat cynics take the logic of the
counter-scientificcult 'on its own terms, asking us to extend the somewhatwarped
proposition that 'to know somethingis to changeit', in order to discover'what kind of
working hypothesesit yields'. And indeed,oncewe grant Murugan's centralpremise
of knowlege effecting a mutation, the rest of the argumentfollows logically from that
premise, as is indicated in Murugan's use of such quasi-scientific phrasesas 'it
follows'. The passagethus gesturestowards the processthat science fiction as a
whole invites us to take part in: we are encouragedto suspendour disbelief and enter
into a world in which conjecturebecomesscientific reality. Murugan's repetition of
phrasessuch as 'let's say' and 'let's run with this' is reminiscentof the sciencefiction
writers' premisesor nova that allow them to draw us into alternativerealities.
In this context, the genre of science fiction may be seen as an entirely
appropriate mode for Ghosh to transmit his ideas about the fictionality of much
scientific discourse. Like pseudoscience,science fiction distorts the distinction
betweenscientific 'fact' on the one hand and fiction, myths, and religious beliefs on
the other. In The Calcutta Chromosome,Ghoshsuggeststhat scienceand religion are
more closely connectedthan most scientistswould careto admit. This is most clearly
indicatedin the first two stanzasof a poem written by the mainstreamscientistRonald
Rossand usedasthe novel's epigraph:
This day relenting God
Hath placedwithin my hand
A wondrousthing; and God
Be praised. At His command,
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SeekingHis secretdeeds
With tearsand toiling breath,
I find thy cunning seeds,
0 million-murdering Death (CC, unnumberedfrontispiece).

Ross's attribution of his discoveryto the mercy of God is not an isolated instanceof
sciencebeing linked with religion. Throughout the novel, Ghosh depictspermeable
bordersbetweenscienceand religion. Ideasfrom thesesupposedlysegregatedworldviews in fact constantly leak into each other, with Gnosticism, occultism,
reincarnation, and a belief in miracles informing the work of Mangala's 'counterscientific cult'.
One of the advantagesof sciencefiction is that it enableswriters to impart social
commentaryin a world that is freed from the everydaydetails demandedby realism.
Ghosh thus projects current concernsabout globalization,colonialism, and race into a
futuristic setting. This is not an entirely new phenomenon; for example, the
preeminentAfrican American sciencefiction writers Octavia Butler and SamuelR.
Delany interrogate attitudes towards race in their novels. By and large, however,
sciencefiction is a genre that has tendedto explore issuesof race (if at all) from a
white standpoint. Patrick Parrindergoesas far as to arguethat 'SF usually flourishes
only in highly industrializedsocieties'(1980: 30). In the early daysof sciencefiction,
the genre was often overtly racist, especiallytowards East Asians. Indeed,the term
$yellowperil' comesfrom a late nineteenth-centurysciencefictional work, and evenas
late as Robert Heinlein's YheDay After Tomorrow (1949) racist sentimentis evident,
as the novel depictsa race of 'PanAsians'that conquersAmerica (seeJames,1990:28
30).
from
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science
towards racism, but race remains a central preoccupation. Science fiction writers
often use depictions of space,robots, aliens, or androids as a way of talking about
imperialism, race,and exploitation. As Parrinderputs it:
The prospectof space-travelwhich was held out for mankind by Wells and other
twentieth-centuryscientific prophetstook form and substanceas writers beganto
imagine the colonial prospects, the temptations of power, the military and
scientific codesof behaviourand the possibilities of a relapseinto barbarismthat
this new imperial mission was likely to breed (1980: 15).
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However, science fiction that looks at a new form of imperialism in space tends to
look at the issues it raises from the point of view of the colonizer rather than the
colonized.

In contrast, Ghosh explores the possibilities of alternative technologiesbeing
invented by oppressedpeoplesin this world. He suggeststhat a new form of science
in
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that it had alreadybeendone [ ...] You [ ... ] haveto rememberthat she[Mangala]
wasn't hamperedby the sort of stuff that might slow down someonewho was
conventionallytrained: shewasn't carrying a shit-load of theory in her head,she
didn't haveto write papersor constructproofs (CC, 244).

This quotation is significant, as it challengesmodem assumptionsthat extensive
training and the knowledgeof a large body of scientific work are the only methodsto
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that
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not enough to make scientific discoveries;there is also the need for a kind of notknowledge, a combination of insight, flair, and imagination that it is not possible to
acquirefrom books.
The New York sectionsof The Calcutta Chromosomedepict a network society
set in the near future that has beentransformedby new communicationstechnologies.
In this sense,the novel may also be categorizedas cyberpunk,which is a sub-genreof
sciencefiction that emergedin the 1980sto take a 'startling new look at the underbelly
of the computerizedcorporateculture of tomorrow' (Magic DragonMultimedia, 1996:
The novel reveals Ghosh's fascination with virtual reality (VR),
8
devices.
It explores the
computerized research tools, and communication
n. pag.).

reverberationsthe new communicationsmedia are having in third-world countriesand
on migrant communitiesin placessuch as America. The novel begins and endswith
7 For more on the biography

of this unique Indian mathematician,seeNandy, 1995.
' Ghosh's captivation
with technologyis clear in his extra-literary life as well, and has led to
the developmentof his sophisticatedofficial website (hiip: //www. amitavghosh.co
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technology (it opens with Antar's computer, Ava, finding the lost ID card hurtling
through cyberspace, and ends with a depiction of virtual reality). These features
indicate that there are many compelling parallels to be drawn between Ghosh's novel
and Bharati Mukhedee's The Holder of the World, which was published just a few
years earlier, in 1993. Although Ghosh has never to my knowledge commented
publicly on the writing of Bharati Mukhedee, in her novel The Holder of the World,
she seems to share with Ghosh an anxiety that the new information technologies may
heighten inequalities between developing and developed countries.9 Confines of space
prevent any further discussion of the parallels between Ghosh and Mukhedee's fiction.
However, I submit that these novels, with their attempt to shadow forth an IndoAmerican brand of cyberpunk, signal the emergence of a new generation of diasporic
Indian writers and their reactions to contemporary developments in international
communications.

In 1992, Indira Karamcheticoined the term 'cyborg diaspora' in her review of
Emmanuel S. Nelson's Reworlding, a collection of essaysabout Indian diasporic
writing (1992: 271). A cyborg is of course'a hybrid creature,composedof organism
and machine' (Haraway, 1991: 1), so Karamcheti intends her use of the term to
suggest that the current generation of middle-class South Asian migrants are
intimately connectedto technology. Sheusesher inventive phraseto arguethat '[flhe
greateravailability of twentieth-centurytravel and communicationstechnology' (1992:
272) are disrupting the 'fossilization' of an essentializedidea of India within migrant
communities. Ananda Mitra has confirmed this point of view, arguingthat 'a shared
systemof communicationsuchas CMC [computer-mediatedcommunication],with its
sharedlanguageand systemsof meaning,can be usedto producecommunitiesthat do
not need geographiccloseness'(1997: 58). Although Karamcheti doesnot precisely
9 Mukheýee
restricts her focus to virtual reality, not looking at the internet at all, but even so
her portrayal of VR as a new mode of transmitting information and recreating histories
contains many warnings about the potentially harmful effects the technology may have on
postcolonial societies. For example, Beigh comments on her Indian computer programmer
boyfriend's attempts to virtually recreate the past:
[b]ecauseof information overload, a five-rninute American reality will be denser,more
'lifelike, ' than five minutes in Aftica. But the African reality may be more elemental,
dreamlike,mythic (Mukhedee, 1994:7).
This quotation hints at the way in which virtual reality
may reinforce existing stereotypes
about cultures, so that virtual reality in Africa will be 'elemental, dreamlike, mythic' as
compared with the 'lifelike' image it will provide of America.
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theorize her use of this term, I find it useful for my analysisof the South Asian-bom
and US-residentwriter, Amitav Ghosh. This memberof the so-calledcyborgdiaspora
is manipulating the American genresof sciencefiction and cyberpunk in order to
questionconventionalnotions surroundingdiaspora,scientific discovery,andhistory.
Since the publication of William Gibson's Neuromancerin 1984 and the more
recent emergenceof actual computer technologiesof virtual reality and the internet,
the idea of cyberspace,an imagined place created out of computerizeddata, has
entered the public consciousness. Several commentatorshave observed that the
rhetoric of cyberspaceslides into the American myth of the frontier, so that computer
technologiesare made to representa new spaceto be colonized by intrepid pioneers
(Chesher, 1994; Gajjala, 1996). From his diasporic position, Ghosh explores the
technologiesof virtual reality and networked computercommunicationswith a more
scepticalattitude. Despitehis laudatorydepictionsof the new technologies'potential
to collapse spatial boundariesand to encouragethe creation of new narrative forms
and virtual imagined communities,Ghoshnonethelessrecognizesthat the attemptto
colonize the latestfrontier of cyberspacemay representa form of neo-colonialism.
In Neuromancer, Gibson depicts a virtual universe created from data, which
people can 'jack' into by meansof neurologicallywired decks. He famouslydescribes
this new spaceas:
Cyberspace. A consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions of
legitimate operators, in every nation, by children being taught mathematical
concepts... A graphic representationof data abstractedfrom the banks of every
computer in the human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged
in the nonspaceof the mind, clustersand constellationsof data. Like city lights,
receding ... (1995: 67).

This new kind of space,or 'nonspaceof the mind', has been widely regardedas a
fictional precursorof the technologiesof virtual reality (VR) and the intemet. These
new technologiescreatesimilar -

if less dramatic-

'constellationsof data', which

allow computer users to experience a 'consensual hallucination' bearing some
resemblanceto the vision outlined by Gibson. John Perry Barlow is thought to have
been the first person to apply Gibson's term 'cyberspace' to existing computer
technologies(seeJordan, 1999: 56), and the term is now widely used to describethe
curiously spatial domain createdby the internet and VR. It is worth bearing in mind,
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however, that Gibson did not write his novel, as many have assumed,as a eulogy to
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Ava, surveyingour every move and reporting any lapsesto our employers,is regarded
by many as being an inevitable outcome of the new technologies. Mark Poster,for
example,arguesthat the new communicationnetworks 'constitute a Superpanopticon,
lu Manuel Castells, for example, optimistically suggests that the rise of information
technologies will 'replace work that can be encoded in a programmable sequenceand
enhancework that requiresanalysis,decision,and reprogrammingcapabilities in real time at
a level that only the humanbrain can master' (1996: 242).
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a system of surveillance without walls, windows, towers or guards'
Being 'without walls, windows, towers or guards', Poster's nightmare vision of
computer surveillance is even more invasive than Bentham's original conception of
the Panopticon. The society described by Ghosh is less regimented than Poster's (or
Foucault's) depictions, however, as Antar and workers like him develop ways of
him
is
Antar
in
is
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to
that
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allows
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escaping surveillance.
gadget
case point
read pages from a book which are displayed on the wall: '[s]o long as he didn't move
his head too much and hit the right key in a steady rhythm, Ava couldn't tell that she
didn't exactly have his full attention' (CC, 4). It may not be much of a victory, but
such devices that help workers to evade observation are shown to be popular amongst
an underclass of people within the booming economy of New York depicted in the
novel.

Castells has identified the rise of a new kind of city emerging from the
information economy:
Megacities articulate the global economy,link up the informational networks,
depositories
But
the
they
the
of all
also
are
and concentrate
world's power.
these segmentsof the population who fight to survive [ ...]. Yet what is most
significant about megacities is that they are connected externally to global
networks and to segmentsof their own countries,while internally disconnecting
local populations that are either functionally unnecessaryor socially disruptive
(1996: 404).

This is an apt descriptionwhich has many resonanceswhen thinking about the New
York sections of The Calcutta Chromosome. Ghosh focuses on the lives of the
'internally disconnect[ed]local populations' identified by Castells. He juxtaposeshis
futuristic society's impressivetechnologyof laser surveillance,email, 'Simultaneous
Visualization' headgear(CC, 307), and holographic international communication,
lives of immigrantsworking as cheaplabour in New York. At
with the dispossessed
the end of Antar's long working day, during which he uses advancedtechnology to
scrutinize interminableinventories,he takesa walk into anotherworld. It is his habit
each evening to drink hot sweet Egyptian tea at a caf6 in Penn Station, where other
11This is
of coursea referenceto JeremyBentham's famousconceptionof an ideal prison, or
Panopticon,which constrainsthe subjectby giving him/her the feeling of being permanently
watched. Foucault extendsthis model in Discipline and Punish to describepower as a set of
institutions (schools,prisons,hospitals,asylums,and so on), which similarly inhibit activity
by putting peopleon public display (1979: 200 209).
-
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migrants from places such as Sudan,Guyana,and Bangladeshcome to chat, watch
videos of Hindi and Arabic films, and exchangetips about how to survive in the
expensive and technocratic 'megacity' that New York has become. Through the
precariouslives of these inhabitantsof rent-controlledapartments,Ghosh makes an
important criticism of the so-calledinformation societythat he depicts. Much of the
rhetoric surroundingnew information technologiessuch as the internet stressestheir
egalitarianqualities and the opportunitiesthey raise for all individuals to leavea trace
on history.

The following statementby Thomas Frank (2001: 2) indicates the

hyperbole surrounding the intemet: '[t]he internet was democracyitself, the golden
promise of interactivity descendedunto earth to help usherus into a populist utopia'.
The Calcutta Chromosomechallenges this perception, questioning whether new
technologiesand the internet actually changeanything for those in the lower strataof
the social order. One of the novel's key debatesis whether history continuesto be
slantedby those with the economic capacity to input the data, or whether there are
genuinelyrevolutionaryimplications in this, the start of the so-called'digital age'.
I would arguethat, in The Calcutta Chromosome,Ghoshshowsthat for thoseon
the margins of society, the new technologiestend to reinforce rather than overturn
existing social inequalities. This idea evokesMike Holderness'simportant question,
'Who are the world's information-poor?', from his essayof the samename (1998).
Holderness'squery indicatesthat in this world of computerizeddata,information has
becomea commodity to be bought, sold, and exchangedin a new model of capitalism.
The conclusion that both Holdernessand Ghosh arrive at is that many people are
impoverishedby the new technologies. For example,Antar's friend Tara, a newlyarrived Indian immigrant, is precludedevenfrom finding work as a babysitterbecause,
as she says, '[t]he best jobs are posted on the Net [ ...]. And I can't afford a
subscription. Come to think of it, I can't afford a computerand wouldn't know what
to do with it if I could' (CC, 192). Tara's commentsindicate that even within the
world's most powerful city, there are great sectionsof the population that have been
entirely left out of the 'information revolution', for whom the developmentsin
technologyhaveonly beenexclusionary. This accordswith Castells' statementthat
there are large areasof the world, and considerablesegmentsof the population,
switched off from the new technological system [ I Differential timing in
...
accessto the power of technologyfor people, countries, and regions is a critical
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source of inequality in our society. The switched-off areasare culturally and
spatially discontinuous:they are in the American inner cities or in the French
banlieues,as much as in the shantytowns of Africa or in the deprivedrural areas
of China or India (1996: 34).
Ghosh's novel explores the lives of those people who are 'switched off

from

technological innovations, whether it be third-world women such as Mangala or
'number-crunching' New York drudges like Antar. The 'switched-off

community is

depicted as having the advantages of a strong sense of community and a system of
support, symbolized in the 'bazaarish feel' of Antar's apartment block, with 'everyone
dropping in on each other and sitting out on the stoop on summer evenings, while
children played around the fire hydrant' (CC, 15). This liberal humanist vision of
society offsets the mechanized aspects of a world in which computerized information
has primacy.

However, new technologiessuch as the internet,it is suggested,also have some
potential for radical politics. Severalcommentatorshaveremarkedon the paradoxical
in
lie
internet's
The
liberate
both
to
a unique
origins
ability of cyberspace
and control.
12
seriesof encountersbetweenthe US military and grassrootscounterculturegroups.
Perhapsbecauseof these origins, the internet is regardedas having simultaneously
subversive and conservative implications: e-commerce, anarchist literature,
is
This
forum
in
decentred
the
of cyberspace.
pornography,and chat rooms coexist
reflected in the novel by the fact that, while computer technology is used by
is
technology
for
the
same
corporations
oppressive surveillance of employees,
appropriatedfor researchinto subalternhistory by one such employee,Antar. Antar
forces his computerto turn her attention away from his workaday life and puts her to
use in tracing the hidden history of Ross's Indian laboratory workers' powerful
contributionsto his discovery.
Perhapsthe most interestingfeaturesof the internet lie in its creationof a space
in which national boundariesbecomeirrelevant, and in the restructuring of narrative
that occursin cyberspace.The novel's form parallelsthe decentred,web-like structure
of the intemet: like the new technologies,in this novel Ghosh demonstratesan ability
to move effortlesslybetweencountriesand time-scales. As John Thierneindicates,the
12SeeJordan, 1999:33 48; Castells,1996:6-7; Woolley, 1993: 1- 37; 125.
-
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novel's portrayal of the internet may be read on a symbolic as well as a literal level:
'[i]n The Calcutta Chromosome the Web assumesmuch the same role as weaving in
Ghosh's earlier work, functioning as a synecdoche for the interpenetration of cultures'
(2000: 280). This 'interpenetration of cultures' is evident in the novel's structure.
Most chapters start with a leap to a new temporal and spatial location, allowing
unrelated stories to be juxtaposed. Over the course of the novel, connections between
the stories become increasingly apparent. At the end of the novel, the interconnected
find
dramatically
late
to
Ronald
Ross's
mission
stories
nineteenth-century
converge.
the malaria vector; Murugan's quest one hundred years later to trace Indians'
contributions to the scientist's discovery; Antar's attempt in the early twenty-first
century to find out what led to Murugan's disappearance; and Urmila's journalistic
assignment to unearth secrets from the past of the famous writer, Phulboni, all come
together in a highly improbable 'perfect moment of discovery' (CC, 306).

Arguably, the novel's denouementis not entirely successful,as it is overambitious and confusingly attempts to tie together too many of the apparently
in
I
that
the
comes
unrelatedplot strands. contend
novel's main structural success
Ghosh'suse of scenicintercutting and flashbacks,which provesan effectivetechnique
for the portrayal of a network society. This cross-cuttingof different scenesmay of
coursebe interpretedas a quasi-cinematicdevice. I would argue,however,that the
vast distancesin time and spacethat separatehis characters,and the startling diversity
of the subjectsthat Ghosh addresses(Gnosticism,malariology, globalization, future
technologies)suggestthat his writing techniquesmay be interpretedmore helpfully as
an attempt to representthe dislocation createdby hypertext. 'Hypertext', in its new,
technologicalsense,is a term usedto describethe natureof writing on the internet. I
have already indicated that in the work of G6rard Genette,it connotesa text that
palimpsestuously transfonns another text.

Like Ghosh's novel, then, hypertext

encouragesthe collapsing of boundaries between different texts, subjects, eras,
discourses,and academicdisciplines.
Hypertext, in its electronic sense,also complicates the notion of writer and
reader,becausethe internet userplays a more active role than it is possiblefor readers
of printed media to assume. The nature of hypertext is such that our methods of
reading are challenged;if one has a particular interest in a certain topic, it is often
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possible to click on a highlighted link and move to a new domain, making digression
and disjointedness an inevitable feature of the medium. Hypertcxt in its literary sense
(as described by Genette) also results in a challenge to the fixed relationship between
writer and reader, by encouraging the reader actively to make links between the new
text and the one onto which it is grafted.

Furthermore, as I will argue in the next section, the novel's status as a text
in
fact
fiction
to
border
between
the
the
participate
reader
situatedon
and
encourages
the creative process. As we shall see, Ghosh playfully interweaves verifiable
information about the diseaseof malaria, the biographiesof severalscientists,and the
geography of Calcutta with outlandish fantasies about reincarnation, phantom
do
invites
he
doing
to
By
the
some
reader
stationinastersand occult groups.
so,
researchinto what constitutesfact and fiction in this novel and indeedto questionthe
boundary between the two. The many correspondencesthat the novel has with
detective fiction and the quest narrative also indicate that the readershould actively
left
is
deliberately
Finally,
in
the
the
novel
participate unraveling and predicting
plot.
fill
to
the
its
increasingly
open-ended,with
complex emplotmentencouraging reader
in the blanks and omissionsthat litter this text. This techniqueis madeexplicit when
Murugan, speakingof the counter-scientificcult, arguesthat 'for them, writing "The
End" to this story is the way they hopeto trigger the quantumleap into the next' (CC,
218). Readmetaphorically,this statementcan be interpretedas a hope that the reader
will make the 'quantum leap' to extend the story beyond the last page. Given the
counter-scientificgroup's belief that to know somethingis to changeit, it follows that
no narrative can ever be complete, since to enunciatean idea is to bring about a
mutation. It is no coincidencethat this argumentlends Ghosh'snovel an atmosphere
of constantmotion and flux, much like that encouragedby hypertextin both its senses.

GHOSH's HYPERTE=AL PORTRAYALOF RONALD
Ross
Returning to Genette'sdefinition of hypertextuality as a type of writing where a
text B is grafted onto a text A in a mannerthat is not that of commentary,the most
important instanceof this in The Calcutta Chromosomeis found in Ghosh'streatment
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of Ronald Ross's life-story.

Ghosh flamboyantly intermixes fact and fiction in The

Calcutta Chromosome in order to recount an alternative life story of the malariologist
Ronald Ross. He draws on Ross's Memoirs in order to create a historical frame for
into
Ross
is
fantastic
to
came
what often a
real people with whom
narrative, referring
contact, and to actual events. Ross's Memoirs was published in 1923, more than
twenty years after his discovery, and is a product of his determination to be accorded
full credit for the breakthrough and his jealousy lest others (Patrick Manson; Italian
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equal
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Memoirs is a text which provides highly selective excerpts from primary sources 99
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during
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Ross's
diary
from
Ross's
on
reflections
with
also some selections
these. Most commentators agree that, despite their immense value for researchers,the
Memoirs must be handled with wariness as a heavily doctored and biased account of
Ross's malaria trials. 13

Ghosh thus takes Ross's Memoirs as his starting point in writing Yhe Calcutta
Chromosome,but transforms Ross's self-aggrandizing narrative through parody,
pastiche,and 'paraleptic continuation' (Genette,1997:292) in a textbook exampleof
Genette'shypertextuality. In his previousnovel, In an Antique Land, Ghoshsearched
through a wealth of archivematerial for the 'barely discernibletraces' (IAAL, 17) that
In
Indian
Yiju's
Ben
him
a similar way,
the
to
slave.
would allow
reconstruct story of
in The Calcutta Chromosome,he scrutinizesthe Memoirs for the infrequentreferences
that Rossmakesto his seeminglyindispensableIndian patient and servant,Lutchman.
This technique invites parallels with such revisionist texts as Rosencrantz and
Guildensternare Dead or WideSargassoSea,in that Ghosh takes a minor character
from the intersticesof a text and pusheshim centrestage. In the Memoirs, Lutchman,
on whom Ross initially performs malaria trials and who later becomes the
Englishman's servant, is not very prominent, and little detail is provided about his
14
Ross
Murugan
And
behaviour
must
personality or
observes,
yet,
as
as a servant.
"

Writing on their decision to publish the full correspondencebetween Ronald Ross and
Patrick Manson, for example,W.F. Bynum and Caroline Overy indicate that in the Memoirs
Ross's selectionfrom amongtheseletters is highly selectiveand can be misleading(Bynum
and Overy, 1998:v).
14 Referencesto Lutchman
are made in Ronald Ross,Memoirs: With a FullAccount of the
Great Malaria Problem and its Solution, (1923), on pp. 157; 165; 240; 279; 320; 322; 360.
The first referenceconcernsthe trials madeon Lutchman, who is laconically describedas 'a
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have found a rare quality in the young Indian man, as he keeps him in his service
throughout his malaria investigationsof 1895 - 98 (CC, 76), despite the fact that
Lutchman was originally a patient rather than an employee. The extent of their
attachmentis hinted at towards the end of the Memoirs, when Ross in a passing
comment reveals that he advertised to find Lutchman long aftcr his return to
England.15 The nature of the relationship that would causeRoss to try to find his
servantmore than ten years after his departurefrom India can only be guessedat, as
the Memoirs is virtually silent on the subject.
The Calcutta Chromosomeis basedon Ghosh'susualmeticulousresearch,and it
is worth noting that all the quotationsdirectly attributedto Rossin the novel are exact
citations from the Memoirs. This includes a rather shockingmomentwhen Rossasks
Manson to keep his experimentson Lutchman secret:he writes, '[d]on't for heaven's
sakemention at the B[ritish] M[cdical] Associationthat Lutchmanis a dhooley-bearer
[ ]. To give a Governmentservant fever would be a crime!' (Ross, 1923: 165;
...
quoted in CC, 73). Ross does not fear censurefor his experimentson Lutchmanon
humanitarianbut legal grounds. As W.F. Bynum and Caroline Overy point out (1998:
xiii), the fact that Ross 'worked before the requirementof informed consent,and in a
colonial setting' allowed him to encouragehis mostly Indian subjectsto take part in
his experiments,despite their lack of knowledge about the risks involved.16 Ross's
highhandedtreatment of his Indian patients and servantssuggestsone reasonwhy
Ghosh might have felt compelled to write The Calcutta Chromosome. Ghosh reads
native' by Ross. He is givenwaterwith mosquitodustin it andhis conditionis monitored;
this passage
is quotedon p. 73 of YheCalcuttaChromosome.
Onp. 165is thecommentthat
he is a dhooley-bearer,
which is alsocited on p. 73 of the novel (seemy discussionin the
bodyof this thesis,p. 222). He is not mentionedagainuntil p. 240,whenRossdescribes
his
'I left Secunderabad with the smallestpossible"kit" - but
movefrom Seýu'nderabad:
with my microscopeandmy faithful Lutchman,a passage
whichis slightlymisquotedon p.
76 of TheCalcuttaChromosome.On p. 279 of theMemoirshe is mentionedin passingas
Rosson anothermove;likewisepp. 320 and 322. Finally, on p. 360 Ross
accompanying
refers to his departurefrom India and his attempt to find Lutchman through an
fromthenarrative.
advertisement
yearslater(seenote15,below). After thathe disappears
" 'On the quay
we saidgood-byeto our faithful servants,LutchmanandBerlisi. We never
heardof themagain,thoughI advertised
for theformerin 1911'(Ross,1923:360).
16 This point is further
underlinedby GordonHarrison'spointedcomment(1978:88) that
Rosswasunableto experimenton Europeanpatientsbecause'they expectedtreatment,not
"and the papersmight talk"' in contrastto Indianpatients,in whomthe
experimentation,
,
paperspresumablyhadlessinterest,who werebribedby a "'constantflow of backsheesh...
to risk their livesfor Ross'sexperiments.
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againstthe grain of Ross's self-righteousaccountof his work given in the Memoirs.
In an interview he states, 'it was very interesting to read Ross, as most of the
connections(he made) came from his servants,his household' (Silva and Tickell,
1997: 176). The silencesand omissionsof the Memoirs, particularly Ross'srefusalto
supply any detail abouthis Indian laboratoryworkers,suggestfascinatingpossibilities,
17
Ghosh
and
constructsa story out of thesesilences.
Many historiansof sciencehave beenpuzzledby the successof Ross'sresearch
despitehis having shownlittle early promisein his medical studiesand,asBynum and
Ovcry indicate, despitebeing 'badly equippedfor the task he had sethimself. ' 8 They
substantiatethis last point by arguing that he had little knowledgeof mosquitoesand
19
in
was unaware of the latest techniques malaria research. In the novel, Ghosh
supplies a possible explanationfor his successthat has been overlookedby Western
historians. Behind all his fantastical forays into spiritualism, Gnosticism, and
reincarnation,Ghosh'smain point in this novel is to suggestthat Rosswas capableof
he
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indigenous
his
in
because
he
drew
India
the
making
on
name
only
picked up there.
This suggestioncan be supportedby Ross's own accountsof the malaria quest,
in spite of all his efforts to present himself as a lone pioneer of colonial medical
research. There are severalintriguing momentsin the Memoirs when it is possibleto
divine that laboratory assistantsplayed a more significant part in the malaria work
than Ross would like to admit. Perhapsthe most telling example comes in Ross's
account of the circumstancessurrounding the crucial discovery that the mosquito
17 Interestingly, Ghosh is
not the first Indian fiction writer to have examined Ross's
reputation. In Vikram Seth'sA SuitableBoy (1993: 493), the charactersLata and Amit visit
the Presidency General Hospital. Like Ghosh's Murugan, they are struck by the poem
written on the Ronald Ross memorial plaque, and Amit comments,"'he sent his servantto
get somemosquitoes,then got the mosquitoesto bite him - his servant,that is - and when
he got malaria soon afterwards, Ross realized that it was mosquitoesthat causedit. 0
million-murdering death"'. This flippant simplification of Ross's discovery nonetheless
indicates that the idea that Ross exploited his indigenouslaboratory workers as part of his
malarialogicalresearchis widespreadamongBengali intellectuals.
18 Bynum and Overy, 1998:
xii. Their observationechoesRoss's own admission that he
4went forth very badly equippedfor the fray' (1923: 129).
19 'He knew little
about mosquitoes[ ...]; he had never heard of Romanowsky'sstain; and he
had to teachhimself how to dissectthe insects' (Bynum and Overy, 1998:xii).
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Anophelesis the carrier of humanmalaria:
Now, as if in answer, some Angel of Fate must have met one of my three
6mosquito-men' in his leisurely perambulations and must have put into his hand
a bottle of mosquito larvw, some of which I saw at once were of a type different
from the usual Culex and Stegomyia larvw. Next morning, the 16 August, when I
went again to hospital after breakfast, the Hospital Assistant (I regret I have
forgotten his name) pointed out a small mosquito seated on the wall with its tail
sticking outwards [ ...]. I dissected it at once and found nothing unusual; but
while I was doing so -I
remember the details well - the worthy Hospital
Assistant ran in to say that there were [sic] a number of mosquitoes of the same
class which had hatched out in the bottle that my men had brought me yesterday.
Sure enough there they were: about a dozen big brown fellows, with fine tapered
bodies and spotted wings, hungrily tying to escape through the gauze covering
of the flask which the Angel of Fate had given to my humble retainerl
dappled-winged mosquitoes [ ] (1923: 221 22).
...

In this description,which is also reproducedin part on p. 77 of the novel, Rossfails to
name the man who made the observationthat the 'dappled-winged'mosquito was a
different species. Apart from a patronizing reference to 'the worthy Hospital
Assistant', he vaguely reserveshis gratitude for a mysterious'Angel of Fate'. I will
come back to the significanceof Ross's use of religious imagery later in this chapter.
For now, Murugan's terse comment on Ross's unwillingness to credit his assistant
with any part in the discovery will suffice: 'Angel of Fate my ass! With Ronnie it
alwayshas to be someFat Cat way up in the sky: what's under his nosehe can't see'
(CC, 77). Ross assumesa tone of modestywhile at the sametime self-consciously
promoting himself. Later, he puts the discovery down entirely to his own skill
conjoined with a little luck, erasinghis assistant'simportant contributions from the
record entirely: '[b]y an extremelylucky observationI had now discovered[that] [ ...]
[t1hemosquitowas the Anopheles'(1923: 225; emphasismine). He concludesby first
emphasizingthe importanceof his individual discovery,writing '[a]ll the work on the
subjectwhich has beendone sincethen [ ... ] has beenmere child's play which anyone
could do after the clue was once obtained' (1923: 225 - 26), going on to explain why
he feels that he alonewas capableof making the discovery:
I am sure that none of them [his rival scientists]would ever have embarkedon so
vast and stormy a sea, would ever have been the Columbus of so wild an
adventure,would ever have shown -I
will not say the patience, the passion,
and the poetry - but the madnessrequired to find that unchartedtreasureisland!
Really they have forgotten what was their true vocation
home
to
and
stay
at
draw the maps after the event,to colour them red, blue, and yellow, to put their
own namesto the continentsand islands, and to draw their salaries-a much
more pleasantoccupation(1923: 227).
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The languageof the passageabove explicitly equatesscientific discoverywith
exploration and colonization. This is an apt comparison,although not necessarily
resonatingwith the positive connotationsof individualism, bravery, and pioneerspirit
that Ross intends. Ross's narrativeobfuscatesthe part that local knowledgeplayedin
his discovery, projecting a one-directionalprocessof discovery, when in fact crosscultural interaction created the possibility of a breakthrough. In Yhe Calcutta
Chromosome,Murugan reverseshis claim to lone discovery, suggestinginsteadthat
the servant Lutchman -

here depicted as a leaderof the 'counter-scientific' cult -

led Ross to his achievementby placing the clues in his path. In this ironic subversion
of Ross's narrative, it is the Western scientist who is portrayed as a pawn, blindly
diary,
his
"the
"
he
forces
"'Eureka,
to
his
the
that
says
unawareof
victory:
precipitate
"Whew! " says Lutchman, skimming the sweat off his face.
"Thought he'd never get it. "' (CC, 77). Throughout the novel, Ghosh accordsfar

problem is solved."

greateragencyto Ross's laboratoryassistantsthan the greatman - who dismissively
regardedIndians as 'swarming and dying millions' (Ross, 1923: 239) -

would ever

have countenanced.
Most scholars interestedin Ross have remarked on his increasingly arrogant
senseof his scientific worth and his lack of tolerancetowards, and suspicionof, other
scientists(which culminatedin the breakdownof his friendship with Manson in later
life).20 Few, however, have paid much attention to Ross's patrician and
condescendingattitude towards the 'natives' of the country in which he worked, and
Ghosh setsout to fill this lacuna. In the novel, then, Lutchman is given a voice he is
denied in the Memoirs and, as he did with the slave Bomma in In an Antique Land,
Ghoshimaginatively recreatesLutchman'spossiblerole.
Ross's mainstreamscienceis portrayedas being manipulatedby Lutchman,the
fictional Mangala, and their devotees. The 'science' of the mysterious Indian cult
incorporates religious ritual and sacrifice into more straightforward scientific
practices. Ghosh usesMangala,Lutchman, and the counter-sciencegroup to suggest
that a radical alternative to the hegemony of Western scientific knowledge is
20 See,for

example,Bynum and Overy, 1998:vi; Nye and Gibson, 1997:54; Worboys, 1988.
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21
possible. The implication is that this challengewill only be madeif the knowledge
and beliefs of third-world countries, such as India, are fused with scientific (and
pseudoscientific)conceptsfrom the West. Ghoshheredraws upon the work of recent
historians of sciencewho suggestthat Westernsciencewas and is being reinterpreted
and remade in India, when Indian scientific enthusiastssplice their own cultural
assumptionswith Westernscientific tenets. David Arnold indicatesthat the putatively
rigid borders between religious 'tradition' and scientific 'modernity' were actually
porous for many middle-classIndianswho beganto turn to Westernsciencefrom the
late eighteenthcenturyonwards:
The extent to which membersof the old intelligentsia brought to their 'modem'
avocationsskills, insights and inspiration derived from 'traditional' backgrounds
(rather than simply trading in their intellectual inheritance to acquire new
Western knowledge) is an intriguing issue but one that historians have, as yet,
scarcelybegunto investigate(2000: 8).

It may be arguedthat, despiteits parodic and tongue-in-checkelements,7he Calcutta
Chromosomeis an attempt to representin fiction this interactive model for science's
receptionin the colonial context of India. Arnold, citing Raina and Habib, goeson to
write:
Scientific knowledgeand the ideology of science[ ] can be 'actively redefined
...
in the milieu of a recipient culture'. The receiving society, far from being
supine, 'subverts, contaminates,and reorganisesthe ideology of science as
introducedby Europe' (2000: 13).

He addsthe corollary that, prior to Independence,the extent to which Westernscience
could be 'actively redefined' was constrained 'both by the political and financial
control exercisedby the colonial regime and by the influence and authority of the
international scientific community'. It is possible to interpret Ghosh's novel as a
fantasicalaccountof the extent to which Westernsciencemight have beensubverted,
contaminated,and reorganizedif the 'political and financial control exerted by the
colonial regime' had beenlessrestrictive.
2'- In this
context, the meaningof Mangala's name has significance. The word 'Mangala'
means the planet Mars, with which the god of war, Karttikeya, is associated(perhaps
significantly, this god is also known as Murugan in south India). These connotations
indicate that Mangala's subversive scientific practices represent aggressiveresistanceto
Westernscientific techniques.
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I would now like to suggestthat that the allegedbenefits of Westernmedical
knowledgesometimesseemlike a fiction in a third-world country suchasIndia, where
diseasessuch asmalaria are still endemic. Ross,who was a would-bewriter aswell as
an epidemiologist, wrote a risibly pompous poem about the significance of his
discoveryof the malaria vector. This poem is inscribedon a memorial stonein a wall
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not a creation of Ghosh's and that his description of Murugan's discovery of the
Ronald Ross memorial plaque draws on an entirely accuratelocation at Presidency
GeneralHospital in Calcutta (seePlates4- 7).22 Onceagain the boundariesbetween
facts and fiction areblurred. The poem includesthe lines:
'I know this little thing
A myriad men will save.
0 deathwhere is thy sting?
Thy victory 0 graveT (CC, 40).

For all the humanist sentimentsof this stanza,Ross was motivated as much by the
desire for wealth and fame as by altruism in his pursuit of the malaria vector. Soon
after his alleged victory over the gave, he moved to Liverpool, where he hoped to
negotiate with entrepreneurswho 'would not be slow to learn the great advantages
which my methodsof malaria preventionwould confer...on their plantations,factories
and trade' (quotedin Worboys, 1988:24). This quotation is an instanceof the way in
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Ronald Rossmemorial wall really exists. I usedGhosh'sbook as an alternativetravel guide,
and its descriptionsprovided perfectly accurateinformation on getting to the wall (much as
the meticulous descriptionsin TheShadowLines can be used to navigatethrough the Brick
Lane area of London). After much hunting I discovered the memorial plaque on the
perimeter wall of the PresidencyGeneralHospital. Pleaserefer to Plate 4 for a photograph
of the Ronald Ross memorial wall; Plates 5 and 6 for the plaques that now mark Ronald
Ross's laboratory (describedCC, 198); and Plate 7 for a photographof the hospital itself.
Interestingly, while at the P.G. Hospital I managedto procure a copy of a special issue of
their journal, The P.G. Bulletin, commemoratingRoss's discovery. The bulletin mentions
Ghosh's novel and goes on to decry the appallingly delapidated state of the buildings in
which Rossmadehis discovery:
in 1927,Rosshad visitedCalcuttafor the last time. A fine gatewasbuilt at the SSKM
Hospitalto commemorate
his visit. Till the sixtiesthe gatehadbeenusedfor the entryof
VIPs. Today,a PWD tankbuilt just behindthegateblockstheway. BesidethePWDtank
is thefoundationstoneof a Bicentenary
Hall laid by theGovernorin 1970,coveredby crow
in thispartof thecountry(Sen,1998:
shit. A tellingtributeto thestateof medicalresearch
6).
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which advancesin tropical medicineat the turn of the centurywere often inextricably
linked with colonial exploitation,profit, and trade.
Advancesin medicinealso securedgreatdistinction for the scientistwho madea
discovery and, by association, his nation. The scramble to achieve medical
breakthroughsbecamea point of national pride analogousto the arms race or the
competitivenesssurroundingpolar exploration in the early twentieth century. In the
novel, Murugan expressesthis well in the following statement:
The mid-nineteenthcentury was when the scientific community beganto wake
up to malaria. Rememberthis was the century when old Mother Europe was
settling all the Last Unknowns: Africa, Asia, Australia, even uncolonizedparts
of herself. Forests,deserts,oceans,warlike natives - that stuff s easyto deal
with when you've got dynamite and the Gatling gun; chicken-feedcomparedto
malaria. [ ...] Governmentsbegan to pour money into malaria research- in
France,in Italy, in the US, everywhereexceptEngland(CC, 55).

As this quotation indicates,Britain was surprisingly slow to recognizethe potential of
tropical medicine as a sourceof prestige and financial gain. To give Ross his due,
David Arnold has shown that, like many other aspiring colonial doctors, he had to
strugglehard in order to overcomethe indifferenceand evenoutright oppositionof the
Indian Medical Service to his researchefforts (2000: 141 42).23 In his Memoirs,
Ross writes with impatience on the attitude of his superiorstowards his work: 'the
Indian Government and especially the Medical Services are utterly ignorant of the
importance of this kind of work' (1923: 168). Even though Yhe Calcutta
Chromosomeoften gives a negative depiction of Ross's researchefforts, there is a
moment when the battles he had to fight againstthe apathyof the colonial authorities
are recognized. Murugan grudgingly acknowledges,'when it came to malaria the
23 Ross's
mentor, Patrick Manson, wrote to the India Office to complain about the
bureaucratic obstacles hindering Ross's research. Ross quotes Manson's outcry in his
Memoirs (1923: 216 17):
To our nationalshamebe it saidthatfew,veryfew of thewonderfuladvances
in thescience
of the healingart whichhavesignalisedrecentyearshavebeenmadeby our countrymen.
This is particularlyapparentin thematterof tropicaldiseases
in whichwe should,in virtue
of our exceptionalopportunities,be facile princeps. But even in tropical diseases
Frenchmen,
Italians,Germans,
Americans,
andevenJapanese
areshootingaheadof us.
Note the surprise implied by the phrase 'even Japanese' that an Asian nation could
outperform the British in malariaresearch.
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Plate 4. The Ronald Ross Memorial Wall, Presidency Hospital, CaICLItta. PIIOtOk'rýlpll
by the author.
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Plate 5

Plate 5. Plaque marking the Ronald Ross building. Photograph by the aUthor.
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Plate 6

Plate 6. PlaqLICmarking Ross's laboratory. Photograph by the author.
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Plate 7. The Presidency General (P.G. ) Hospital, CaICLItta. Photograph hV thC ilUlhor-
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British were non-starters:the front-line work was being donein Franceandthe French
anywherebut where the Brits were. But
you think Rosscared? You've got to handit to the guy, he hadballs' (CC, 56).
colonies, Germany,Italy, Russia,America -

Perhapsthe sharpestirony about Ross's work is that, despitethe confidenttone
of his poem and the undoubted difference his discovery did make, his hope to
eradicatemalaria fatalities by his discoveryof the disease'scarrier hasin the long term
proved to be somethingof a fiction. In the novel, the initial optimism and subsequent
disappointmentthat followed Ross's discovery are alluded to the very first time the
work of the British scientist is introduced: '[a]t the time it had beenwidely assumed
that this epochal discovery would lead to the eradicationof what was possibly the
world's oldest and most widespreaddisease:an expectation,alas, that had beensadly
belied' (CC, 35). Roy Porter has shown that in spite of Ross's discoveryand othcr
in
is
thirdin
becoming
knowledge,
advances medical
more
virulent
ever
malaria
developing
is
because
This
world countries.
mosquitoes are mutating and
partly
immunity to anti-malarial drugs, and partly becausepoor nations cannot afford to
24
To move back to the narrative, Murugan
addresssanitary problems sufficiently.
indicates the disappointing outcome of Ross's discovery in his bitter responseto the
poem:
Half stunnedI look around
And seea land of death
Deadbonesthat walk the ground
And deadbonesunderneath;
A race of wretchescaught,
Betweenthe palms of need
And rubbedto utter naught,
The chaff of humanseed(CC, 41).
24 Porter

writes that in 1957the World Health Organizationannouncedthat the eradicationof
malaria would be an attainablegoal within an optimistic six years. The pesticideDDT and
the drug chloroquine were heraldedas potential breakthroughsand the US Congresspoured
vast sumsof money into their use worldwide. Hopes were short-lived, however,due to the
unanticipatedecological damagethat DDT causedand, even more worryingly, the capacity
of the lethal plasmodium to mutate and develop resistance to drugs. When the US
Congress'sattemptto eradicatemalaria by the hoped-for date of 1963proved unsuccessful,
funds were stopped. From then on casesof malaria in India climbed steadily and alarmingly
from the 1961low point of lessthan 100,000casesto an estimatedsix million casesin 1977.
Porter concludesthis part of his study with the words: '[g]lobally, as wonderdrugsproduced
supcrbugs,there were three times as many casesof malaria in the 1990sas there had beenin
1961'(1997: 472).
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In this poetic riposte, Murugan draws attention to the disparity betweenthe rhetoric
surroundingWesternmedicineand its actualbenefits(or otherwise)in the third world.
At this juncture it is also important to realize that the way in which mosquitoes
have adapted and become 'superbugs', immune to conventional anti-malarial
antibiotics - and, by extension,the way in which the malaria bug itself mutatesat
different points in its life-cycle
bears
the
processof colonialism
with
comparison
itself. Like the protozoan parasitethat mutates and changesform, colonialism has
over time developedinto a more insidious and almost unrecognizablenco-colonialism.
This process is traced in Yhe Calcutta Chromosome,in which the overt colonial
domination of Ross's day is shown to have been transformedinto a more subtleneocolonialism pioneered by technologically-advancedmultinationals such as the
InternationalWater Council. Like the diseaseof malaria itself, which may lie dormant
in its victim for yearsbefore resurging,colonialism is a very difficult phenomenonto
get rid of, and its knock-on effects continue long after the initial devastation. The
language surrounding the disease of malaria lends itself easily to analogy with
colonialism, as its vocabulary is pepperedwith referencesto 'hosts' and 'parasites.
Manson and Rossagreethat 'germs are selfishbrutes' (Manson,quotedin Ross,1923:
154), but seemnot to realize the irony of their own selfish role in India's continued
subjugation. According to his biographers,Ross recognized that 'the debilitating
effect of chronic malaria on a population could underminethe vigour and survival
power of a whole nation' (Nye and Gibson, 1997:22), but he would not have seenthat
the after-effects of colonialism might have an equally debilitating impact.
Furthermore,the analogyof the mutation of the malaria parasitemay also be extended
to the act of story-telling, which is anotherimportant themeof the novel. I shall return
to this point that narrativeschangeand mutatein their transmissionsthrough time and
different tellers in a later section.
The deleteriouseffects of colonialism and neo-colonialismon public health are
also indicated in researchby Roy Porter and others which suggeststhat malaria can
only be preventedby improving sanitation. This explains why economically strong
countries such as Italy and Australia have been able to eliminate malaria almost
entirely, whereas such countries as India, which cannot afford to addresssanitary
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problems adequately,have actually witnessed a dramatic upsurge in deaths from
malaria since Ross's discovery. Porter demonstratesthat attemptsto find a way of
eradicating mosquitoes (such as the environmentally damaging drug DDT) have
proved unsuccessfulin the long term. He writes, 'the "commando"approach- going
in and striking the vectorswith disease-specificmagic bullets fails to deal with the
deepproblems and is at best a temporaryexpedient' (1997:487).
Many medical researchers,including Ross's mentor Patrick Manson,place too
much faith in dramatic coups de microscopeand 'wonderdrugs', shunningthe less
glamorous but crucial measuresof sanitation and poverty prevention that must be
implementedto eradicatedisease. Despitethe tone of Ross'spoem, which suggestsa
premature and self-satisfiedbelief in the imminent extirpation of malaria due to his
discovery alone, for the sakeof even-handedness
it is important to emphasizethat in
reality Rosswas a keenproponentof sanitation. He was perhapsmore sensitiveto the
exigencies of public health in India than might be assumedby a reading of Yhe
Calcutta Chromosomealone. According to a recentbiography,he was 'acerbic in his
denunciation of governmental myopia and inertia in the devoting of adequate
resourcesto combatmalaria' (Nye and Gibson, 1997: 33). In his Memoirs, he writes,
in typically melodramaticprose:
Great is Sanitation - the greatestwork, except discovery, I think, that a
man can do. Here is a city seethingwith filth and disease. What is the use of
preachinghigh moralities, philosophies,policies, and arts to peoplewho dwell in
these appalling slums - sometimeswhole families of them crowded into one
cell, mixed with cattle, vermin, and ordure? Your job, Sanitation,is plainl You
must wipe away those slums,that filth, thesediseases(1923: 186).

Ross's imperialist attitudes are manifest here in the comparison he again makes
between his scientific work and explorers' discoveries, and in his stereotypical
characterizationof Indian cities as 'seethingwith filth and disease'. He apostrophizes
a deified 'Sanitation', which servesto elevatehis scientific work almost to the realm
of the sacred. His emphasison the practical application of scientific discoveries,
however, shows foresight. It may be inferred that even while Ross was writing his
confident poem on the possibility of eradicating at one stroke 'million-murdcring
death', he was nonethelessaware that this would not be possible without pcrsistcnt
attention to public health and hygiene. Later in the Memoirs he writes, '[t]o me it
always seemedthat the practical applicationis the summit of all biological research. I
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did not undertakethis work on malaria in the interestsof zoology, but in the interests
of practical sanitation' (1923: 193).

The Calcutta Chromosome'schallenge to the rhetoric surrounding specific
medical 'advances',such as Ross's discovery,is extendedto the discoursesof science
in general. In characteristicfashion, Ghosh introduceshis argumentabout science,
fiction, religion, and pseudosciencein India with an interrogation of the artificial
boundaries that divide them. Although on first appearanceMangala's spiritualist
brand of sciencecould not seemfurther removed from the historical event of Ross's
discovery of the malaria vector, Ghosh'snarrative supportsthe connection. Murugan
recounts the true story of a scientist called Julius Wagner-Jauregg,who, like Ross,is
part of science'smainstream. In 1927he won the Nobel Prize for his discoverythat
the malaria virus could be used to combat the symptomsof syphilis. Out of nearly
three thousand sufferers treated with induced malaria, a fifth were cured of their
syphilitic madness(seeHarrison, 1978: 111). The use of malaria to treat syphilis is
significant becauseits efficacy is a mystery even to its practitioners; as Murugan
argues,'no one really knows how the Wagner-Jauregg
treatmentworked' (CC, 247).
Our usual assumptions about empiricism in science are undermined by
Murugan's contention that Wagner-Jauregg'sdiscoverywas the result of a lucky and
uninformed guess. In typically colourful language,Murugan arguesthat WagnerJauregg'streatment
was a scientific scandaland medicine was almost grateful to turn its back on it
once antibiotics came along. Old Julius didn't worry too much about how it
worked either. He was no biologist, remember: he was a clinician and a
psychologist. He thought the process worked by raising the patient's body
temperature. It didn't seemto bother him that no other fever had the sameeffect
(CC, 247).

This quotation indicates that science,and medical sciencein particular, consists of
many hypothesesor findings that are not fully proven or understood. Furthermore,
Murugan describesthe treatment as a 'scientific scandal', which was jettisoned as
soon as antibiotics came into widespreaduse. This is confirmed when Murugan
indicates the strangeconsequences
of Wagner-Jauregg'sdiscovery: 'until antibiotics,
the Wagner-Jaureggprocesswas pretty much a standardtreatment: every major VD
hospital had its little incubatingroom where it grew a flock of anopheles.Think about
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it: hospitals cultivating disease!'(CC, 247). Once again,this indicatesthat what one
23
be
by
generationconsidersto scientifically viable may be deemeddeviant the next.
The reverse of this statementmay also be true when a discreditedtheory is
resurrectedat a later historical moment, as Murugan points out in the caseof the
French scientist Alphonse Laveran. In 1880,Laveran formed his hypothesisthat the
malaria vector is a protozoan parasite, but this was regardedsceptically by most
leading scientistsat the time who supportedthe theory that it was bacteria:'[n]o one
buys Laveran's protozoancritter: it's like he said he found the yeti' (CC, 69). Only
after fifteen years was his theory revived and, as Murugan points out, proof of
Laveran'stheory was surprisingto most scientistsin the field:
Farley had left for India fully confident that Laveran's theory was headedfor
medicine's vast graveyard of discredited speculations:his astonishmentat the
news of its disintermentcould not havebeengreater(CC, 136).
This reference to the 'graveyard of discredited speculations' suggests that medical
science is a far more provisional discipline than its apologists would like to admit.
The metaphor of the death and resurrection of scientific theories indicates that
scientific knowledge is rarely definitive, but that ideas are constantly being challenged,
rejected, and sometimes rediscovered. The metaphor is also significant in that it
recalls Mangala's attempt to manipulate mainstream science to facilitate literal
reincarnation, or 'interpersonal transference' (CC, 106).

If medical science is disposed towards guesswork and bound by cultural
limitations, then so are its practitioners, and in The Calcutta C12romosonle,
Ghosh
representsRonald Ross as a prejudiced and intellectually limited colonial doctor.
Perhapsirked by Ross's racist assumptionthat Indians were 'sunk in superstitions,
deficient in courage and rectitude' (quoted in Nye and Gibson, 1997: 44), Ghosh
portrays the Nobel Prize winner as a lucky bumbler. This is a controversialdepiction
scientist who has commonly been perceived by historians of science as 'an
Ia
isolated investigator, making his discovery of the mosquito bome transmissionof
of

2'ýHere, the fact that
another of Wagner-Jauregg'sscientific interests was eugenicism,and
that towards the end of his life he becamea memberof the Nazi party, further illustratcs the
fact that an examinationof the history of sciencerevealsmany
embarrassingtendencies.As
I argued in Chapter One in relation to scientific and pseudo-scientific investigations into
trace', sciencecannoteasily be separatedfrom political motivations.
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malaria in spite of the obstructionsof the Raj and in circumstancesunconducivCto
experimentalwork' (Worboys, 1988: 23). Many historiansof sciencehavercmarkcd
on Ross's patience and open-minded approach to science. Harrison, for example,
writes:
He had, like all first-rate scientists,a deepunreasonedrespectfor facts that no
preconceptionor bias or will to believe could thrust aside. As easily misled as
other men by appearancesand plausibilities, he neverthelesstook pains while
following wrong trails to record a tiny fact that was not on his way and did not
accordwith the currently plausible (1978:67).

In contrast, the impression we get from Ross's own memoirs is that he worked as
brings
frequently
Ross
deductionfaith
much with
and passion as with rational
religious imagery and allusionsinto his descriptionsof scientific procedure;examples
dcificd
Fate
have
Angel
to
invocations
include
his
to
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and
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an
we
alreadyexamined
Sanitation. What Ross's referencesto faith indicate is that his sciencerests on
'[t]he
he
is
whole
This
conviction as much as on reasoning.
underscoredwhen writes,
difficulty has been, not to find the mosquito phaseof the parasite,but to find the
faith.
Faith
but
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carriedus
In
mosquito.
short
a conquestnot of observation, of
through all the yearsof negativeattemptswith brindled and grey mosquitoes.[ ...] The
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the
looked
of
here
But
[many]
have
saw
and
up
road closes
we
cried.
would
theory still pointing the sameway' (Ross, 1923:285 - 86). The referenceto looking
up and seeinga metaphoricalfinger directing scientific work is very far from our usual
perceptionsof scientistsasbeing motivatedby logic and deductionalone.
Rossdid much to promotethe interpretationof himself as an embattled'isolated
investigator', writing in his Memoirs, 'I still think that no other method but mine
would have solved the problem' (1923: 226). Interestingly,he also tried to steerthe
course of his own posthumousreputation as a lone geniusby keeping a tight control
over those documentsthat would be preservedfor posterity. Murugan recognizesthis
it;
he's
like
tell
to
he
know
the story
going
when claims that Ross 'wants everyoneto
he's not about to leaveany of it up to grabs,not a single minute if he can help it. Ile's
figured on a guy like me coming along someday and I'm happy to oblige' (CC, 51).
This assessment
is confirmedby Nye and Gibson's observation:
One thing that standsout in assessingRoss' view of his own self worth was
the fact that he kept everything. He kept letters sent to him, apart from family
ones, and wheneverhe could he got back his own letters from people. Ile kept
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cuttings, telegrams,copiesof articles and so on. The RossArchives, distributed
between London and Glasgow, compriseabout 30,000 catalogueditems, all of
"'
Ross
had
for
(1997:
280,
which
my emphasis).
carefully saved posterity

Ross's obsessivecollection of documentaryevidenceabouthimself, andhis choiceof
what would be retained and what omitted for posterity hasparallelswith the novcl's
portrayal of the InternationalWater Council, which keepsan astonishingamountof its
own documentationand trivia in order to 'load the dirt with their own meanings'(CC,
7). As with the Water Council, Ross's manipulation of his own archive has
has
history.
Only
by
in
has
been
he
the
recently
circumscribed
received
way which
Ross's portrayal of himself as a lone genius been challenged substantially by
historians of science, and this challenge has been achieved by a reading of the
omissions in Ross's account. Nye and Gibson, for example,arguethat 'if Rosshad
not worked out the role of the mosquito in transmittingthe malarial parasitessomeone
else would have done so very soon afterwards' (1997: 279), as an Italian team were
hard on his tail in the race to make the discovery. Rosswas also emphaticallynot an
'isolated investigator', and would arguablynever have come close to a breakthrough
without the help and inspiration of Patrick Manson.
Ghosh,however,questionsthe myth of 'the lone genius[who] streaksacrossthe
field and runs away with the World Cup' (CC, 57) from a different angle. Through
Murugan's narrative, he argues that Ross only realizes that the sole carrier of the
malaria virus is the anopheles(dapple-winged)speciesof mosquito after observations
made by his mysterious 'dhooley-bearer',Lutchman. Ross never questionswhether
his supposedlyuneducatedservantcould have hit upon such a sophisticatedtheorem
alone, simply acceptingthe explanationhe is given that 'Lutchmanhit uponthis bright
idea while gambolling in the hills with happynatives' (CC, 78). This lack of curiosity
and unwillingness to credit Indians with any intellectual agencyis typical of Ross,
accordingto the novel:
26 The
from
family
letters
the
decision
indicates
Ross's
to
in
exclude
quotation
ý
passing
archive. The historian of scienceGordonHarrison has mademore of this, commentingthat
Ross's wife was entirely written out of his own history: 'Ross has hidden his wife and
family almost completely from history with a reticenceunusual even in a Victorian officcr
of the British Army [ I In his publishedmemoirsand in his surviving papersRosaBloxam
...
is utterly silent and undefined' (1978: 20).
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That's Ronnie and the other guys are the chorus line, or so Ronnie thinks
anyway. 'Do this,' he saysand they do it. 'Do that,' he saysand they scramble.
Tbat's what he's grown up with, that's what he's used to. Mostly he doesn't
even know their names,hardly eventheir faces:he doesn't think he needsto. As
for who they are, where they're from and all that stuff, forget it, he's not
interested(CC, 67).

Ross's allegedlack of interestin anythingotherthan the malariaparasite(seealso CC,
72,75) is established to allow Ghosh to posit a fictional theory that Ross's
breakthroughwas entirely manipulatedby his secretivelaboratoryassistants.This is
an exaggeratedversion of what the SubalternStudieshistorian Gyan Prakashargues
(1996; 1999): non-Westemcountries do have agencywhen it comesto science,and
sciencehas been formed in a two-directional process. As Phil Baker puts it in his
review of Yhe Calcutta Chromosome,'the colonial master is manipulatedby the
servantshe hardly notices, and Ghosh plays off Western discoursesof knowledge
againsta priestess's"counter-science"of silence' (1996: 23).

NETwoRKs

OF STORIES

At the start of this chapter I suggested that Yhe Calcutta Chromosonie is a novel
'
based, above all, on the image of the network. Networks are a conspicuous feature of
the novel, with systems of global commerce and international communications a
ubiquitous presence. Furthermore, it is clear that the novel itself is not autonomous,
but forms part of a complex lattice of texts and genres which are evoked throughout
the novel.

I have attempted to navigate some of the way through this labyrinth of

references, looking, for instance, at Ghosh's rewriting of cyberpunk, both American
and Indian science fiction, and the history portrayed in the autobiographical Menioirs
of Ronald Ross. I would now like to turn to a section of the novel, which I find

particularly emblematicof Ghosh's ambitiousintertextual project. This is the passage
in which the writer Phulboni has a strangeexperienceat Renupur station (CC, 255
82). 1 choosethis passagebecauseit is a good exampleof Genette's'architextuality',
in that it is a tissue of referencesinvolving 'a relationship that is completely
silent'
(Genette, 1997:4). It is the job of the critic to try to break the silenceand make scnse
of the many references,both generic and specific, that are intended in the Phulboni
narrative.
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This complex story concerns the trip Phulboni makes as a young man to the
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the lantern once more, but the person carrying it is now heading towards him, so he
turns and runs, only just escaping to the signalroom in time. He once again hears a cry
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Just then, Phulboni wakesup properly and discovershimself to be on the railway
track with a train coming. He managesto hurl himself out of the wayjust in time, and
this time the train is 'all too real' (CC, 279). It grinds to a halt a mile away and lets
him on board, where the engineertells him that the siding hasn't beenused for years
and that therehasn't beena stationmasterin Renupurfor a generation. The guardthen
tells him the story of a boy called Laakhanwho made the signalroomhis home years
ago. When an official stationmasterwas assignedto Renupur,he took a dislike to the
in
him
by
him
boy
leading
the
to
tried
untouchable
murder
switching
points and
and
front of a train. Not fooled, Laakhanescapedand it was the stationmasterwho tripped
and fell before the train. It was said that after this Laakhanwent to Calcutta,wherehe
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was found by a woman at Sealdahstation and given a home (this part of the story is
clearly meant to indicate that Laakhanwas taken in by Mangala and becameRoss's
servant Tutchman'). Years later, the guard says, a foreign man (evidently Elijah
Farley) came to Renupur, accompaniedby a young man from the region (Laakhan).
Like Phulboni, he was warned against staying there, but laughed it off as village
superstition,only to be cut down and killed by the train himself.
Phulboni's story is refracted through several discursive lenses. Not only are
there many rumoursand storieswithin the narrativeitself, but also Phulboni's account
is conveyedby severaldifferent tellers. Urmila narratesthe story to Murugan, but her
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that far greater detail is provided than would be probable in a spokenmonologue.
Furthermore,Urmila is recountinga story that Phulboni had reportedmany yearsago
to Sonali's mother, who had in turn told it to Sonali, who passedit on to Urmila. As
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of narrativestructure very
the style of nineteenth-centuryand Edwardian ghost stories, as well as parodying
Indian railway stories (seeLeer, 2001: 57). 1 would like now to trace the allusions,
both Westernand Indian, which Ghoshintendsto make in this section.
Perhapsthe most obvious influence on this passageis CharlesDickens's story
'The Signalman' (1866), which contains many similarities of plot and tone with
Phulboni's story. The story beginsin a comparableway to Ghosh'sinterpolatedstory
by locating its eponymoussignalmanin a lonely, isolated signal-box. The narrator
remarks, '[h]is post was in as solitary and dismal a place as ever I saw' (Dickens,
1990:2). The suggestionis madethat delirium or madnessmay be responsiblefor the
eventsaboutto unfold, when the narratoris struckby a strangelook on the man's face:
27 At the end
of chapter 37, Unnila begins her story about 'something that happenedto
Phulboni many years ago', but after the chapterbreak there are no more speechmarks, and
the story progressesin a leisurely way, with descriptionsof the monsoonflooding in a level
of detail that is unlikely in a spokenconversation. This is a commontechniqueof Ghosh's
which we see at severalmomentsin this novel. Another good example comeswhen Ava
reconstructsMurugan's email about Elijah Farley's experiencesin Calcutta: once again,
Ava's voice slides into that of a third-personnarrator.
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'[t]he monstrousthought came into my mind, as I perusedthe fixed eyes and the
saturnineface,that this was a spirit, not a man. I have speculatedsince,whetherthere
may havebeeninfection in his mind' (1990: 3). A similar possibility is never faraway
from explaining strangeeventsin The Calcutta Chromosome,as malarial or syphilitic
delirium is a device that prevents the reader from being sure that seemingly
supernaturaleventsin the novel arenot merely delusions. Like Phulboni's story, 'The
Signalman' is a tale that relies on hearsay,which complicatesits relationshipto truth.
As Gary Day points out, it is 'a twice-told tale; the story that is told to the narratoris
the sameone ashe in his turn tells to his readers'(1988: 29).
The most striking motif in both storiesis also the same,a red lantern that lures
people to their deaths. In Dickens's story, a red light held by a frantically waving
phantom appearsto the signalman several times, and it is always the harbinger of
disaster. The first time the signalmanseesthe apparition it seemsto portend a rail
accident that occurs just six hours later; the secondtime the ghost foreshadowsa
woman's death on a train that passesthrough the signal minutes later; and the third
time it augursthe signalman's own death. This repeatedimage of a mysteriousred
light, conjoinedwith the signalman'sgruesomedeathby being cut down by a train, are
the clearestindicationswe have that Ghosh's story is to be read in part as a re-writing
of Dickens's tale.
Both stories also sharea senseof ambiguity at the end as to whethermysterious
occurrencescan be accountedfor by coincidence,or whethersupernaturalforcesare at
work. In 'The Signalman', the narrator gives a quasi-medicalrationalization for the
signalman'svision of a spectreholding the dangerlight:
Resisting the slow touch of a frozen finger tracing out my spine, I showed
him how that this figure must be a deceptionof his senseof sight; and how that
figures, originating in diseaseof the delicatenervesthat minister to the functions
of the eye, were known to have often troubled patients, some of whom had
become conscious of the nature of their affliction, and had even proved it by
experimentson themselves(Dickens, 1990:7).

Despite the chill that runs down the speaker's spine, this is an eminently sensible
interpretation of the vision. Talk of proof, experiments,and patients is, however,
immediately undercutby the signalman'srevelation that shortly after the phantasm's
appearancea major accident had taken place. The narrator promptly arguesthat
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'remarkable coincidence[s]did continually occur' (1990: 8), only to be baffled once
again by the signalman'saccountof the ghost's next emergenceand the deathof the
woman on the train.

In this way, the narrative moves between rational and

supernaturalexplanationsfor bizarre events. Similarly in Phulboni's story there are
always two possible solutions to the mysterious events at Renupur. For example,
when his belongings are swept onto the floor even though the window is shut,
Phulboni rationalizesit thus: '[flor want of a better explanation,he decidedthat the
objects must have beenblown off when he openedthe door' (CC, 268). Other weird
eventsareput down to absent-mindedness
or lack of sleep,although,as in the Dickens
story, even at the most rational moments of this narrative there is always the
suggestionof the supernatural.When Phulboni's light goesout for no reasona second
time, he is struck by an unreasonablefear, which is describedin much the sameterms
as Dickens's narrator uses: 'Phulboni froze; a chill ran down his spine'. He is
reassuredby the presenceof his gun: '[t]here was nothing he knew of that was proof
inevitably
but
(CC,
270),
303'
this
thought
comforting
points towards the
against a .
idea of unknown beings that are immune to gunfire. Both texts leave it up to the
readerto decidewhetherthere is a rational or a supernaturalexplanationfor incidents,
and it seemslikely that most readers'reactionswill be hesitationandpuzzlement. The
existencein both stories of uncertaintyas to whether the strangeeventsnarratedare
paranormalor the product of a feveredmind showsthat they have the equivocalstatus
that, accordingto Todorov and others,is characteristicof the fantastic. I have already
discussedthis literary mode in ChapterOne, but it is worth reiterating the point that
fantasy's ambivalent relationship to both scientific rationalism and religion or
spiritualism is a useful form for a writer like Ghosh,who arguesthat neither science
nor religion can explain things fully. There is thus a silence at the heart of both
narratives,a refusal on the narrators'part to explain 'what really happened'.
Two more intertexts for Phulboni's story are suggestedby comments Ghosh
madein a recentinterview:
in The Calcutta Chromosome,I must say there were two very important literary
influences. One was Khuditopashan,a Tagore story called Hungry Stone [sic]
which I had translatedabout that time. That had a very powerful influence on
me. I think it's a really wonderful story -a
sort of elaborate metaphor of
colonialism and this man looking for an identity. And also, I read some stories
by PaneshwamathRenu, which had a very powerful influence on me (Ghosh,
2000b:n. pag.).
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Paneshwamath(also known asPhanishwarNath) Renu (1921- 77) was a Hindi writer
whose stories and novels, written in the period 1946 - 73, are notable for their
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which of Renu's storiesinfluencedGhosh,althoughit seemslikely that the mysterious
Renupur station portrayed in Phulboni's narrative is intended as a referenceto this
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Vow and Other Stories. A story in the latter collection called 'Smells of a Primeval
Night' doesseemto have similarities of themeand tone with the Phulboni story which
I would like to explore, but there may be other Renu storiesthat have relevance;the
matterremainsopenfor Hindi-speakingscholarsto investigate.
'Smells of a Primeval Night' recounts the story of Karma, a young boy who
moves from station to station, helping out the 'relief babu', a railway employee who
fills in for other officials. At the time in which the story is set, Karma is working at an
obscure station that recalls the isolation of Renupur in the Phulboni story: '[w]hat a
joke! Not a single passengergot off this train either. Karma couldn't understand why
the rail company had gone to all that expense and built a station here' (Renu, 1986:
141). Descriptions of the monsoon-flooded landscape around the station in this story
in
Ghosh's narrative. In the
to
the
portrayed
are very similar
water-logged scenery
story, as in the Phulboni narrative, several strange dreams are recounted, which are
described in such detail that the dreams and reality merge. In both stories, dreams are
related without any explanation so that at first it is impossible to know that they are
not actual events. This heightens the narratives' sense of strangenessand emphasizes
the possibility that supernatural forces are at work. The best example of a dream that
blends with reality comes in the following passage:
Try as he might a thousandtimes, Karma couldn't free himself from the railway
track. He writhed, he screamed,but his body wouldn't budge an inch. He was
stuck. The thundering engine raced over him, severinghis neck and feet. His
head dangled to one side of the track, his feet lay scatteredon the other. He
quickly gatheredup his cut-off feet. Good lord, they had turned into Anthony
Saheb's pair of rubbers! Gumboots! And what had happenedto his head?
Scram,beat it! The damnedcur was gnawinghis noseand ears.(1986: 136).

Only towards the end of this description do the eventsbecomeabsurdand evidently
dream-like,when Kanna's feet metamorphoseinto an Englishman'sgumbootsand he
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is woken up by a stray dog. The subjectmatter of this passageis also interestingin
relation to Phulboni's story, in that Karma's dream(which is repeated,with variations,
at the end of 'Smells of a PrimevalNight') prefiguresa key trope of the Ghosh'sstory;
the dream of being run over by a train. I would argue,therefore,that this story is a
startingpoint f6r the Phulboninarrative.
Another more canonical story that Ghosh cites as having an influence on the
Phulboni section is RabindranathTagore's 'The Hunger of Stones'. This has been
(Tagore,
1991),
Tagore's
in
Radice's
William
short
stories
collection
of
anthologized
but more useful is Ghosh's own translation of the story, which he published in the
journal Civil Lines (Tagore, 1995). On the surface,there are fewer parallelsbetween
'The Hunger of Stones' and Phulboni's story than can be made with Dickens's 'The
Signalman' and Renu's 'Smells of a Primeval Night'. The subjectmatter of Tagore's
in
Raj
it
the
is
tax-collector
different
from
Phulboni's,
tells
the
of
a
story
story quite
as
in
in
deserted
takes
palace the Muslim princely state of
era who
up residence a
Hyderabad. He soon becomesawareof the invisible spirits of Persiancourtierswho
had lived in the palacecenturiesearlier. Through a mysteriousprocesshe is able to
watch (thoughwithout seeing)the activities of theseArabic maidens,althoughhe only
passesinto their world at night.
As Ghosh suggests,the story may be read as 'an elaborate metaphor of
colonialism and [a] man looking for an identity'. Significantly, the main characteris a
collector of cotton duties, a controversialBritish tax that drained India of one of its
most lucrative natural resources(seefootnote 9 in ChapterOne, p. 38). This and the
tax collector's fondnessfor British clothes, such as sola-topees,'English shirts' and
'tight Western pantaloons' mark him out as a Westernized representativeof the
colonial government,who has completeconfidencein reasonand materialismasways
of understandingthe world. His confidenceis shakenby apparitionsfrom an earlier,
Muslim India, whose nocturnal appearancesmake the tax-collector questionwhether
his masters' way of ruling India is any less delusory than the supernaturalworld he
inhabits at night. At the heart of the story, then, is a discussionabout meaningand
reality. This is indicatedby the senseof absurditythat increasinglyseemsto surround
the tax collector's daily duties:
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the businessof calculating excise duties for cotton lost its urgency, indeed the
affairs of the Nizam's entire estatedwindled into insignificance - everything
that was actual and current,everythinghappeningaroundme, peoplecoming and
going, eating and worldng, all of that now seemedincreasingly meaningless,
devoid of value (Tagore, 1995: 165).
The spirits from an older India paradoxically begin to seem to inhabit a more
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the frequent appearance at the palace of the madman, Meher Ali, with his repeated
insistence that '[flt's a lie, all of it's a lie' (1995: 167), magnifies the confusion as to
whose version of reality is to be believed.

Superficially, the fact that Meher Ali

himself had a narrow escape from the palace spirits suggests that his incantations are
intended to wam others away from their grasp. However, in a letter to Dipesh
Chakrabarty, Ghosh reveals his belief that this refrain is intended as a warning against
the colonists' civilizing rhetoric: '[a]lthough it is true [ ] that we do not see this
...
it
is
in
I
[about
Tagore,
think
actually ever-present,
anguish
colonialism] reflected
straining against the smooth surface of his prose. For example, the constant refrain
[ ] of "It's all a lie": this is stated most resoundingly in "Kshudhito Pashan"
...
(Ghosh, 2001a: n. pag.).

However, as Ghosh acknowledgesin his recognition of the contradiction
betweenTagore's 'smooth [ ] prose' and the 'anguish' that lurks beneathits surface,
...
there is a great senseof ambiguity as to how we are to read this story, and it is here
that Tagore's story intersectswith Phulboni's. As with Phulboni's tale and Dickens's
'The Signalman', this is a story within a story. The stranger's tale of the 'hungry
stones' is never completed,as it is abruptly interruptedby the arrival of a train. There
are also explicit referenceswithin Tagore'stext to incompletenarratives. At night the
tax collector feels that he becomes'a characterin a story conceivedcenturiesago but
left unwritten and unrealized [ ] It was as though the pages of some extravagant
...
romance were blowing through the palace on the summer breeze- episodesthat
could be followed only to a certain point and no further' (1995: 161 - 62). This
suggestsan important resemblancebetween Tagore's and Phulboni's stories: both
refuse to spell out their meaning, emphasizingthe impossibility of knowing events
with any certainty and embracinga sort of silence. This is probably the most telling
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parallel betweenthe two texts: the refutation of a perceived Westernbelief that all
phenomenaare eventuallyexplicablethroughlanguage.
Furthermore, both stories are closely connected with trains (Tagore's tale is
narrated by a stranger to two cousins who are waiting for a delayed train). This brings
me to the significance of the railway in Ghosh's novel. It is interesting to note that, as
intertextual
international
the
and
a
complex
web
communications
well as
networks of
linking varied literary genres and texts, there is another important network in the
novel: the railway network.

Trains are an incessant feature of The Calcutta

Chromosome: Mangala is found by Cunningham at Sealdah station (CC, 145) and later
on it is explained that he chose all his assistantsby searching the station: '[t]he station
hadn't been around that long, but if you wanted to find people who were pretty much
on their own, down and out with nowhere to go, that was the place to look' (CC, 243).
Various murders are also attempted by luring people onto train tracks; for example,
Farley disappears at Renupur, in company of a man who is presumably Lutchman
(CC, 154); then there is Phulboni's near-death experience that I have already looked
at. The New York migrants meet up at Penn Station; Murugan turns himself in to the
lunatic asylum at Sealdah station; Mrs. Aratounian/Mangala leaves a note at the end to
say that she's taken a train from Sealdah to Renupur (CC, 303).

Trains are thus a centralthemein the novel, which Martin Leer has addressedin
his essay'Odologia Indica: The Significanceof Railways in Anglo-Indian and Indian
Fiction in English' (2001). In this essay, Leer contends that in Yhe Calcutta
Chromosome'[r]ailway stations[ ] function as the siteswhere charactersand stories
...
appearfrom and disappearinto; centreswhich connectparallel worlds, a kind of realworld Internet portals' (2001: 55). He fleetingly gesturestowards the parallels that
may be drawn betweenthe novel's use of railways and the World Wide Web, but does
not develop the point. I would suggestthat Ghosh constructsin this novel several
grids that intersecteachother; the railway network that connectsthe India of Ronald
Ross's day being overlaid (but not replaced)by the new technologiesof the internet
and holographic communication. It seemslikely that just as the nineteenth-century
invention of the railway was deeplyimplicated in the colonial project (seeLeer, 2001:
41 & 44; Headrick, 1981: 180 91; Adas, 1989:221 36), so too thesenew tentacles
of the internet are entangledin more subtle forms of hegemonyand control. Just as
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the migrantsin New York find their own ways of resistingthe surveillancecreatedby
new technologies,so the subalternsaffectedby the railways in the Raj parts of the
novel also use the trains againstthe colonial master. As Leer writes, 'the main means
of structuring [ ... ] spatialpolitical control, the railway, is turned against[the British)'
(2001: 56). This is most graphically shownin the story when Grigson is almostkilled
by being lured onto the train-tracksby Laakhan.
I would like to concludethis sectionby pulling out two of the imagesthat recur
again and again in examiningPhulboni's story and indeedthe novel as a whole: these
are the symbols of the network and silence. I have argued that in Yhe Calcutta
Chromosomeseveral different networks overlap: networks of textual references,
international computer-mediatedcommunications,and railroads. These networks
allow the novel to avoid structuralmodelsof linearity, as the network systemdepends
for its existenceon the linkage of far-flung nodes. However, also integral to the idea
of a network or a web are holes,gaps,and intangibility. Thus, when I tried to analyse
the elaboratestory told by Phulboni, I found it to be a pinprick in a constellationof
references;but in answerto the question 'what happenedto Phulboni?', all the story
yields is silence and uncertainty. This is one of the most important conclusionsto be
drawn from this novel; the idea that nothing can ever really be known. The Calcutta
Chromosomeseemsto embracethe act of story-telling becauseit implies an ongoing
narratorial fashioning, unlike the notion of 'knowledge' which has connotationsof
fixity, stasis,and authority.
As such, the image of the malaria bug may be read as a metaphor for storytelling. Murugan reminds us that 'one of the extraordinarythings about the malaria
bug is that it has the capacityto "cut and paste" its DNA', arguing that it has so far
proved impossible to create a malaria vaccine because 'what's special about the
malaria bug is that as it goesthrough its life cycle it keepsaltering its coat-proteins.
So by the time the body's immune system learns to recognizethe threat, the bug's
already had time to do a little costume-changebefore the next act' (CC, 250). The
malaria parasitehasthe capacityto mutate,to adaptto survive new circumstances,like
the oral story, which is constantly re-formed to suit new ages and new tellers.
Interestingly, the Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe has also used the image of the
chromosometo describeoral stories:
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stories are the very center,the very heart of our civilization and culture [ ...] it is
the story that conveysall our gains, all our failure, all we hold dear and all we
condemn. To convey this to the next generationis the only way we can keep
going and keep alive as a people. Therefore the story is like the genesthat are
transferredto createthe new being. It is far more important than anything else
(Achebe,quotedin Ogbaa,1999:xvii).

The implication given in this quotation is that each generationupdatesold stories,
making them relevant for a new world, just as chromosomes are at unique
configurationsof existing DNA.
The evolving nature of stories is also hinted at in a significant passage in The
Calcutta Chromosome. It comes quite near the end of the novel, when Urmila is
trying to explain to Murugan the series of 'coincidences' that caused her to find some
papers that provide an important connection between Ross's research and the
spiritualist group in Madras. As she explains about how she happened to be sold the
papers as wrappings for fish by a fish-seller whom nobody has seen before or since,
Urmila begins to suspect that the counter-scientific group has deliberately sent the
clues her way. She is still puzzled, asking 'why would anyone set about the whole
thing in such a roundabout way9 [ ] If they want you to know something why
...
wouldn't they just tell you - why involve me and Romen Haldar and... T (CC, 216).
Murugan's answer is revealing: '[s]omeone's trying to get us to make some
connections; they're trying to tell us something; something they don't want to put
together themselves, so that when we get to the end we'll have a whole new story'
(CC, 216). This comment is particularly emblematic of the way that stories work.
Rather than 'just tell[ing] you' what to think, stories encourage readers to 'make [ ]
...
connections', so that a 'whole new story' is created. Here the suggestion is also made
that all narratives contain gaps or silences, which the reader has to fill in for
him/herself. No two readers will read a story in quite the same way, and this brings
about a plethora of new stories or interpretations. Like the image of the malaria bug,
this passagealerts us to the dynamism and potentiality of stories.

I think that Ghosh'simagesof story-telling and mutating malaria parasitesform
a powerful plea that knowledgebe regardedas a dynamicprocess,rather than a fixed
entity. It is not that Ghoshis opposedto knowledge,but that in this novel he indicates
that all knowledges,whether concerning science,history, or geography,are in fact
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provisional, they are stories still being told, still mutating. Donna Haraway expresses
it well when she writes:
Scientific practice may be considereda kind of story-telling practice -a rulegoverned, constrained,historically changing craft of narrating the history of
nature. Scientific practice and scientific theories produce and are embeddedin
particular Idnds of stories. Any scientific statementabout the world depends
intimately upon language,upon metaphor. The metaphorsmay be mathematical
Scientific
be
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they
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case,
structure
any
or
may culinary;
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in
is
the
specific
sense
of
practice above all a story-telling practice
practicesof interpretationand testimony (1989: 4).

Ghosh seemsto suggestthat it is only when one recognizesthat scientific practice or
any claim to knowledgeare in fact processesakin to story-telling, that one can actually
begin
[can]'t
knowledge:
'Knowledge
the
set off on
mutating, evolving course of
(CC,
impossibility
knowledge'
104). That word
the
without acknowledging
of
'impossibility' also indicates Ghosh's other important point, which is that full
knowledgeis not out there for the taking: therewill alwaysbe silencesand gapsin our
narrationsof knowledge.

CONCLUSION:

SILENCE

Throughoutthis chapterI have exploredmany of the storiesand genresto which
The Calcutta Chromosomealludes. In this conclusion,I contrastthe volubility of this
archi- and hypertextualitywith anotherof the novel's key concerns,which, as I have
indicated, is silence. The novel suggeststhat the act of putting anything into writing
inevitably distorts the 'truth' of the thing it attempts to describe. This is well
illustrated when Murugan is explainingthe logic of the counter-scientificcult:
Maybe this other team startedwith the idea that knowledgeis self-contradictory;
maybe they believed that to know something is to change it, therefore in
knowing something,you've already changedwhat you think you know so you
don't really know it at all: you only know its history. Maybe they thought that
knowledge couldn't begin without acknowledging the impossibility of
knowledge(CC, 103 - 104).

Although writing and languageare not specifically mentioned in this passage,it is
implied that the 'impossibility of knowledge' arisesfrom the needfor knowledgeto be
transmitted by language. Murugan indicates that languageis insufficient to explain
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phenomenaand inevitably changesthe thing that it attemptsto describe. He confirms
this by arguing that the secret group 'would in principle have to refuse all direct
communication, straight off the bat, becauseto communicate, to put ideas into
language,would be to establish a claim to know - which is the first thing that a
counter-sciencewould dispute' (CC, 103). Ghoshseemsto be arguingthat any claim
to knowledge - whether it be historical, scientific, or aesthetic- is a construct,
dependenton its cultural origins. This is not to saythat the attemptto gain knowledge
is a futile one, but that one must recognizethe limitations of one's attempt from the
outset. Thus Murugan arrives at the paradoxical, yet insightful, realization that
'knowledge couldn't begin without acknowledgingthe impossibility of knowledge.
In short, the novel centresaroundthe postmodernrealization that 'the Enlightenment
pursuit of "knowledge" hasimploded' (Nunes,1997: 173).
This recognition comesabout becauseof an understandingof the limitations of
language. The novel examinesthe idea that narratives,even such apparentlyfactual
ones as histories, are 'not at all transparenteither in terms of languageor structure'
(Hutcheon, 1988: 105). Ghosh extends the argument of In an Antique Land that
history is a discourselittered with omissionsand distortions. He plays with the idea of
unreliable evidenceand the problems of fashioninghistory out of written documents;
for example, in Murugan's recognition that Countess PongrAcz's diaries are
untrustworthy (CC, 211). The problem of incomplete evidenceis also highlighted,
when Murugan discoversa letter from Elijah Farley, which subsequentlydisappears
(CC, 119); and when Ava fails to decipherthe full text of a deletedemail written by
Murugan (CC, 154). The novel's narratorrarely constructshis alternativehistoriesout
of straightforward texts, however. He has to interpret bizarre objects such as an
identity bracelet,a bottle of correctingfluid, and even somescrapsof newspaperused
to wrap up fish. Such instancescontinue In an Antique Land's suggestionthat all
historical narrativesseekto make senseof textual and non-textualtraces,and to make
28
fragments.
a coherentstory out of silencesor
28 Ghoshhighlights this
connectionin a recent interview in which he states,'I think the main
influence on this book was In an Antique Land'. He goeson to arguethat the beginning of
the novel is meant almost as a parody of his previous work: '[y]ou remember Calcutta
Chromosomebegins with a guy finding in cyberspacea tiny clue, and then he goes off
chasing it. So in some ways it's also a kind of private joke on myselir (Ghosh, 2000b: n.
pag.). His referenceto a joke highlights the parodic aspectsThe Calcutta Chromosome.In
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the group as 'a crowd for whom silenceis a religion' (CC, 218). The fictional writer
Phulboni is desperateto understandthis silence,and he often refers to a Goddessof
Silencewhom he begsto enlightenhim:
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This speechillustrates the paradoxthat writing can be a quest for the perfection and
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been written for her' evokes inexpressible thoughts that cannot be articulated in
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literature. Steiner identifies 'the motif of the necessarylimitations of the human
word', which 'carries with it a crucial intimation of that which lies outside language,
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that
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discourse' (1969: 60). Michael Wood (1998: 1) agreesthat the transcendenceof the
all this discussionof the novel's seriouscritiques of Ross's Memoirs and of conventional
histories in general,it is important not to lose sight of the fact that Murugan's researchis
being lampoonedhere. All researchersslant their researchtowards their own biases and
interests,and Murugan is an extremeexampleof this, intendedas a caricatureof the kind of
obsessiondemonstratedby the narrator of In an Antique Land.
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is
'what literature longs for', but emphasizes that this is an impracticable goal,
word
4not only because [literature's] very condition is language but because a complicated
fidelity to silence is one of literature's most attractive attainments'. Phulboni seemsto
recognize this 'complicated fidelity' between language and silence, indicating that the
two are inextricable: '[m]istaken are those who imagine that silence is without life;
that it is inanimate, without either spirit or voice. It is not: indeed the Word is to this
silence what the shadow is to the foreshadowed, what the veil is to the eyes, what the
mind is to truth, what language is to life' (CC, 27). Here, the Word appears as a
permanent obstruction to clear understanding.

Phulboni intimates that language
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that
cannot
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severely restricts our vision of
veil covering the eyes.

Phulboni's invocation to the Goddessof Silence has severaleffects. Firstly it
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which
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and juxtaposed with a male God, representedby the Abyss (CC, 214). The second
century thinker, Valentinus, reportedly came from Egypt and formulated a
heterogeneoustype of Gnosticism in which myths and philosophiesfrom both East
Gnosticism
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(Roukema,
1999:
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intertwined
West
was a
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were
multifarious religious movementthat existed in the first centuriesAD and developed
alongsidethe early form of what becameacceptedChristian doctrine. The movement
incorporated such sects as the Manicheans29 and Mandeans, as well as the
Valentinians,but theseschoolsof thought were all predicatedon the gnosis, or secret
knowledge,that the cosmoswas essentiallydualistic. Gnosticsbelievedthat the world
was a flawed construction,createdby the 'demiurge', a lowly creatorGod. They held
that abovethis demiurge exists a perfect, unknowableGod who was not involved in
the creation of the material world. Gnosticsbelieved that man containeda trace, or
'divine spark', of substancefrom this highestGod. Gnosisor insight into the obscured
relationship betweenman and God was said to precederedemptionfrom the cycle of
deathand rebirth, enablingthe initiated to find residencein the heavenlyrealm.
As such, the novel's referencesto Gnostic and Valentinian thought provide
illumination for severalof the novel's themes. The Gnostics' venerationof Silence
29For a comprehensive
both asa religionanda powerfulmetaphor
accountof Manichaeism,
in postcolonialstudies,seeThieme,2000.
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and silences in its fabric. Furthermore, the Gnostics' emphasis an *i&T -mce"SS
to 2,
hidden knowledge and on the importance of keeping this knowledge secret shows that

this is a religion that stressesthe needfor silenceand absolutediscretion amongstits
followers, in a way that recalls the counter-sciencegroup. The Gnostics' attitude
towards knowledge links with Ghosh's idea of the 'impossibility of knowledge'. The
word gnosis indicates a process of knowing, rather than complete, unconditional
knowledge: 'fu]nlike episteme(understanding),the term is hardly ever used in an
absolute sense[ ...1: it emphasizesthe act of knowing rather than knowledge itself
(Filoramo, 1990: 39). This is not to say that the Gnostics regardedtheir brand of
knowledge as provisional on the contrary,they saw it as total, divinely sanctioned
wisdom - but that they believed their knowledge to be 'experience, a lived
experience of spiritual regeneration' (Filoramo, 1990: 41). This stress on the
dynamism and flux of knowledge,on knowledge as a processrather than as a static
monolith, once again aligns the Gnostics' approachwith that of the counter-scientific
cult in The Calcutta Chromosome.Mangala's followers, too, believe in the constant
mobility of knowledge,arguingthat it changesas soonas it becomesknown (CC, 103
104).
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a religion that has beenwritten out of history. In line with the maxim that history is
written by its victors, Gnosticismhas been largely obscuredas a religious movement
by the distorting lens of mainstreamChristianity. Throughout this novel, and indeed
his entire body of work, Ghosh is interestedin groups who have not had a voice in
orthodox histories, and his referencesto Gnosticism thus fits with his attempt to
recover the scatteredor destroyed textual remnants of such groups as colonized
peoples,dissidentreligious groupsor practitionersof pseudoscience.
Secondly,Phulboni's invocation of silencereminds the readerthat many people
do not have accessto written language,that for everybook we readthere
are countless
books that were never written, due to illiteracy, poverty, or social pressures. Tillie
Olsenobserves:
Literary history and the presentare dark with silences:somethe silencesfor
years by our acknowledgedgreat; some silences hidden; some the ceasing to
publish after one work appears;some the never coming to book form at all
(1980: 6).
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Olsen's literal analysis of the issue of silence and literature reminds us of the silence
of Ronald Ross's laboratory assistants. Without education or financial independence,
30
figure
historical
Lutchman,
of
who might have become talented
men such as the
scientists, are confined to the margins of history.

A third perspectiveon the novel's exploration of silence is found in the notion
that silence may be the only appropriateresponseto incidents of great trauma and
suffering. Walter Benjamin writes on the inadequacyof words as a responseto such
cataclysmiceventsasWorld War I:
With the [First] World War a processbegan [ ] which has not halted since
...
then. Was it not noticeable at the end of the war that men returned from the
battlefield grown silent - not richer, but poorer in communicableexperience?
What ten years later was poured out in the flood of war books was anything but
experiencethat goesfrom mouth to mouth (1973: 84).

Similarly, writing after the Second World War and in responseto the Holocaust,
George Steiner questionsthe Amoldian idea that cultural pursuits such as literature
refine the sensibilities. He remindsus that someAuschwitz wardenshad a great love
of literature, but that their reading of Shakespeareand Goethein no way diminished
their murderousimpulses (1969: 23). The knowledge of the literary bent of many
concentrationcamp workers has promoted disillusionment with verbalization among
somepost-warwriters. SamuelBeckett,for example,formulateda radical type of play
'in which a character,his feet trappedin concreteand his mouth gagged,will stareat
the audience and say nothing' (Steiner, 1969: 25). Steiner can understandif not
entirely condone the writer's 'temptation' towards silence, going on to argue that
'[t]he imagination has supped its fill of horrors and of the unceremonioustrivia
throughwhich modem horror is often expressed'(1969: 25).
It may be that Ghosh's preoccupationwith silence in this novel is an ethical
responseto the horrors of colonialism. Just as the Second World War made its
participants 'poorer in communicableexperience',so too Britain's hasty withdrawal
from India and the cataclysmic events of Partition initially met with silence from
writers working in the English language. Whereasregional languagewriters such as
30 Not to be confusedwith Ghosh's fictional
rendering of this character,who is represented
as a powerful and calculating figure.
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Intizar Husain and Saadat Hasan Manto wrote stories about the violence soon after
Partition, in Indo-Anglian literature for a long time little was written on the subject.31
There are many reasons for this silence, including the notion that Indian writers did
not want to discuss the shameful violence before a world audience. Yet, another
plausible rationale is that the trauma was so bad it was unspeakable. Many writers
avoided writing about the violence, for fear that this would give it meaning and
legitimacy.

Ghosh's creation of a space for silence in this novel may come as a

reminder that we should not 'speak for' the subaltern, but rather recognize, with
Spivak (1988a), the unrepresentable aspects of the Other's experiences.

Ghosh'srecourseto silencemay also constitutea responseto the suppressionof
men like Lutchmanby the economicand social gagsof colonialism. Ross's volubility
and eagernessto record everything for posterity is contrastedwith the mysterious
silence of Lutchman, Mangala, and the counter-scientific cult.

The feverish

determinationof the former to make his name in the annals of Western scienceis
satirically contrastedwith the Indian group's more metaphysicalgoals. Lutchman's
and Mangala's apocalypticfusion of sciencewith religion implies an almost complete
reftitation of Westernrationality and the notion that man is the 'measureof all things'
(Hassan, 1967: 6). Their secrecyand refusal to articulate their scientific findings
suggeststhat languagehasbecomemeaninglessand redundant,and that it is no longer
possibleto 'know' anythingwith certainty.
Ultimately, Ghosh,like Steinerand Adorno before him, apparentlycomesto the
while it may be a woefully inadequateresponseto the
enormitiesof colonialism - must be remouldedto expressand exorcisesuffering. In
his essay'Commitment', Theodor Adorno endorsesthe argumentthat 'to write lyric
conclusion that writing -

poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric' and yet concludesthat 'this suffering [ ...] also
demandsthe continued existenceof art while it prohibits it; it is now virtually in art
alone that suffering can still find its own voice' (1977: 188). In his novels Ghosh
arrives at a similar conclusionthat writing must be used to highlight suffering and to
The most notable exception, of course, is Khushwant Singh's Train to Pakistan, which
was written in English and first published in 1956. After Singh, one of the first English
language writers to break the silence was Rushdie, and following the publication of
Midnight's Children in 1981, there came a great outpouring of literature about the terrible
eventsof 1947.
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Conclusion
Towards the end of Amitav Ghosh's most recent novel, The Glass Palace,
Aijun, an Indian officer fighting with British forces in the Second World War,
ruminateson his colonial consciousness:
it was interestingto think that he [ ... ] might want somethingwithout knowing it.
How was that possible? Was it becauseno one had taught [him] the words? The
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too
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that
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not
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through
no
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the
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know
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all the things that
himself on his ability to dancethe tango and to eat beef without any senseof disgust,
but now Aijun realizes that he and his fellow soldiers are cut off from the concerns
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as
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that
thoughts
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Aijun sensesthe existence of a vast spectrum of
inaccessibleto him, becauseof his Westernizedupbringing.
The repetition of the word 'know' in this passageindicates that once again
Ghoshis askingwhat constitutesknowledge. Mun is a product of colonial education,
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know', and as a stunted, crippled creature. These images recall the rhetoric of
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develop the superior cogitative abilities that Europeanshad supposedlymastered. As
the passagesuggests,embeddedin The GlassPalace is a debateaboutknowledge,and
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forms of knowledge.
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Chapter One discusses Ghosh's interrogation of Western scientific reason in Yhe
Circle of Reason. The West used its science and technology both, practically, as a
means of conquering other countries, and, ideologically, as part of the civilizing
mission. Yet, through the character of Balaram, Ghosh indicates that Western science
was hybridized in its encounter with Indian intellectuals.

Balaram's interest in the

science of men such as Pasteur, Combe, Lombroso, and Bose is Ghosh's way of
exposing the fact that science has a suppressed Other, pseudoscience, to which it is
more closely related than is usually supposed. This is underlined by my research into
these scientists, which revealed that both science and pseudoscience are products of
contemporary intellectual trends, and that both are to some extent shaped by luck,
guesswork, and the imagination. In order to problematize scientific methodology in
this novel, Ghosh plays different genres off against each other. For example, social
realism rubs up against the fantastic, while the digressive picaresque journey is
contrasted with the logical progression of detective fiction.

This is a deliberate

strategy by which Ghosh hopes to show that all narratives -

even such apparently

objective discourses as science locations.

are stories that arise from particular times and

Ghosh's intermingling of different genres, his wide-ranging intertextual

references, and polyglot language also signal a nascent attempt at representing the
multilingual societies of the Middle East in fiction.

ChapterTwo dealswith Ghosh'srepresentationsof spacein TheShadowLines.
The novel foregroundsspaceby juxtaposing domesticplacesthat are temporally and
spatially distant,by allowing familiar placeto telescopeinto the vastnessof space,and
by eschewinglinearity. Ghosh's interest in spaceseemsto have been inspired by the
dislocation experiencedby many Bengalis since the dismembermentof their desh in
the 1947Partition and 1971war. At the heart of his novel is a critique of the history
of South Asian cartography. Maps provide only limited depictions of space,but
imperialists exaggeratedtheir achievements.The West's cartographicadvanceswere
taken to signify a superior intellect, but it was less widely recognized that these
advanceswere facilitated by the West's colonial expansion(which in turn was aided
by new mapping techniques). The map hypostatizesa territorial view of space. By
taking nation-statesas its 'building blocks', notwithstandingthe cultural continuities
that exist acrossborders, the map encouragesdivision and self-interest. Europeans
brought this acquisitive view of spaceto India, and it led to the drive to define the
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responsiblefor the destructionof the medievalnon-hegemonicworld systemrecorded
in the Geniza. Ghosh is as much interestedin the Geniza's own history as in the
history that it preserves,denouncingthe expropriation of Geniza documentsfrom
Egypt by imperialist scholars. History is depicted in the text as being linked to the
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interpretation of history, and that all narratives - and indeed discourses- are
necessarilyincomplete.
Ghoshreturnsto a discussionof sciencein The Calcutta Chromosome.Chapter
Four examineshis use of the genresof sciencefiction and cyberpunkin interrogating
the network society and the ontological claims of Westernscience. His hypertextual
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rewriting of Ross's Memoirs suggests that the discovery of the malaria vector was
facilitated by Indian knowledge. As such, Ghosh reiterates the suggestion advanced in
Yhe Circle of Reason that Western science was crucially

shaped by colonial

expansion. He also continues to interrogate science and pseudoscience, highlighting
the porosity of their borders and the relative contingency of their academic standing.
Ghosh countervails the rigidity of scientific discourse with complex layers of stories.
These stories unfurl to reveal little more than uncertainty and silence. Silence is
therefore posited in the novel as a radical alternative to the voluble assertions of
knowledge.

As a novelist, Ghosh foregrounds fiction as an important instrument of
knowledge transmission,highlighting in particular the genre's open-endedness
and
ability to encompassmany different viewpoints. Although his fiction is always
high
he
in
factual
quality
also produces
research,and although
grounded extensive
journalistic texts and reportage,he always returns to the novel as the most apposite
literary mode for imparting his non-hegemonic'not-knowledge'. As well as the
form,
is
inherent
in
Ghosh's
discourses
that
traditional
choice
of
critique of
academic
all of his novels depict other forms of art as alternativesto the more inflexible aspects
fantasy,
Chromosome
Calcutta
Reason
Yhe
knowledge.
Circle
The
pit
and
of
of
folklore, and story-telling against the rigidity of colonial science. In The Shadow
Lines, divisive and non-negotiablecolonial cartographiesare challengedby Tridib's
imaginarymaps. The narratorof In an Antique Land preferspoems,textual fragments,
and local legendsto the documentsand recordsusually favouredby historians. And
latterly, a similar celebration of art infuses Yhe Glass Palace's references to
photographerssuch as Edward Weston and Raghubir Singh, and to the short stories
written by the characterMa Thin Thin Aye.
Ghoshcontinuesto write, and his next novel (which focuseson the Sundarbans
and is due to be published in April 2004) may move down new avenues. From my
critical engagementwith a significant selectionof his work, however, I would hazard
that at the core of his forthcoming fiction therewill be found his continuing interestin
formal experimentation,and in the ways in which knowledge,however objective and
culturally neutral it seems,is in fact ineluctably shapedby culture andpower.
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